Race and the Law in South Carolina carefully reconstructs the social history behind six legal disputes heard in the South Carolina courts between the 1840s and the 1940s. The book uses these case studies to probe the complex relationship between race and the law in the American South during a century that included slavery, Reconstruction, and Jim Crow.

Throughout most of the period covered in the book, the South Carolina legal system obsessively drew racial lines, always to the detriment of nonwhite people. Occasionally, however, the legal system also provided a public forum—perhaps the region’s best—within which racism could openly be challenged. The book emphasizes how dramatically the degree of legal oppressiveness experienced by Black South Carolinians varied during the century under study, based largely on the degree of Black access to political and legal power.
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Preface

This book has unusual origins. Each chapter originated as a collaborative research project in my legal history seminar at Davidson College. Whenever I teach this course, a dozen or so advanced undergraduates and I collaboratively explore a single topic. I designed this seminar to teach students, in a hands-on way, how to research, analyze, and write about the legal past. When designing the course, I expected students to learn a ton—and they do. I expected them to enjoy working together to create something important—and they do. What I did not expect was that the resulting scholarship would be worth sharing—but it is. The first batch of collaboratively produced essays to emerge from this seminar concerned North Carolina’s legal history. In 2009, the University Press of Kentucky published these essays as a book.1 You are reading the South Carolina follow-up.

These books develop slowly. They begin in class. Students start by rummaging through old state supreme court reports, itself an eye-opening experience for them. I instruct them to look for cases that touch on important historical issues, raise interesting legal questions, and concern intriguing people. Each student identifies such a case and presents it to the group. After extensive discussion, the group selects a winner. Year after year, between 2007 and 2015, students gravitated to race-related cases, reflecting both the bounty of such cases contained in South Carolina court records and the values that my students brought with them to class.

Topic in hand, we research. Like physicians in training, students cycle through secondary, primary, and archival research rotations. Some start with secondary sources. They read scholarly books and journal articles and start to sketch the historical background against which our case will be set.

Others start with primary sources. They might seek old press accounts of our case or comb legal records, in search of similar cases. Still others head to the state archives in Columbia, South Carolina, to pan for gold. After several rotations, we know enough about our story to build a working outline. By design, the number of sections in our outline equals the number of students in the course. Students draw lots to determine the order in which they select writing assignments. They then spend the rest of the semester researching and writing their assigned segments—an individual task serving a collective end. Communication is constant, particularly among writers of adjacent sections. Research finds get passed around. Unexpected discoveries here demand revisions there. Two-thirds of the way through the term, an outside reader visits class to critique an inevitably ragged draft. Smart feedback results. Near the end of the term, we present our work on campus, prompting additional smart feedback.²

The semester ends; work continues. Thanks to Davidson College’s generous support for undergraduate research, one or two students usually continue to work on the paper, often over a summer. Summer students deepen our excavations, especially in the archives. Sometimes, their digging undermines classroom assumptions, compelling us to rethink our arguments.

The students then leave the paper with me. I do additional research. I take the paper apart and reassemble it. I discard much and add new material. Some papers shrink to half their original length. Others double in size. On my good days, I sharpen the analysis. On my best days, I make it sing.

I then prepare a condensed version to test-drive before an academic audience and invite student coauthors to copresent. All of the chapters in this book debuted either as invited lectures on university campuses or as parts of research panels at academic conferences. Although undergraduates rarely present in such contexts, my students regularly do. They always perform marvelously. Sometimes, conference presentations serendipitously lead to publications.³

---

The final stage in the evolution from seminar project to scholarly book is the fusing of the separate papers. I assemble the chapters in chronological order. Because all of the chapters touch on the same general theme, the relationship between racial distinctions and the law in South Carolina history, patterns quickly emerge. Stories interweave. Locations recur. Characters with leading roles here reappear in cameos there. This synergy binds the book. I revise each chapter in light of all others, write section-to-section transitions, and prepare an introduction and a conclusion. Feedback from wise readers polishes my glasses along the way. Some former students stay in touch and offer helpful advice. Despite all of this help, flaws remain. Those are mine alone.

John Wertheimer
Davidson, North Carolina
INTRODUCTION

Continuity and Change in the Palmetto State

Although the scale of federal litigation in the United States has grown immeasurably since the nation’s birth, state litigation remains far more common. For every case filed in a federal court, a hundred are filed in state courts.¹ That federal-to-state imbalance surely was even greater during the century or so covered in this book, from the 1840s to the 1940s, a stretch of South Carolina’s history that began during slavery and ended during Jim Crow.

Despite the submerged bulk of state law, federal law remains the iceberg’s looming tip in popular memory. Utter the phrase “the legal history of slavery” to an American and you are likely to evoke such infamies as the three-fifths clause (a federal constitutional provision), the Fugitive Slave Act (a federal statute), and Dred Scott (a federal court case). Yet state law, which built on colonial law, was vastly more important to the history of US slavery than was federal law. Likewise, for all of the retrospective attention paid to the US Supreme Court’s infamous “separate but equal” reasoning in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), the Jim Crow system was, first and foremost, a state-level creation. Plessy segregated nothing. It merely permitted states to continue segregating. When asked why he robbed banks, the celebrated thief Willie Sutton allegedly replied, “Because that’s where the money is.” The present exploration of race and the law, from slavery through Jim Crow, focuses on state law for a similar reason: that’s where the legal history is.

This book examines various ways in which perceived racial distinctions interacted with the law in South Carolina, from the 1840s through the 1940s. For much of the twentieth century’s second half, scholars snapped together these historical eras—slavery, Reconstruction, Jim Crow—in a configuration that zigged and zagged but ultimately bent toward justice. Slavery, standard accounts held, poisoned the new nation. Thankfully, the Civil War did away with it, allowing freedom fleetingly to sprout during the post–Civil War Reconstruction period, when a newly powerful federal government enforced equality and civil rights. Before long, however, a reactionary “Redemption” movement, led by southern Democrats, violently plowed under these tender shoots, allowing the noxious weeds of Jim Crow to spread across the South and beyond. The plowed-under sprouts of Reconstruction, America’s “unfinished revolution,” however, would not die. By the mid-twentieth century, they had resurfaced, and a “Second Reconstruction” bloomed.²

Around 2000, in response to the sputtering out of Civil Rights–era progress, a different and less hopeful interpretation emerged. Frustrated by what one scholar dubbed the “permanence of racism,”³ writers asked themselves, “Why has formal legal equality been achieved in most spheres while social and structural inequalities persist?”⁴ Race scholars, Black and white, including historians of whiteness, concluded that American white suprem-

---


acy is an “intractable problem” that morphs and mutates but never dies. White supremacy simply “reproduce[s]” itself in a “new form in every era,” allowing the color line to remain “an organizing principle of U.S.-American life.” Scholars drove this point home rhetorically by connecting historical dots. “Slavery became ‘separate but equal,’” Jennifer Harvey wrote early in the twenty-first century, “which now has become color-blindness.” David Roediger drew a similarly continuous line from “slave patrols to lynchings to contemporary mass incarceration.” US racial history was a story of continuity. The “preferential treatment of white people” survived emancipation and remained a force “so fundamental to America that it is difficult to imagine the country without it,” wrote Ta-Nehisi Coates. Racialized “privilege and subordination” were among the nation’s most “fundamental continuities,” added Barbara Welke. Ibram X. Kendi surveyed American history and found that patterns of racial discrimination were “stamped from the beginning” and persisted.

The scholarly emphasis on continuity has had a huge impact, both within and beyond the academy. Its unwavering spotlight has illuminated some important truths: racial inequality in the United States survived emancipation. It survived the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. It survived the demise of Jim Crow and the passage of civil rights laws in the 1960s. At no point—in American history have Black people, by any meaningful metric, experienced equality with white

9. Ibid.
people. This powerful message has done important political work. By its very nature, however, continuity scholarship deemphasizes historical distinctions among different systems of racial hierarchy. It also deemphasizes the processes by which the coil of history turns.

Take education. Antebellum South Carolina had some of the nation's strictest laws limiting the education of Black people. The state made it illegal for anyone to teach an enslaved person to read or write. It also restricted educational opportunities for so-called free Negroes. Emancipation brought dramatic change. Black delegates to the state's Constitutional Convention of 1868 pushed hard for a system of “free public schools throughout the state.” The resulting system of public education persisted even after Reconstruction fell. South Carolina's Jim Crow constitution of 1895 mandated that “separate schools” be provided “for children of the white and colored races.” Without question, the spirit of white supremacy infused South Carolina's system of education under both slavery and Jim Crow. Thanks largely to the efforts of Black leaders, however, education went from being illegal to being constitutionally mandated—segregated, yes, and always insultingly unequal, but nominally free and compulsory “for all children.” And these constitutional promises were not entirely empty. Although Black literacy trailed white literacy throughout, it advanced dramatically during the century under study. That change seems


15. Walter Edgar, South Carolina: A History (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1998), 299. Note that some white South Carolinians defied the laws and taught enslaved people to read, particularly for purposes of religious instruction. An estimated 5 percent of the state’s Black population had some level of literacy as of 1860.


17. Edgar, South Carolina, 176, 299.


21. See chapter 4 in this monograph.
worth noting. The role of Black South Carolinians in bringing it about also seems worth noting.

In part, this book supplements continuity scholarship’s top-down focus on white supremacy and its persistence by highlighting the historically variable experiences of nonwhite actors, including attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, jurors, and even a state supreme court justice. When viewed from their perspectives, the needle measuring racial oppression during the century under study jumps around dramatically. The degree of Black access to the public sphere goes a long way toward explaining the timing of these jumps. Under slavery, Black South Carolinians had essentially no claims-making ability. The public sphere briefly opened wide to them during Reconstruction. Then it reclosed, though only partially. Continued Black legal agency, combined with at least partial buy-in to the “rule-of-law” ideal on the part of some white leaders, moderated some of the worst abuses of Jim Crow. This moderation arguably strengthened Jim Crow in the short run but weakened it in the long run, paving the way for the civil rights and post–civil rights eras that followed.

Slavery

This book’s first two chapters explore slavery in antebellum South Carolina. They show that the Old South’s reputation for racist oppression is richly deserved. According to black-letter law, enslaved people in South Carolina were their masters’ personal property. They could be bought, sold, inherited, rented out, and “stolen.” Enslaved people could not marry, make contracts, or, as previously mentioned, be “taught to read or write.” Worse still, enslavement, under South Carolina law, was entirely racialized. Legal experts had good reason for labeling it “negro slavery [emphasis mine].”

23. Ibid., 23.
24. Ibid., 22.
25. Ibid., 23.
Skin color, as one legal expert noted, was “prima facie evidence,” that the “party bearing the color of a negro, mulatto or mestizo [was] a slave.” White people could not legally be enslaved. The “burden of proof of freedom” rested heavily on the shoulders of Black people “claiming to be free.” Slavery’s racialization may have been its most enduringly vile feature.

The legal abuse of so-called free Negroes in antebellum South Carolina compounded the system’s racial vileness. Free Negroes were a negligible portion of the state’s population, consistently below 2 percent of the total. They faced stark legal disabilities that did not apply to whites. They could not legally migrate into the state. If they left South Carolina, they were “forever prohibited from returning.” They could not “lawfully strike any white person,” even if the white person struck first. They could not hold certain jobs or own certain things. In short, the so-called free Negro, though not formally enslaved, was, as one South Carolina jurist matter-of-factly noted in 1848, “subject to all the disabilities of the degraded class . . . into which his color thrusts him.” None of this was veiled or coded. State leaders unapologetically chiseled racism into the white marble of law. And South Carolina was hardly alone. Whereas slavery divided the states, unequal legal treatment of “free Negroes” existed nationwide, though to different degrees.

South Carolina’s roller-coaster movement up and down the axes of
racial oppression closely tracks the varying ability of nonwhite people, at different points in time, to participate in state governance. During the era of slavery, South Carolina’s political and legal systems were effectively closed to Black voices. By constitutional fiat, all voters and all legislators were white. The state contained no Black lawyers or judges. Black men were not allowed to serve on juries. They could not testify in court, except “against other blacks.” These political and legal disabilities constituted an unhappy variation on Lincoln: it was government of one people, by another people, for that other people.

The law of slavery placed substantial constraints on everyday life. Chapter 1 describes how such constraints drove an enslaved South Carolinian named Appling to propose a desperate bargain to his enslaver, Martin Posey. Appling knew that Martin was unhappily married and that South Carolina did not permit divorce. Lacking any other bargaining chips, Appling offered to kill his enslaver’s wife, in exchange for a promise of freedom. Appling’s subsequent crime presented South Carolina’s courts with legal questions that scholars have neglected: When enslaved people committed crimes on behalf of their enslavers, should the law treat “masters” as jointly responsible “principals”? Or should the law credit enslaved people with sufficient humanity to be found guilty as principals, while treating enslavers as mere “accessories”? More generally, did the common law, which usually did not apply to enslaved people, apply when they committed common-law crimes? In addition to analyzing these legal questions, chapter 1 carefully sketches the case’s social context. It emphasizes the agency that enslaved people exercised. Appling was not ordered to kill. He volunteered to kill. And he struck his deadly bargain only after a rival (and less competent) enslaved worker had unsuccessfully attempted contract murder. In other words, Appling’s criminal negotiations were not unique. They reflected a broader tradition in which at least some enslaved people sought advantage through a willingness to commit crimes on behalf of their enslavers. This would not be the last time in American history that an unjust system inclined oppressed people to criminal behavior, with unfortunate consequences.

42. Ibid. 13, 23.
Slave law constrained all South Carolinians—including enslavers. One measure of its restrictiveness is the length to which dissenting enslavers went to avoid legal constraints. In the late 1840s, chapter 2 recounts, Elijah Willis, an unmarried and childless South Carolina planter, wrote a will leaving his estate to his siblings. Around the same time, he started a family with Amy, one of his enslaved laborers. Amy and Elijah effectively lived as husband and wife and produced several children. Like Appling, the enslaved man considered in chapter 1, Amy sought to escape the straightjacket of slavery through her dealings with the white man who claimed ownership in her. South Carolina law, however, barred Elijah and Amy from marrying. It also prohibited Elijah from writing a new will that would free Amy and leave his property to her, as he wished to do. Elijah, therefore, traveled to Ohio, where a Cincinnati lawyer prepared a new will, ordering that Elijah’s estate descend to Amy and the children following Elijah’s death. Elijah then returned south, gathered Amy and the children, and the whole family headed north, toward freedom. On the wharf in Cincinnati, Elijah collapsed and died, setting off a dramatic confrontation in the South Carolina courts about the validity of the northern will. South Carolina ultimately upheld the Ohio will, allowing Amy, now in Ohio, to inherit Elijah’s property. The South Carolina court’s seemingly emancipatory reasoning, however, actually reinforced the logic of slavery. Amy could inherit only because it was her late enslaver’s demonstrated wish that she do so. South Carolina law did not act out of respect for Amy’s rights. It acted out of regard for her late enslaver’s right to control his property.43

Reconstruction

South Carolina’s position on the axis of racial oppression flipped dramatically during the Reconstruction era. Between 1865 and 1877, slavery ended, never formally to reappear, and Black South Carolinians, supported by federal forces, fleetingly gained something close to formal political and legal equality. Although neither social integration nor true equality were ever achieved, or even approximated,44 Reconstruction,
while it lasted, was revolutionary, starting with equal manhood suffrage. At the time, Black South Carolinians constituted almost 60 percent of the state’s population, so political equality meant that Black voters were in the majority. Between 1867 and 1876, Black officeholders were in the majority too. South Carolina had more Black legislative representation than any other state. Its assembly arguably did more than any other state legislature to serve the needs of its Black residents. South Carolina established a system of public education, mandated that it be operated “without regard to race or color,” and prohibited racial discrimination in public accommodations and conveyances.

In addition to these political and civil rights, Black South Carolinians during Reconstruction also achieved genuine advances in the legal system. Prior to 1865, the state had no Black lawyers. By 1877, almost fifty Black lawyers had been admitted to the South Carolina bar. New laws guaranteed equal access to the courts. Black and white jurors served in rough proportion to their share of the local population. And Black people could testify freely in court. These stark changes produced starkly different legal outcomes.

Chapter 3 focuses on arguably the single most conspicuous example of the state’s legal opening during Reconstruction. Jonathan Jasper Wright, a Black lawyer, joined the South Carolina Supreme Court in 1870, becoming the first Black member of any appellate bench in US history. Most scholarly treatments of egalitarian legal change during Reconstruction understandably focus on federal constitutional amendments and civil rights laws.

45. This includes state and federal officeholders elected in South Carolina. Thomas Holt, Black over White: Negro Political Leadership in South Carolina during Reconstruction (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977), 1.
46. Foner, Reconstruction, 354
50. Burke, All for Civil Rights, 5, 8, 19.
52. See chapter five of this book.
53. Burke, All for Civil Rights, 25.
This chapter shows that Justice Wright pursued equally egalitarian ends using common-law judging at the state level. In particular, the chapter explores Wright’s ruling in *Burgess v. Carpenter* (1870), an employment dispute. Burgess, a white landowner, sued Carpenter, also white, for injuring one of Burgess’s Black agricultural workers. Burgess sued under a common-law rule that allowed “masters” to recover damages from third parties who inhibited their “servants” labor. In resolving this dispute, Justice Wright looked backward, to egalitarian free-contract ideology from the Jacksonian era. Although Wright’s free-contract-based efforts failed, never really to be resurrected among civil rights advocates, they represent an intriguing path not taken. When civil rights activism revived during the Second Reconstruction following World War II, the Jacksonian-style free-contract ideology that infused Justice Wright’s jurisprudence during the First Reconstruction was nowhere to be found. The quivers of post–World War II civil rights activists now contained other arrows, such as equal-protection litigation and civil rights statutes.

Jim Crow

Although Black people initially hoped that Reconstruction had ushered in a “new era” that would raise them “to the full stature of . . . citizens,” it was not to be. Southern Democrats violently retook power in the 1870s. At first, much of the public equality achieved during Reconstruction persisted. By the turn of the twentieth century, however, a populistic and virulently racist wing of the Democratic Party had taken command. These Democrats largely strangled Black political rights and obsessively banned racial mixing in an ever-growing number of venues: trains, steamboats, ferries, reformatories, penitentiaries, public parks, poolrooms, textile mills, traveling tent shows, and on and on.

56. “Celebration at Elko, Nev.: Introductory Remarks of W. A. Scott, President of the Day,” *The Elevator* (San Francisco), May 6, 1870, 1.
Jim Crow laws of this sort gave segregation not just the state’s tangible “police-power” backing but also its intangible seal of approval. As discussed in chapter 4, the South Carolina Supreme Court buttressed Jim Crow by articulating a supposed “racial instinct” that inclined “those with and those without negro blood” to seek separation from each other.\(^59\) Judicial pronouncements of this sort influenced how South Carolinians thought about race and made segregation seem natural.

Even after the political system’s door had slammed in the faces of Black South Carolinians, however, the legal system’s door remained ajar. Black people retained the right to litigate, to testify in court, and to practice law.\(^60\) It was not a large opening, but it mattered. Black litigants fared surprisingly well. When they litigated against whites in Jim Crow–era appellate courts, they usually won.\(^61\) Trial courts, too, remained open venues within which racism could be openly challenged.\(^62\) Black legal activism, together with elite white commitment to the rule-of-law ideal, limited Jim Crow’s worst abuses and banked the embers of civil rights, to be rekindled in the mid-twentieth century.

Civil rights activists were fully aware of the law’s norm-setting functions. Black lawyers worked hard to counter the legal system’s white-supremacist leanings. They forcefully argued that racism was incompatible with the rule of law. Occasionally, as in chapters 5 and 6, they won. The experiences of these Black lawyers highlights both continuity and change in South Carolina legal history. The need to battle white supremacist outrages, again and again, highlights white supremacy’s tenacity. But their ability to fight in court and the legal victories that they achieved—victories that were not terribly unusual in the New South\(^63\)—showed how much had changed since the days of slavery.

Law is not an autonomous realm. Society deeply influenced it during the Jim Crow years. Chapter 5 shows how racist local officials implemented neutral laws in discriminatory ways. Private citizens also unofficially

\(^{59}\) Tucker v. Blease, 97 S.C. 326 (1914).

\(^{60}\) In 1900, the South Carolina bar had proportionally more Black lawyers—twenty-nine—than did the bar of any other southern state. Burke, All for Civil Rights, 4.


\(^{62}\) See chapter 5 in this book.

\(^{63}\) Milewski, Litigating across the Color Line.
policing racial lines, allowing grassroots understandings of race to influence the law from below, as shown in chapters 4 and 6.

Vigilantes acted as if lynching were a quasi-official wing of the criminal justice system. In addition to killing thousands, lynching indirectly affected the workings of the legal system. Judicial officials knew that in any racially charged criminal case with a Black defendant, the slightest procedural delay or pro-defendant ruling could stir a murderous mob to life. Courts responded by accelerating their procedures and curtailing due process protections, hoping to preempt lynchings, which they regarded as a regional embarrassment.

Each of the three chapters in this section focuses on a different facet of Jim Crow. Chapter 4 concerns segregated schooling. In 1913, an all-white public school dismissed three siblings on racial grounds. The South Carolina Supreme Court upheld their expulsion. Superficially, this case illustrates the important role that law played in sorting Americans into two piles: “those with and those without negro blood,” to quote the ruling. There was, however, a twist. Contrary to the consistent assumptions of subsequent scholars, the expelled students in this case were not alleged to have any “negro” ancestry at all. Instead, they were alleged to be part Croatan Indian; their neighbors sought to send them to Indian schools, not Black schools. This case demonstrates how the South Carolina courts used their statewide power to reinforce community-based racism. It also shows how courts imposed the “one-drop rule” to divide those with from those without “negro blood” and how they effectively filtered out multicultural local complexity in favor of a statewide Black-white dualism, showcasing the local community’s bottom-up ability to patrol racial lines as well as the statewide legal system’s top-down ability to influence popular understandings of race.

Chapter 5 explores the 1915 trial of James Sanders, a Black man accused of murdering a white man. One prospective trial juror, R. L. Bailey, who was white, admitted to being severely biased against Black lawyers, including the ones representing Sanders. Although Sanders’s attorneys argued that Bailey’s admitted racial bias rendered him unfit for jury service, the trial judge deemed Bailey fit to serve, despite his open admission that his prejudice might sway his vote. Sanders serves as a point of departure for a deep exploration of Jim Crow juries generally. Scholars typically focus on quantitative measures of jury composition and generally conclude, without looking too closely, that Blacks “disappeared” from southern juries from the late nineteenth century through World War II. This chapter agrees that the
exclusion of Black jurors was pervasive, though perhaps a bit less so than most scholars assume. The chapter also investigates something that historians generally overlook: how courts dealt with the racism, and not just the race, of prospective jurors. Especially in racially charged cases, it finds, courts often had to decide whether or not to impanel jurors who admitted to holding racist views. Black attorneys challenged these views as incompatible with jury service. In a series of cases that included Sanders, Black lawyers systematically grilled white would-be jurors about their racial opinions and challenged those who admitted prejudice. They often succeeded in getting jurors struck for cause, thanks to the nominal commitment of trial judges to the rule-of-law ideal. When defense lawyers failed at the trial level, they appealed, sometimes successfully. One such appeal saved James Sanders’s life.

Chapter 6 uses a well-documented lynching to explore a little-known feature of South Carolina's legal history. In Greenville County, South Carolina, in 1947, a white mob lynched Willie Earle, a Black man. South Carolina prosecuted dozens of the lynchers, but an all-white jury acquitted them all. The story’s legal history, however, does not end there. Willie Earle's mother, Tessie Earle, subsequently sued Greenville County under an 1895 South Carolina law that enabled family members of lynching victims to recover monetary damages from the counties in which their relatives perished. Seemingly incongruously, this antilynching law originated during the same 1895 Constitutional Convention that signaled Jim Crow’s statewide triumph. Black delegates to the 1895 convention, though virtually powerless, initially proposed what became the antilynching measure. The measure passed thanks to dogged support from an unexpected source: “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, a racist demagogue who was the state's dominant political figure. Tillman had come to believe that the disorder and bad press associated with lynching were ultimately bad for white supremacy. By penalizing lynching in the 1895 Constitution, Tillman hoped to eradicate it—and thereby strengthen Jim Crow. Tillman’s white supremacist opposition to lynching arguably buttressed Jim Crow in the short run, by making it appear more compatible with the rule of law, but weakened it in the long run by calling attention to lynching’s illegitimacy and by empowering Black litigants to challenge it openly in state court. The surviving family members of over 10 percent of subsequent lynching victims would eventually sue under this measure, and they usually won.

Each of the book's six chapters is a case study of a particular legal dis-
pute. The case-study approach to the writing of legal history has cons as well as pros. Like painted portraits, case studies, however revealing of inner life, lack the breadth of landscape. That said, case studies offer legal historians many compensating virtues. Humans are storytelling animals. Thanks to the legal system’s genius for preserving quotidian details, for channeling private conflicts through public institutions, for creating naturally swelling dramas of tension and resolution, and for capturing flesh-and-blood legal actors acting both courageously and venally, legal history lends itself to narrative portraiture. The results remind us, again and again, of the human causes—and human consequences—of legal history.

---

CHAPTER ONE

State v. Posey: Slavery’s Criminal Bargains

In 1849, amid the pine trees and sweetgums of the Edgefield district in western South Carolina, two men, Appling and Martin, hatched out a bargain. It was the nineteenth century, the golden age of contract, and such negotiations were in vogue. Even in the backwoods of western South Carolina, the restless ambitions of a young nation led Americans, rich and poor, to seek advantage through exchange.

Appling and Martin’s 1849 contract, however, was neither typical nor enforceable. For one thing, it called for Appling to murder Martin’s wife, an illegal act for which no lawful contract could be made. For another, Appling technically could enter no contract at all. He was enslaved, and South Carolina law was clear: “A slave cannot contract [or] be contracted with.” Technicalities aside, the bargain was sealed. Appling agreed to murder the wife of his enslaver, Martin, in exchange for a promise of freedom. At least figuratively, the two men shook on it.


5. A Junior Member of the Edgefield Bar, Report of the Trial of Martin Posey, for the Murder of His Wife, Matilda H. Posey before the Court of Common Pleas and General Sessions of South Carolina, held at Edgefield on October 3, 1849, with an appendix containing all of the new testimony developed at the subsequent trial of Martin Posey, Elbert Posey, and Francis Posey, for the murder of a negro slave, Appling (Advertiser Print, 1850), 35 From the testimony of Wilson Kirkland, the overseer on the Posey plantation. This document hereafter referred
The murderous bargain that Martin and Appling struck in 1849 suggests just how tightly law constrained everyday life in antebellum South Carolina. Although Martin desperately wanted to flee his marriage, the law permitted no escape short of death. Appling, for his part, wanted to be free. Yet the law bound him at every turn. Indeed, even if Martin Posey had wanted to manumit Appling, state law would not have permitted it.⁶

Lacking legal options, the two men came to an illegal agreement. This was just one of multiple Black-white handshakes in the Old South whereby enslaved people, playing one of the few bargaining chips available to them, offered to commit crimes on behalf of white enslavers in exchange for benefits. These deals, widely overlooked in previous scholarship, are troubling examples of what historians call “slave agency”—that is, instances in which enslaved people, demonstrating independent volition, exerted control over their own lives.⁷

Prior to the 1960s, scholars paid scant attention to the agency of enslaved people.⁸ The most influential historians of the early twentieth century depicted slavery as a benign institution marked by, as U. B. Phillips put it in 1929, “gentleness, kind-hearted friendship and mutual loyalty.”⁹ In Phillips’s words, enslaved people, being “more or less contentedly slaves,”¹⁰ lacked ambition¹¹ and generally accepted their condition with “passive acquiescence.”¹² Following World War II, scholars rejected this rosy portrait of slavery and the racist assumptions that underlay it.¹³ But the picture that

---

⁶ O’Neall, Negro Law, 11.
¹² Ibid., 37.
they hung in its place was equally inattentive to the agency of enslaved people. Postwar racial liberals reinterpreted slavery as an unremitting “reign of tyranny”14 that “infantilized” enslaved people and rendered them docile victims, much as had occurred, these historians explicitly noted, to concentration camp victims during World War II.15 The entrepreneurial Appling of Edgefield was neither passively acquiescent nor docile.

Starting in the 1960s and ’70s, and continuing for decades,16 scholars rejected both the early-century “contented acquiescence” approach and the post–World War II “infantilized-victimhood” approach to the history of slavery.17 Instead, they found example after example of what they called “slave agency.” Enslaved people, they argued, maintained substantial cultural autonomy beyond white control through such things as “slave religion,”18 “the black family,”19 “slave folklore,”20 “black culture,”21 and “the slave community.”22 “Agency” scholars depicted enslaved people working to

16. In 1999, one historian observed that scholarship of this sort may have passed its apex. Gary B. Nash, review of Philip D. Morgan’s *Slave Counterpoint* in *William and Mary Quarterly* 56, no. 3 (July 1999): 614.
improve their circumstances through economic exchange, or even by influencing their own sales at slave markets. Scholars also showed that enslaved people actively resisted and sometimes revolted against enslavement.

Appling’s story adds a new sort of agency to this list: criminal bargains that enslaved people struck with white people. Unlike some other forms of “agency” that scholars have explored, Appling’s bargain does not give the misleading impression that human bondage was not particularly onerous—that, as one critic of “slave agency” scholarship sarcastically put it, enslaved people were “able to flourish independently, little scathed by slavery.” Although Appling exercised plenty of agency, he acted very much within (and, indeed, in direct response to) slavery’s oppressive constraints. His story highlights the tragic limits of the agency of enslaved people. Far from being emancipatory, the criminal bargain that Appling struck proved to be, in the most literal sense, a dead end. The bargain’s dreadful outcomes highlight anew the horrors of slavery and the injustice of the racialized legal system that undergirded it.


Scholars have yet to explore the complex legal questions raised by informal criminal contracts between white enslavers and enslaved Black people. In these cases, enslaved people did not commit crimes under compulsion. They were not merely following orders. They agreed to commit crimes in exchange for some consideration. In some cases, including Appling’s, they initially proposed the bargain themselves. When adjudicating the crimes that resulted from these bargains, southern courts had to decide how to apportion legal responsibility. One option was to consider the white people who paid for the crimes to be morally responsible “principals” and the enslaved people who carried out the crimes to be mere “agents” who, in legal presumption, were not fully responsible for their actions. Another option was to credit enslaved people with sufficient humanity to be found guilty as principals, while treating white criminal contractors as mere “accessories” before the fact. Court rulings in these cases reveal judicial assumptions about the nature of slavery and how morally responsible—that is, how human—enslaved people were. In Martin and Appling’s case, the court decided that, for purposes of criminal punishment, at least, enslaved people were fully human and therefore bore the lion’s share of criminal responsibility for their actions, even when they acted on behalf of their enslavers.

The South Carolina Supreme Court also had to decide whether or not the common law, whose protections usually did not extend to the enslaved, could be used to find enslaved people guilty of common-law crimes. It held in the affirmative. Never did the law treat the enslaved more fully as people, not things, than when punishing them for criminal behavior. Abolitionists of the day noted the inhumanity of this logic. As one indignantly observed, “The slave . . . is allowed to be human, so far as to be punishable. . . . He is entitled to the penalty, though not the benefit of law.”

Finally, Martin and Appling’s bloody tale reminds us that legal inequality in antebellum South Carolina was not just a matter of free people versus enslaved people. It also was very much a matter of white people versus Black people. White criminal defendants, such as Martin Posey, were tried in General Sessions courts, which offered all of the due-process protections that the day’s law afforded. By contrast, Black criminal defendants, free and enslaved, were tried in “Magistrates and Freeholders courts,” slapdash tribunals where legal protections were scant. Critics seeking historical examples of racial injustice will find a rich harvest in the legal system of antebellum South Carolina.

Martin Posey of Edgefield District

In the nineteenth century, South Carolina’s Edgefield District, on the state’s western edge, just across from Georgia, had a reputation for mayhem. One visitor memorably described life there as “pandemonium itself.”32 It was the homicide capital of the state.33 The South’s murder rate was seven times the North’s;34 Edgefield’s was four times the South’s.35 Combative politicians flourished in the district’s frontier soil. Native sons included cane-wielding Preston Brooks, a proslavery congressman who pummeled Senator Charles Sumner, a Massachusetts abolitionist, on the floor of the United States Senate in 1856; “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, a fire-breathing, populist champion of Black disfranchisement during the Jim Crow era; and Strom Thurmond, a filibustering “Dixiecrat” who opposed federal civil rights protections in the mid-twentieth century. Revealingly, the state’s Democrats dubbed their

35. Edgefield’s coroners recorded sixty-five murders between 1844 and 1859. Burton, In My Father’s House, 145. Edgefield’s population, according to the 1850 census, was 39,505. See The Seventh Census of the United States: 1850 (Washington, DC: US Census Bureau, 1850), 338. This works out to an annual murder rate in Edgefield District of 10.28 per 100,000.
1876 scheme to suppress Black votes and wrest control from Republicans at the end of Reconstruction the “Edgefield Plan.”

It was here, in untamed Edgefield, that Martin Posey was born in 1815 to a large, nonelite white family. Census records from 1830, when Martin was a teen, report that his family included his parents (Francis and Mary Posey), several siblings, and no enslaved people. At the time, almost half of Edgefield’s households contained enslaved people. The enslavement of people was a sign of wealth, for enslaved workers were the most valuable form of “property” in the South. The Poseys’ lack of enslaved people marked them as nonelite.

Possessed of boundless ambition but little else, young Martin Posey went a-courtin’. In part, his interest in marriage was social. He aspired to elite-planter status, and elite planters were expected to marry, produce children, and enslave humans. More enticing than the distant appeal of patern-familias status, however, may have been the immediate jingle of gold coins.


37. For biographical information on Martin Posey, see “Edgefield County Marriages 1769–1880 Implied in Edgefield County South Carolina Probate Courts,” South Carolina Department of Archives and History, 86, 205. Hereafter cited as SCDAH; Edgefield District (SC), 1850 Census and 1820 US Census, Edgefield, South Carolina, roll M33 . . . 118, img. 302, SCDAH, p. 113A; Edgefield County Marriages, 86, 205.


39. Burton, In My Father’s House, 44.

40. Steven Deyle, Carry Me Back: The Domestic Slave Trade in American Life (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 41

Most Old South enterprises started with family capital, something that Martin lacked.\textsuperscript{42} Like many other young strivers, Martin found his seed money at the altar, just in time for the pivotal years of early adulthood.\textsuperscript{43} He said “I do” to Matilda Holmes of Edgefield District on February 23, 1838,\textsuperscript{44} putting himself in a position to pick himself up by his father-in-law’s bootstraps. The same 1830 census that listed Martin’s father as enslaving no people reported that Matilda’s father, Lewis Holmes, enslaved eighteen.\textsuperscript{45} By 1840, two years after the Posey-Holmes wedding, Lewis Holmes enslaved thirty-three.\textsuperscript{46}

Newly flush, Martin sought investment opportunities. All around, he saw trees. Edgefield was a veritable arboretum, its lumber the finest in the state.\textsuperscript{47} Perhaps inspired by ads in the local press,\textsuperscript{48} Martin invested in log-milling equipment, and the sawdust flew. By the 1840s, Martin Posey claimed to produce “the very best plank or lumber, of any kind.”\textsuperscript{49} His mill was a local landmark.\textsuperscript{50}

In Edgefield, however, the big money was in small plants. Cotton was king, but the Edgefield’s fertile soil also produced plenty of princes: corn, wheat, oats, rice, and tobacco, as well as cattle and hogs.\textsuperscript{51} By 1850, Edgefield topped the state in crop and livestock production.\textsuperscript{52} Those who acquired land there did well. Those who also acquired people did better.

\textsuperscript{42} Wyatt-Brown, \textit{Southern Honor}, 213.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{44} Carlee T. McClendon, \textit{Edgefield Marriage Records: Edgefield, South Carolina, from the Late 18th Century up through 1870} (Columbia, SC: R. L. Bryan, 1970), 126.
\textsuperscript{45} “Lewis Holmes, ” 1830 Census, Edgefield, South Carolina, Family History Library Film 0022506, series M19, roll 172, p. 20.
\textsuperscript{46} “Lewis Holmes, ” 1840 Census, Edgefield, South Carolina, Family History Library Film 0022509, roll 511; p. 107, img. 224.
\textsuperscript{49} “Lumber for Sale,” \textit{Edgefield Advertiser}, March 21, 1849.
\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Report of the Trial of Martin Posey}, 13, 14, 17, 27, and 37.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.
And those who acquired more people did better still. Edgefield enslavers tended to be “middle-class masters” whose social positions, though locally elevated, were several rungs below the titans of the tidewater back east, whose massive plantations and huge bound workforces generated enormous wealth and prestige. Edgefield’s frontier openness made it a good place for white strivers such as Martin Posey.

Rung by rung, Posey climbed. He fathered children, acquired land, bought farm equipment, and enslaved human beings. By 1840, just two years into marriage, Martin’s household included his wife Matilda, a newborn daughter, and four enslaved laborers. Martin was a regular at “Sheriff Sales,” at which distressed Edgefield debtors auctioned off possessions, often at deeply discounted prices. Frequently in the early 1840s, Posey submitted winning bids for land, livestock, and farm equipment. His itchy auction finger occasionally got him into trouble, as in 1843, when he bid beyond his means, forcing him to file for bankruptcy. The setback did not last long. By their tenth anniversary, in 1848, the Poseys possessed four children, a thousand acres, and about twenty enslaved people. Martin had entered Edgefield’s top wealth quintile, on the lower edge of the planter elite.

53. Ibid., 44.
56. Edgefield Advertiser, December 31, 1840, and February 18, March 18, and September 16, 1841.
59. Slave Records of Edgefield County South Carolina, SCDAH, 313–14, reports that Martin Posey owned twenty enslaved people. Several enslaved people understood to have belonged to Posey, including Appling, however, do not appear in this list, indicating that Posey enslaved more than twenty people. Assertions about Martin Posey’s total holdings and their position within Edgefield come from Dale, “Getting Away with Murder,” 98.
From the outside, the Poseys’ story was a happy one. People knew Matilda as “exemplary in all relations of life.” Martin was rougher around the edges but had established himself as a financial success, a devoted family man, and a respectable community member. In 1847, for instance, Martin Posey and a neighbor, Cullen Rhodes, jointly posted a job listing for a teacher for the local schoolhouse. The two fathers would pay the salary themselves.

But behind Martin Posey’s proper exterior, inner demons lurked. At the end of the 1840s, they took control and rampaged. As in countless nineteenth-century morality tales, three deadly sins drove Martin into the abyss.

**Lust**

Martin’s lust for his wife’s younger sister Eliza went a long way toward explaining his precipitous fall. Eliza was just six years old in 1838, when Martin became her brother-in-law. But she grew. Martin already had a thing for her in 1847, the year in which her father, Lewis Holmes, passed away. By then, Eliza was fifteen. Martin, thirty-two, attended the estate sale and purchased as much of his deceased father-in-law’s property as his young sister-in-law wanted. Shortly thereafter, Eliza married another man, but the marriage did not last. As luck would have it—or was it something other than luck?—Eliza’s husband died in August of 1848, less than a year after their wedding, leaving Eliza a sixteen-year-old widow. Not to worry. Brother-in-law Martin was there to provide comfort. Martin and Eliza could not stay away from each other.

Matilda suspected something but had no proof. Early in 1849, she
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62. The State v. the Dead Body of Matilda H. Posey (S.C. 1849), James Rainsford acting as coroner.
63. “Wanted, a Female Teacher,” *Edgefield Advertiser*, February 17, 1847.
64. Edgefield District (SC), 1850 Census, SCDAH, details that Eliza Holmes was born in 1832 and was a daughter of Lewis Holmes.
65. This story was told by Gabriel Holmes, the brother of Matilda and Eliza and the brother-in-law of Martin Posey. See *Report of the Trial of Martin Posey*, 12.
66. Ibid., 12.
67. For a discussion of southern gentlemen and sex, including their attraction to younger women, see Wyatt-Brown, *Southern Honor*, 202, 293–94.
aired her suspicions. “Well, old fellow,” Matilda told Martin at breakfast one morning, “I have caught you at last.” Matilda had spied him and Eliza together in the garden the previous evening. Martin pleaded innocent. When Matilda pressed her case, Martin reasoned that, if she were right, his footprints should be in the garden. He suggested that they set the record straight once and for all by “measur[ing] tracks.” Martin led her to the back of the garden, where he triumphantly showed that the footprints there were not his. If the tracks don’t fit, you must acquit, he implied.

The footprint test was rigged. According to the overseer who related this story subsequently at trial, Martin, anticipating trouble, had taken preemptive measures. Before breakfast, he had “made Franklin,” an enslaved worker, “go and substitute his tracks” for Posey’s. Martin’s crude cover-up did not convince Matilda. With her own eyes, after all, she had seen her husband and her little sister together in the garden the previous evening. But Martin’s clumsy footprint cover is telling. Besides showing his general propensity for deceit, it illustrates his willingness to use enslaved people to do his dirty work for him. Franklin likely derived some benefit in exchange for his willingness to play along. At the very least, he attained leverage over Posey in the form of compromising knowledge.

The magnet-strong attraction between Martin and Eliza strained the Posey marriage. One day, Martin admitted to a neighbor that “his wife had fallen out with him” because she was “jealous of him and Eliza.” Martin asked for a drink to calm his nerves, because his wife “had fretted him.” The drink soothed his nerves. It also loosened his lips, causing him to admit that he indeed “had something to do with Eliza.” Indeed, “some day or other,” Martin “intended to make a wife of her.”

Martin’s inappropriate attraction to Eliza also tore at other family relations. Gabriel Holmes, Matilda and Eliza’s brother, grew increasingly angry with Martin. The two had previously engaged in routine trade relations, but once Martin’s philandering ways became known, Gabriel’s demeanor changed. He unfraternally took Martin to court over a minor property dispute and won, forcing Posey to sell some belongings at a sheriff’s sale to pay

69. Report of the Trial of Martin Posey, 34.
70. Ibid., 34. For a different version of this same story, see ibid., 13.
71. State v. Martin Posey, 8–9, Testimony of Wilson Kirkland, Westlaw version.
him back.\textsuperscript{72} Martin Posey cursed Gabriel and blamed him for bad things that happened around his plantation.\textsuperscript{73}

Eliza’s role in the affair likewise strained her relationship with her sister. In early February 1849, the tension reached a breaking point. The two sisters “had a fray,” after which Matilda “rose on Eliza” and “ran her off.” Eliza’s flight caused Martin Posey to panic. He mumbled that he “was confused and would as soon die” as live without his young sister-in-law. He desperately wanted to chase after her, but she had taken his horse. Martin grabbed a saddle, found another mount, and uttered an ominous threat: Within “one week there would be hell to” pay.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{Greed}

Eliza’s physical maturation, the precipitous death of her husband, and the mutual attraction between her and Martin help to explain why Martin and Matilda’s marriage disintegrated when it did. Around the same time, Matilda and Eliza’s father, the wealthy Lewis Holmes, passed away. The patriarch’s death triggered a different deadly sin in Martin Posey: greed. Greed, his lifelong companion, helped him prosper and impelled him to crow about his prosperity. Neighbors complained that he “often boasted of his wealth,” which was especially irritating given that he was not all that wealthy.\textsuperscript{75}

When his rich father-in-law died, Martin’s relentless striving, one of his greatest strengths, became a deadly weakness. As long as Lewis Holmes lived, Martin had a financial incentive to stay on his good side, so that he and Matilda would remain in the will. When Lewis Holmes passed away on November 3, 1847, just shy of Martin and Matilda’s tenth anniversary, he left a substantial inheritance to his six children.\textsuperscript{76} The estate sale following

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{72} “Edgefield County Book of Sheriff’s Writs, 1846–1851,” Microfilm, County Collections, SCDAH.
\item \textsuperscript{73} \textit{Report of the Trial of Martin Posey}, 15, 28.
\item \textsuperscript{74} State v. Martin Posey, 5, testimony of Allen Smith; \textit{Report of the Trial of Martin Posey}, 16.
\item \textsuperscript{75} \textit{Report of the Trial of Martin Posey}, 21, 23.
\item \textsuperscript{76} Ibid., 12.
\end{itemize}
his death brought in about $29,000. Matilda and Martin inherited $2,834. With that disbursement, Martin’s profit motive for remaining married to Matilda evaporated. In strictly economic terms, a different temptation may have beckoned seductively: Eliza Holmes inherited $6,264, far more than her older sister did. Martin may have calculated what Matilda’s death would mean to him in strictly material terms. He would get to keep Matilda’s inheritance of $2,834. Thereafter, were he to marry Eliza, he would acquire an additional $6,264, more than tripling his share of the Holmes estate. Martin might have had a difficult time suppressing these diabolical thoughts. That, at least, is what the solicitor in Martin Posey’s subsequent murder trial suggested when accusing Martin of “murdering his own wife—his life companion and bosom friend, for the sake of a guilty paramour, and her petty fortune.”

**Gluttony**

Martin’s troubles drove him to the bottle, and the bottle made everything worse. His slide from respectable family man to, as one neighbor put it, “habitual sot” began in the summer of 1848. There was nothing secretive about Martin’s tendency to “drink in excess.” Everyone noticed. Matilda fumed. One of Martin’s drinking companions pointedly avoided her, “as Mrs. Posey might fall out with me for fetching him some liquor.” Cullen Rhodes, Martin’s neighbor and friend, “took the liberty” of “beseeching [Martin,] in the most eloquent terms that I could, to quit drink.” It was no use. By February of 1849, neighbors reported that Martin “had been drinking to excess for several months” and was “almost always drunk.” He “did drink a great deal
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77. Ibid.
78. “Estate of Lewis Holmes Deed,” box no. 57, pkg. no. 2377, Edgefield County Archives, Edgefield, South Carolina.
79. Ibid.
81. Ibid., 20, 12.
82. Ibid., 14, 20.
83. State v. Posey, 9, testimony of Wilson Kirkland.
85. Ibid.
86. State v. Posey, 9, testimony of Wilson Kirkland.
between June 1848 and Feb. 1849,” Rhodes acknowledged. “In truth, every
time I had any intelligence of him he was intoxicated.”87

Matilda bore the brunt of Martin’s intemperance. When sober, Martin
was “at least kind, if not affectionate.”88 But when drunk, he was horrible—
“unpleasant to strangers” and “forbidding to his household.”89 At least one
old friend “cut his acquaintance” when Martin slid into the bottle.90 If only
Matilda had done the same. Even before Martin’s drinking escalated, he had
“whipped his wife” at least once.91 When he was under the influence, the
mistreatment multiplied.92 Although Martin’s drinking caused pious
tongues to wag, his spousal abuse generated little criticism. Some chival-
rous South Carolinians boasted that “the whipping of [white] women is the
only crime for which a [white] man should be whipped,”93 but such threats
were largely empty. For the most part, spousal abuse was quietly tolerated.
Patriarchal norms held that husbands, as heads of household, were respon-
sible for disciplining their wives and therefore needed to be able to correct
them as they would a misbehaving child, animal, or slave.94

Spousal murder, however, was a different matter altogether.

The Marriage Yoke

By February of 1849, Martin Posey—an abusive, alcoholic, adulterer—was
desperate to leave his wife and wed his wife’s little sister. One option would
have been simply to abandon Matilda and run away with Eliza. At one
point, indeed, Martin fantasized about fleeing with Eliza to California.95 It
was, after all, the era of the Gold Rush. Martin Posey, a lifelong treasure-
seeker, would have fit right in. But he and Eliza stayed put. Legally speaking,
abandoning Matilda, even across state lines, would not necessarily dissolve
their marriage. Any subsequent marriage could theoretically trigger a crim-
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inal prosecution for bigamy. Furtive flight to California also would presumably have meant abandoning much of the property that Posey had worked so hard to amass in South Carolina: the sawmill, the land, the human beings.

Divorce must also have crossed Martin’s mind. In most states, divorce was possible under at least some circumstances. Divorce petitions in other states commonly mentioned infidelity and alcoholism—two boxes that Martin certainly checked. South Carolina, however, prohibited divorce. Local traditionalists staunchly defended this policy, viewing the state’s divorce ban as evidence of moral superiority. They argued that the absence of divorce in their state protected married women against abandonment and destitution. Religious leaders preached that divorce was incompatible with the sacredness of the marital union.

The Edgefield Advertiser in 1839 criticized the increasing popularity of divorce in the Northeast. “The marriage yoke,” the paper sniffed, “is evidently galling to a number of [Connecticut’s] people.” Unhappily married South Carolinians occasionally filed desperate divorce petitions, despite their futility. Eliza Ransom of Barnwell County, South Carolina, for instance, petitioned for divorce in 1841. She had a pretty good case, meaning a pretty horrible marriage. Her husband drank to excess, gambled compulsively, ran up crippling debts, and “repeatedly” beat her. Her petition was denied.

Martin Posey’s case seemed equally futile. He was unhappily married in a state that allowed no divorce. The only escape from “the marriage yoke” that he could see was the one suggested by his vow to Matilda eleven years previously: “‘Til death do us part.”
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Appling

We know much less about Appling, the enslaved laborer who was the other party to the criminal bargain that culminated in the death of Matilda Posey in early 1849. Appling, who went by App, was around thirty years old at the time of the bargain, making him about four years younger than Martin and three years younger than Matilda. A subsequent advertisement for Appling’s capture described him as being about “5 feet 8 or 10 inches high,” “straight,” and of “ordinary size.”

As of early 1849, Appling had been on the Posey plantation for less than a year and a half. He previously had been enslaved by Lewis Holmes, Matilda and Eliza’s father, though for how long we do not know. If it was a long time, as seems possible, he and Matilda might have grown up together. As mentioned above, Martin Posey bid aggressively at the estate sale following his father-in-law’s death in November of 1847. Martin bought his fifteen-year-old sister-in-law Eliza whatever she wanted. For himself, his purchases included “a negro man App, or more properly Appling.” The price that Martin paid for Appling, $300, was strikingly low. At the same sale, Martin paid over twice that amount—$700 each—for “1 Negro Boy Henry” and “1 Negro Girl Emily.” Compared to these two children, who presumably had many productive years ahead of them, Appling was almost thirty, well advanced toward his life expectancy. Yet age alone fails to explain the discount. After all, Posey paid $655, over twice what he paid for App, for Tom, an adult man, at the same sale. In all likelihood, the price that Martin paid for Appling reflected a couple of perceived defects. Posey subsequently described App as speaking with a stammer. More significantly, given the context, App had a bum leg. A trial witness later testified,
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“I knew he [App] had a sore leg . . . saw his leg sore the day he was sold.”112 Others described App’s leg as “much swollen.” The problem was serious enough that “one leg bone was affected.” App’s “knot on the bone” inhibited his mobility during his life and would facilitate the identification of his body after his death.113

At one point, Posey posted a “Wanted” ad for App that contained two racialized descriptions. App was, in Posey’s words, “a little copper-colored,” and he sported a “long beard on his chin.”114 “Copper-colored” implied mixed racial ancestry.115 Similarly, a “long beard,” to Americans of that day, signified at least some white blood. One mid-nineteenth-century American writer, an advocate of white supremacy and racial pseudoscience, wrote that the “full, flowing, and majestic beard of the Caucasian, in contrast with the negro or other subordinate races, is as striking and imposing as the mane of the lion when compared with the meaner beasts of the animal world. . . . The Caucasian is the only bearded race,” this writer continued, “and the negro is furthest removed of all, for the . . . negro, except a little tuft on the chin and sometimes on the upper lip, has nothing that can be confounded with a beard.” Any bearded Black man, this writer asserted, must have had a “large infusion,” or perhaps even a “vastly predominating infusion,” of “Caucasian blood.”116

App’s “copper” color and long beard likely caused people to categorize him as a mixed-race “mulatto.” In the day’s racial ideology, mulattoes occupied an intermediary position “between European and African.”117 Racists deemed them “decidedly superior to negroes” in “cleanliness, capacity, activity, and courage.”118 Enslaved mulattoes benefited from these stereotypes. Mixed-race enslaved people—many of whom were blood relatives of their owners—often occupied desirable positions, such as domestic work-
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ers and artisans. Appling appears to have enjoyed such privileges during his year-and-a-half stay on the Posey plantation. He drove a wagon, a less grueling task than working in the fields or toiling in a sawmill. App also had unusual access to the Posey family’s domestic space. A worker who visited the plantation to build a chimney for Martin Posey recalled seeing App, but “no other negro,” “in the house playing with the children.” The chimney-builder likewise reported seeing App spend “a day or two about the house”—meaning the Poseys’ “big house”—while recovering from an illness.

App may have enjoyed playing with the Posey children, but he was no angel. His reputation, like his owner’s, was not good. “App’s character was bad,” declared one witness in early 1849. In particular, he drank. By law and custom, South Carolina tightly controlled enslaved people’s access to liquor, but witnesses were “quite certain” that App “drank at the jug.” Given the norms of the Old South, the local white community would have held App’s moral shortcomings against Martin Posey, under the paternalistic assumption that an honorable enslaver, like an honorable parent, was responsible for the behavior of those under his authority.

App may have enjoyed an unusual degree of leeway, but no amount of pleasure “at the jug,” and no number of plantation privileges, could alter his legal status. He was a slave, meaning he had precious little control over his life and endless cause for complaint.

Some of App’s grievances were specific. He complained, for instance, that “his mistress,” Matilda Posey, “would not give him enough to eat.” Other grievances were systemic, for the slave status bound him, and the rest of South Carolina’s enslaved majority, at every joint. The same racialized
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frontier culture that freed Martin Posey to rise prevented App from doing so. Martin was born poor but white, and thus free. The debasing law of “negro slavery”\textsuperscript{128} would not—could not—apply to him. By contrast, App was owned the moment he was born. Under South Carolina law, the “offspring of a slave mother must also be a slave.” Whoever enslaved App’s mother instantly enslaved App.\textsuperscript{129}

As an adult, Martin Posey could live wherever he wished. Appling could not. Enslaved people were not allowed to own land.\textsuperscript{130} South Carolina also prevented them from “renting or hiring any house” or room.\textsuperscript{131} The enslaved lived where their enslavers commanded them to live. App resided on the Posey plantation not through any volition but because Martin Posey purchased him following the death of Lewis Holmes, his previous enslaver.

Martin Posey jump-started his rise by marrying the wealthy Matilda Holmes and further fueled it by inheriting his wife’s share of her father’s estate. Appling, by contrast, remained single, not because that was his preference—his marital preference is unknown—but rather because South Carolina did not permit enslaved people to marry.\textsuperscript{132} (App’s inner marital preference might have been known had he kept a diary, but South Carolina also made it illegal to teach him to read or write.)\textsuperscript{133} And even if App had had a free and wealthy relative—even if his own father had been wealthy and free—App, by law, was not allowed to inherit a thing.\textsuperscript{134}

Hoping to get ahead, Martin Posey ambitiously made business contracts, purchased land, and acquired supplies. Appling also appears to have been ambitious, but his legal status as a slave prevented him from doing any of the things that Martin did to get ahead. He could not “contract” or “be contracted with.”\textsuperscript{135} With Martin’s consent, App theoretically had the right to “acquire and hold personal property” (though not land—a hugely important caveat, given the agricultural basis of Edgefield’s economy). At the end of the day, however, the law stipulated that anything that App managed to
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acquire would ultimately belong to Martin.136 Under South Carolina law, “whatever is given to the slave belongs to the master.”137

Manumission fantasies were hardly worth entertaining. For one thing, Martin Posey appears to have been a hard-hearted scoundrel with no interest in freeing anyone. For another, even if Martin had wanted to emancipate Appling, South Carolina law would not have permitted it. By the late 1840s, only an act of the state legislature could emancipate a South Carolina slave.138 Posey could not even have established a bequest, trust, or conveyance whereby App would be moved out of state and freed following Posey’s death. Any such instrument would have been void under South Carolina law. App would have remained a slave, and his ownership would likely have passed to Posey’s next of kin.139

Finally, even if Appling, bum leg and all, had managed to escape, his in-state prospects were dim. South Carolina law considered the color of App’s skin to be “prima facie evidence that the party bearing the color of a negro, mulatto or mestizo, is a slave.”140 Because he was a “Negro,” App would have borne the heavy burden of proving his freedom.141 And even if he managed to slip through the cracks and live as a free person, his legal status would have persisted. South Carolina insisted that “if a negro be at large, and enjoy freedom,” even for decades, “he or she is still a slave.”142

Appling, thus, had many reasons to complain about his legal status and ample incentive to want to improve it. But his negotiating position was weak. He may have thought that, being enslaved, he had no bargaining leverage at all. But then an enslaved conjurer appeared on the Posey plantation and showed him otherwise. His name was Jeff.

Jeff

Martin Posey’s desperation to escape marriage in a divorceless state created bargaining opportunities for the people around him. The first person to
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take advantage of Posey’s predicament was an unlikely one. He was Jeff, an enslaved “conjuror” on a distant plantation.

The roots of slave conjuration stretch back to Africa, where conjurors often served as community leaders, healers, and priests.¹⁴³ Like their African predecessors, enslaved conjurers in the Americas called upon spirits or used potions or talismans to produce desired effects. One conjurer sought to use talismans to make himself and other enslaved people impervious to physical harm.¹⁴⁴ Another gave a special powder to a companion to prevent his enslaver from punishing him.¹⁴⁵ A third was said to be able to call down lightning and thunder in order to prevent enslaved people from being convicted in criminal trials.¹⁴⁶ Conjurors sometimes failed to achieve their objectives, but failure did not necessarily destroy others’ faith in their powers.¹⁴⁷

Some enslavers sought to suppress conjuration because of its non-Christian nature and because it posed a threatening form of resistance to white authority.¹⁴⁸ Others doubted but tolerated conjuration, believing that its controlled use could improve slave morale and productivity. Martin Posey seems to have belonged to a third group: enslavers who genuinely believed in conjuration’s powers. This belief led him to Jeff. Jeff the conjurer “belong[ed] to Boatwright, of Lexington,” a wealthy planter whose estate was a considerable distance away.¹⁴⁹ At the time, during the autumn of 1848, some of the enslaved laborers on Posey’s plantation had health concerns. Martin Posey negotiated a temporary rental agreement with Boat-

¹⁴⁹. “From the South Carolinian—Boatwright’s Plantation Mills,” Edgefield Advertiser, March 24, 1847.
wright to bring Jeff to Edgefield to “doctor some of [Posey’s] negroes.” Posey’s eagerness to bring Jeff from afar suggests his faith in Jeff’s effectiveness. Jeff arrived and began “doctor[ing] some of [Posey’s] negroes.” Jeff quickly concluded two things. First, life in Edgefield was preferable to life in Lexington. We do not know what made the Boatwright estate so bad, but Jeff’s preference for the Posey plantation was clear. In order to remain, however, Jeff would have to convince Martin Posey to extend his stay. He would need bargaining leverage.

The second thing that Jeff discovered provided that bargaining leverage. Through the plantation grapevine, Jeff quickly learned that Martin Posey was desperate to be rid of his wife. This information led Jeff to propose a mutually advantageous (albeit criminal) bargain: Jeff would use his conjuring arts to do away with Matilda Posey; in exchange, Martin would purchase Jeff. Importantly, this was not a direct command from enslaver to enslaved. It was a contractual bargain, one that Jeff proposed. As later related by a courtroom witness: “The negro himself [Jeff] had told [Posey that] he could do something which would secretly cause his wife’s death.” In exchange, “the negro wanted him [Posey] to buy him.” Posey agreed, but added a contractual condition of his own: Posey would not make the purchase “till Jeff had first conjured his wife away.” Metaphorically, at least, the two men shook on it.

Even though Jeff initiated the bargain, he found Martin Posey to be an eager negotiating partner. Martin seems to have been quite fond of dealing with people—white or Black, free or enslaved—who were willing to do nasty things for him in exchange for a reward. Several courtroom witnesses later testified to that effect. One reported that “Martin Posey told me he would give me $1000 if I would get Polly Rowe to ride [Martin’s brother-in-law] Gabriel Holmes to death.” Polly Rowe, the witness explained, “is supposed to be a witch.”

Jeff’s negotiation with Posey was a bargain between unequals. Posey had lots of bargaining chips. Jeff had few. The most powerful thing that Jeff could offer was a willingness to commit a crime on behalf of his enslaver. That was enough. By playing that chip, Jeff put himself in a position to convince a much more powerful person to do his bidding. Criminality
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enhanced Jeff’s control over his circumstances. All that remained was to follow through on the contract and do away with Matilda Posey. Jeff’s magic, however, fizzled. He tried “several times” to kill Matilda “but kept failing.” Finally, at the end of January 1849, Posey ran out of patience and returned Jeff to Boatwright of Lexington.\(^{153}\)

**Appling’s Criminal Bargain**

Jeff’s sudden arrival seems to have threatened Appling’s privileged position on the Posey plantation. Copper-colored and full-bearded, Appling enjoyed high standing. He drove the wagon. He strolled the big house and played with the Posey children. Then Jeff, the fancy conjurer, moved into App’s sunlight and threatened App’s honor. Male honor played an important role within enslaved communities.\(^{154}\) Honor-based conflicts sometimes produced fistfights among the enslaved. Appling, perhaps because he had a bum leg,\(^{155}\) took a different route to solve his problem. He realized that Jeff served at Martin Posey’s pleasure. In order to get rid of Jeff, Appling needed to persuade Martin Posey not to purchase him. That meant offering something that his enslaver wanted. App’s extensive plantation knowledge made that easy. He knew, as everyone knew, that Martin wanted Matilda dead. App concluded that his strongest bargaining leverage was his willingness to commit murder.

Like Jeff before him, Appling initiated the negotiations. Martin Posey did not order either enslaved man to act criminally. They both volunteered. In exchange for Matilda’s death, Appling appears to have asked Martin for two things. First, Appling wanted Jeff gone. “App said [that] if Jeff were gone, he could put Mrs. Posey out of the way” a witness later reported.\(^{156}\) According to this same witness, Martin Posey, presumably as an act of good faith, then “sent Jeff home because he found he would not, or could not, put his wife out of the way, and he had no longer use for him, and as App said
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he could [kill Matilda] if Jeff were gone, he [Martin] wanted Jeff out of the way that App might [proceed with the killing of Matilda].”

Appling's second condition was a promise of freedom, an enticement so alluring that South Carolina jurist John Belton O’Neall described it as “the only reward” that a master could give “which . . . his slave appreciates.” App described the deal to Wilson Kirkland, the plantation’s overseer, who later testified as follows: “At the mill, App came to me . . . and he stated his master had promised to send him away if he would put his wife out of the way.”

Appling was not naïve. He realized that his enslaver was not a completely reliable negotiating partner. He had reason to suspect that Martin might not follow through on his end of the bargain, even if App fulfilled his promise to kill Matilda. App shared his worries with Kirkland, the overseer, one day at Posey’s mill. If App “put his mistress [Matilda] out of the way,” Kirkland explained, “his master [Martin] was to carry him away,” but App “feared he would not.” Kirkland did not believe that App would kill Matilda, but he told App that if he did, and if Martin still failed to “carry him away to freedom,” Kirkland would do so himself. Hearing this from Kirkland, and observing that Martin had satisfied the bargain's first condition by sending Jeff away, App apparently figured that it was worth a try. He would follow through on his end of the bargain. What could he lose?

**Murder**

When the sun rose on Saturday, February 17, 1849, Matilda Posey was nowhere to be found. About two and a half weeks had elapsed since Jeff’s departure. Time passed; still, no Matilda. Neighbors and family members eventually formed a search party and went looking for her, day after day. Five people privately knew what had happened: Appling, Martin Posey, Posey’s overseer Wilson Kirkland, and Luisa and Franklin, both enslaved. When Matilda’s body was discovered, a week and a half after her disappear-
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ance, all but Appling, who had vanished, testified at a coroner’s inquest. Later still, during the criminal trial of Martin Posey for the death of his wife, neither Louisa nor Franklin testified, because Black people—free or enslaved—were not allowed to testify against white people. Kirkland, however, testified extensively, making his words—carefully preserved by the official court reporter, and also by a commercial publication that covered the trial—the ones upon which historians must principally rely. Here is the story that emerges from these accounts.

On Friday evening, February 16, 1849, Appling performed his end of the bargain. He set a trap in the woods, by the springhouse, a small structure designed to keep fallen leaves and animals out of the plantation’s water supply. A couple of Black children wandered down in search of kindling. App sent them to tell Matilda Posey that the springhouse door was broken. When Matilda arrived, App tried to lure her into the woods by preying on the suspicions that he knew she harbored about her husband’s infidelities. “You have often accused master Martin,” App reportedly said, “and if you will go with me I will show you the fact.” At that very moment, App said, Martin was “with another woman.” Matilda was tempted. She started following Appling. But then she stopped short. “App, I know what you are after,” she said: “You want to kill me.”

Matilda’s perception that App “want[ed]” to kill her is revealing. She clearly sensed that her husband wanted her dead. She also knew that Martin was capable of using enslaved people to do his dirty work for him. The wording of her statement to App—“You want to kill me [emphasis added],” rather than “You have been ordered to kill me”—could indicate her belief that App exercised volition in the matter. Her reaction reveals a plantation culture in which criminal bargains between enslavers and enslaved people were easy to imagine.

Back near the springhouse, Matilda, realizing her peril, started back toward the big house. Appling caught hold of her and said, “I want to do it.” Matilda responded with her last reported words: “App, I’ll have you hung.”
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“You might have me hung, and you might not,” App replied.\(^{167}\)

At this point, the record clouds. The official trial report proceeds right from this exchange to App drowning Matilda in the mill pond. An unpublished coroner’s inquest, however, contains additional testimony from Franklin, an enslaved man, suggesting that Appling raped Matilda before killing her. Franklin explained that, about a week after Matilda’s disappearance, App had told him what he had done to “Miss Tilda.” “When she went to the spring,” Franklin said, paraphrasing App’s confession, “he took hold of her and had to do with her.”\(^{168}\) Only then did App kill her. If true, this part of the story opens the possibility that, among App’s motivations were some not yet mentioned: power, domination, violence, and pleasure.

Whether or not Appling raped Matilda, the available evidence suggests that he killed her by beating her with a hoe and then drowning her in the millpond. Later that night, he retrieved the corpse and buried it, with the help of Louisa and Franklin.\(^{169}\) App and his coconspirator Martin Posey sought to cover up the affair, but Franklin’s knowledge of the crime ultimately led the cover-up to unravel. Franklin approached Kirkland the overseer and told him that “he had found out that App had killed his mistress.”\(^{170}\) Franklin, aware of the culture of criminal bargaining that prevailed on the Posey plantation, may have believed that he, too, had some bargaining leverage by virtue of his knowledge. He may have hoped for some reward in exchange for his silence. It did not work out that way. Kirkland immediately alerted Posey, who threatened to kill Franklin if he revealed the truth.

Many of the events described above are known to history only because Franklin or other enslaved people reported them. Yet, in theory, enslaved people were not supposed to be able to testify in court. Indeed, even so-called free negroes, under South Carolina law, could not serve as witnesses in trials, “with the single exception” of criminal trials of Black criminal defendants\(^{171}\)—not an issue in the Martin Posey case. Nevertheless, Black voices are audible in the legal record. Some informal legal proceedings,
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such as coroner’s inquests, did record and preserve the testimonies of enslaved people. And even in more formal legal settings, such as criminal trials in superior courts, white witnesses regularly recounted things told to them by Black people. In these ways, Black perspectives made more of an imprint on the legal record than the state’s formal law might lead one to expect.172

Martin Posey then told an enslaved plantation hand named Jake to take App into hiding and tell him to lie low, for it would not be long before Martin Posey sent someone to “carry [App] away, as he was to have his freedom for killing his mistress.” The scheming Posey, however, had other ideas. Concocting yet another criminal bargain with an enslaved person, Posey reportedly “sent Jake down to Ergle’s bridge,” with orders to “kill him [App],” “if he could get a chance.” No record remains of what, if anything, Posey offered Jake in exchange for killing App. Jake, however, showed good judgment and left App under Ergle’s bridge, very much alive. (Jake’s account, relayed indirectly through a white witness, ultimately made it into the legal record.)173

One morning, after over a week of fruitless hunting, the community search party chanced upon Martin Posey. Cullen Rhodes asked Posey if he had any news about his wife’s whereabouts. “Yes,” Posey replied: “App confessed to Franklin last night that he had to do with my wife, and then drowned her and buried her . . . above the spring branch!” Rhodes asked if App was in custody. “No!” Posey said: “Kirkland and I looked for him but he’s gone!”174

Franklin’s information quickly led the search party to Matilda’s rotting body. (Recall that Franklin had long known what happened, and indeed had helped bury the body.) A postmortem examination occurred on February 26, ten days after Matilda’s disappearance.175 Dr. Addison, the examiner, noted that “wounds extended from near the top of the right side of the head to the lowest rib on the right side, and on and under the right arm.” He believed that “the beating had produced her death” rather than the drowning.176

Meanwhile, the search turned from Matilda to Appling. Notices urging
his apprehension circulated throughout the state. Both Martin Posey and the Office of the South Carolina Governor advertised substantial rewards for Appling’s capture. Posey offered $100 for the “apprehension and delivery of my negro man.” The governor offered $250.177

The searchers eventually found Appling’s remains on an island in a swamp near the county line. “Putrefaction” had begun; “little flesh yet remained.” The head “was dislocated from the body and had neither hair nor flesh upon it.”178

All along, of course, Martin Posey knew where Appling had gone to hide because he had told Jake where to take him. In an attempt to hide his guilt forever, Martin had urged Jake to kill App. Jake, however, left App alive.179 Posey then gave the omnipresent Franklin “weapons to kill” and urged him to take Appling’s life,180 but Franklin, too, left App alive. Wilson Kirkland was next, but the overseer, like the enslaved people before him, refused to carry out Posey’s wishes.181 Finally, the scheming patriarch took matters into his own hands. On March 1, 1849, Martin Posey lured Appling from his hiding spot, tied him up, and shot him through the chest and the neck with two horse pistols.182

The ultimate discovery of Appling’s murdered body turned suspicions toward Martin Posey and his overseer, Wilson Kirkland. From the outset, Martin had acted strangely. Search-party members had noticed Martin’s seeming disinterest in finding either Matilda or, later, App.183 Confronted with his wife’s death, Posey showed no grief and conspicuously little sadness. He “never once complained of his wife being dead,”184 one suspicious searcher remarked. Posey worried only about the woman he called “poor Eliza.”185 He “was afraid to leave home, for Eliza . . . was afraid to stay by herself.”186
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The interrogations of Franklin, Louisa, and other enslaved persons confirmed the worst suspicions about Martin Posey. These witnesses told “a straight and familiar tale” that incriminated Posey and his overseer, Kirkland. Based on these tales, the authorities arrested Kirkland and searched for Posey. The following evening, a group of outraged citizen law enforcers tracked him to his father’s house, where they arrested him for the murders of Matilda and Appling, two people entrusted to his supposedly paternalistic care. After a brief standoff, Martin Posey came down from the second floor with Eliza by his side. “You have not got the right man,” he insisted. “Gabriel Holmes [Matilda’s brother] was the last man seen with my wife.” But they had the right man. And they would soon put him on trial.

**Martin Posey on Trial**

On October 3, 1849, Martin Posey entered the Court of General Pleas and Common Sessions in Edgefield County, South Carolina, to stand trial for the murder of his wife, Matilda Posey. One week later, he would be tried again, this time for the murder of Appling. The same team of lawyers represented him both times. Martin’s life depended on the outcomes of the two trials. His prospects were bleak.

People flocked from around the state and beyond to witness the Matilda Posey murder trial. In the words of one reporter, the Edgefield courtroom was “crowded almost to smothering,” and additional people waited outside, hoping to get in. Edgefield had never seen such crowds. Then again, no man had ever so spectacularly flouted both state law and the norms of his social class. Wealthy planters imagined themselves to be God-fearing paternalists who protected and provided for those entrusted to their care. If the charges in the indictment were true, however, Martin Posey, “not having the fear of God before his eyes, but being moved and seduced by . . . the Devil,” had conspired to murder both his wife and a slave, two people entrusted to his paternalistic care.

The courtroom scene was spellbinding. “Who that was present,” one
observer wrote, “can ever forget the deep feeling, the awful solemnity, the
death-like stillness that pervaded?” Neck-craning spectators rooted for a
conviction, overwhelmingly convinced of Posey’s guilt. Presiding judge
Thomas Jefferson Withers, a respected magistrate in his third year on the
bench, sought to uphold the rule of law in the face of an indignant public.
At one point, when Judge Withers called for a recess, he made sure to sepa-
rate the jury from the agitated throng. “If the jury were to go forth [and
mingle with the public during the recess],” he reasoned, “they would not try
the prisoner according to the law and the evidence . . . but by the . . . argu-
ments of blind passion and by the charge of revenge.”

Solicitor Bonham stoked the crowd’s outrage with dramatic opening
remarks. The cold-blooded murder of Matilda Posey, a “poor, helpless
woman,” by Martin Posey, a “monster” and “heartless wretch,” he thun-
dered, was “perhaps without a parallel in the annals of crime.”

Many of the state’s eighteen witnesses attacked Martin Posey’s character,
starting with his drinking. A reputation for drinking hurt, especially given
the strength of South Carolina’s temperance movement at the time. Temper-
ance meetings, lectures, books, and “Temperance Stories” in the local
press equated drinking with a loss of control and respectability—the very
antithesis of the patriarchal code that was supposed to prevail among men
of Martin Posey’s class. Shortly after the Posey trials, Edgefield would
elect a prohibition ticket and impose a tavern ban. Witnesses in Posey’s
trial echoed larger temperance themes. Martin’s drinking had turned him
from an attentive father into an abusive monster. It had wrecked his
marriage, destroyed friendships, and broken the heart of his poor
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father.201 It had led to a dangerous breakdown of discipline on his planta-
tion.202 And it had sent him sliding into debt.203

Solicitor Bonham then systematically demonstrated Martin Posey’s
clear role in the “foul and diabolical murder” of his wife, a crime that had
no mitigating elements whatsoever: “It was not done in self-defense—nor
in sudden heat and passion—it was not even done against a man, but against
a poor helpless woman, and one who, so far as I am informed, was exam-
plary in all the relations of life.”204 Witnesses described the entire story:
Martin’s affair with Eliza, his oft-expressed desire to be rid of Matilda, his
criminal bargains with Jeff the conjurer and App. The state rested, having
forged what it called “a connected chain between the prisoner and the
deed.”205

The Defense

Posey’s attorneys seem to have realized that their case was unwinnable. The
law was against them. The facts were against them. The public was against
them. Given how flagrantly Posey had violated patriarchal norms, the well-
heeled jury was surely against them too. Defense lawyers basically threw in
the towel. They half-heartedly cross-examined some of the state’s witnesses,
trying to plant a few grains of doubt amid the bushels of evidence against
their client. For example, after the doctor who performed the postmortem
on Matilda Posey testified that multiple blows to her head “were enough to
kill her, or anyone else,” the defense’s cross-examination forced the doctor
to admit that he had not actually seen “any fracture of the skull,” nor had he
“carefully dissect[ed] for one, as I only took off sufficient hair to locate the
wounds, and omitted to strip the skin.”206 Defense lawyers also did some
procedural maneuvering. They persuaded the trial judge to keep jurors
away from the public overnight.207 This small victory was more than over-
whelmed by a large defeat: the defense failed to persuade Judge Withers to
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exclude the testimony of Wilson Kirkland, overseer and star witness for the prosecution, on grounds that he was an accomplice trying to save his own skin by testifying for the state. Their failure on this point sealed their client’s doom. Other than these small arguments, however, the defense had nothing. When the state rested, the defense lawyers, their quivers empty, rested too. They called no witnesses, presented no evidence.

Interestingly, the very same defense lawyers put up much more of a fight a week later in a separate (and much less closely watched) trial of Martin Posey for the murder of Appling. The defense team seems to have concluded that, although aggressively defending a wife-killer was unseemly, aggressively defending a slave-killer was good lawyering.

In the second murder trial, for the killing of Appling, Posey’s lawyers argued that their client’s admittedly compromised character had left him vulnerable to the insidious scheming of his underling. They exhorted jurors to focus not on the irresponsibility of their propertied client but rather on the threat to social order posed by an ambitious and unprincipled poor white man: the prosecution’s star witness, Posey’s overseer, Wilson Kirkland.

Playing on the popular elite stereotype of the scoundrel overseer, the defense argued that Kirkland, landless and unctuous, had deviously taken advantage of Posey, whose personal turmoil had left him “weak minded” and “besotted with drink.” Kirkland was “poor” but “sighed for a fortune.” Longing to “feast upon Posey’s bounty,” Kirkland cunningly “[fed Posey’s] appetite for liquor” and exerted an “unbounded influence” over Posey’s enslaved laborers. He bewitched Posey with the dark powers of conjuration (Posey was convinced that Kirkland, like Jeff, had mastered the dark arts), and “stir[red] the darkest and meanest passions of his soul.”

With cold-blooded cunning, this “smooth faced villain and whining hypocrite” managed to invert the power dynamic between owner and overseer,
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reducing Posey, his “hands tied,” to Kirkland’s “dupe.” And all Kirkland needed to finish his “designing game” was to put an end to the nosy Matilda and leave a trail of hearsay that would lead investigating authorities wrongly to blame his boss.\(^\text{214}\)

In contrast to the robust defense that Posey’s lawyers presented in the trial for Appling’s murder, their defense in the earlier trial was anemic. By killing Matilda—his own wife, a white woman—Posey had apparently violated his class’s code of proper conduct so egregiously that his lawyers did not even attempt to mobilize anti-overseer sentiment in his favor. The defense team’s divergent approaches to the two trials provide a crude measure of the different values assigned to the lives of white women and enslaved Black men in the Old South.

The Verdict

The twelve jurors who decided Martin Posey’s fate in the Matilda Posey murder trial were all, like the accused, affluent white men. Their real estate holdings averaged a robust $4,000 and their occupations included farmer, physician, merchant, and planter.\(^\text{215}\) Their first task was to decide whether to find Posey guilty or not guilty. If they found him guilty, as everyone expected, they would then face a trickier question: how to divvy up criminal responsibility between the disgraced enslaver, Martin, and the deceased slave, Appling, who actually put Matilda to death.

The grand jury indictment had charged Posey with multiple counts related to the murder of Matilda Posey. Trial jurors would have to choose among several possibilities. The first charged Martin as “principal in the first degree” in the murder of Matilda, meaning that “he himself” had killed her. A second set of counts charged Martin as “principal in the second degree,” meaning that he had been present and provided assistance but that Appling had done the actual killing.\(^\text{216}\)

Both the first and the second set of counts assumed that Martin was physically present at the killing of Matilda. All evidence in the case, however, suggested that Martin was far away when Appling murdered Matilda.

\(^{214}\) Ibid., 61–63.
\(^{216}\) Report of the Trial of Martin Posey, 9.
Why, then, did the grand jury include these easily refuted “principal” charges? The answer has to do with the day’s prevailing assumptions about master-slave relations and slave autonomy. Although Martin was not physically present at the time of Matilda’s murder, the trial jury could presumably have found him guilty as a “principal” if they believed that he, a master, was akin to a sniper and Appling, a slave, was akin to a bullet. Although bullets might technically cause death, moral accountability for shootings must fall to trigger-pullers, however distant. A hierarchical view of master-slave relations and an assumption that enslaved people were incapable of independent moral thought could have inclined jurors to find Martin guilty as a “principal” in the murder of his wife, even though he was not physically present for the killing. The grand jury had these thoughts in mind when composing the indictment. The solicitor also had these thoughts in mind during opening arguments when he told the jury that he would prove that Martin Posey, “either by his own hand, or by his procuration”—that is, by using App as a weapon—“is the monster . . . who . . . planned and executed the crime . . . of murdering his own wife [emphasis added].”

There was, however, a third set of criminal charges. These deemed Posey to be criminally responsible, but less so. They charged him as an “accessary [sic] before the fact,” meaning that he was not physically present at the killing but “did incite, move, procure, counsel, command, [and] hire” Appling to murder Matilda. This third group of charges was the most consistent with the facts, but it assumed that Appling, though enslaved (and, of course, though now deceased), was sufficiently accountable morally to be treated as the “principal” in the case, even though he was doing his enslaver’s bidding. It assumed that Appling understood right from wrong and was capable of exercising independent moral judgement. These charges assumed, in other words, that App was an ethically responsible human being, not merely an extension of his enslaver’s will.

The jury returned to the courtroom, and Judge Withers called for order. Silence spread. The most silent of all was Martin Posey, who looked on with a cold stare. The jury foreman delivered the verdict: “guilty” on the third set of charges: accessary to murder before the fact. This was a telling verdict. In
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convicting Martin as an accessory before the fact, rather than as a principal, in the murder of Matilda Posey, the jury implicitly found Appling, the deceased slave, guilty as principal. In the minds of jurors, therefore, Appling was not merely the property, the tool, the volitionless weapon of his master. He was a moral agent who consciously, deliberately, and with malice aforethought chose to murder Matilda Posey.

App, however, could be punished no more. Martin could. Barring a successful appeal, he would hang in the courthouse square.

The Appeal

At the time of the Posey trial, the South Carolina Court of Appeals, the state's highest court, was not a separate, freestanding institution. It was a panel made up of sitting trial judges. The tribunal that heard appeals in South Carolina, in other words, included the very judges whose actions at trial were under review. Worse still, in particular appeals, the judge who presided at trial, being the most familiar with that case, often wound up writing the appellate opinion, and therefore ruling on the legitimacy of his own actions. Needless to say, this was a very appellant-unfriendly system. South Carolina eventually created a freestanding appellate court, but not until 1859.²¹⁹ Thanks to this convoluted system, the justice who ruled on Martin Posey’s appeal was the very same man who had presided at his trial: Thomas Jefferson Withers. This boded ill for Martin Posey.

Withers was born poor but quickly rose. He excelled at legal study, married up, and embraced the southern paternalistic ideal with both arms.²²⁰ He was the patriarch of a large, extended household that included several children of his own, two children of a deceased friend, and many enslaved people. He also provided financial support to his own younger siblings. A self-serving local legend maintained that Withers treated the people he


enslaved so humanely that neighbors complained that he was demoralizing the people whom they enslaved.221 Withers believed that the health of southern society depended on the willingness of privileged patriarchs to protect those entrusted to their care.222 This, too, boded ill for Martin Posey.

Judge Withers used the law as a tool to reinforce his paternalistic values.223 In an 1850 case, white members of a slave patrol were accused of unjustifiably whipping several enslaved people who had gathered in a public place for a quilting. Normally, such slave gatherings were not allowed, but these enslaved people had their masters’ permission to assemble. The whip-wielding slave patrollers were convicted and appealed. Withers upheld their convictions in a ruling that referenced his own experiences as a benevolent plantation paternalist:

How many of us have permitted to our slaves the enjoyment of a wedding party and ceremony, in imitation of the custom of the higher class, and even contributed liberally, to the good cheer of the occasion? . . . It would be painful to find that the law forbids masters to permit or to encourage the slave in honoring the humble virtues that may be consistent with his condition. . . . The true spirit of our law does not aim at such an end.224

Withers’s paternalism also extended to wives. During a trial concerning a land dispute between a widow and her deceased husband’s family, Withers showed extreme sympathy to the former. He nudged the jury in the direction of his personal belief that a wife should be protected against the moral and economic failings of her husband. The recently deceased husband in this case was, like Posey, known to have been a lush and a wife-beater. An indignant Withers was willing to invoke the law to punish the misdeeds of dishonorable planters.225 This, too, boded ill for Martin Posey.

Posey appealed to the Court of Appeals of South Carolina in December of 1849. The last three of his six grounds for appeal were, to quote the court,
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“manifestly . . . unsubstantial.”226 The first three, however, were serious. All three focused on the law’s treatment of Appling. Posey’s first ground was that the grand jury’s indictment of Martin for being an “accessory before the fact” to a crime committed by Appling was fatally flawed because it did not specify which criminal statute Appling had supposedly violated. “The indictment,” Posey’s lawyers argued, did “not charge the murder by the principal [Appling] to be against the Act of General Assembly in such case.”227 Absent any reference to a South Carolina statute, Posey’s indictment necessarily assumed that Appling had committed the common-law crime of murder—that is, the crime of murder as defined by traditional, English, judge-made law.228 There was reason to suspect, however, that the common law might not apply to enslaved people. In *State v. Maner* (1834), a South Carolina appeal brought by a white man who had been convicted of committing a common-law crime against an enslaved person, South Carolina’s highest court had held that enslaved people were outside the protections of the common law. “The criminal offence of assault and battery cannot at common law be committed on the person of a slave,” Justice O’Neall stated: “The peace of the state is not thereby broken; for a slave is not generally regarded as legally capable of being within the peace of the State.”229 Posey’s lawyers hoped that the high court would extend the logic of *Maner* and conclude that the common law, as a general proposition, simply did not apply to enslaved people. If the court went that way, it could possibly conclude that Appling was not guilty of the common-law crime of murder and therefore that Martin could not be convicted as accessory to a noncrime.

Justice Withers rejected this argument. He noted that the prosecution here was against Martin, not Appling. The indictment, therefore, had to be precise in its description of Martin’s crime, but did not have to be comparably precise in its description of Appling’s infraction: “The prosecution here was against the prisoner [Martin] . . . and not against the principal [Appling], whose felony need be set forth only with such form and certainty as may comport with the rules of criminal pleading, which rules
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require that the legal characteristics of the crime be averred for the proper information of the party called to answer.” As long as the indictment clearly explained every relevant aspect of the crime of which Martin had been charged, it was valid.230

Justice Withers, however, recognized that the case raised a “graver question”: Could the common law’s sword of criminal prosecution strike enslaved people, even though its shield of rights-protection would not safeguard them? Withers answered in the affirmative. “We are of the opinion that murder by a slave is a felony . . . at the common law,” he stated. Even if this had been a prosecution of Appling for murder, not a prosecution of Martin for being an accessory before the fact, the common-law accusation would have been sufficient to convict. No criminal statute was required to find an enslaved person guilty of murder.231

Withers realized the implication of his ruling: that common-law punishments applied to enslaved South Carolinians, even though common-law protections did not. He neither hid nor sugarcoated this harsh outcome. “However unfit the slave has been, and is, to receive the boon of common law rights and privileges,” he rhetorically asked, “does not [the common law’s] definition of murder well fit him [the slave] as an agent to perpetrate it; and death, the sanction of its sentence, suit him as a convict?”232 Enslaved people, in other words, could commit common-law crimes. Consequently, Martin could be found guilty as accessory before the fact, even absent any allegation that Appling’s actions violated any South Carolina statute.233

Posey’s second ground for appeal was that he could not be convicted as an accessory to a crime that nobody had previously been convicted of committing. The basis for this claim was an English common-law rule that held that principals must be convicted before accessories could be tried. The “crime of the accessory,” the logic ran, “is derivative, not substantive—no principal no accessory.” And the existence of a principal had to be “ascertained judicially.” Rumors and hearsay would not suffice. Only a trial conviction would suffice. The purpose of this rule was to “avoid the abhorrent consequence of the accessory being hanged, and the principal acquitted.”234
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Previous white South Carolinians who had been convicted as accessories to crimes committed by enslaved people had argued that the conviction of an enslaved principal could never serve as the basis for the conviction of a free accessory. Enslaved people were not tried in the whites-only, regular courts, they noted. They were tried in the Blacks-only Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, which lacked the due process protections that prevailed in the white courts. “The evidence sufficient to convict a negro,” the argument ran, “would not be sufficient to convict a white man.” To make the conviction of an enslaved person a component of the circumstances that could convict a free white person would be fatally to compromise white legal protections. These arguments highlighted the obvious: the legal system was separate and unequal for Black South Carolinians, free and enslaved alike.

Posey’s case was slightly different than these precedents, however, in that Appling had died before he could stand trial, much less be convicted. Posey’s lawyers therefore argued that Appling’s pretrial death, which Martin himself had caused, meant that Martin could not be convicted “as accessory before the fact to the murder of Matilda Posey” because the principal, Appling, had never been convicted of committing the murder. No principal conviction, no accessory conviction.

Justice Withers gave this argument the dismissive swat that it deserved. He first noted that South Carolina courts had never affirmed the English common-law provision upon which Posey relied, the one that required the conviction of a principal before an accessory could be tried. Indeed, South Carolina courts had repudiated this rule in three known cases. Withers then closed the law books and lectured. Posey had made criminal conviction of Appling impossible by murdering him before he could stand trial. “Shall one take advantage of his own wrong?” Withers fumed. Shall the brazen Martin Posey “derive his exemption from conviction for one shocking murder by the perpetration of another?” Withers indignantly concluded that “it was not necessary that there should have been any . . . conviction of
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the slave” as principal before Posey could be convicted as accessory.\(^\text{239}\) Second argument: overruled.\(^\text{240}\)

The final serious ground for appeal was more promising. It claimed that Posey “could not, by the law of the land, be an accessory before the fact to a murder committed by his own slave, by his command and coercion [emphasis in original].”\(^\text{241}\) Some common-law doctrines appeared to support this argument. One held that “where an offence is committed through the medium of an innocent agent, the employer, though absent when the act is done, is answerable as a principal.”\(^\text{242}\) Another held that “if a child under years of discretion, or any other person of defective mind, is incited to commit a murder or other crime, the inciter is the principal . . . though he were absent when the thing was done.”\(^\text{243}\)

Posey’s application of these doctrines to the master-slave relationship played on the cultural presumption that the master was the ultimate plantation authority. To deny this ground for appeal would be to deny several commonly held assumptions: that enslaved people were their masters’ tools; that in terms of moral accountability, the enslaved were akin to children; and that enslaved people were essentially “person[s] of defective mind.” To find Martin Posey guilty as accessory before the fact would be to reject these assumptions and to acknowledge instead that Appling had been a free moral agent, possessed of the power to bargain with his enslaver as an independent equal. It would be to recognize that enslaved people could rationally evaluate their enslavers’ wishes and, if they disagreed, refuse to obey them. The bottom-line premise of this argument was that the enslaved person, even when breaking the law, remained the enslaver’s tool. The inherently hierarchical master-slave relationship made the term “master accessory” an oxymoron, Posey’s legal team argued. The master must either be a principal or not guilty.

\(^{239}\) State v. Posey, 16.
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Justice Withers, a patriarchal master par excellence, was sympathetic to the appellant’s argument that Posey “could not, by the law of the land, be an accessory before the fact to murder committed by his . . . slave, by his command and coercion.” “This proposition,” Withers acknowledged, “may be true.” But it did not fit the facts of Posey’s case. In particular, Withers found no evidence that Appling had acted under Martin’s “command and coercion.” “The most diligent examination” of the “voluminous testimony,” Withers argued, “will be vain to discover any single fact that imports command or coercion, directed by the prisoner to App.” True, trial testimony suggested that Martin had despicably enticed Appling to murder his wife through “the arts of persuasion,” the “temptation of high bribery,” and the “wicked debauchery of the slave’s lingering sentiment of duty.” The shameless Martin had “smother[ed] that still small voice of a feeble though better conscience than his master’s” and had prepared App’s heart for “the perpetration of the bloodiest and the darkest deed.” These acts, committed by Posey, were criminally evil, but they were “an accessory’s [sic] crime,” not a principal’s. Appling was not Martin’s marionette. He was a free moral agent, accountable for his crimes. Withers therefore concluded that “the master may be accessory to his own slave in murder.” Posey’s third ground of appeal “must, therefore, be resolved against the prisoner.”

If Appling Had Lived

Some scholars have been impressed by what they call the “essentially decent” treatment that Black litigants, including the enslaved, received in the state supreme courts of the Old South, high courts in which elite jurists dressed up the law in its Sunday best. But in lower-level, community-based tribunals, the story was different. Had Appling lived, that’s where his case would have begun. Justice Withers considered this scenario. He justified Martin Posey’s conviction as an accessory by noting that Appling, had he survived, “could have been punished” as principal. It is a scenario

---
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worth considering. What legal processes would have awaited Appling, had Martin not killed him?

To state the obvious, much of slavery occurred beyond the law’s reach. Enslavers enjoyed virtually unchecked authority to act as judges, juries, and punishers. In some circumstances, however, enslavers were required to submit enslaved people to the state for trial. Appling’s murder of Matilda, a capital crime, would have been one such circumstance. But Appling would not have joined Martin Posey in the Court of General Sessions. This court was for white people only. Instead, App would have appeared in the Magistrates and Freeholders Court, which was for Black people only. Far from representing blind justice, the rule-of-law ideal, or “essentially decent treatment,” these racially specific criminal courts institutionalized white supremacy. They were separate and unequal. Black defendants, whether nominally “free” or enslaved, were sent there. One’s race, not one’s freedom status, determined one’s access to justice in the criminal courts of antebellum South Carolina.248

In the Blacks-only Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Appling would have found few of the legal protections that prevailed in the whites-only Court of General Sessions. The Black court’s legal procedures were extremely informal. Magistrates and Freeholders trials did not even have to be held in courthouses. Trials sometimes occurred on farms or at alleged crime scenes.249 Evidentiary standards scarcely existed. Jury selection was haphazard, with magistrates sometimes favoring speed and convenience over fairness by selecting jurors from a single family or neighborhood. Unlike Martin Posey, who was tried by a jury of his racial peers, App would have been tried by a panel of white men, most of whom would likely have been enslavers.250 Jury decisions in the Magistrates and Freeholders Court did not have to be unani-

---


mous for a conviction to stand.\textsuperscript{251} The timing differed too. The Court of General Sessions, where white suspects were tried, met just twice annually, giving defendants such as Martin Posey ample time to secure lawyers and prepare defenses. By contrast, the Magistrates and Freeholders Court, where Black people were tried, was supposed to convene within six days of the commission of an offense, leaving precious little time for passions to cool or lawyers to prepare.\textsuperscript{252} The prosecution held virtually all the procedural advantages; Black defendants held next to none. In one egregious Spartanburg case, testimony clearly revealed that Reuben, a slave, never touched a female complainant. Nevertheless, Reuben was found guilty of rape.\textsuperscript{253}

In 1833, South Carolina established an appeals procedure for Black people convicted in the Magistrates and Freeholders Court.\textsuperscript{254} If App had been convicted, as certainly would have happened, he (via his enslaver, Martin Posey) could have appealed. Cost considerations, however, discouraged most enslavers from appealing.\textsuperscript{255} Not surprisingly, unequal courts and unequal procedures produced unequal outcomes. Our quantitative analysis of criminal court records from five South Carolina counties during the period under study reveals that the conviction rate for Black defendants was about twice high as the conviction rate for white defendants.\textsuperscript{256} Whereas
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\textsuperscript{256} Magistrates and freeholders records from Edgefield County no longer exist, so we analyzed records at SCDAH from five demographically similar South Carolina counties: Anderson/Pendleton District Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Trial Papers (1819–1865); Fairfield District Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Trial Papers Index (1839–1865); Kershaw District Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Trial Papers (1802–1861); Laurens District Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Trial Papers (1808–1865); and Spartanburg District Court of Magistrates and Freeholders, Trial Papers (1824–1865). Using Court of General Sessions indexes from the Fairfield, Laurens, and Spartanburg Districts, also held at SCDAH, we estimated conviction rates for white criminal defendants. These indexes were massive, with hundreds of entries, so we chose to sample the first twenty cases from the beginning of each decade from 1800 until 1860. In the end, our numbers came out within 1 percent of the number that Hindus provides. Hindus, \textit{Prison and Plantation}, 144. Like Hindus, we grouped the “Nol Pros”/“No Bill” references along with the “Not Guilty” cases. See Fairfield District Court of General Sessions, Session Rolls (1800–1839), SCDAH; Fairfield County Court of General Sessions, General Sessions Indexes (1840–1882), microfilm reel FA42, SCDAH; Laurens County Court of General Sessions, Index to Sessions Rolls
about 34 percent of white criminal defendants were found guilty. 67 percent of enslaved and free Black people in sampled districts—Laurens, Fairfield, Kershaw, Spartanburg, and Pendleton/Anderson—were found guilty. (Of course, this sky-high conviction rate for Black criminal defendants does not take into account the private punishments that enslaved people endured on plantations, where conviction rates were whatever masters wanted them to be.) Once convicted, Black people received much harsher punishments than did white people. The disparity was particularly pronounced when it came to whippings. In our sample, only 6 percent of white people convicted in the court of General Sessions between 1800 and 1860 received lashes. By contrast, almost all—96 percent—of the enslaved and free Black people convicted in sampled Magistrates and Freeholders courts in those same years felt the sting of the lash.

Moreover, the number of lashes administered to convicts varied dramatically by race. The few white convicts who did receive lashes rarely received more than the traditional scriptural limit of thirty-nine. By contrast, more than 45 percent—almost half—of the enslaved and free Black people convicted in our sample received more than thirty-nine lashes as punishment for their crimes. Roughly 7 percent received over one hundred lashes. In one extreme case, a slave was sentenced to five hundred lashes and was then “put out of the district.”
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257. We analyzed the three crimes that appeared in the two courts with greatest frequency: larceny, stealing, and various forms of assault.

258. Unfortunately, the indexes for the Court of General Sessions often did not specify or elaborate on the sentences when individuals were convicted. To get a general idea of sentencing for white people, we perused court journals that sometimes, but not always, included sentences for Spartanburg, Fairfield, and Laurens. Some of these source books were in horrible condition and nearly impossible to read, so we sampled to derive an estimate of the number of white individuals who received lashes as their punishment. Because of this, the punishment sample from the Court of General Sessions and the Court of Magistrates and Freeholders are vastly different. See Fairfield County, Office, Clerk of Court (General Sessions), Journal (1825–1829, 1840–1863, 1866–1868), microfilm reel C372, SCDAH; Laurens County, Office, Clerk of Court (General Sessions), General Sessions Journal (1800–1810, 1810–1824, 1825–1840, 1840–1868), microfilm reels C37, C37, SCDAH.
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Given the severity of Appling's crime, lashes would not have been an issue. His was a capital crime. Capital punishment was rare for enslaved people, because slavers did not wish to lose their investments. Just 2 percent of the enslaved and free Black convicts in our sample faced capital punishment. Had Appling lived to stand trial in the Magistrates and Freeholders Court, he surely would have been convicted, making this capital punishment figure just a little bit higher.261

In 1848, amid the events described here, South Carolina's John C. Calhoun proudly told the US Senate that, in the South, “the two great divisions of society are not the rich and poor, but white and black; and all the former, the poor as well as the rich, belong to the upper class.”262 He was right. All Black criminal defendants in South Carolina, free or enslaved, but zero white criminal defendants, were tried in the draconian Magistrates and Freeholders courts.263 Although things have improved mightily since then, traces of this racialized and unjust inheritance arguably remain visible to this day.

Conclusion

Both Appling and Martin hoped that the criminal bargain that they hashed out amid the pine trees and sweetgums of Edgefield in 1849 would free them from binding legal restrictions. They were not alone. Indeed, App was not even the first enslaved person on his plantation to offer to murder Matilda Posey in exchange for benefits. Jeff the conjurer beat him to it, though, lucky for him, he failed to perform his end of the bargain. The published records of antebellum southern courts contain several other instances in which free white people were convicted as accessories to felonies committed by enslaved Black people, as happened in the case of Martin and Appling. Although the published reports of these other cases do not specify

the natures of the criminal bargains between enslaved principals and enslaving accessories, negotiations of some sort are implied. As Justice Withers reasoned in Posey, the convictions of white people as accessories, not principals, meant that the enslaved principals were impelled not by “command or coercion” but rather by what Withers called the “temptation of high bribery,” meaning some sort of contractual inducement. This implies negotiation, which in turn suggests a degree of slave agency. Antebellum cases from North Carolina, Tennessee, and several from South Carolina all involved free white conspirators who were found guilty as accessories to crimes committed by enslaved people.

Other white people were tried as principals, not accessories, for crimes that enslaved people committed following a bargain of some sort. Elizabeth Green, a white South Carolinian who “lived unhappily” with her hard-drinking husband Henry, openly offered to “give any man $100 to kill” her spouse. According to Elizabeth, an enslaved man named Edom voluntarily accepted her offer. Two days after Christmas, in 1835, as Henry Green walked home through the woods following a religious gathering, with Elizabeth and some others trailing thirty or forty yards behind, Edom stole upon Henry Green and shot him dead. Elizabeth instantly cried out, “Henry is killed—the negroes have risen—we shall all be killed” and turned her party around, allowing her husband’s killer to escape. Notably, Elizabeth was not Edom’s enslaver. Another white man, Tommy Ray, claimed ownership in Edom. The murderous bargain that Edom and Elizabeth struck, therefore, took place outside the context of a direct master-slave relationship. Edom was charged with murder but was acquitted due to lack of evidence. Elizabeth Green was not so lucky. Having spoken so openly, and so frequently, of her willingness to purchase her husband’s death, she was convicted as principal in his murder, a murder committed, in the eyes of the law, “by the agency of an unknown person.”

Historians have long over-
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268. Note that enslaved people, as well as free people, could be convicted as accessories to crimes committed by enslaved people. See Byrd v. State, 2 Miss. 247 (1835); Thornton (a slave) v. State of Georgia, 23 Ga. 301 (1858).
looked this troubling form of slave agency, whereby enslaved people, their life options severely limited by slave law, agreed to commit crimes in exchange for negotiated benefits.

After Justice Withers struck his gavel, closing the curtains on State v. Martin Posey, the cast scattered. Eliza, Matilda’s little sister, had married Martin sometime after his arrest. Martin’s death on the gallows left her a two-time, teenaged widow. Eliza was never indicted for her role in the conspiracy that led to her sister’s death. One contemporary observer remarked that her avoidance of criminal liability owed “more to her sex than to her innocence.” Perhaps legal chivalry would have prevented male jurors from convicting Eliza of a capital crime, this observer continued, “for we never hang a woman in this State, no matter what she does.” But if Eliza “had been tried by a jury of women, her fate would doubtless have been similar to [Martin] Posey’s”—that is, death. Eliza escaped legal punishment but faced harsh social repudiation. She lost her inheritance. She lost her adult status and became her cousin’s ward. She lost custody of her step-children (Martin and Matilda’s children). Ostracized from South Carolina society, Eliza moved out of the state and remarried.

Franklin, the footprint-altering enslaved worker who unsuccessfully tried to benefit from his knowledge of Appling and Posey’s criminal bargain, may have achieved what Appling sought. Following the discovery of Matilda’s corpse, officials arrested Franklin and several other enslaved people for questioning. According to a trial reporter, Franklin and the others said nothing “to criminate themselves” but told “such a straight and familiar tale against Kirkland and Posey” that authorities released them and arrested the overseer and master, leading, ultimately, to Posey’s conviction. During all of this commotion on the Posey plantation, Franklin seems to have slipped away. “It is generally known,” a published account of the Posey trial noted in a footnote, “that this negro [Franklin] has been run; he was taken off soon after his release from prison.” We would like to imagine that Franklin found freedom, though we really do not know.
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Justice T. J. “Jeff” Withers remained prominent in South Carolina for years to come. He continued judging, supported secession, signed the Confederate Constitution, and served in the Confederate Congress.277 This upright plantation patriarch’s greatest renown, however, may have come posthumously, when historians discovered some randy letters that he wrote to a college friend, future South Carolina governor James Henry Hammond. In one such letter, Withers playfully asked Hammond “whether you yet sleep in your shirt-tail, and whether you yet have the extravagant delight of poking and punching a writhing Bedfellow with your long feshen pole—the exquisite touches of which I have often had the honor of feeling!” Sincerely, the “old stud, Jeff.”278 Although scholars believe that these letters reveal a nineteenth-century culture of jocular masculinity more than a modern-style homosexual identity, the letters nonetheless became a bit of a sensation. Surely more people have read them than have read any of Withers’s judicial opinions. The letters earned “old stud, Jeff” Withers a prominent place on such websites as Gay History & Literature279 and Gay and Southern: A Website Dedicated to All Things Queer in Dixie.280

Martin Posey was put to death on the Edgefield courthouse square on February 1, 1850. An estimated four to five thousand people gathered to watch the scoundrel swing.281 The crowd included “men, women, children, and negroes”—as if the first three categories did not include the fourth. Posey reportedly “made no confessions under the gallows, but met his doom with a calm, determined silence.”283 Although Posey’s hanging punished him for both of the crimes of which he was convicted—the murder of
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Matilda and the murder of Appling—commentators focused their moralizing on the former crime. “Woe! Woe!! to the man that harms a woman here, or anywhere else [in] the South,” a reporter wrote following the Posey hanging: “Let him kill his wife here, and the gold of California cannot buy eloquence enough to save him.”

As for Appling, he had proved himself a man of his word. He upheld his end of the bargain by murdering Matilda Posey. He then fled to an agreed-upon hiding place to wait several agonizing days for Martin to follow through on his promise of freedom. Martin’s payment instead took the form of two pistol shots: one in the side below App’s left nipple, the other on the left side of his neck, a little below his head.

Appling surely knew that such an outcome was possible. His willingness to strike a criminal bargain with Martin, even in the face of such an easily foreseeable outcome, suggests how desperate App was, how few his options were, and how enticing the prospect of freedom must have been. One of App’s few bargaining chips to play in pursuit of freedom was his willingness to kill. Playing this chip enabled him to believe that he was exerting some control over his circumstances. But criminal bargaining failed to deliver its seemingly emancipatory promise. Even had App lived, the legal system offered Black people, free or enslaved, only racist injustice. Revealingly, the state’s top legal treatise on slavery was not called The Slave Law of South Carolina. It was called The Negro Law of South Carolina (1848). It provided lawyers with “a digest of Law in relation to Negroes (slave or free).” In the long run, the race-based discriminations of Old South law may have left a more insidious legacy than slavery itself. Appling would not be the last American to respond to unjust circumstances by being willing to commit crimes, only to pay a tragically high price for doing so.
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CHAPTER TWO

Willis v. Jolliffe: Slavery’s Inheritance

On a spring day in 1855, Amy and Elijah Willis led their children off the steamboat *Jacob Strader* and onto a Cincinnati wharf. They had traveled hundreds of miles from South Carolina, where Elijah had enslaved Amy and their children. The couple looked forward to a future of freedom in Ohio. But on the wharf, his daughters’ hands in his, Elijah collapsed and died. His death thrust Amy into a prolonged inheritance battle with Elijah’s white relatives. Perhaps surprisingly, Amy won.

This inheritance dispute, *Willis v. Jolliffe*, highlights the constraints that slave law placed on everyday life. Enslaved people, under the law of testamentary succession, could be forcibly transferred from one enslaver to another, like so much livestock or furniture. Slave law also restricted enslavers, albeit in incomparably milder ways. South Carolina law, for example, prohibited Elijah Willis from freeing his children and their mother in his will and leaving his property to them. The only way to accomplish these objectives was to travel to a jurisdiction with different laws. If one measure of a law’s significance is the distance that forum-seekers will travel to escape

---


its reach, slave law was significant indeed. At a time when travel beyond even county lines required considerable effort, Elijah Willis ventured north repeatedly, in search of different laws.

Amy and Elijah

Elijah Willis grew up on a sprawling Barnwell County plantation containing thousands of acres and over forty enslaved people.⁴ Knowing that he would have to share his parents’ wealth with his ten siblings,⁵ Elijah set off on his own—and prospered. By 1840, Elijah, then in his mid-forties, had acquired a nearby plantation and eighteen enslaved laborers.⁶ By 1850, the value of his landholdings had swelled to $10,000 and his enslaved workforce had grown to twenty-seven.⁷

Although Elijah never officially married, he quasi-wed a woman named Amy in the mid-1840s. Elijah was around fifty at the time.⁸ Amy was substantially younger. She already had three children and would go on to have several more with Elijah.⁹

Witnesses described Amy as a racially mixed “mulatto” with a “black negro” mother, Celia.¹⁰ Although no references to Amy’s father have been found, her brother Gilbert was described as “nearly white,” suggesting that he, and probably Amy, had a white father—perhaps Celia’s enslaver.¹¹ At the

⁴ 1820 Federal Census, Barnwell County, South Carolina, roll 119, p. 52; Will of Robert Willis of Barnwell District, 1844, microcopy no. 9, will book D, p. 49, South Carolina Department of Archives and History. Hereafter cited as SCDAH; Will of Elijah Willis of Barnwell District, 1846, microcopy no. 9, will book D, p. 268, SCDAH.
⁵ Will of Robert Willis of Barnwell District, 49; Will of Elijah Willis of Barnwell District, 268.
⁶ 1840 Census Population Schedules Barnwell County, South Carolina, roll 501, book 1, p. 239, SCDAH.
⁷ 1850 Federal Census, Slave, South Carolina, roll 861, pp. 439–40, SCDAH; 1850 Federal Census, Barnwell County, South Carolina, roll 849, p. 380, SCDAH.
¹¹ Ibid., 24.
time, South Carolina conceptualized race somewhat differently than it would decades later. State law included more racial categories for Black people—“negro,” “mulatto,” “mestizo”—than it later would, and the borders separating these categories were fuzzier. By “negro,” South Carolina law meant what it revealingly called “slave African[s] . . . and their descendants.”

“Mulatto” meant “the issue [offspring] of the white and the negro.” A “mestizo,” in South Carolina parlance, blended “negro” and “Indian.”

The division between mulatto and white was blurry. “No specific rule, as to the quantity of negro blood . . . has ever been adopted,” a South Carolina judge admitted in 1848. The boundary between the two categories appears to have fallen somewhere between one-eight and one-quarter Black. Though fuzzy, the distinction between white and mulatto was hugely consequential. Whites enjoyed many legal rights denied to those with legally actionable African ancestry.

The line separating mulatto from negro was even blurrier but lacked consequence. All of the legal disabilities that faced negroes also faced mulattoes—and, for that matter, mestizos. None of these groups could be witnesses in superior court. None could serve on juries. In other words, South Carolina operated not just a slave system but a racialized caste system. Even if you were “free,” your “color”—that is, your degree of what jurists called “African taint” determined your “caste,” a word from which legal writers of the day did not shy.

Amy, the daughter of a “black negro” mother, faced all the disabilities of legal blackness. What, exactly, was she, in racial terms? Opinion differed. Some witnesses considered her “negro,” others “mulatto,” others
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“colored.” One witness described her as a “dark yellow woman.” Legally speaking, however, it made no difference. She bore the “African taint.”

No such ambiguity surrounded Amy’s freedom status. Her mother was enslaved, and the law was clear: “The offspring of a slave mother must also be a slave,” regardless of the father’s status. Amy’s birthright enslavement affected her every experience, including how she and Elijah met. Elijah purchased her. State law structured the deal. It defined enslaved people as “chattels personal,” meaning nonreal-estate property. Elijah bought Amy, her three “black” sons, and her “black negro” mother from a Barnwell County planter in 1842.

Amy and Elijah soon developed a sexual relationship. Had Amy been free, she and Elijah technically could have married. Under South Carolina law, free people of color could marry one another and could also marry whites. Amy, however, was enslaved and therefore could marry no one. Nor could Elijah have freed Amy in order to marry her. Since 1820, South Carolina had barred private manumissions. Only the legislature could free enslaved people, and it was not inclined to exercise this power.

Sex between enslaving males and enslaved females was common, particularly when the men were unmarried. This, too, reflected the legal context, at least in part. Southern states would later use “fornication and adultery” prosecutions aggressively to suppress extramarital sex, particularly when it crossed racial lines. South Carolina, however, did not (yet)
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consider fornication an indictable offence. More importantly, southern law did nothing whatsoever to obstruct white male sexual access to enslaved Black women. The law of rape simply did not apply. No white man, whatever the circumstances, could be prosecuted for raping an enslaved woman.

Although sexual relationships between enslaving men and enslaved women was common, Amy and Elijah’s relationship was not. For one thing, it was entirely unconcealed. Perhaps the most important explanation for its openness was Elijah’s lifelong bachelorhood, itself an unusual circumstance for someone of his social class. Elijah was one of eleven children. He alone remained unmarried. There being no wife from whom to hide their relationship, Elijah and Amy were completely open about it. The local court of public opinion deemed Elijah and Amy’s intimacy to be, at most, a misdemeanor. Some locals disapproved, but not enough to make him mask, much less end, his relationship with Amy.

Even more atypically, Elijah and Amy’s relationship was, as far as the evidence reveals, marriage-like in duration, depth, and, perhaps even emotional character. Witnesses reported that Elijah and Amy “acted pretty much as man and wife.” The quasi-marital nature of their relationship was “generally reported and believed in the neighborhood.” Newspapers reported the same thing: Elijah treated Amy “as his wife.”
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would remain together until death parted them. As he approached his end, Elijah did what he could to provide for Amy after he was gone. Theirs was by no means the nation’s only enslaver-enslaved relationship of this sort.\footnote{Steven Weisenburger, Modern Medea: A Family Story of Slavery and Child-Murder from the Old South (New York: Hill and Wang, 1998), 90; O’Neall v. Farr, 1 Rich. 80 (S.C. 1844).} But it was certainly not the norm.

**Elijah’s First Will**

In 1846, Elijah Willis, middle-aged and mindful of mortality, prepared a will that would have left all of his property to his white relatives.\footnote{Willis v. Jolliffe; Will of Elijah Willis of Barnwell District, 268.} Amy would receive nothing. Indeed, she was among the “property” to be distributed. Even if Elijah had wanted to leave property to Amy, state law would have presented a formidable barrier. South Carolina would neither permit him to free her nor name her, while still enslaved, as a beneficiary.\footnote{Alfred L. Brophy, University, Court, and Slave: Pro-slavery Thought in Southern Colleges and Courts and the Coming of Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 200.}

That had not always been the case. Up through the early nineteenth century, South Carolina law had permitted enslavers to manumit the people they enslaved and then leave property to them in their wills. Manumissions contributed to the growth of a small community of free Blacks in the state; inheritances of human property by the mixed-race children of wealthy enslavers fed a tiny but growing group of wealthy, mixed-race enslavers.\footnote{Larry Kroger, Black Slaveowners: Free Black Slave Masters in South Carolina, 1790–1860 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1995).}

All of this changed between the 1820s and 1840s, when South Carolina and other states clamped down on free Black populations.\footnote{Morris, Southern Slavery, 371–80.} Reducing the number of free Black people, legislators reasoned, would tighten the correlation between freedom status and race, strengthening social control. The goal was a society in which all white people were free and all Black people enslaved. Between 1820 and 1841, South Carolina outlawed private emancipations,\footnote{O’Neall, Negro Law, 11.} barred free Black people from migrating into the state,\footnote{Ibid., 15.}
barred free Black people who left from ever returning, and prohibited testamentary emancipations.\footnote{Ibid., 16.} Calls for all Black South Carolinians to be enslaved or deported continued to circulate throughout the antebellum years.\footnote{Ibid., 11–12. For a discussion of what these measures did and did not accomplish, see Larry Kroger, “Black Masters: The Misunderstood Slaveowners,” *Southern Quarterly* (Jan. 2006): 60, 62, 66.}

By the time Elijah got together with Amy, his testamentary options were limited. State law barred him from freeing Amy during his life; from freeing her in his will, even if she were sent elsewhere; and from leaving any property to her as long as she remained enslaved. Elijah’s 1846 will thus divided his estate among his white relatives.

But Elijah’s relationship with Amy soon deepened. Most importantly, they had children together, four of whom survived.\footnote{Michael P. Johnson and James L. Roark, eds., *No Chariot Let Down: Charleston’s Free People of Color on the Eve of the Civil War* (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985).} The first surviving child was Elizabeth, born in 1847, five years after Elijah bought Amy and one year after Elijah prepared his first will.\footnote{“Act to Prevent the Emancipation of Slaves, and for Other Purposes,” no. 2836 (1841), in *Statutes at Large of South Carolina*, vol. 11 (Columbia: Republican Printing Company, 1873), 168–69.} They became a family. Evidence of their domestic life is scant but telling. After Elijah’s death, newspapers referred to Amy as his “wife” and reported that the two had been “married . . . about thirteen years.”\footnote{58. “The Sudden Death at Cincinnati,” *Baltimore Sun*, May 26, 1855, 1.} Articles stated that Elijah had “always manifested towards [Amy] and the children a warm affection.”\footnote{Ibid.} One witness reported seeing Elijah dine with his “children in his lap,” “giving them the best victuals from the table,” and in other ways “treat[ing] them as his own children”—which, of course, they were.\footnote{Willis v. Jolliffe, 22.}
Amy, though enslaved, appears to have enjoyed extraordinary freedom, thanks to her intimate connection to Elijah. Newspapers and courtroom witnesses alike reported that Elijah “permitted [Amy] to act as the mistress of his house.”\textsuperscript{61} Amy “watchfully superintended [Elijah’s] domestic affairs,” “attended to the wants of the slaves,” and “advised as to the [lumber] business.”\textsuperscript{62} She routinely took Willis’s carriage into nearby Williston (named after his ancestors) to buy provisions.\textsuperscript{63} In town, Amy “traded considerably,” and did so “as freely as a white woman.”\textsuperscript{63} One Williston merchant was James Willis, Elijah’s nephew. When Amy visited his store, he welcomed her patronage. He “would make much of” her, even calling her “Aunt Amy.”\textsuperscript{64} Hearing such testimony, a judge came to an extraordinary conclusion: Elijah had “allowed [Amy], though his slave, to occupy a level with himself.”\textsuperscript{65}

Elijah’s feelings for Amy and the children altered his estate planning. His health was poor, and he worried about what would befall Amy and the children after his death. He wanted to provide for them, but South Carolina law would not let him free them or leave them any property. The only way to secure their future was to cross legal borders. As early as 1851, he explored the possibility of selling his property and leaving his home state.\textsuperscript{66} According to a neighbor, Elijah intended to take Amy and the children beyond South Carolina’s borders, “to some country where they would be free.”\textsuperscript{67}

Elijah, however, was unsure where to go. After briefly considering free Black communities in Tennessee and Virginia,\textsuperscript{68} he turned to Baltimore, Maryland, which one historian dubbed the “nineteenth-century black capital.”\textsuperscript{69} Baltimore was home to one of the nation’s largest free Black communities.\textsuperscript{70} And Maryland, unlike South Carolina, allowed private manumission.\textsuperscript{71} In 1853, Willis took Amy and the children to Baltimore, then returned
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home himself to attend to some business. But he quickly had second thoughts. Perhaps Maryland’s status as a slave state troubled him. Perhaps he missed his family. Two months later, he brought Amy and the children back to South Carolina where, once again, they were enslaved and unable to inherit.72

Willis intensified his search for a jurisdiction where private emancipation was legal and slavery was not. He acted urgently, for he suffered from heart palpitations and did not want to die before securing his family’s future. His search led him to Ohio, a common destination for enslavers wishing to manumit. Just as, in future years, Nevada’s easy marriage laws would draw flocks of impulsive lovebirds, Ohio’s antislavery laws and lawyers attracted antebellum southerners who wished to free their human property.73 In 1854, Elijah Willis crossed the Ohio River.

Cincinnati

Willis went to Cincinnati in search of William Henry Brisbane, a Baptist minister from South Carolina.74 Like Elijah, Rev. Brisbane grew up in a wealthy family and enslaved many people.75 But then he found religion, and everything changed. He took to preaching against slavery, quickly becoming a hated man—among whites, at least—in his corner of low-country South Carolina.76 In 1837, Brisbane moved to Cincinnati,77 where he freed his previously enslaved workers.78
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From his Ohio pulpit, Rev. Brisbane sought to redeem the Palmetto State. His long-distance abolitionist preaching linked the two states in a communications network based on differences in state law. Brisbane urged South Carolina enslavers to see the light and emancipate in Ohio, as he had done. His abolitionist writings, including “A Letter . . . to the Baptist Denomination in South Carolina,” filtered south. 79 Most white South Carolinians probably agreed with the Spartanburg Spartan’s characterization of Brisbane as an “arch-traitor” engaged in a “vile attempt to disturb the peace and harmony of the State.” 80 A few, however, found inspiration. 81 Among this latter group was Elijah Willis of Barnwell County, a Baptist 82 who enslaved his own children and their mother. Heart palpitating troublingly, Elijah Willis looked north.

Cincinnati was a good location for Willis’s manumission efforts. It was a major city—the nation’s sixth largest in 1850. 83 It sat on the northern banks of the Ohio River, making it the only major northern city located right on the slave-free border. 84 An antislavery paradise it was not. Extensive social and economic ties between Cincinnati and points south prompted some white Cincinnatians to oppose abolitionism vigorously. Occasionally—in 1829, in 1836, in 1841—antiabolitionism, economic competition, and flat-out racism flared into ugly, anti-Black Cincinnati riots. 85

But when viewed from the southern banks of the Ohio, and through

Black people’s eyes, Cincinnati shimmered as freedom’s gateway. Enslaved people escaping across the river often found refuge there, thanks largely to the city’s Black community. Black Cincinnatians numbered more than three thousand in 1850; although this represented just 2.7 percent of the city’s booming population, Cincinnati’s Black community was the largest in the old Northwest Territory and the fifth most concentrated Black community in the nation. Despite hardship, this community found the strength to shield Black refugees and to help Black transplants restart their lives. Some white Cincinnatians lent a hand. Antebellum Cincinnati was a major stop on the Underground Railroad and a hotbed of abolitionism. A group of white Cincinnati women met weekly to sew clothing for escapees from slavery. Cincinnati was home, at least for a time, to such antislavery luminaries as *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* author Harriet Beecher Stowe (who opened her Cincinnati home to Underground Railroad passengers), abolitionist writer and politician James G. Birney (himself a transplanted southerner and a former enslaver), Levi Coffin (“national president” of the Underground Railroad), and Salmon P. Chase (later governor of Ohio, a US senator, a member of President Abraham Lincoln’s cabinet, and chief justice of the United States).

Demographic patterns suggest that Cincinnati’s Hamilton County was a magnet that attracted Black migrants northward. Southern migrants dominated the local Black community. Only 19 percent of Black heads of household in Hamilton County were native to Ohio; less than 10 percent came from other northern states. Most Black household heads—72 percent of the total—had migrated to Cincinnati from slave states. Although two-thirds of these northward Black migrants had come from neighboring Kentucky or Virginia, the remaining third had crossed multiple state lines within the South before reaching free soil. Cincinnati lay at the heart of a churning borderland.
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The substantial Black migration northward across the Ohio River is even more impressive when contrasted with two other migratory trends. The first is the comparatively puny northward migration of whites across the same river. While 72 percent of Black household heads in Hamilton County as of 1860 had migrated from slave states, only 5 percent of the county’s white household heads had done so.\(^\text{91}\)

A second way to confirm the substantial Black migration northward across the Ohio River is to contrast it to Black migration southward. That migration scarcely existed. Although Covington, Kentucky, lay right across the river from Cincinnati, the 1860 census records not a single Ohio native in its small community of free Black people.\(^\text{92}\) The free Black population of Louisville, Kentucky, a border city about a hundred miles southwest of Cincinnati, was much larger than Covington’s. As of 1860, 993 Black households resided in Jefferson County, home to Louisville. None of these Black heads of household—not one—was originally from Ohio.\(^\text{93}\) Legal differences explain the one-way Black migration.

### John Jolliffe

Among the former southerners whom Elijah Willis met in Cincinnati was a white attorney named John Jolliffe. Jolliffe was born to a Quaker family in Virginia. Although not all Quakers opposed slavery,\(^\text{94}\) John’s parents did. In 1799, prior to John’s birth, and apparently as a condition of marriage to a devout Quaker named Rebecca Neill, John’s father William Jolliffe freed all of the people he had enslaved.\(^\text{95}\) John followed his parents’ antislavery path. He explained his abolitionism largely in terms of his strong religious faith. Slavery, he believed, violated such core biblical maxims as “Thou shalt love

\(^{91}\) Ibid.

\(^{92}\) 1860 Federal Census, Kent County, Kentucky.

\(^{93}\) 1860 Federal Census, Hamilton County, Ohio; 1860 Federal Census, Jefferson County, Kentucky.


thy neighbor as thyself” and “Inasmuch as ye have done unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.” In future years he would incorporate these biblical commands into his political and legal advocacy.96

John Jolliffe studied law under Henry St. George Tucker, one of Virginia’s legal luminaries.97 Having trained with so prominent a lawyer, Jolliffe surely could have found comfortable in-state employment. But his antislavery views put him on a different path. In 1827, having completed his legal studies, he migrated northward.98 He soon established himself in Cincinnati as a prominent abolitionist lawyer, a leading member of the Cincinnati Anti-Slavery Convention, and an (unsuitable) candidate for public office on the Abolition Party ticket.99

In addition to his legal and political advocacy, Jolliffe sought to spread his antislavery views by writing novels. He wrote Belle Scott (1856), a sentimental indictment of slavery, while working on the Willis case. The novel depicts one proslavery southerner after another experiencing a change of heart and accepting the antislavery gospel. Belle Scott implicitly urged good-hearted enslavers to repent and travel across as many state lines as necessary to find a jurisdiction where they could manumit the people they enslaved. In the novel that jurisdiction was Ohio.100

Steamboat rides between South and North figure prominently in Belle Scott. Belle, an enslaved person in New Orleans, is taken on a steamboat trip north. When the boat makes an unscheduled stop on the northern banks of the Ohio River, Belle flees, having heard that slavery is not allowed in Ohio. She is caught and sent to jail, causing Mrs. Johnston, a kindly Buckeye, to lament that unjust national laws were turning Ohio jails into slave pens. A southern attorney, having been persuaded of slavery’s injus-
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tice by an abolitionist's critique, defends Belle in court. Alas, Belle loses. Her enslaver is determined to take his prize south as quickly as possible, but Mrs. Johnston locks the would-be getaway craft to the wharf. In the nick of time, another steamboat arrives from New Orleans, carrying crucial evidence that leads to Belle's emancipation. Jollife's novel vividly illustrates the salience of interstate legal differences in the age of slavery.

John Jollife was not the only antislavery novelist whose characters deliberately crossed legal borders. Harriet Beecher Stowe, a more accomplished novelist than Jollife, incorporated a border-crossing subplot into *Dred: A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp* (1856), her follow-up to *Uncle Tom's Cabin* (1852). Among the many characters in *Dred* is Cora Gordon, a “beautiful and good” mixed-race woman who was “born the slave” of her own father, in the South. Cora nurses her Mississippi enslaver back to health after a bout of smallpox. He is a “man of honor,” and the two soon fall in love. They move to Ohio, secure Cora's emancipation, marry, and have two children.

“Why didn't he live with her on his [Mississippi] plantation?” one character asks.

“He couldn’t have freed her there; it’s against the laws,” was the reply. But then her husband dies, leaving his valuable Mississippi estate to Cora and the children, according to the terms of his Ohio will. An evil lawyer, representing a greedy, white southern relative of Cora’s deceased husband, files suit and overturns the act of emancipation that freed Cora. Cora and the children are returned to slavery, “as incapable of holding property as the mule before the plough.” Resisting reenslavement, Cora whisks her children back north, to Cincinnati, but because they are now fugitive (escaped) enslaved persons, rather than voluntarily transported ones, the border fails them. They are recaptured, returned south, and re-enslaved. The night before she is to be forcibly separated from her offspring, a des-
perate Cora kills her own children in an act of anguished mercy, losing her soul to save theirs.\footnote{107}

In real life, John Jolliffe handled few cases as dramatic as Belle Scott’s or Cora’s, but he was “extensively known,” according to the press, as “a friend and advocate of the slave in court cases.”\footnote{108} Cincinnati’s abolitionist and free Black communities knew that “lawyer Jolliffe” was always available to help.\footnote{109} He handled most of the antislavery legal work in southwestern Ohio, often working for free.\footnote{110} By the 1850s, many of his cases involved escapees from southern slavery who sought refuge in the North. These cases were virtually impossible to win, thanks to the slavery-friendly Fugitive Slave Law of 1850. Jolliffe lost case after case but kept litigating, in part to raise public awareness of slavery’s horrors.\footnote{111} He was precisely the sort of lawyer that Elijah Willis needed when he reached Cincinnati in 1854.

**Elijah’s Second Will**

Willis had crossed the Ohio River in search of Rev. Brisbane, the antislavery Baptist from South Carolina. Although Brisbane had recently moved to Wisconsin, Elijah’s search for the minister in early 1854 soon led him to the offices of John Jolliffe, the transplanted abolitionist lawyer.\footnote{112} Willis explained that his “object in coming to Ohio was to make his will, and provide for certain persons whom he held as slaves in South Carolina.”\footnote{113} The “certain persons” included Amy and her immediate family, but no one else. Willis did not intend to emancipate the many other people he enslaved. Family love drove him, not abolitionism.

Reporting that he was in good health and sound of mind, Elijah dictated his revised estate plan. His new will voided his old will and directed that, following his death, his property be left to Amy and all seven of her chil-
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dren, the four youngest of which were Elijah’s. It called for his executors “to bring . . . said persons and their increase . . . to the State of Ohio, and to . . . set them free.” The will also gave the executors “full power to sell all or any of [Willis’s] personality,” except Amy and the children. The proceeds from these sales, and the sale of Willis’s South Carolina land, were to be used to pay all outstanding obligations and then to purchase new land in a free state, which Amy and the children would receive, along with all remaining money.

Fearing that he might die at any moment, Willis requested duplicate copies of his new will. He kept one on his body and left the other with lawyer Jolliffe. One of his brothers had died very suddenly, he explained. He himself suffered from “palpitation of the heart” and was “liable to be also summoned to another world at moment’s notice.”

Back in South Carolina, he inventoried his possessions, recorded all debts due to him and owed to others, “made preparations for disposing of his entire estate,” and prepared his family to travel.

The *Jacob Strader*

In May of 1855, Elijah Willis took his final journey. Accompanied by Amy, her children, and Amy’s mother, he traveled from Barnwell County, South Carolina, to Louisville, Kentucky. The party then boarded the steamboat *Jacob Strader* and headed northeast on the Ohio River, to Cincinnati.

Ohio was a good choice for the Willis family. It permitted interracial
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marriage. Moreover, had Elijah and Amy merely cohabited there, their conduct, to quote a nineteenth-century legal ruling about another enslaver who freed an enslaved woman and then lived with her in Cincinnati for several years, “may have been such as to raise a legal presumption of a marriage.” A presumption of marriage certainly characterized some of the news reporting following Elijah Willis’s death. Cincinnati papers referred to Amy as Elijah’s “wife” and described the couple as “married.”

The Jacob Strader reached Cincinnati on the morning of May 21, 1855. Elijah alit, hailed a carriage, and gathered two of his young daughters by the hand. “Just as he went to reach one of the small children into [the carriage],” the press reported, he stopped and “breathed heavily.” Concerned, Amy asked if he had been struck by another “attack of palpitation of the heart.” Elijah nodded and expelled some “heavy breathings.” Then he crumpled.

Among the items found thereafter on Willis’s lifeless body was his last will and testament. A local lawyer read the document and announced that Elijah had willed his entire South Carolina estate to Amy and her children. “If the property is attained,” the newspapers reported, “each of these colored children will have a fortune of twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars.” But Amy and her children would inherit this fortune only if the South Carolina courts, confronted with two wills, upheld the validity of the more recent one, which had been made out of state. That was no sure bet.

In the South Carolina Courts: Round One

Cincinnati lawyer John Jolliffe was the executor of Willis’s second will. On May 23, 1855, two days after Willis’s death, a Cincinnati probate court vali-
dated ("proved") this 1854 will.\textsuperscript{128} This was a victory for Jolliffe, but an inconsequential one. Willis’s estate lay in South Carolina, not Ohio. In order to carry out Willis’s testamentary wishes, Jolliffe would have to prevail in the South Carolina courts. Although he raced south with a copy of the new will, news of Willis’s death beat him there. By the time Jolliffe arrived, a Barnwell County probate court had already validated Willis’s first will—the 1846 document leaving everything to his siblings.\textsuperscript{129} The executors of that first will, Patrick Fanning and Hughey Phillips, had acted rapidly. Both were brothers-in-law of the deceased. If Willis’s first will prevailed, Fanning and Phillips would receive healthy chunks of his huge estate, the estimated value of which reached as high as $150,000.\textsuperscript{130} If the second will prevailed, the two would receive nothing.

Jolliffe immediately met a jarring obstacle. The probate court in Barnwell County refused to admit the Ohio will. Jolliffe challenged that refusal, prompting a jury trial in the local Court of Common Pleas. Fanning and Phillips contended that the Ohio will was void for several reasons. They argued that Willis was insane when he prepared it, that Amy had manipulated him unduly, that lawyer Jolliffe had committed fraud in its preparation, and that its central terms violated South Carolina’s antimanumission laws.\textsuperscript{131} They presented witness testimony purporting to show Elijah’s troubled state of mind in his last years. One witness claimed that Willis was frequently “under gloomy depression of spirits,” often “avoiding society on account of his connection with Amy.”\textsuperscript{132} Others attacked Amy’s character and challenged the legitimacy of the couple’s relationship.\textsuperscript{133}

Other testimony, however, suggested just how closely Amy and Elijah’s relationship adhered to nineteenth-century domestic ideals. According to witnesses, Elijah “permitted [Amy] to act as the mistress of his house.” She “exercised great influence over [Elijah] in reference to his domestic affairs.” She took enslaved people from their plantation labors “to make wheels for little wagons for his mulatto children.” Even Willis’s supposed late-life gloom indicated familial devotion. After taking Amy and the children to
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Baltimore, Elijah returned south, alone, “abstracted and reserved.” His loneliness apparently impelled him to retrieve them from Baltimore. Three local doctors testified that Willis indeed was “anxious” late in life but explained why: “It appeared, he was always anxious to secure the freedom of, and make provision for, Amy, and her children by him.”

The trial judge, John Belton O’Neall (who will reappear later, in round three), concluded that the Ohio will was valid and told the all-white jury as much. The jury disregarded O’Neall’s views and found against the will. Jolliffe appealed to the Law Court of Appeals, where Judge Thomas Jefferson Withers, whom we met in the Martin Posey case in chapter 1, presided. Like Judge O’Neall before him, Withers saw no legal basis for rejecting the Ohio will. He acknowledged that the Ohio will’s first provision, ordering the emancipation of Amy and her family, violated South Carolina’s Act of 1841, which banned testamentary emancipations. The point was moot, however, since emancipation had occurred out of state and prior to Willis’s death. Elijah himself had carried “said slaves” to freedom in Ohio. By the time Willis died, Amy and her children were neither in South Carolina nor enslaved. They were in Ohio, free, and eligible to inherit property.

Judge Withers found no other defects in the Ohio will. As to Amy’s allegedly “undue influence” over Willis, Withers pointed out that Willis had made his second will in Cincinnati, hundreds of miles away from Amy—clearly, a “free and voluntary act.” As to fraud, Withers noted that the will was executed in duplicate and “one copy was read while [Willis] had before his eyes the other.” There was no reason to doubt the will’s validity. The insanity claim was equally baseless, Judge Withers thought. Willis’s brothers-in-law had argued that any enslaver who hired an abolitionist attorney must be insane. Withers disagreed. “Not in the least does it argue insanity that Willis should resort to such a man as Jolliffe,” the South Carolina judge wrote. “To what other description of people should he apply to aid in the object he had in view?”
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Judge Withers grounded his opinion on a straightforward understanding of legal borders. South of the Ohio River lay the law and culture of slavery, where Willis’s emancipationist goals would have been “met by the opposition of the law, and no doubt that of individual and general sentiment.” North of the river, by contrast, neither the law nor the culture of slavery prevailed. Elijah Willis reasonably concluded that only northern laws could help him achieve his emancipationist goals. So he traveled north. The instant Willis crossed the Ohio River, Judge Withers reasoned, everything changed. He had reached a land “beyond the limits where slavery prevails.”

Judge Withers rejected all of Fanning and Phillips’s claims and ordered a new trial. That trial resulted in a “verdict for the [1854 Cincinnati] will.” Round one went decisively to John Jolliffe.

Round Two

Willis’s white relatives appealed to the Barnwell County Court of Equity. This time they conceded that Elijah’s Cincinnati will was valid and could be probated in South Carolina’s courts, just as Judge Withers had ordered. They argued, however, that Amy and her children could not inherit anything under that will because, under South Carolina law, they remained enslaved at the time of Elijah’s death.

Fortunately for Willis’s white relatives, the chancellor who presided over the Barnwell County case was Francis Hugh Wardlaw, a passionate proslavery ideologue. Just two years after his 1858 ruling in *Willis v. Jolliffe*, Wardlaw would sign—and was rumored to have been a principal drafter of—South Carolina’s Ordinance of Secession. Chancellor Wardlaw’s proslavery ideology influenced his approach to *Willis*. Although *Willis* was a “wills and testaments” case that did not directly challenge the legitimacy
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of slavery, Wardlaw peppered his opinion with rhetorical defenses of the institution. Slavery, Wardlaw wrote in *Willis*, was consistent with divine law. Its lawfulness in the here-below, where it had existed since “the earliest periods of . . . history,” was beyond question. Moreover, Wardlaw cited the recently decided *Dred Scott* case and stated that slavery was a “cornerstone” of the US Constitution.

Chancellor Wardlaw had a proslavery understanding of the slave-free border. Unlike Judge Withers, who understood the Ohio River to be a sharp divide between slavery and freedom, Chancellor Wardlaw conceptualized that border as stretchy and blurry. Wardlaw rejected the proposition that Amy and the children “became free simply by breathing the atmosphere of Ohio.” Geographical location alone did not determine status. As far as South Carolina law was concerned, Wardlaw declared, Amy and her children were still enslaved at the moment of Elijah's death, “wherever in space their bodies might be.”

Wardlaw defended his interpretation by invoking legislative history. South Carolina had sought to affect developments both within and beyond state lines when it banned testamentary emancipations in 1841, he noted. The “object of the legislature” was to “check . . . the growth of free persons of color” both “in our midst” and in “our vicinage.” He found that the “policy of the State” was “against emancipation of slaves” and against the settlement of “free negroes” both “among us” and beyond state lines.

“Amy and her brood” were considered free persons under Ohio law, Wardlaw conceded. But Ohio law had no bearing on the case. Only South Carolina law mattered, for Elijah Willis was a South Carolinian and his estate lay in South Carolina. The central question, thus, was whether, at the instant of Elijah’s death, Amy and her children were free under South Carolina law. If so, they could inherit everything; if not, they could inherit nothing.

Had Amy and her children “become free by mere landing on the
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northern shore of the Ohio [R]iver," as John Jolliffe claimed? Wardlaw thought not, for three reasons. First, Elijah Willis never resided in Ohio and thus never established legal "domicil" there. Had he done so, Wardlaw asserted, Amy and the children would have been free the moment they hit Ohio's shores. But Elijah remained legally domiciled in South Carolina. South Carolina law accompanied him—and his enslaved workers—across the river.

Second, Wardlaw asserted, Elijah never formally emancipated anyone in Ohio. Amy and the children were enslaved in South Carolina, remained so throughout their journey ("it being through a slave region"), and were "not manumitted in Ohio by any formal act." Amy's enslaver "did not express in any form, after she reached Ohio, his purpose . . . to make her free [emphasis added]." (Of course, Willis's death immediately upon reaching Ohio prevented him from expressing this or any other thought, but that did not trouble Wardlaw.) Wardlaw also noted that lawyer Jolliffe eventually executed "formal deeds of emancipation" for Amy and the others in Ohio, but not until after Willis's death. To Chancellor Wardlaw, that made all the difference. At the instant of Willis's passing, Amy and the others remained unfree.

Third, Wardlaw considered the evidence that, long before the group reached Ohio, Elijah had frequently announced his intent to emancipate. Wardlaw admitted that Elijah had "repeatedly expressed" this "general intent." But "every intention or purpose is revocable." Nothing in the case record proved that Willis's previously expressed "general intent" to emancipate in Ohio persisted "after his arrival there." Wardlaw noted that Elijah had previously taken Amy and the children to Baltimore, only to reconsider and return them to South Carolina. In the Baltimore instance, Willis did not carry out his previously stated intent. The same might have happened in Cincinnati.

For all these reasons, Chancellor Wardlaw held that, under South Carolina law, Amy and the children remained unfree at the time of Elijah's death, and therefore could inherit no property. The mere crossing of legal borders had not altered their status.
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Round Three

John Jolliffe appealed to the Court of Appeals of Equity, the highest equity court in South Carolina. That tribunal’s three members presented him with bad and good news. The bad news was that Chancellor Wardlaw had recently been promoted and would hear the appeal of his own 1858 ruling. The good news was that the court’s other two members during that May 1860 term, John Belton O’Neall and Job Johnstone, opposed Wardlaw’s states’ rights stridency. Indeed, while Wardlaw pushed secession late in 1860, O’Neall and Johnstone actively advocated unionism. The same two-to-one split prevailed in *Willis v. Jolliffe* (1860).

Chief Justice O’Neall wrote the majority opinion. Like Wardlaw, he had participated in an earlier hearing in the case. He had presided over the original round one trial, during which he demonstrated sympathy for Jolliffe’s arguments. O’Neall’s long public record (he had been a judge since 1828) suggested that he might side with Jolliffe once again. As mentioned, he was a unionist. He had opposed Nullification in the 1830s and would go on to oppose secession at the dawn of the 1860s. His wariness of states’ rights radicalism may have led him to regard Ohio law more respectfully than Chancellor Wardlaw did.

Furthermore, O’Neall, who enslaved many people, strongly believed that enslavers should be able to do as they wished—even emancipate. South Carolina originally had permitted enslavers to manumit. In 1820, however, the state legislature banned private manumissions, and in 1841 it outlawed testamentary manumissions. O’Neall opposed both statutes. “My experience as a man and a Judge,” he wrote in 1848, “leads me to condemn the Acts of 1820 and 1841. They ought to be repealed.” “All laws unnecessarily restraining the rights of owners are unwise.”

An additional factor that may have inclined O’Neall in Jolliffe’s direc-
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tion was the role that he played in O’Neall v. Farr (1844), a relevant South Carolina precedent. Like Elijah Willis, William Farr lived quasi-maritally with a woman he enslaved, Fan. Farr wrote a will designed to emancipate and provide for Fan and her offspring upon his death. Chief Justice O’Neall was to Farr as Jolliffe was to Willis: he drafted Farr’s will and agreed to serve as executor. When Farr died, O’Neall went to court to defend the will against resentful white relatives who claimed that Fan had exerted “undue influence” over the testator. O’Neall prevailed. His Jolliffe-like participation in Farr, on behalf of an enslaver who wanted to free and endow his enslaved “paramour” and her son, likely informed O’Neall’s ruling in Willis, sixteen years later.160

In Willis, Chief Justice O’Neall analyzed the slave-free border in a new way. He did not share Judge Withers’s round one view that slave status automatically disappeared the instant a nonfugitive enslaved person entered free territory.161 Nor did he share Chancellor Wardlaw’s round two understanding of the slave-free border, whereby the voluntary transit of an enslaved person into free territory had no effect on that person’s status, absent another legal act such as the swearing out of a deed of freedom. Rather, O’Neall concluded that the slave-free border could mean everything or nothing, depending on the will of the enslaver. If an enslaver brought an enslaved person into Ohio with no emancipatory intent, border-crossing would have no emancipatory effect. If, however, an enslaver brought an enslaved person into Ohio with emancipatory intent, border-crossing alone would do the trick. An enslaver’s volition, in other words, determined what effect, if any, border-crossing would have on the status of a nonfugitive enslaved person.

O’Neall acknowledged that Elijah Willis never officially changed his domicile; he remained a South Carolinian until death. Nonetheless, Willis transported Amy and the others across the Ohio River for the demonstrated purpose of freeing them. Witness after witness had testified that Willis planned to “carry [Amy and the children] to Ohio . . . and free them, so they could have the benefit of his property.”162 His plan originated before the journey and remained consistent throughout the journey. Even in the trip’s last leg, as the Jacob Strader steamed toward Cincinnati, Elijah told a fellow
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passenger that he was “going to Ohio, to set them . . . free, and school the children.” Citing such testimony, O’Neill concluded, “There can be no doubt what was his purpose.” O’Neill concluded that Amy and the children “were free from the moment when, by the consent of their master, they were placed upon the soil of Ohio to be free.” This was so not because “soil of Ohio per se confers freedom,” but rather because “the act of the master . . . has that effect.”

O’Neill realized that his ruling might be unpopular in South Carolina. But he stood his ground. “I should feel myself degraded,” he wrote, “if, like some in Ohio and other abolition States, I trampled on law and constitution, in obedience to popular will. There is no law in South Carolina which, notwithstanding the freedom of Amy and her children, declares that the trusts in their favor are void. As soon as they are acknowledged to be free one moment before the death of Elijah Willis, they are capable to [inherit property] . . . under his will.” South Carolina’s highest equity court thus ruled that Amy and the children were entitled to Elijah Willis’s estate.

Conclusion

South Carolina law regulated Elijah and Amy’s lives at every turn. It declared Amy an enslaved negro, like her mother, even though her father was free and white. It therefore authorized Elijah to purchase Amy. It meant that Amy’s previous quasi-marriage to a “slave husband” was no impediment to her eventual relationship with Elijah, even in divorceless South Carolina. It gave Elijah unfettered sexual access to Amy, since the law of rape did not apply. It meant that Elijah and Amy’s children were unfree, unwhite, and incapable of inheriting their father’s estate. It prevented Elijah from manumitting his family in-state. It meant that, barring legislative action, which was vanishingly unlikely, or escape, which was perilously risky, the only way for Amy to secure freedom for herself and her children was to convince her enslaver to relocate them to a free jurisdiction.

Legal differences create legal borderlands. The more consequential the
differences, the further those borderlands reach. In antebellum America, legal differences between free and slave states were so stark that they motivated people to migrate great distances, seeking legal advantage. Black people drifted northward across the Ohio River, attracted by the magnet pull of freedom, if not equality. (Plenty of anti-Black discrimination existed in antebellum Ohio, it should be noted.) Rev. Brisbane, lawyer Jolliffe, and other white southern abolitionists migrated to Ohio, where they agitated against slavery, wrote abolitionist novels featuring interregional steamboat travel, and sent messages south, hoping to inspire followers. Elijah Willis and other southern enslavers who wished to emancipate their “chattels personal” traveled north, seeking favorable legal climes in a borderland legal culture that reached from the Deep South to the northern shores of the Ohio River and beyond, into Canada.

Chief Justice O’Neill’s final ruling in *Willis v. Jolliffe* emphasized Elijah Willis’s legally driven migrations. Willis, O’Neill wrote, had “travelled hundreds of miles to consummate [his emancipationist] intention, and had reached a point” where he could do so. South Carolina, O’Neill believed, was powerless to reverse this enslaver’s voluntary act. “Can we reach a hand to Ohio and draw back those people to servitude?” O’Neill rhetorically asked. The answer was no. Elijah had won. Amy and her children were “in the enjoyment of freedom and we [South Carolina officials] cannot and ought not to interfere.”

Elijah Willis was buried in Cincinnati, in a “negro-graveyard.”

Late in 1860, seven months after filing his *Willis* dissent, Chancellor Wardlaw signed—and may have helped draft—South Carolina’s declaration of secession. This document justified secession as a response to the “increasing hostility . . . to the institution of slavery” demonstrated by northern states.

Chief Justice O’Neill passed away in 1863. Wartime South Carolina
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eulogists spun his softness on secession and slavery—including, one imagines, rulings such as Willis—into left-handed compliments: “If Judge O’Neall had faults, they were all on virtue’s side; if he committed errors, they were errors on the side of humanity and benevolence.”

Amy remained free, in Ohio. During the Civil War, two of her sons defended Cincinnati as part of that city’s “Black Brigade.” Amy apparently later married a mulatto man who had migrated from North Carolina. She and most of her children remained in Ohio, working as housekeepers, coal miners, and wage laborers. They worked humble jobs in part because they had difficulty securing their South Carolina inheritance. The Civil War, which began less than a year after round three ended, was largely to blame. The Confederate States of America seized the Willis estate, on the grounds that its inheritors were not loyal southerners. The war also severely diminished the value of the estate, largely due to the emancipation of Elijah’s enslaved workers, the most valuable part of his property. Amy, however, continued to seek her due in court. Early in the 1870s, representatives in South Carolina, acting on Amy’s behalf, sold several remaining parcels of Elijah Willis’s land. If all went as planned, the three or four thousand dollars yielded by those sales made their way northward across the Ohio River, to Amy and her family.
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CHAPTER THREE

Burgess v. Carpenter: The Reconstruction of South Carolina Labor Law

The first important case decided by South Carolina’s first Black Supreme Court Justice involved agricultural labor. Burgess v. Carpenter began when one white landowner, W. R. Burgess, sued another, W. R. Carpenter, for shooting and injuring Henry Burgess, a Black worker on W. R. Burgess’s land. W. R. Burgess sought monetary damages to compensate him for the economic losses that he suffered due to Henry Burgess’s injuries. The justice, Jonathan Jasper Wright, would have to decide whether W. R. Burgess could recover money from the man who shot an agricultural laborer who worked his land.

Had these events occurred during the era of slavery, and had W. R. Burgess enslaved Henry Burgess, the plaintiff, W. R. Burgess, would have had a slam-dunk case. South Carolina law endowed “masters” with powerful tools with which to defend the bodies and labor of the workers they enslaved. As South Carolina jurist John B. O’Neall explained in 1848, “The right of protection, which would belong to a slave, as a human being, is by the law of slavery, transferred to the master.” The South Carolina enslaver could protect his enslaved workers preemptively by “repelling force with force.” Subsequently, he could sue in court to recover monetary damages.

4. Ibid, 18.
for “any injury done to the person of his slave.” 5 South Carolina also defended enslavers’ property interests by making it a felony, punishable by death, for anyone to “steal” an enslaved person or “aid any slave in . . . departing from his master’s . . . service.” 6 South Carolina sternly enforced this ban on so-called “negro stealing” 7 because, in O’Neall’s words, it was “a most valuable safeguard to property.” 8 By some accounts, indeed, South Carolina punished the “stealing” of an enslaved person more vigilantly than it did any other crime, including the killing of such a person. 9

By the time W. R. Carpenter shot Henry Burgess, on June 7, 1866, however, none of these legal concepts mattered. They had been wiped off the books, along with slavery itself, by the Thirteenth Amendment, which was ratified on December 6, 1865, six months before Carpenter shot Henry Burgess. What once would have been an open-and-shut case was suddenly difficult to handicap. Justice Wright’s ruling would set precedent for post-slavery South Carolina.

By the time Burgess v. Carpenter reached the state Supreme Court in the spring of 1870, Reconstruction was under full sail. The federal government, in a historic burst of constitutional amendments and civil rights statutes, had abolished slavery, established birthright citizenship, and promised basic civil rights and equal protection of the law to all persons. Most recently, just three months before the South Carolina Supreme Court’s Burgess ruling, the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified, declaring that no state could deny citizens the right to vote on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. In the later words of US Supreme Court justice John Marshall Harlan, these momentous reforms had “removed the race line from our governmental systems.” 10

South Carolina law changed just as much as federal law did during Reconstruction. Early in 1868, elected delegates convened in Charleston to produce a new, post-slavery Constitution for South Carolina. The majority of

5. Ibid., 19.
6. Ibid., 17.
7. “Negro Stealing,” Charleston Courier, June 3, 1858, 2
8. O’Neall, 17.
the delegates who attended this convention, like the majority of the state's population at the time, were Black people. The Charleston convention produced a strikingly democratic state constitution. Gone were the racial designations that had stained South Carolina's previous constitutions. In their place were glittering egalitarian principles: “All men are born free and equal”; all men are “endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights”; “Slavery shall never exist in this State.” With surgical precision, the new document excised every racially discriminatory feature of preemancipation South Carolina law. Voting and office-holding had always been, by law, a whites-only prerogative in the state. Now, the right of suffrage spread to all male citizens twenty-one years and up “without distinction of race, color, or former condition” of servitude. Racial designations were similarly removed as qualifications for public office-holding. (Voting and office-holding eligibility were also purged of property qualifications—with important implications, given how poor most Black—and many white—South Carolinians were.) Previously, Black people had not been allowed to testify against whites in court. The new constitution countered: “No person shall be disqualified as witness.” Previously, the state's enslaved majority had not been allowed to own property, make contracts, or receive lessons in reading or writing. Now, no person could be “prevented from acquiring, holding, and transmitting property, or be hindered in acquiring education.”

The Reconstruction Constitution of 1868 did not transform South Carolina into an egalitarian paradise. For one thing, white people retained overwhelming economic supremacy, even after emancipation had released the more than four hundred thousand Black South Carolinians whom enslavers had considered their personal chattel and who collectively had constituted the state's most valuable form of property. The facts of Burgess v. Carpenter illustrated economic disparities. The two white litigants were affluent landowners, while the injured Black man was a landless agricultural laborer.

12. Ibid., art. I, § 2.
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The 1868 Constitution also faced formidable political obstacles. Most white South Carolinians thoroughly rejected it and eventually embraced an almost religious crusade to restore white supremacy.\(^\text{18}\) That crusade was led by a Democratic party that had played no role in the constitution’s creation. (All 124 delegates to the Constitutional Convention of 1868 were Republicans.\(^\text{19}\)) South Carolina Democrats complained of Republican corruption, bewailed what they called their state’s “Africanization,” and fought ruthlessly to retake power. The Ku Klux Klan and like groups contributed violence and intimidation. These white terror groups threatened, beat, and murdered Republicans, white and Black. Among their murder victims were three sitting members of the state legislature. Political violence of this sort prompted South Carolina’s Republican governor to decry, in the fall of 1868, the “systematic effort, by abuse and intimidation, to deter colored persons from the exercise of the elective franchise.”\(^\text{20}\)

And yet, the new constitution was no dead letter. For a time, at least, it ushered in real change. Black people then constituted around 60 percent of South Carolina’s population. As one might expect in a democracy, slightly over half of the 487 elected officials in South Carolina between 1867 and 1876 were Black men. In other words, Black representation was roughly proportional. And public officials in South Carolina were attentive to the needs of their constituents. The State Assembly adopted antidiscrimination measures that sought to equalize access to restaurants, theaters, and other public accommodations.\(^\text{21}\) It also obeyed the new Constitution’s command to “provide for a . . . uniform system of free public schools” for “all the children and youths of the State, without regard to race or color.”\(^\text{22}\) Although, in practice, most schools were racially segregated,\(^\text{23}\) public education for all


\(^{22}\) S.C. Const. of 1868, art. X, § 3, 10.

\(^{23}\) In one Charleston school, Black and white children occupied separate floors but shared a playground. This limited experiment in semiintegration ended when the local white
children, whatever their race, was nonetheless one of South Carolina’s major Reconstruction-era successes.24

In addition to revolutionizing South Carolina’s political system, Reconstruction revolutionized its legal system. For the first time ever, Black South Carolinians had equal access to all of the state’s courts as litigants, witnesses, and jurors. And because jurors were fished from the pool of registered voters, the new Constitution’s democratization of voting also democratized jury service. Throughout Reconstruction, Black South Carolinians served proportionally on juries.25

Reconstruction likewise transformed the state bar. No Black lawyers are known to have served in South Carolina prior to 1866.26 From that year until 1877, the state bar admitted forty-nine Black lawyers, almost one-quarter of all new admittees during those years.27 The first Black lawyers to practice in South Carolina were northerners who came south with the Union Army, the Freemen’s Bureau, or groups such as the abolitionist American Missionary Association. By the end of Reconstruction, however, native-born South Carolinians had overtaken outsiders in the state’s Black bar.28 South Carolina’s new Black lawyers made a diference. They helped write the egalitarian Constitution of 1868. They held public ofce. They educated the Black community about their new rights. And, of course, they represented clients in court. Overwhelmingly, they did criminal defense work, since most of their clients were too poor for civil litigation. They won more than they lost in court. It surely helped that Reconstruction-era South

community erupted in protest. Racial segregation resulted there and in almost all parts of the state. Edgar, South Carolina, 390.
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Carolina was a majority-Black state and its juries—for a time—were racially representative. This pioneering cohort of Black lawyers asserted the rights of the recently rightsless and defended the freedoms of the recently unfree. They were the state’s first civil rights lawyers.  

Black South Carolinians had less of an impact on the state’s bench than on its bar, but Black judges did serve. Some worked in minor courts, such as probate courts. Some served on more influential tribunals, such as a high-profile criminal court in Charleston County. The state’s most prominent Black jurist was Jonathan Jasper Wright, who joined the South Carolina Supreme Court in 1870 and served until 1877. He was the first Black member of any state supreme court in US history.  

One of Justice Wright’s first tasks on the state’s high court was to write the opinion in *Burgess v. Carpenter* (1870), the case of the injured farm worker. Wright would have to decide whether agricultural employers in South Carolina could sue for tortious interference with their employees’ labor. Now that slavery had ended, how would South Carolina law define the relationship between landowning employers, most of whom were white people, and landless agricultural workers, most of whom were Black people? One easy option would have been to replace the discarded categories “master and slave” with the common-law categories “master and servant.” Justice Wright did not want to do this.

**Master and Servant**

The legal term “master” originated in the English common law of “master and servant.” Americans were aware of this long history. A northern treatise published in the 1870s noted that English courts originally restricted the categories “master and servant” to domestic employment contexts. Like the similarly domestic categories of “husband and wife” and “parent and child,” “master and servant” originally suggested household relationships. Unlike

---
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other sorts of employees, “servants” typically lived with “masters’” families, were employed for long terms, and performed household tasks. The servant’s central objective was “to serve about the master’s house and to attend upon him personally.” The English common law referred to other sorts of workers—“clerks, farm hands, etc.”—by other terms, such as “laborers or workmen.” Nondomestic workers of this sort were “subjected to different rules” than servants.33

The “master and servant” category expanded over time. As English industrialization advanced, home-based employment declined, wage labor increased, and the old legal terms stretched. By the late eighteenth century, “master and servant” had become a catch-all term for employer and employee, generally. William Blackstone’s famous Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765–1769) referred to all employees, not just domestic workers, as servants, and all employers as masters.34

American law, like the American economy, lagged. During the colonial era, a wide range of status existed among American workers, including (in roughly descending order) free artisans, journeymen, apprentices, domestic servants, indentured servants, and enslaved laborers. The “master-servant” legal category remained largely confined to household-based, domestic work relations.35 In 1795, in what was arguably the young republic’s first legal treatise, Connecticut’s Zephaniah Swift affirmed America’s comparatively narrow understanding of servanthood. “Labourers, or persons hired by the day . . . or any longer time,” Swift wrote, “are not by our law . . . considered as servants.”36

Between the Founding Era and the Civil War, however, the market

economy and industrialization vigorously expanded in the United States. English courts previously had responded to similar economic developments by expanding “master and servant” to cover new employment circumstances.37 American jurists followed suit, often citing English precedents.38 Legal scholars noticed. In an 1816 treatise, Connecticut’s Tapping Reeve defined masters and servants in terms of interpersonal power dynamics. “A master is one who, by law, has a right to a personal authority over another,” Reeve explained, “and such person, over whom such authority may be rightfully exercised, is a servant.”39 Reeve reasoned that, because all workers—be they free factory workers, apprentices, “day-labourers,” “menial” domestic workers, debtors forced to work to pay off debts, or enslaved laborers—were subject, to one degree or another, to the “personal authority” of their “masters,” they all qualified as “servants.”40 Timothy Walker of Ohio agreed. In his Introduction to American Law: Designed as a First Book for Students (1837), Walker acknowledged that the legal phrase “master and servant” did “not sound very harmoniously to republican ears.” Nevertheless, he argued, “the legal relation of master and servant must exist . . . wherever civilization furnishes work to be done.” Walker specified that, by “the relation of master and servant,” he meant “nothing more or less, than that of the employer and the employed.”41

Three caveats are due. First, a handful of northern judges resisted the spread of the terms “master” and “servant” on egalitarian grounds. The term “servant,” these dissenting judges believed, was demeaning to nondomestic workers, because it implied an un-American degree of social hierarchy. This view was most pronounced in Pennsylvania, which arguably had the nation’s
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most egalitarian political culture at the time. The two most important cases of this sort emerged from the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in the 1810s. *Ex parte Meason* (1812) concerned a 1794 state law that was designed to help “servants” recover back wages from the estates of deceased “masters.” Pennsylvania’s high court had to decide whether, as far as this statute was concerned, ironworkers counted as “servants.” The court acknowledged that some people considered the term “servants, in its largest extent,” broad enough to include “all those employed by another to do any kind of work.” But the Court rejected this broad definition, in line with what it called “the common understanding of the country.” Popular usage, the Court found, confined servanthood to domestic workers: “That class of persons who make part of a man’s family, whose employment is about the house or its appurtenances . . . or who, residing in the house, are at the command of the master.”

Ironworkers were not “at the command of the master” in this way, and thus were not “servants.” Being “unconnected with the domestic scene,” ironworkers “may be properly called workmen,” but not “servants.”

Five years later, that same Pennsylvania court backtracked slightly by ruling, in *Boniface v. Scott* (1817), that barkeepers in taverns legally qualified as servants. The court admitted that a person’s job need not be wholly domestic in order for that person to be considered a servant: “If he be partially employed for that purpose, it will be sufficient.” But reiterating its awareness of the popular aversion to demeaning labels of servitude, the court stood by its previous ruling that only domestic workers were servants. “In Pennsylvania none are called servants whose persons are not subjected to the coercion of the master,” the court explained. “No person to whom wages could be due for his services would endure the name, as it would be considered offensive and a term of reproach.” The *Boniface* court considered “all who are employed for hire in the domestic concerns of the family” to be “servants.”

---
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These two early-nineteenth-century Pennsylvania cases, however, were outliers. As the century progressed, northern legal authorities increasingly applied “master and servant” to the full range of work relations. New York jurist James Kent confidently expressed what had become conventional wisdom by mid-century: “I know of no legal distinction between . . . domestic and other hired servants.” All workers—domestics, apprentices, wage laborers, the enslaved—were “servants,” according to Kent. Nevertheless, *Meason* and *Boniface*, the two outlying Pennsylvania rulings, remained on the books and would supply future egalitarians with precedents to cite.

A second limitation on the general spread of the “master and servant” category was the growing divide that emerged in the first half of the nineteenth century between legal language and popular language. Within the legal system, as we have seen, “master and servant” expanded, becoming a catch-all term for employment relations generally. But beyond the legal system, many workers, steeped in free-labor ideology, indignantly refused the “servant” label. Inspired by a blend of egalitarianism and racism, white laborers in the North rejected the term “servant,” which they associated with Old World hierarchy and New World slavery. They insisted, as one Philadelphia paper put it in 1837, that, outside of the slave states, employment in America “was considered a relation of contract,” which “placed both laborer and employer on terms of equality.” Charges of “submission” and “oppression,” commonly made by English labor radicals, “were not heard among us,” this paper claimed, for in egalitarian America, such charges “had no meaning.” European visitors were repeatedly struck by the prickly aversion of northern workers—even domestics—to being called “servants.” “There is no such relation as master and servant in the United States,” one English visitor remarked in 1818. “Indeed, the name [servant]...
is not permitted. Another British visitor to the North observed something similar: “If you call at the door of any man, and ask the servant if his master is at home, he will say, ‘Master! I have no master: do you want Mr. Such-a-one?’” The white working class’s objections to the language of social hierarchy had consequences. It underlay some important early-nineteenth-century reforms, including the effective end of slavery in the North, resistance to slavery’s westward spread, the decline of adult indentured servitude, the democratizing (and racist) reforms associated with the Democratic Party in the Age of Jackson, and the “free labor” impulses of the Republican Party during the 1850s, complete with its rejection of the language of servitude and its self-congratulatory distinction between English and American labor relations.

A third caveat regarding the spread of “master and servant” law is that it was regional. It was a northern phenomenon, even though northern jurists presented it as a national one. Our comparative analysis of pre-1865 labor-relations appeals from the New York and South Carolina courts, respectively, reveals clear regional differences. We included in this study pre-


55. Similar to the study of New York cases mentioned above, we explored forty-eight South Carolina state court cases from 1801–1865. The same problems apply to the South Carolina data as with New York, but at least rough conclusions have been reached. South Carolina had fewer overall employment-related cases, which is not surprising given New York’s overall population advantage. Between 1800 and 1860, as New York’s population exploded, South Carolina’s population shrank from about 60 percent to about 20 percent of New York’s.
1865 cases that post-1865 legal indexers would eventually file under the heading “Master and Servant.” The cases concern such issues as employers’ liability for injuries to third parties caused by employee negligence, employers’ liability for employees’ workplace injuries, and workers’ suits to recover unpaid wages. Collectively, these cases show that, when it came to embracing the “master and servant” category prior to the Civil War, the North led and the South lagged.

The New York cases track the story described above. Early in the nineteenth century, New York courts largely reserved the term “master and servant” for domestic-based economic relationships, such as apprenticeships. Then, around the 1830s, as railroads chugged and industrialization accelerated, New York courts, often relying on English precedents, applied master-and-servant logic to an ever-widening array of cases. Railroads became “masters”; railroad workers became “servants.” Similar things happened
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56. William Mogen conducted this research while an undergraduate at Davidson College, funded by a Davidson Research Initiative grant. He used the Westlaw database to explore 147 labor-relations cases from New York State appellate courts from 1801 until 1865. New York was neither the most industrialized of the northern states (that would be Massachusetts) nor was it the least, so it serves as a useful example. Similar trends occurred in other northern states around the same time. See Grinnell v. Phillips, 1 Mass. 529 (1805); Stone v. Codman, 32 Mass. 297, 299 (1834); Inhabitants of Lowell v. Boston & Lowell Railroad Corporation, 40 Mass. 24 (1839); Elder v. Bemis, 43 Mass. 599 (1841); Sproul v. Hemmingway, 31 Mass. 1 (1833). These Massachusetts cases and more are discussed at length in Christopher Tomlins, “Ties that Bind.” For further examples spread across the northern states, see Hill v. Morey, 26 Vt. 178 (1854); Cleveland, C. & C. R. Co. v. Keary, 3 Ohio St. 201 (1854); McGuire v. Grant, 25 N.J.L. 356 (1856); Flinn v. Philadelphia, W. & B. R. Co., 1 Houst. 469 (Del., 1857); Byron v. New York State Printing Tel. Co., 26 Barb. 39 (N.Y. 1857); and Chicago & R.I. R. Co. v. Whipple, 22 Ill. 105 (1859).

57. Out of 114 cases actually using master and servant law/language in New York from 1801 to 1865 (the other thirty-three were either only categorized as such or were inapplicable), 20.2 percent referred to it in the domestic context and 15.8 percent with reference to apprenticeship. But most of those cases came before 1840. In the next twenty-five years, either the absolute number of cases was dropped (for apprenticeship) or the rate of increase relative to other categories slowed (for domestic).

58. In the New York case study, after zero railroad-related master-servant cases before 1840, there were seventeen in the next twenty-five years, which overall came to 13.7 percent of the cases actively using master-servant language. For some examples, see McMillan v. Saratoga & W.R. Co., 20 Barb. 449 (N.Y. 1855); Keegan v. Western R. Corp., 4 Seld. 175 (N.Y. 1853); Langlois v. Buffalo & R.R. Co., 19 Barb. 364 (N.Y. 1855); Green v. Hudson River R. Co., 16 How. Pr. 230 (N.Y. 1858). Often, it must be noted, these cases applied the
in manufacturing and municipal employment. Sometimes, as when liability for worker negligence passed to “masters,” workers benefited. At other times, as when nondomestic “masters” were allowed to limit the right of their “servants” to contract elsewhere, workers suffered. Either way, the point remains: northern courts enlarged the categories of master and servant during the antebellum years.

South Carolina courts lagged. About 40 percent of the preemancipation South Carolina cases that legal indexers would later file under the heading “Master and Servant” failed to include the actual terms “master and servant.” (In New York, the corresponding figure was just 16 percent.) Many of these antebellum South Carolina employment disputes pitted enslavers against white overseers of enslaved workers. Usually, overseers sued for back wages after being fired. Northern courts at the time likely would have invoked master-and-servant doctrine to resolve these run-of-the-mill employment disputes. South Carolina courts, however, resisted invoking the terms “master and servant” in such cases, perhaps due to the day’s racial politics, according to which only enslaved people had “masters.”

When the South Carolina courts did invoke master-and-servant language, the employment relations at issue spanned a narrower range than was true in New York. Over two-thirds of the South Carolina cases that did include “master and servant” language concerned apprenticeships (40 percent of the total) and slavery (28 percent of the total). The New York sample, by contrast, contained far fewer apprenticeship and slavery cases (under one-fifth of the total, combined), and correspondingly more cases involving fellow servant rule: Coon v. Syracuse & U.R. Co., 6 Barb. 231 (N.Y. 1849); Sherman v. Rochester & S.R. Co., 15 Barb. 574 (N.Y. 1853); Boldt v. New York Cent. R. Co., 4 E.P. Smith 432 (N.Y. 1858); and Wright v. New York Cent. R. Co., 11 E.P. Smith 562 (N.Y. 1862). But those cases still considered a master’s liability first, and so are relevant to this study of the master-servant relationship.

59. Ryan v. Fowler, 10 E.P. Smith 410 (N.Y. 1862).
61. For examples of overseer cases that did not invoke “master and servant” language, see McClure v. Pyatt, 4 McCord 26 (S.C. 1826); Byrd v. Boyd, 4 McCord 246 (S.C. 1827); Rogers v. Collier, 2 Bail. 581 (S.C. 1832); State v. Gay, 1 Hill 364 (S.C. 1833); Holcombe v. Townsend, 1 Hill 399 (S.C. 1833); Craig v. Pride, 2 Speers 121 (S.C. 1843); Suber v. Vanlew, 2 Speers 126 (S.C. 1843); Hunter v. Gibson, 3 Rich. 161 (S.C. 1846); Boone v. Lyde, 3 Strob. 77 (S.C. 1848); and Atkinson v. Fraser, 5 Rich. 519 (S.C. 1852).
not only domestic workers but also railroad workers, free agricultural workers, maritime workers, municipal workers, and manufacturing workers.\footnote{62. Note that South Carolina courts did invoke “master and servant” analysis in some cases involving labor relations other than those involving apprenticeship, slavery, or overseers. These included a sheriff and his deputy (Barksdale v. Posey, 2 Hill 657 [S.C. 1835]); city employees (Charleston Gaslight Co. v. City Council of Charleston, 9 Rich. 342 [S.C. 1856]); and railroad employees (Murray v. South Carolina R. Co., 1 McMul. 385 [S.C. 1841]).}

The South’s industrial lag also underlay a change over time. Up through the 1830s, cases indexed under “master and servant” constituted a higher percentage of the total in South Carolina than in New York. As New York industrialized, it overtook South Carolina. For the rest of the century, employment disputes indexed under “master and servant” constituted a higher percentage of total appellate cases in New York than in South Carolina.

The absence of a robust industrial economy in South Carolina explains many of these differences. But the presence of slavery also mattered. Like the Pennsylvania judges considered above, at least some South Carolina judges explicitly argued that England’s law of master and servant was ill-suited to South Carolina. But whereas the Pennsylvania judges resisted the master-and-servant category because it was too demeaning to Pennsylvania’s workers, South Carolina judges rejected “master and servant” because it was not demeaning enough.

In \textit{Snee v. Trice} (1802), Trice’s enslaved workers caused a fire that destroyed three hundred bushels of Snee’s corn. Snee sued, under the common-law provision that held masters accountable for their servants’ negligence. In charging the jury, the trial judge observed “that there appeared to be a wide difference between white servants in England” and enslaved “negroes” in South Carolina. In England, masters could, in turn, sue negligent servants to recover money after third parties had recovered money from them. The workers’ awareness of this possibility “made them extremely careful” at work. By contrast, the trial judge pointed out, enslaved laborers in South Carolina had no money with which to pay monetary damages, and in any event neither enslavers nor anyone else could sue them “for any civil injury.” Therefore, the English law of master and servant ill-suited slavery. South Carolina must devise different rules, ones “adapted to the regulation of slaves,” a class of workers “unknown in Great Britain.” Furthermore, the trial judge argued, the English doctrine holding “masters” liable for the negligence of their “servants” would unfairly leave all enslavers
at the “mercy of their numerous slaves, who might commit what trespasses, or be guilty of what neglects and omissions they thought proper, to the ruin of their masters.”

The Snee jury disregarded the trial judge’s logic and ordered the enslaving defendant to compensate the plaintiff for the whole value of the destroyed corn. An appellate court reversed this plaintiff-friendly verdict. On the very grounds suggested by the trial judge’s charge to the jury, the appellate court held that English employment law was ill-suited to South Carolina society due to the distinctiveness of enslaved workers and enslavement. English master-and-servant law was “by no means applicable to the local . . . circumstances of Carolina, where almost the whole of our servants are slaves,” the court held. Enslaved workers could not be sued, and therefore lacked that disincentive to negligence. The court also invoked race. Black people, who constituted “almost the whole” of South Carolina’s workforce, were “in general a headstrong, stubborn race of people.” They “had a volition of their own, and the physical power of doing great injuries to neighbours and others, without the possibility of their masters having any control over them; especially when they happened to be at a distance from them,” the court argued. Furthermore, experience had taught the court “how little [enslaved workers] adhered to advice and direction when left alone.” The English common law was devised for whites. It would be “a most dangerous thing” to apply it to Blacks by making enslavers “liable in damages for the unauthorized acts of their slaves.”

Other South Carolina judges also found master-servant law a bad fit for slavery-based South Carolina, but for different reasons. In an 1824 case, an enslaver sued someone who had injured his enslaved worker. The injuring party invoked master-servant law in an attempt to escape liability. The court rejected this attempt, distinguishing southern slavery, which was based on ownership, from English employment, which was based on the free-labor contract. “An argument . . . has been drawn from a supposed analogy in the relation of master and servant in England . . . and that of master and slave in this country; but it will not hold,” the court wrote:

In England the master has no immediate and direct interest in the person of the servant, and consequently can only be mediately or consequentially
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affected, by an injury done to him; but in this country [South Carolina], the master’s property in the slave, is as absolute as in any other article of property. Force committed on a slave, is, therefore an immediate injury to the master.65

As time went on, these objections softened, and South Carolina courts grew increasingly willing to apply master-and-servant logic to cases involving slavery.66 The embrace was never complete, however. Exceptions persisted, based on slavery’s distinctive racialization and its chattel-property nature.67

The Black Codes

The end of slavery following the Civil War intensified debates about employment law in the US South. Powerful white southerners, once leery of the term “master and servant” out of a preference for “master and slave,” now reached for “master and servant” with both arms, dreading the social and economic consequences of an unshackled Black population. Former enslavers had “little faith,” as one wrote in a private letter, “in the reliability of the negro as a voluntary laborer.”68 Seeking to recreate the control that they had exercised under slavery, southern whites enacted “Black Codes.” These legal codes, which applied exclusively to Black people, replaced the old racial hierarchy of slavery with a new racial hierarchy of “master and servant.” South Carolina enacted its Black Code on December 19, 1865, one day after the Thirteenth Amendment formally ended slavery. The code was racially specific, applying only to “persons of color.” Among other things, it created a separate district court system for Blacks, perpetuating the antebellum tradition of separate and unequal justice.69

South Carolina’s Black Code also racialized the term “servant”: “All persons of color who make contracts for service or labor, shall be known as servants, and those with whom they contract, shall be known as masters.”70
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The code also sketched out the basic obligations that masters and their Black servants owed each other. The latter were to rise at dawn, “feed, water and care for the animals on the farm,” “do the usual and needful work about the premises,” and prepare the day’s meals. They were to complete all of these tasks by “sun-rise,” at which time they would turn to the real work of the day: farm labor.71 Other provisions of the South Carolina Black Code extended beyond workplace control. For example, servants could not be absent from the premises—or invite guests to the premises—without their masters’ permission.72

Like the Old South slave codes, the postemancipation Black Codes assumed that “masters” had a quasi-ownership interest in their “colored” “servants’” labor. Criminal and civil penalties awaited “any person who shall deprive a master of the service of his servant.” Convicted violators risked fines ranging from twenty dollars to $200, as well as imprisonment or hard labor of up to sixty days. Violators also faced the possibility that masters would file civil suits, seeking to “recover damages for loss of services.”73 One of South Carolina’s goals was to discourage labor-starved landowners from poaching each other’s workers, thereby driving up labor costs. This was a widespread concern. Other southern states included similar antienticement provisions in their post–Civil War Black Codes. North Carolina empowered masters to sue labor enticers for double the value of the damages.74 Alabama threatened fines of up to $500.75 Among the possible punishments that labor enticers faced in Florida were fines of up to $1,000 and up to thirty-nine whip stripes across the bare back.76
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Southern Black Codes provoked northern outrage. Republicans saw them as proof that the South was unrepentant and sought to reestablish slavery in everything but name. Pointing to the South Carolina Code, including its antienticement provisions, the *Chicago Tribune* found “no words adequate to express our sense of the baseness of such efforts to smuggle slavery back into existence.” The *Tribune*, however, rejoiced that at least the all-white South Carolina legislature and its oppressive Black Codes had “hatched out [of] the serpent’s egg of [lenient, Presidential] ‘Reconstruction’ in time for northerners “to see its offspring wriggle.”

Northerners vowed to stamp out this neo-Confederate wriggling. Union military commanders, still occupying the South, took political control. In South Carolina, Major General Daniel E. Sickles, local commander of the Union’s occupation forces, declared the state’s Black Codes null and void in January of 1866, shortly after their passage. White South Carolinians were indignant. In the far west of the state, the *Keowee Courier* grumbled, referring to Sickles’s order voiding the Black Codes: “We do not relish the idea clearly put forth in this order, namely: That, for all legal purposes, equality exists between the races.” But local supporters of the voided Black Codes could do little. As the northern press reported, South Carolina was “thoroughly subject to the will and control of the national authority.”

### The Freedmen’s Bureau

One of the national government’s most pressing concerns was the replacement of slavery with an orderly system of free labor. The body initially charged with this undertaking was the Freedmen’s Bureau, which Congress
established within the Department of War in March of 1865.\textsuperscript{82} The Bureau’s tasks were mammoth: to oversee the South’s conversion from slavery; to manage abandoned and confiscated lands in the former Confederacy; and to handle “all subjects”—food, shelter, legal services, education, health care, and more—“relating to refugees and freedmen from rebel states.”\textsuperscript{83} Considering the enormity of these goals, the Bureau’s tools were puny. It relied on the War Department for funding and staff and never had enough of either.\textsuperscript{84} Although it was charged with serving millions of formerly enslaved people across the South, the Bureau never had more than nine hundred agents in the field at any one time. In addition to being overstretched and underfunded, the Bureau was short-lived. It ceased most of its functions by 1869, just four years after its founding. Congress pulled the plug on it entirely in 1872.\textsuperscript{85} But the Bureau’s short existence came at a crucial time, enabling it to make an important mark on the postemancipation South.

The voluntary labor contract was the cornerstone of the Freedmen’s Bureau’s approach to labor relations. Signing labor contracts, however, did not come naturally to some postemancipation South Carolinians. In a private letter written in January 1866, one South Carolina landowner described an informal labor arrangement with Josey, a recently emancipated laborer who had chosen to remain: “I have made no written agreement with Josey. . . . People up here do not make [written] agreements.”\textsuperscript{86} The Freedmen’s Bureau feared that the lack of labor contracts gave the advantage to
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powerful landowners over landless workers. Hoping to empower freedmen, Bureau officials distributed template contracts, pressured landowners and workers to sign, and adjudicated contractual disputes.87

The labor rules that the Freedmen’s Bureau established differed from the short-lived post–Civil War Black Codes in two crucial ways. Perhaps most obviously, they were not racially specific. South Carolina’s Black Code applied only to “persons of color.” By contrast, the military order that voided South Carolina’s Black Code, and which foreshadowed the Freedmen’s Bureau policy to come,88 declared that, henceforth, “all laws shall be applicable alike” to all inhabitants, regardless of race.89

Second, the Freedmen’s Bureau meticulously avoided using the terms “master” and “servant.” The South Carolina Black Code had relied heavily on those terms. A template labor contract included in the Black Code had begun: “I (name of servant) do hereby agree with (name of master) to be his (here insert the words ‘household servant’ [domestic worker] or ‘servant in husbandry’ [field hand], as the case may be).”90 Freedman’s Bureau officials carefully dodged these terms. The Bureau’s template labor contracts, and its recommended “Plantation Rules and Regulations,” studiously avoided these words. Rather than referring to “masters,” they referred to landowners as “employers,” “farmers,” “planters,” or “landowners.” For “servants,” they wrote “employees,” “laborers,” “hands,” or sometimes “freedmen and women.”91 Occasionally, Bureau officials slipped, as when one used the term
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“servant” to distinguish domestic workers (servants) from field workers (laborers). On the whole, however, the move from the Black Code to the Freedmen’s Bureau was a move away from the logic of master and servant.

The Bureau’s days, however, were numbered. The enfranchisement of Black men and the rise of Republican governments in the South seemed to reduce the need for the institution. The embarrassing failure of the Freedmen’s Bank, a financial institution that the Bureau established to help freedmen save money, further eroded northern support. By 1872, the Bureau ceased operations. Southern labor disputes reverted to the control of state governments.

**Master and Servant in an Age of Emancipation**

Despite the centrality of the terms “master and “servant” to northern labor law, many abolitionists objected to them, due to the words’ association with slavery. “Master ‘is synonymous with owner’ in the slavery parlance,” a New England newspaper complained in the summer of 1865, as the Thirteenth Amendment was working its way toward ratification. The *Philadelphia Inquirer* came to a similar conclusion later that year, when criticizing the South Carolina Black Code for attempting to reestablish a new version of slavery following emancipation. Under the Palmetto State’s Black Code, the *Inquirer* warned, the “legal relation of ‘master’ and ‘servant’ supplants that of ‘master and slave.’”

During the intoxicating early days of Reconstruction, northern apostles of free labor traveled south, bringing their egalitarian critique of “master and servant” with them. They urged freedpeople to reject the terms, too. Freedpeople were “now responsible no longer to the master, but to the law,” South Carolina’s Massachusetts-born attorney general Daniel Chamberlain declared in 1870. White southerners protested and cursed the “carpetbag-
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gers” who, in the words of one southern newspaper, taught the Black “servant . . . to regard himself as good as his master [sic].”

Free-labor egalitarianism exerted a profound legal impact during Reconstruction. On the national level, it underlay the Reconstruction Amendments and Civil Rights laws. It also prompted some legal thinkers to question the wisdom of using the inherently hierarchical terms “master and servant” to describe labor relations generally. For decades, legal thinkers on both sides of the Atlantic had treated “master-servant” as synonymous with “employer-employee.” Now, some reconsidered. Massachusetts scholar James Schouler’s Treatise on the Law of the Domestic Relations (1870) provides a case in point. Schouler followed Tapping Reeve’s early-nineteenth-century example by defining the master in an employment relationship as the “one who has legal authority over another” and the servant as “the person over whom such authority may be rightfully exercised.” Yet whereas Reeve (1816) had found nothing problematic in this definition, Schouler, writing at the height of Reconstruction, struggled with it. “The relation of master and servant presupposes two parties who stand on an unequal foot- ing in their mutual dealings,” Schouler wrote, “yet not naturally so, as in other domestic relations,” such as parent and child. “This relation [of master and servant] is, in theory, hostile to the genius of free institutions. It bears the marks of social caste.” Schouler sought to soften these troubling features by asserting, without evidence, that master-servant hierarchies were on their way out, being “of more general importance in ancient than in modern times.” Equally free of evidence was his insistence that such hierarchies were “better applicable at this day to English than American society.”

Were he “untrammeled by authority,” Schouler claimed, he would restrict the terms “master and servant” to domestic workers only—a category, he thought, of diminishing importance. But in order to meet “the practical wants of the lawyer,” Schouler swallowed his objections and discussed the
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law of “master and servant” broadly, however “offensive,” and “anomalous” it might be.\footnote{100}

In 1870, the same year in which Schouler’s treatise appeared, \textit{Burgess v. Carpenter} reached the South Carolina Supreme Court, inviting that tribunal to consider what place, if any, master-and-servant law deserved in the postemancipation South.

\textbf{Burgess v. Carpenter}

After emancipation, some formerly enslaved workers did something that, though completely mundane, was intoxicatingly new: they voluntarily moved. Others, however, stayed put. Predicting who would stay and who would go was difficult. “It does seem strange,” one former enslaver wrote in 1866 of a formerly enslaved worker who had stuck around, “that this man so bad tempered . . . should be the one to remain with us.”\footnote{101}

One Black worker who seems to have stayed put was Henry Burgess, a “ploughman” in Clarendon County, South Carolina, roughly midway between Charleston and Columbia.\footnote{102} His employer was W. R. Burgess. The shared surname suggests that W. R. or his ancestors may have claimed ownership in Henry or his ancestors.\footnote{103} At the beginning of 1866, W. R. Burgess hired Henry Burgess for the year. Their contract described a typical sharecropping arrangement. W. R. would provide Henry and other workers with the use of farmland, provisions, and stock, including a plow horse for Henry, in exchange for two-thirds of the resulting crop. Henry and the other workers would provide their labor and split a one-third share.\footnote{104}

A bullet shattered this arrangement. That June, a white man named W. R. Carpenter shot and injured Henry Burgess, idling his horse and stilling his plow.\footnote{105} According to witness testimony, W. R. Burgess, the landowner,
“took [Henry] to his house and nursed him for several weeks . . . while he was unable to work.” All summer, W. R. fed Henry, at an estimated cost of two or three dollars per month. He also fed the horse. Hiring a replacement was apparently not an option. Most local agricultural workers had entered annual labor contracts the previous winter, rendering them unavailable in June. The stoppage of Henry’s plow “seriously damaged” Burgess’s yield. By the time Henry was back on his feet—“some time in August”—the crop’s value had dropped “at least $400.”

W. R. Burgess sued W. R. Carpenter, the shooter, seeking to recover damages sustained due to “loss of service of a hired servant.” The trial in Clarendon County had scarcely begun when the trial judge called it off. The trial judge found that the sharecropping agreement made the two Burgesses contracting copartners, not “master and servant.” Because Henry Burgess was not W. R. Burgess’s servant, W. R. could not recover damages from Carpenter for “loss of service of a hired servant,” as his suit sought to do. Judge Green ordered an immediate nonsuit.

W. R. Burgess appealed to the South Carolina Supreme Court. The case raised several essential questions: What would replace slavery? What claims did landowners have to the labor of their workers? Would the banned legal categories “master and slave” give way to the different but still hierarchical categories “master and servant”? Or would postemancipation southern law reconceptualize plantation employment relations in terms of voluntary labor agreements between juridical equals? Early in Reconstruction, these questions were entirely up for grabs.

Jonathan Jasper Wright

Responsibility for writing the Burgess v. Carpenter decision fell to a brand-new member of the South Carolina Supreme Court: Associate Justice Jona-
than Jasper Wright. Wright had extensive experience helping freedmen adjust to life after slavery but scant experience as a judge. When he and two others were admitted to the state bar in September of 1868, they became the first three Black lawyers in South Carolina history. Just a year and a half later, in February of 1870, he joined the state’s highest court. The Burgess ruling, three months later, was his second judicial opinion of any sort, making the case something of a milestone, for Justice Wright was the first Black member of a state supreme court in United States history.

Much about Burgess v. Carpenter (1870) must have resonated with Justice Wright, given his past. Although the case’s two named parties were both white farmers, Wright’s ruling emphasized a third party: Henry Burgess, the Black farmworker whose injury was the case’s central fact. Wright’s background helps explain his emphasis. He, too, had been a Black farm worker. The 1860 census, compiled ten short years before he joined South Carolina’s top court, lists Wright as a twenty-one-year-old Black, “farm laborer” (not “servant”) in Pennsylvania.

Wright was born in Pennsylvania in 1840, making him a young thirty or so at the time of Burgess. “My father [Samuel Wright],” Jonathan Wright later told an interviewer, “was a runaway slave from Baltimore, but my mother was always free.” Samuel Wright rose from Maryland slavery to become a land-owning Pennsylvania farmer. He taught his son about slavery, social mobility, and the dignity of land ownership.

Jonathan Wright became a lifelong advocate of education, perhaps because he struggled so hard to attain one. “My early educational advantages were not good,” he later explained, “for my parents were very poor. I went to [local, segregated] school some winters and worked summers [on neighboring farms] to pay my way.” At age fifteen, Jonathan was fortunate enough to be taken on by a private tutor, a staunch opponent of slavery and
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a member of a formerly all-white Presbyterian church that Wright had joined. Wright studied privately for three years, absorbing antislavery values along with school lessons. He then studied for two additional years at an academy in upstate New York.\textsuperscript{114}

Wright graduated in 1860 and spent the next four years teaching in Pennsylvania’s segregated schools. Concurrently, he read law, first in a lawyer’s office and then in a judge’s chambers.\textsuperscript{115} The free-labor-based Pennsylvania law that he learned would influence his later jurisprudence. \textit{Meason}\textsuperscript{116} and \textit{Boniface},\textsuperscript{117} the distinctively egalitarian employment rulings from Pennsylvania during the Early Republic, described above, may well have been part of his studies; Wright would later cite these Pennsylvania precedents on the South Carolina bench. In 1864, Wright sought admission to the Pennsylvania bar but was turned down on account of his race.\textsuperscript{118} He gained admission two years later, following passage of federal civil rights laws, becoming Pennsylvania’s first Black lawyer.\textsuperscript{119}

The Civil War stirred Wright to activism. In 1864, he attended Frederick Douglass’s National Convention of Colored Men in Syracuse, New York, a gathering that urged abolition, legal equality, and universal manhood suffrage. The following year, at the State Equal Rights Convention of the Colored People of Pennsylvania, Wright decried the Keystone State’s disfranchisement of Black men and demanded political equality. “We have come [to this convention],” Wright declared, “to ask that our white fellow-citizens . . . act as though they believe in their own Declaration of Independence, and especially in its assertion, that all men are equal.”\textsuperscript{120} Wright also
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thanked God for “bringing upon the country this bloody rebellion [the Civil War] as an exterminator of the barbarous system of American slavery.” Wright urged Black Americans to “lose no time” in demanding their overdue rights and predicted that they would prevail. The convention erupted in “deafening applause.”

Inspired, Wright, under the auspices of the American Missionary Association, headed south in April of 1865, to help build a postslavery world. In South Carolina, he experienced a Horatio Alger-like ascent and had a powerful impact. He organized and taught in freedmen’s schools, dispensed legal advice, lectured on public issues, and established himself as a powerful moderate in the state’s Republican politics.

The Freedmen’s Bureau hired Wright as a lawyer in 1867. His charge was “assisting free people in legal affairs.” Much of his work concerned agricultural labor. He urged Black workers to seek the fairest possible terms in their negotiations with white landowners and endorsed the Radical Republican ideal of Black landownership—achieved, if necessary, by “the breaking up of land monopolies.” His father’s example surely informed Wright’s support for Black land ownership. If Black people could not acquire land, Wright thought, they should at least strive to become renters (tenant farmers), rather than wage laborers. Renters were comparatively less subservient to landowners, he reasoned.

In 1868, Wright left the Freedmen’s Bureau to participate in South Carolina’s state constitutional convention. He played a leading role, serving as one of the convention’s five vice presidents, three of whom were white.
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men. All told, he addressed the convention some eighty times, mostly on the need to improve public education, to eradicate “all elements of the institution of slavery,” and to avoid the inadvisable excesses pressed by more radical delegates. The Charleston Daily News, no cheerleader for Republicans or Black people, reported that Wright “could out talk any man on the floor of the convention.” He was “clear headed, quick as a flash, [and] by no means a bitter Radical.” Wright’s prominence at the convention launched him into a state senate race in April 1868. He and nine other Black candidates won, becoming the first Black state senators in South Carolina history. A New York newspaper deemed Wright “the most notable negro in the Legislature.”

Early in 1870, a vacancy opened on the South Carolina Supreme Court. The state legislature selected Wright to fill it. The New York Times recognized this as “an event of no ordinary significance.” At the time, the paper reckoned, state supreme court justice was “the highest position ever yet attained by a negro” not just in the United States, but in the history of the world. Or “at least,” the Times qualified, “in any civilized country.”

_Burgess v. Carpenter_ on Appeal

Scholars have characterized Justice Wright as a timid judicial formalist whose “strict adherence to the law”—along with a “proclivity not to offend the white establishment”—led him to sublimate his “personal attitudes and ideology about the subject matter of the litigation.” This assessment may characterize some of Wright’s later opinions, but it misconstrues _Burgess v._
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Carpenter (1870), his first important decision. In Burgess, Wright’s enslaved ancestry, rural and working-class upbringing, anti-slavery schooling, Pennsylvania legal training, Freedmen’s Bureau legal advocacy, and Reconstruction-era political activism combined to produce a bold ruling.

As described above, the case began when W. R. Burgess (white) sued W. R. Carpenter (white) for wounding Henry Burgess (“colored”), whom the plaintiff had “employed as a ploughman.” W. R. Burgess sued under a common-law rule that allowed “masters” to recover damages caused by the “loss of service of a hired servant.” The trial court had ruled that the plaintiff had no case because the injured worker was not a “hired servant.” W. R. Burgess appealed.

Justice Wright’s ruling for the South Carolina Supreme Court upheld the trial court’s nonsuit but was much more expansive in its reasoning. The trial judge had found that sharecroppers such as Henry Burgess were not servants but left open the possibility that other agricultural workers might be. Justice Wright, by contrast, refused to apply the hierarchical, demeaning label “servant” to any agricultural worker, whatever the nature of the employment relationship.

Wright began with an egalitarian flourish. Echoing the free-labor ideology to which he had been exposed in the antislavery movement, in the Republican Party, and in the Freedmen’s Bureau, Wright declared that, “the relation of master and servant, as it existed in England, was wholly different from the relation of employer and employed as it exists in this county.” But the notion that America’s democratic air was too pure for “masters” or “servants” to breathe provided a powerful, patriotic, egalitarian preface.

Next, Wright conceded that the common law indeed empowered masters to sue third parties who interfered with their servants’ labor. But, he argued, this rule applied only to “menial servants”—that is, domestic servants, to whom masters stood in loco parentis. “No such relation existed between W. R. and Henry Burgess,” Wright stated. The nature of the
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contract—sharecropping, tenant farming, wage labor—made no difference. All that mattered was that Henry was not a domestic worker. “Henry Burgess being exclusively concerned in the cultivation of the soil,” Wright explained, “and there being no domestic cast within the nature of his service, he does not fall within the class to which the term ‘servant’ can, in any sense, be applied.”

On behalf of this proposition, Wright quoted the only two precedents that he would cite in the entire ruling: *Meason* and *Boniface,* the two previously mentioned labor-law cases from Pennsylvania in the 1810s. Wright’s exclusive reliance on these Pennsylvania precedents was unusual. Given Wright’s legal education in Pennsylvania and his overall lack of legal experience at the time of *Burgess,* these two rulings may have been among the only labor-relations cases he knew. But this seems unlikely. During the course of his legal training, his legal practice, or his *Burgess* research, Wright probably ran across other, more recent master-servant cases. Most would have contradicted the half-century-old *Meason* and *Boniface* rulings by treating “master” and “servant” as mere synonyms for employer and employee. Perhaps Justice Wright preferred to overlook these other rulings. He wrote in an age of emancipation, when he and other egalitarians feared that master-servant hierarchies would simply replace master-slave hierarchies. Wright and others hoped to do away with legal hierarchies altogether, to the extent possible. Consequently, Wright reached back to the egalitarianism of Early National Pennsylvania to find useful precedents. “No person to whom wages could be due for his services would endure the name [servant], as it would be considered offensive, and a term of reproach,” the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had asserted in *Boniface* (1817). Justice Wright agreed.

Wright would not necessarily shield Carpenter, the shooter, from all liability. His ruling noted that Henry Burgess, the victim, was a free and independent man who could, in his own name, sue the gunman “for any
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private injury . . . sustained at his hands.” Moreover, “as each of the parties to the contract”—W. R. Burgess, Henry Burgess, and the other workers with whom Henry would divide a share—“contributed his special portion of the means necessary to the production of the crop, and each was to receive his special portion after an equitable division,” Wright reasoned, “if there was a loss it was a common loss.” If Carpenter, the shooter, “committed an unlawful act which was the cause of such loss, then the parties to the contract, severally, have the legal right of action against the defendant for damages.” And presumably criminal prosecution of the shooter remained an option. The record does not reveal whether the trigger-happy Carpenter was sued by the injured Henry Burgess, by W. R. Burgess along with all of his sharecroppers, by the state, by all of the above, or by none. But Justice Wright was clear: W. R. Burgess could not sue Carpenter separately for loss of Henry Burgess’s labor. Unlike Old South enslavers, New South employers owned neither their workers’ bodies nor their workers’ labor. They could not unilaterally sue third parties who deprived them of either.

Wright seems to have been playing a long game. He hoped that, over time, his ruling would help Black people generally, even if it hurt particular Black workers. After all, when Henry Burgess was shot, W. R. “took him to his house and nursed him for several weeks . . . while he was unable to work.” W. R.’s assumption that he could recover damages from the shooter may have enhanced his willingness to care for Henry. Arguably, Wright’s ruling in Burgess, by making it harder for employers to sue third parties who injured their employees, might have decreased the likelihood that future landowners would care for workers unlucky enough to be injured by third parties. Wright was willing to take that chance. His aim was more foundational. He seems to have been trying to bake into the private law of South Carolina the antislavery, free-labor ideals of the Thirteenth Amendment and the egalitarian ideals of the Fourteenth Amendment. This was most visible toward the end of the ruling, when Wright considered the nature of the legal relationship between the two Burgesses. W. R. Burgess was not a master, Wright insisted. And Henry Burgess was no servant. The two men were free and equal parties to a contract. In Wright’s words, W. R. Burgess “sustained the same relation to Henry Bur-
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gess that Henry Burgess did to him. Each was “sui juris”—possessing full rights, able to manage his own affairs, under the power of no one. Neither was “the servant of the other.” After all, Wright reminded readers, Henry Burgess was “a free man.”

At the time of Burgess v. Carpenter (1870), the South Carolina Supreme Court contained three members, all appointed recently by the Republican-dominated state legislature. Wright was brand new. The two other members—Chief Justice Franklin J. Moses Sr., a Charlestonian, and Amiel J. Willard, a New Yorker—had served since 1868. Together, the court formed something of a microcosm of the state’s Republican party: a white southerner, a white northerner, and a Black man (or, in the day’s discourteous lexicon, a “scalawag,” a “carpet-bagger,” and a “Negro.”)

Chief Justice Moses joined Wright’s Burgess ruling. Justice Willard, however, wrote a separate concurrence, meaning he agreed with the majority outcome, but not its reasoning. At first glance, this split between Wright and Willard surprises, for the two had much in common. Both were northern Republicans who had moved south during the Civil War to work with the formerly enslaved. After the war, both remained in South Carolina and worked for the Freedmen’s Bureau. Wright, however, occupied the Bureau’s activist wing. He saw his charge as, in his words, “assisting free people in their legal affairs.” He sympathized with formerly enslaved workers, not former enslavers. Willard was less of an activist. Believing the restoration of plantation discipline to be an economic necessity, Willard tended to issue comparatively proplanter orders and champion comparatively restrictive work rules.

Willard’s relative conservatism colored his Burgess concurrence. Although he agreed with Justice Wright that Henry Burgess was not a servant, he disagreed with the breadth of Wright’s reasoning. Willard argued
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that Henry Burgess was not a “servant,” because Burgess was a sharecropper. The sharecropping contract meant that “the master” (a term that Wright avoided but Willard invoked) “has not an entire interest in the services of his laborer,” for the fruits of the worker’s labor were to be divided among several parties to a contract, including the injured worker. “In this respect,” Willard wrote, “the relation [of landowner to sharecropper] is not such as can warrant the application of the rule of the common law [of master and servant] contended for in this case.” Willard, however, quickly qualified the implications of his concurrence. Although sharecroppers were not servants, he explained, other workers, including other agricultural workers, might be: “I do not regard the present case as rendering any expression . . . as to whether that rule [of master and servant] is applicable in this country to a case of hiring for wages.” As for the egalitarian rhetoric that Wright sprinkled throughout his ruling—by which he pronounced that the white landowner “sustained the same relation to Henry Burgess that Henry Burgess did to him” and “neither [was] the servant of the other”—Willard included nothing of the sort.156

By a two-to-one margin, Wright’s sweeping ruling carried the day.157 It conferred costs as well as benefits upon landless Black workers. In some circumstances, hierarchical “master and servant” law arguably would have benefited some agricultural laborers—for example, by shifting liability for their negligence to their “masters.” But in Wright’s mind, that benefit was not worth the cost. He was determined to use the law to reinforce the egalitarian norms that he had helped write into the Constitution of 1868, whereby all South Carolina men were theoretically equal. With Burgess, this norm would extend beyond the ballot box and courtroom to encompass the work done in the state’s vast green fields.

Retreat from Burgess

_Burgess v. Carpenter_ (1870) represented a high-water mark for the South Carolina Supreme Court’s racial and labor egalitarianism. In this book’s pages, it represents a pivot point. Within a few years, South Carolina’s high
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court had reembraced master-servant hierarchies; South Carolina Republicans, including Justice Wright, had been bullied from office; and the state’s Democrats had hammered down civil rights in South Carolina, though not to preemancipation levels.

An early post-*Burgess* case that weakened Justice Wright’s handiwork by applying “master and servant” logic to nondomestic work came from Justice Wright’s own pen. In *Redding v. South Carolina Railroad Company* (1871), as in *Burgess* (1870), Wright sought egalitarian ends. But whereas in *Burgess* he pursued racial equality by withholding the “servant” label from a nondomestic worker, in *Redding* he pursued it by attaching that label to a nondomestic worker.

The “servant” in *Redding*, Charles Wollen, was a white railroad employee who, among other things, supervised a railroad depot’s sitting parlor for “lady passengers.” Early in 1870, Wollen allegedly injured the plaintiff, Julia Redding, by “throwing her with violence to the floor upon her face (she being then pregnant)” and forcibly ejecting her from this room. Wollen assumed that Redding was a “negro” (which she denied) and that the railroad reserved that room for whites (which the railroad denied). Wollen apparently acted on his own. “I gave no instructions to keep colored persons out of the parlors,” testified Wollen’s boss. The parlor had been reserved for whites in previous years, but “that ceased to be as soon as the Civil Rights Bill had passed.” After the passage of that bill, Wollen’s boss testified, “We never interfered with colored persons going in there.”

Rather than suing Wollen, who had little money, Redding sued the South Carolina Railroad Company, which had plenty. The railroad sought a nonsuit on grounds that Wollen was a rogue employee. Wollen alone was responsible for Redding’s injuries, the railroad argued, for he had acted contrary to his employer’s instructions. The trial court sided with the railroad and granted a nonsuit, reasoning that Wollen alone had committed the tort.

Redding appealed, and the South Carolina Supreme Court reinstated her case against the railroad. Writing for the Court, Justice Wright invoked
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the labels “master” and “servant,” which he had recently rejected in *Burgess*. “The master is liable for the tortious acts of his servant, when done in the course of his employment, although they may be done in disobedience of the master’s orders,” Wright stated.\(^{164}\) His use of the terms “master” and “servant” in *Redding* helped him to achieve pro-civil rights result. Future employers, he may well have reasoned, would now work harder to prevent rogue employees from ad-libbing in a racist fashion. *Redding*, however, seemingly contradicted Wright’s own recent efforts to confine master-and-servant logic to domestic-labor settings. The justice may have reasoned that *Redding* did not undermine *Burgess* because it dealt with different work contexts (railroad versus agriculture) and different legal circumstances (an employer’s liability for the misdeeds of an employee rather than an employer’s ability to recover damages from a third party who interfered with his employee’s labor). Nonetheless, Wright’s re embrace of “master and servant” so soon after *Burgess* was notable.

The next stage in *Burgess*’s demise was more damaging: a string of “labor enticement” cases heard in nearby states’ courts in the first half of the 1870s. Those courts could have joined Wright by refusing to call white landowners “masters” or Black farmworkers “servants.” Consistently, however, they rejected Wright’s reasoning.

The cases in question typically began when one white farmer sued another for luring away his under-contract workers. Courts in neighboring states unhesitatingly applied the term “master” to white agrarian employers and “servant” to their workers. The rulings that resulted were in line with labor law nationally\(^{165}\) but arguably meant something different in the South, where the doctrine of master and servant was less advanced, and where the history of slavery made “master” a loaded term.

*Salter v. Howard* (Georgia, 1871) began late in 1865, when John Howard, a white landowner in Georgia, hired a number of Black sharecroppers for the entirety of 1866. Like other southern landowners, Howard was desperate for workers. Nearby white planter Samuel Salter was equally desperate. In mid-January 1866, Salter sent a wagon to Howard’s place, hoping to lure some of his hands away. Howard indignantly returned the wagon “with

\(^{164}\) Ibid.

a note stating that the negroes were in his employment.”166 Before long, however, “the negroes left and were found on [Salter’s] plantation.”167 Rather than suing the penniless workers for breach of contract, Howard sued Salter for “enticing servants out of his employ.”168 He won substantial damages at trial. Salter appealed, and the Georgia Supreme Court reversed, but only on the grounds that the damage award had been wrongly calculated. As for “master and servant” law, the Georgia court unhesitatingly invoked it. If “servants” are under contract with one person, the court wrote, anyone “intruding upon the rights of the master by enticing them away is liable in an action of damages.”169 Salter, in other words, ignored Burgess. So did another agricultural labor enticement case from Georgia, Jones & Jeter v. Stephen Blocker (1871).170

Haskins v. Royster (North Carolina, 1874) went one step further. Like the Georgia cases before it, Haskins affirmed the applicability of “master and servant” doctrine to agricultural employment. Unlike the Georgia cases, Haskins also explicitly rejected Burgess. The case began in early 1871, when John Haskins hired two men, “one white and the other colored,”171 to labor on his farm throughout the year. In March, the two laborers left Haskins’s employ to work for F. A. Royster. Haskins sued Royster, arguing that labor enticement of this sort was actionable under the law of master and servant. Haskins lost at trial but won on appeal. Justice William Rodman’s majority opinion for the North Carolina Supreme Court demonstrated an awareness that, in the aftermath of slavery, some egalitarians might feel uncomfortable calling agrarian employers “masters.” But Rodman dismissed these objections. “Master” simply meant employer, he argued, and “servant” employee. The principle that masters could recover damages from those who knowingly enticed away their contracted “servants” was a “familiar and well[-]established doctrine,”172 one that applied to “all” types of labor contracts, including sharecropping, Rodman held.173 “It need scarcely be said,” he added, as if anticipating criticism from Justice
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Wright and his antislavery ilk, “that there is nothing in this principle inconsistent with personal freedom.” Labor-enticement rules were “not derived from any idea of property by the one party in the other”—that is, slavery. Rather, Rodman wrote, labor enticement was actionable because it constituted malicious interference with “the obligation of a contract freely made.” Rodman further sought to distance antienticement principles from slave law by noting that these principles existed not just in the South but also in “the laws of the freest and most enlightened States in the world,” a claim that he substantiated by citing master-servant precedents from England and the North.

As for *Burgess v. Carpenter* (1870), Justice Wright’s egalitarian ruling, Rodman explicitly rejected it. He first cited *Salter* and *Jones*, the Georgia cases described above, in support of the proposition that the antienticement principles of “master and servant” law applied to agricultural employment. “The only case to the contrary that we are aware of,” Rodman wrote, “is *Burgess v. Carpenter*.” But the Pennsylvania pilings upon which Wright had constructed his ruling struck Rodman as thoroughly wobbly. “The authorities relied on in that case,” Rodman dismissively wrote, “seem to us not in point.” Thus, Rodman’s North Carolina decision both embraced “master and servant” law and repudiated *Burgess*.

*Haskins* was not unanimous. Justice Edwin Reade dissented. Like Wright in *Burgess*, Reade passionately warned about the social implications of applying the labels “master” and “servant” to agricultural labor. Legally speaking, some sorts of workers certainly qualified as servants and others did not. Domestic workers were servants, for their employment inherently entailed “duty, subjection and allegiance.” Apprentices were another species of servant, for “service and subjection” were inherent to their condition. But agricultural laborers were neither domestics nor apprentices.
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“How then,” Reade rhetorically asked, “can the relation in this case be that of master and servant?”183 Like Justice Wright before him, Justice Reade worried about the social implications of labor law. “There is no greater danger in any community,” Reade ominously warned, “than a dependent class upon whom is the hand of oppression bearing hard, and who have nowhere to look for relief.”184

Reade’s 1874 dissent and Schouler’s 1870 treatise show that Justice Wright was not alone in resisting the spread of master-servant doctrine in the Age of Emancipation. But the prevailing tide flowed the other way. As Reade feared, the majority ruling in Haskins influenced other courts. Scores of subsequent cases would cite Rodman’s majority opinion.185 Reade’s dissent, like Burgess before it, evaporated.

Beyond courtroom walls, history’s tide was also turning against Burgess-style egalitarianism. The sputtering southern economy did not help. The price of cotton fell consistently throughout the postwar decade, squeezing southern stomachs.186 The Panic of 1873, a transatlantic economic collapse, spread desperation and undermined northern support for Reconstruction.187

The political underpinnings of Reconstruction also weakened. Scandal and factionalism weakened the Republican Party nationally. In the South, Democrats retook state after state. Republicans maintained control in South Carolina longer than in most southern states, thanks to its Black voting majority, but their power weakened.188 During the early years of Recon-
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struction, at least some white South Carolinians had joined with freedmen and white migrants from the North to form a formidable Republican coalition. As the 1870s advanced, however, most white South Carolinians, rich and poor, embraced “white-line” politics under the leadership of the Democratic Party and vowed to retake power, by violent means if necessary.189

The number of white Republicans in the state shrank,190 but the Republican Party’s decline was not fast enough to suit Democratic militants, who concluded that, because the Palmetto State was majority Black, white dominance and electoral democracy were incompatible. As long as elections were fair, Black South Carolinians would retain a political voice. So white supremacists embraced dirty schemes, including the “Edgefield Plan,” named after the unruly district in western South Carolina where the plan originated, to defeat democracy through violence and intimidation. Paramilitary groups intimidated Black voters, suppressed Republican turnout, and violently rocked Reconstruction back on its heels.191

Daniel v. Swearengen

These ominous economic and political winds prompted the South Carolina Supreme Court to trim its sails. Amid the Panic of 1873, as the region struggled to feed itself, the strong labor-enticement protections offered by “master and servant” doctrine might have seemed like a prudent way of keeping workers in the fields. “The loss of agricultural labor, for even a few days, might often prove of irreparable injury to the crop,” the Court would note
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in 1875. With judicial elections approaching in the state legislature in 1876, the members of the South Carolina Supreme Court backed away from Burgess-style egalitarianism.

In 1875, a new case, Daniel v. Swearengen, offered the Court an opportunity to revisit the Burgess question: whether, as a matter of law, agricultural employers were “masters” and their workers “servants.” Both parties in the case, Thomas Daniel and Ansel Swearengen, were white farmers. Swearengen’s money was older. Prior to the war, he had enslaved dozens of laborers. Daniel, by contrast, was a mere overseer, but he hustled, acquired land, plowed the earth, and yanked hard upward on his bootstraps. On New Year’s Day, 1872, Daniel verbally hired, for the full year, two Black men to work his fields and one Black woman to serve “as a domestic and house servant.” By Valentine’s Day, they were gone, enticed away by Ansel Swearengen’s sweeter terms. Daniel invoked master-servant law and sued Swearengen. An Abbeville County jury awarded him $600 in damages.

Swearengen appealed, citing Burgess v. Carpenter on behalf of the proposition that “the domestic relation of master and servant does not exist” in South Carolina, and therefore labor enticement was not actionable. Although Swearengen himself was a rich former enslaver, his lawyer enthusiastically embraced Justice Wright’s antislavery reasoning. Channeling Burgess, Swearengen’s brief argued that “the word master implies authority, control, command, the right to exact service,” while the word “servant implies obedience, subjection to the will of another.” Put the two together and you effectively get “property in another”—slavery. If slavery still existed in South Carolina, Swearengen conceded, “masters” such as Thomas Daniel certainly would retain the power to recover damages from those who deprived them of the labor of their human possessions. But slavery no
longer existed. Labor relations in South Carolina were now based on voluntary labor contracts, Swearengen noted. And unlike slavery, a voluntary labor contract “confers no control of the [workers’] will, no subjection to [the employer’s] authority.” Workers were free to stay on the job or leave, being responsible for the consequences of their decisions. The proper legal remedy for jilted employers was to sue faithless workers for breach of contract, not to sue subsequent employers for “enticement.” The trial judge, therefore, should have nonsuited the case before it reached the jury, Swearengen argued, on grounds that the relation of master and servant no longer existed in the state, and therefore an original employer “cannot maintain an action” against a subsequent employer for “causing a laborer . . . to leave his service.” (Or, if the two male agricultural workers were not “servants” but the female domestic worker was one, then a new trial should be granted on that basis.)

Daniel countered by citing English cases and South Carolina statutes in support of the proposition that “the relation of master and servant at common law . . . has long been recognized, and now exists, in South Carolina.” Daniel’s lawyer cited neither southern nor northern precedents, even though, as we have seen, several existed. Instead, the lawyer, who was an immigrant from Scotland, relied on English cases, with which he may have been more familiar.

Had this case arisen in 1870, just after Justice Wright wrote his opinion in *Burgess*, it likely would have been an easy victory for Swearengen, at least with respect to the two agricultural workers. *Burgess* distinguished sharply between domestic workers, whom Justice Wright’s original ruling considered legally to be “servants,” and agricultural workers, whom he did not consider to be servants. The key difference was that domestic workers were
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effectively “part of a man's family” and therefore could be presumed to be “subjected to the coercion of the master.” Agricultural workers, by contrast, being “exclusively concerned in the cultivation of the soil,” and therefore having “no domestic cast within the nature of [their] service,” did “not fall within the class to which the term ‘servant’ can, in any sense, be applied.” Under Burgess, the female domestic worker would have been deemed a “servant,” allowing Daniel to recover damages from Swearengen for enticing her away from his domestic employ. But the two agricultural workers would not have been found to be “servants.”

Chief Justice Franklin J. Moses Sr., however, ignored Burgess when he wrote Daniel v. Swearengen five years later. Moses was the third member of the Supreme Court of South Carolina during Reconstruction, along with Wright and Willard. All three were members in 1870, when Wright penned the unanimous Burgess ruling; all three remained members as of 1875, when Moses overturned it, in Daniel.

The Chief Justice began with some South Carolina legal history. Prior to emancipation, Moses wrote, slavery dominated the state’s labor law. But the master-slave labor relation was not alone. “Another relation was recognized, arising from the employment of one free man by another.” This was the relation of “master and servant.” Master-servant relations had existed before emancipation and persisted following emancipation. Ansel Swearengen’s claim, based on Burgess, that “the relation of master and servant does not exist in South Carolina,” was simply incorrect.

Moses also asserted that labor enticement had long been actionable in South Carolina and remained so. “It cannot be questioned,” he wrote, “that an action of the character of the one before us, where the party employed was a free person, was maintainable while slavery actually existed in the State,” and continued to be maintainable despite slavery’s demise. Swearengen’s lawyer had argued that the proper remedy in such cases would be for employers to sue fickle employees for breach of contract. Moses
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disagreed. He acknowledged that labor contracts established mutual obligations, but insisted that, in cases of labor enticement, the action should lie against “those who by their . . . interference have induced” the workers to betray their obligations, not the laborers themselves.\textsuperscript{214} Obtaining relief with breach-of-contract suits was unworkable. South Carolina laborers were simply too poor. If such suits were the jilted employer’s only remedy, Moses reasoned, “in most instances, his reparation would fall far below the actual damage he has suffered.”\textsuperscript{215} In practice, Moses concluded, only labor-enticement claims under master-servant law, not failure-to-perform claims under contract law, would achieve justice.

With considerable understatement, Moses admitted that \textit{Burgess vs. Carpenter}, an opinion that he himself had joined five years previously, “may be somewhat in conflict with the views which dispose of the case before us.” Moses craftily sought to reconcile the two decisions by focusing on Justice Willard’s weak \textit{Burgess} concurrence, not Justice Wright’s strong majority ruling. Paraphrasing Willard’s concurrence, Moses noted that Henry Burgess, being a sharecropper, arguably “did not occupy the relation of servant to . . . W. R. Burgess” because “he was a co-worker with him in the crop, each contributing the means necessary to its production.” The two were “partners.” Moses claimed that this distinguished \textit{Burgess} from \textit{Daniel}, which involved farm laborers, not sharecroppers.\textsuperscript{216} Moses’s misleading focus on Willard’s concurrence rather than Wright’s majority opinion in \textit{Burgess} masked \textit{Daniel}’s wholesale reversal of the earlier ruling.\textsuperscript{217}

Justice Wright’s silence in \textit{Daniel} spoke as loudly as the Chief Justice’s ruling. During Wright’s heady early days on the Court, when Reconstruction was in full bloom, he spoke his mind. His ruling in \textit{Burgess} (1870) showed how important he considered agricultural labor relations to be and how committed he was to racial equality in the world of work. White landowner W. R. Burgess was not a “master,” Wright had insisted, and Black sharecropper Henry Burgess was not a servant. In the law’s eyes, the two were equal, connected horizontally by a voluntary labor contract, not vertically by the master-servant relationship. After all, Wright had written,
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Henry Burgess was “a free man.” Now, in 1875, as anti-Reconstruction winds howled, Justice Wright sat mum. Even though the Chief Justice’s opinion eviscerated Burgess, Wright did not respond. He wrote no fiery dissent. He wrote no separate concurrence. Instead, he quietly joined the majority, as if tacitly recognizing the bitter truth that the egalitarian dreams of Reconstruction were dying.  

Epilogue

One year after Daniel, voters went to the polls in the “Bloody South Carolina Election of 1876,” the most tumultuous in state history. Irregularities occurred on both sides but were egregious among Democrats. For months prior to Election Day, Democratic “Red Shirts” had used violence and intimidation to discourage Republican and Black turnout. During
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the elections themselves, Democrats, as they later proudly admitted, engaged in ballot-box stuffing, repeat voting, and having Georgia Democrats cross state lines to vote.224 (Edgefield County, in western South Carolina, infamously returned two thousand more votes than it had voters.225)

Republican Governor D. H. Chamberlain and his Democratic challenger, Wade Hampton, both claimed victory. So did rival state legislatures.226 The two parties set up competing governments in Columbia. Fraud and uncertainty likewise marred the presidential contest between Republican Rutherford B. Hayes and Democrat Samuel Tilden. National attention in that neck-and-neck race focused on disputed results in three southern states, including South Carolina.227 Party leaders in Washington resolved the electoral dispute by striking an informal compromise, whereby the Republican Hayes got the White House in exchange for his party’s agreement to pull Northern troops out of the South, ending Reconstruction. The withdrawal of federal troops from South Carolina in April of 1877 doomed Republican prospects there. The Democrats assumed complete control of the state.228

Justice Jonathan Jasper Wright could not escape the tumult. A temperamental moderate,229 he tried to keep his head down, as evidenced by his silence in Daniel v. Swearengen. But controversy ensnared him. The disputed gubernatorial race wound up in the state Supreme Court, putting Justice Wright in the crossfire. Both parties put tremendous pressure on him.230 When Wright questioned some of Hampton’s legal claims, Democrats, whose blood was up, began efforts to eject Wright from office.231 The state House appointed an impeachment committee, which mounted questionable charges of drunkenness against the Black jurist. In June of 1877,
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the full House voted to impeach.232 Two months later, before the State Senate could rule, Justice Wright, aware that the legislature was forcing other Republicans from office, resigned.233

Wright ended his career practicing law in Charleston, battling disease, and training the state’s next generation of Black lawyers. In 1885, Wright died in obscurity.234 No African American would again ascend to any state’s top court until 1955.235

Wright’s ruling in *Burgess v. Carpenter* (1870) preceded him in death. Recall that several decisions in the 1870s, including *Daniel v. Swearengen* (1875), had seriously wounded the precedent. In 1877, the same year in which Wright was toppled from South Carolina’s high bench, H. G. Wood of the New York bar buried *Burgess* in an influential work called *A Treatise on the Law of Master and Servant*.236 Wright’s *Burgess* opinion had drawn a bright line between domestic workers, who were “servants,” and agricultural workers, who were not. By contrast, Wood’s treatise declared that “no such distinction exists.” “All who are in the employ of another, in whatever capacity,” Wood flatly stated, “are regarded in law as servants.”237 Wood’s treatise likewise presented *Haskins v. Royster* (North Carolina, 1874), “a case quite similar in principle [to *Burgess*],” as having gotten right what *Burgess* got wrong. Wood wrote that “there can be no question” that all employers were masters, all employees servants.238
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South Carolina’s high court would soon shovel additional dirt on Burgess. In *Huff v. Watkins* (1881), the court’s three new justices, all Democrats, confronted a labor-enticement case involving a sharecropper, Jordan Butler. They held that “the manner in which compensation is to be made ought not to have any effect in determining the nature of the relation.” Wage earner versus cropper was a distinction without a difference, the Court held. The common law of master and servant governed both. In subsequent South Carolina cases, this doctrinal shift stuck. The sharecropper exception disappeared. All agricultural workers in South Carolina were servants; all had masters.

*Huff v. Watkins* illustrates the racial masking accomplished by master and servant law. Unlike “slave,” the legal category of “servant” was not racially specific. It applied to white and Black employees alike. Thus, *Huff v. Watkins* mentioned the names but not the races of participants. It merely described a tug-of-war between two landowners, Huff and Watkins, over the services of a sharecropper. But the races of the participants are not difficult to guess. Both landowners were white; the sharecropper, Jordan Butler, was Black. Although *Huff* discouraged “labor enticement” and thereby hurt South Carolina’s overwhelmingly Black agricultural workforce, it did so in a facially neutral way. It quietly aided in the construction of an oppressive system of debt-peonage. South Carolina’s system of agrarian labor relations was heavily racialized, but it was de facto, not de jure, making it legally impervious to equal protection challenge.

From afar, South Carolina’s post-*Burgess* embrace of master and servant doctrine might appear as nothing more than a lagging state’s belated acceptance of modernizing transatlantic trends. It was in England, after all, the cradle of industrialization, where the common law courts first stretched the
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edges of “master and servant” beyond domestic employment, until they covered all work relations. The US North followed, both economically and legally. Now, following emancipation, it was the New South’s turn.

A quick glance at our comparative data from New York and South Carolina initially appears consistent with this narrative. In the years leading up to the Civil War, master and servant cases accounted for a comparatively large and growing percentage of total reported cases in industrializing New York, but a comparatively small—and, indeed, declining—share of total reported cases in slavery-based South Carolina. South Carolina’s decline reversed following the war, however. Starting immediately after 1865, the year of emancipation, master and servant cases accounted for a growing share of South Carolina’s total caseload, though South Carolina’s percentages still lagged New York’s.244

The delayed-industrialization explanation is not entirely wrong. A closer look at the numbers, however, suggests that other factors were more important. Agricultural disputes, not industrial disputes, drove the South Carolina story. In antebellum New York, agricultural labor cases had accounted for an insignificant share (less than 5 percent) of master-servant cases. In postemancipation South Carolina, agricultural cases accounted for half of master-servant cases. Admittedly, railroad cases and, to a lesser extent, manufacturing cases were also part of the South Carolina mix. But agricultural disputes accounted for the lion’s share. In other words, whereas the spread of master and servant law in the North was driven by industrialization, in the South, it can be primarily understood as a legal replacement for master-slave relations in the fields.245

Most of South Carolina’s postbellum master-servant cases involving farm labor concerned labor enticement. These cases reestablished the norm that agricultural employers enjoyed quasi-ownership stakes in their workers’ labor. The result was not exactly slavery but not exactly freedom either. One of the main goals of these cases was to discourage worker movement. This was a newly urgent concern. Prior to emancipation, most South Carolina workers could not leave because they were chained to the land. Planters
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knew that the toilers whom they forced to sow would also be available to reap. Emancipation broke those chains, freeing workers to move. Postwar landowners feared that their newly unshackled laborers would flee, leaving crops untended and profits unearned. Every winter, starting in 1865–1866, landowners scrambled to sign yearlong labor contracts with as many workers as they could afford. Their biggest threat was competition from each other. Unaccustomed to competing for Black labor, planters turned to the law, hoping to make the free-labor market a bit less free.\textsuperscript{246} Successful labor-enticement cases empowered jilted employers to recover monetary damages from enticing employers. The threat of such litigation made landowners think twice before hiring away workers suspected of being under contract elsewhere. This was true even in the absence of written contracts, for courts held that an oral understanding was sufficient to bind a worker to an employer in a legally actionable way.\textsuperscript{247} The result, for workers, was fewer job offers, less bargaining leverage, and less freedom.

Outside of the agrarian sector, master and servant cases in the appellate courts of South Carolina did not focus on labor enticement. They focused on other employment-law staples such as compensation disputes,\textsuperscript{248} masters’ liability for servants’ negligence,\textsuperscript{249} and masters’ liability for servants’ workplace injuries or deaths.\textsuperscript{250} Inside the agrarian sector, however, labor-enticement cases dominated. Labor-enticement litigation can be best understood not as a legal offshoot of industrialization but rather as a racially neutral legal device that southern landowners used during the Jim Crow era to bolster their economic power and ensure a cheap and semicaptive workforce. Justice Wright sought to avoid these ends in \textit{Burgess} (1870) by finding that employers could not recover damages from third parties who deprived them of their workers’ labor. Had \textit{Burgess} prevailed, labor enticement cases
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involving agricultural workers presumably would not have been possible. But *Burgess*, like Reconstruction itself, was quickly overturned, and labor-enticement cases bloomed.

As Jim Crow hardened in the late-nineteenth century, South Carolina further undermined the bargaining position of farmworkers, most of whom were Black people. In 1880, South Carolina recriminalized labor enticement. (Labor enticement had briefly been criminalized under the state’s post–Civil War Black Code.) Labor enticers already could be sued privately; after 1880, they also risked criminal prosecution. Thomas Miller, a Black Republican who briefly represented South Carolina in the US House of Representatives, described the law’s effect during a congressional debate in 1891. Miller invoked a hypothetical case in which a South Carolina landowner forced a worker to toil without pay—in other words, reimposed a form of slavery. “In my State,” Miller said, “if the employer states verbally that the unpaid laborer of his plantation contracted to work for the year[,] no other farmer dares employ the man . . . [for] it is a misdemeanor so to do, the penalty is heavy, and the farmer who employs the unpaid, starving laborer of his neighbor is the victim of the court.” South Carolina was hardly alone. Virtually all southern states adopted criminal labor-enticement statutes. Most of these laws remained on the books until World War II.

In 1891, South Carolina, fearing an exodus of farmworkers, adopted a law designed to obstruct out-of-state labor recruitment. The law required “emigrant agents” (as out-of-state labor recruiters were known) to acquire $1000 annual licenses for every county in which they wished to recruit.
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With each new county (South Carolina had thirty-five at the time), and each new year, agents had to pony up another grand. Unlicensed recruiters faced fines of $500 to $5,000, or imprisonment for four months to two years, for “each and every offence.”256 Even though the emigrant-agent statute, like master-servant law generally, was racially neutral, everyone understood its racially specific intent. One commentator complained that the state’s politically dominant agrarians “refus[ed] to allow the negroes to leave.”257 Another described the bill as placing “a prohibitory duty” on recruiters who “carry off the colored population” to out-of-state jobs.258 It “ought to flatter the colored citizen,” this commentator quipped, “to know that he is so much wanted that obstruction is made to his emigration.”259

All of these legal devices—the emigrant agent law, theriminalization of labor enticement, the labor-enticement civil suits—shackled the “free” labor market. They were facially neutral, which shielded them from equal-protection attack, but widely understood to target Black South Carolinians. They undergirded the Jim Crow era’s repressive labor system, known variously as “peonage,” “involuntary servitude,” “the new dependency,” and “neo-slavery.”260

Justice Jonathan Jasper Wright envisioned a fairer South Carolina. He sought to use free-market means to achieve egalitarian ends. In coming decades, free-market means would migrate from the progressive left to the probusiness right.261 Wright’s egalitarian ends remain elusive.
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261. Godcharles v. Wigeman, 113 Pa. 431 (1886) [striking down a state law that required mining and manufacturing companies to pay wages in cash: “An attempt has been made by the legislature to do what, in this country, cannot be done; that is, prevent persons who are sui juris from making their own contracts”]; Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr., The Age of Jackson (Bos-
The precipitous decline of Wright’s dream, like its heady rise, shows how weak the law can be in the face of brute force. Back in 1860, slave law in South Carolina seemed an impregnable fortress. Ten years and a massive war later, it was no more, and Wright, the son of an enslaved person, sat on South Carolina’s highest bench. He used his position to construct a new employment law for the state, in which consensual labor contracts theoretically established horizontal relations between employers and employees, not vertical relations between masters and servants. Though carefully chiseled, Wright’s doctrine was a handsome ice sculpture in a South Carolina summer, destined to melt away. Before long, South Carolina “slaves” became “servants.” Masters remained masters.

And yet, the fall from Reconstruction’s heights did not return South Carolina to prewar depths. Emancipation held, as did many other bedrock legal achievements of Reconstruction. Black education, albeit on a separate-and-unequal basis, remained a constitutional mandate. The right of Blacks to marry, move about, own property, practice law, sue, be sued, make contracts, testify in court, hold public office, vote, and serve on juries were among Reconstruction’s legacies. Although, as we shall see, some of those rights were smothered during the Jim Crow era, none was extinguished entirely. Legal guardrails, both institutional and ideological, forged during Reconstruction, mattered. They constrained white supremacy, somewhat, through Jim Crow and beyond.
CHAPTER FOUR

Tucker v. Blease: Jim Crow Schools

On January 24, 1913, the trustees of the Dalcho School, an all-white public school in Dillon County, South Carolina, expelled Dudley, Eugene, and Herbert Kirby, ages ten, twelve, and fourteen, respectively. According to subsequent testimony, the Kirby boys were “good pupils” who “never . . . exercise[ed] any bad influence in school.” Moreover, the boys’ overwhelmingly white ancestry, in the words of the South Carolina Supreme Court, technically “entitled [them] to be classified as white.” They seemingly qualified in every way to attend the segregated Dalcho School. Nevertheless, because white locals believed that the Kirbys were “not of pure Caucasian blood,” and that therefore their removal was in the school’s best interest, the court, in Tucker v. Blease (South Carolina, 1914), upheld their dismissal.

This chapter uses the Kirbys’ story to examine public school segregation, a topic that, thanks to Brown v. Board of Education (US, 1954), would come, for a time, to symbolize the entire Jim Crow system that prevailed in the US South from the late-nineteenth through the mid-twentieth century. The two chapters that follow discuss two other components of Jim Crow: jury service (chapter 5) and lynching (chapter 6). Together, these three chapters add texture to our understanding of how white supremacy operated in the post-Reconstruction South. They depict abuse after abuse, as well as occasional glimmers of justice. They also challenge the conventional wisdom that Jim Crow marked the nadir, or low point, of African American history.

3. Ibid., 675.
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Howard University historian Rayford Logan provided the classic expression of this notion in his seminal 1954 book *The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir*. “The last decade of the nineteenth century and the opening of the twentieth century,” Logan wrote, “marked the nadir of the Negro’s status in American society.” Subsequent generations of historians have likewise referred to the Jim Crow era as “the nadir of the negro,” “the nadir of U.S. race relations,” “the nadir of African American history,” or simply “the nadir.”

Unquestionably, the twisting plunge from Reconstruction’s heights was brutal for Black southerners, marked, as it was, by disfranchisement, peonage, separate-and-unequal opportunities, and lynching, all undergirded by an unapologetic, militant ideology of white supremacy. Hard-won constitu-


tional rights were ripped away from Black arms, by force, violence, and law. United States Senator “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, South Carolina’s leading turn-of-the-century politician, acknowledged in 1906 that the law theoretically gave “Negroes” the same rights as it gave “the Caucasians” but vowed that Black southerners would “never have those rights,” for “the white people of the south,” on whose behalf he claimed to speak, regarded the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments as “mere pieces of paper and a bit [of] wasted ink.” With South Carolina in mind, Tillman figured that there were enough Black Republicans “to outvote the whites . . . if they [Black Republicans] were allowed to vote.” Fortunately, he said, there were enough “shotguns . . . to carry the elections for the Democrats.” During the Jim Crow era, Tillman and company relegated Black southerners to a demeaning form of second-class citizenship. Northerners, including the Republican Party, acquiesced.

And yet, although the status of Black southerners undeniably plummeted in the decades surrounding 1900, it never approached the depths of slavery. Separate-and-unequal Jim Crow schooling was indefensible, but not as indefensible as the criminalization of education under slavery. During Jim Crow, few Black South Carolinians were able to vote or serve on juries, despite what the US Constitution said. During slavery, no Black South Carolinians, free or enslaved, were permitted to vote or serve on juries, precisely because of what the state constitution said. If Jim Crow “marked the nadir of the Negro’s status in American society,” what did the era of slavery mark?

Admittedly, lynching was a Jim Crow–era horror with no exact antebellum correlate. Slavers had a powerful profit motive not to kill enslaved workers so wantonly. But lynching, a lethal, quasi-public form of racial terror, was, in a way, a Jim Crow–era replacement for the usually nonlethal, private form of racial terror that prevailed during slavery. Lynching can also be seen as a white supremacist response to Black advances. Lynching rates rose as interracial economic competition increased.

It might also be noted that many Reconstruction-era advances persisted

11. Ibid.
through the Jim Crow years. As the present chapter shows, nonwhite South Carolinians continued to have access to public education. Jim Crow public schools were segregated, of course, but so were most Reconstruction-era schools.\textsuperscript{14} Unquestionably, the “equal” in “separate but equal” never ceased to be a cruel joke. Funding disparities favoring white public schools were huge at the dawn of Jim Crow. Then they increased.\textsuperscript{15} “Separate but equal” logic, however, occasionally raised the floor for Black education. For example, the same Constitution of 1895 that effectively disfranchised Black South Carolinians also ordered the establishment of the state’s first publicly funded land-grant college for “colored” students, with “representation to be given” in the selection of “professors and instructors” to “the men and women of the negro race.”\textsuperscript{16} Black illiteracy in South Carolina—an estimated 95 percent before emancipation\textsuperscript{17} and almost 80 percent following Reconstruction\textsuperscript{18}—declined steadily during Jim Crow: to roughly 50 percent in 1900,\textsuperscript{19} 40 percent in 1910,\textsuperscript{20} and 30 percent in 1920.\textsuperscript{21} By 1940, racial gaps in school-attendance rates were modest: 51 percent of young Black South Carolinians attended school, as did 56 percent of young white


\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., 448.

\textsuperscript{16} S.C. Const. art. XI, § 8 (1895). The state already funded whites-only Clemson, Winthrop, and the University of South Carolina. It risked losing federal “land grant” funding unless it either admitted Black students to its existing land-grant colleges or opened an alternative for nonwhite students. The so-called Second Morrill Act (Agricultural College Act of 1890 [26 Stat. 417, 7 U.S.C. § 321 et seq.]), which the US Congress adopted in 1890, ordered states that, on racial grounds, denied Black applicants admission to federally funded land-grant colleges to provide separate institutions for nonwhite students. The constitutional convention chose the latter course. It ordered the State Assembly to establish a land-grant college for “colored” students. That university is known today as South Carolina State University. William C. Hine, \textit{South Carolina State University: A Black Land-Grant College in Jim Crow America} (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2018).

\textsuperscript{17} Edgar, \textit{South Carolina}, 299.

\textsuperscript{18} The actual figure was 78.5 percent. Ibid., 421.

\textsuperscript{19} The actual figure was 52.8 percent. \textit{Thirteenth Census of the United States, Taken in the Year 1910}, vol. 3, Population, 1910 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1913), 655.

\textsuperscript{20} The actual figure was 38.7 percent. Ibid.

South Carolinians. Nonwhite schools, including historically Black colleges, remained an important legacy of Reconstruction, funding disparities notwithstanding.

Another Reconstruction-era advance that persisted despite white supremacist opposition was the freedom of Black people to migrate legally, an option unavailable to enslaved people. Industrial jobs pulled Black South Carolinians northward, especially when European immigration slowed during and after World War I. Southern atrocities, meanwhile, pushed them. Sympathetic observers noted that repeated “outrages upon Negro men and women” committed by “South Carolina mobs,” along with the state’s “double standard of justice as between black and white,” furnished a powerful “impetus to migration.” (One curious northerner took to asking Black migrants about their decisions to leave the South. “Aren’t you afraid it will be too cold for you in this part of the country?” Migrants typically replied, “I’d rather take my chance of freezing to death up here than run the risk of being roasted alive, tied to a stake down South.”) During the Jim Crow era, millions of Black southerners voted with their feet in this way. The South Carolina population was 60 percent Black in 1890, but only 46 percent Black in 1930.

Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate the persistence, through the Jim Crow years, of another important legacy of Reconstruction: the continued ability of Black South Carolinians to litigate in the state’s courts, sometimes represented by Black lawyers.


Even the cornerstone of Jim Crow law in South Carolina, the disfranchising Constitution of 1895, demonstrates the persistence of some Reconstruction-era protections. That constitution’s universally understood goal was, as one contemporary pundit wrote, to “disfranchise the negro.”27 As chapter 5 demonstrates, the new constitution went far toward achieving this goal, using such indirect devices as literacy tests, “understanding” clauses, and poll taxes.28 These indirect devices had the residual effect of disfranchising some poor white voters. White supremacists would have preferred a more direct route: white-only voting rights, such as had existed prior to emancipation. But Reconstruction-era laws constrained them. As one white advocate of Black disfranchisement put it at the 1895 constitutional convention, the challenge was to “get around the Chinese wall, the impassable bulwark which the Fifteenth Amendment throws around the negroes.”29

The resulting indirect disfranchisement schemes did not please everyone. The few Black delegates at the convention “asked and obtained permission to be excused from signing the Constitution.”30 Some white delegates, including some advocates of white supremacy, also opposed the new constitution’s disfranchisement schemes. J. W. Gray, a white delegate, voted against the suffrage provisions at the convention because, in addition to disfranchising some white voters, which he opposed, the provisions would open the convention to charges that it had mounted a “conspiracy to defraud a certain class of American citizens in the exercise of the elective franchise.” Gray, a lawyer, “greatly fear[ed that] this charge may be sustained in the United States Supreme Court.”31 I. Harleston Read, another white delegate, likewise opposed the constitution’s vague “understanding clause” because it “open[ed] the door for fraud” in the voter registration process and was likely “to be upset if tested” in the federal courts.32 Their worries were misplaced. The federal courts did almost nothing to protect Black voting rights
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during these years.\textsuperscript{33} Yet Jim Crow–era white supremacists were clearly aware that some legal legacies of Reconstruction had not been fully erased.

The white-supremacist impulse raged so intensely at the 1895 constitutional convention that modern observers might easily overlook how encumbered white supremacists of the time imagined themselves to be. Ben Tillman’s older brother George addressed the convention at its close. He praised the convention’s handiwork—the disfranchising constitution—as the best that could be achieved given the day’s constraints. But he rued those constraints, which, he said, Republicans had clapped around the white South’s wrists during Reconstruction and which still restricted white southerners in the exercise of the dominance that was their racial birthright. The new constitution was “not such an instrument as we would have made if we had been a free people,” Tillman said, with reference to white South Carolinians. “We are not a free people. We have not been since the war. . . . If we were free, instead of having negro suffrage, we would have negro slavery.”\textsuperscript{34}

Racial hierarchy anchored George Tillman’s worldview. “I have an abiding faith in the Anglo-Saxon race,” he declared, “as there has never been a considerable number of them together anywhere that they did not dominate any race with which they came into contact.” “Whatever may happen,” Tillman told the assembled delegates, “I have faith that they [Anglo-Saxons] will rule.”\textsuperscript{35} George Tillman was no pariah. His convention-closing remarks stirred “prolonged applause.”\textsuperscript{36}

The present chapter is a case study of \textit{Tucker v. Blease}, the school-segregation case described above, in which school leaders, Board of Education officials, and ultimately the South Carolina Supreme Court had to decide which public school a group of mixed-race siblings should attend. The chapter highlights South Carolina’s continued obsession with racial categories.\textsuperscript{37} The way the government treated its citizens—even during
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childhood, even in their home communities—depended entirely upon their perceived racial classifications. That was true under slavery. It remained true under Jim Crow, though the stakes were lower.

The chapter also demonstrates how fuzzy legal lines could be at the racial margins. In South Carolina, the law of racial determination was characterized by relatively weak legislative guidelines, a relatively strong tradition of local community control, dogged white determination to patrol the boundaries of whiteness, and an appellate judiciary powerful enough to rewrite even constitutionally mandated rules.

*Tucker* also highlights the centrality of state-level legal systems to the so-called Black-white paradigm—the misleading notion that America’s racial palette historically contained only two colors. The *Tucker* ruling conceptualized South Carolina as a place containing just two sorts of people: “those with and those without negro blood.”38 Hidden beneath the surface of the published opinion in the case, however, was a fact that previous scholars have overlooked.39 The Kirby boys were not alleged to have “negro” ancestry, and their neighbors did not seek to send them to “negro” schools. Instead, the siblings were alleged to have Croatan Indian ancestry, and their neighbors sought to send them to Indian schools. The legal system, however, filtered out this complexity. By the time the South Carolina Supreme Court ruled, the dispute’s multicultural features had all but disappeared. Subsequent journalists, law reporters, lawyers, and scholars would all assume, wrongly, that the case involved only Black people and white people. In *Tucker v. Blease*, the judicial process served as a primitive camera, turning America’s multicolored rainbow into grainy Black and white.40

---


The Croatan Indians of Dillon County

Dillon County lies in northeastern South Carolina, across state line from Robeson County, a famously triracial North Carolina county whose population historically divided into three groups of roughly equal size: Indians, whites, and Blacks. Robeson County is the traditional home of the Native American group known today as the Lumbee Tribe. In 1885, North Carolina officially recognized this group as the “Croatan Indians of Robeson County.” The state renamed them “Indians of Robeson County” in 1911, “Cherokee Indians of Robeson County” in 1913, and “Lumbee Indians” in 1953. According to the 1910 census, the Croatans were the seventh largest Indian tribe in the nation, with an official population of about six thousand. Most Croatans lived in North Carolina’s Robeson County, which, since the 1880s, had maintained three-way school segregation: white, Black, and Indian. Over the years, the Croatan population slowly spread to surrounding counties. Three-way segregation spread too.

Dillon County, South Carolina, was among the surrounding counties that contained small pockets of Croatans. The US census for 1910 reported that Dillon County contained over eleven thousand “negros,” just under eleven thousand white people, and seventy-seven “Indians,” many of

41. Thomas Hunter McEaddy, “The Creation of Dillon County” (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1971), held at the Dillon County Library.


45. Thirteenth Census of the United States, 660.
whom had migrated from North Carolina. The county’s “Indian” population was larger than reported; many Indians appeared in the census as “mulattos,” not Indians, a common practice nationally.

Locally, Dillon County’s “Croatans” were a recognized social group. Newspapers routinely affixed that label in stories. One 1911 article described an altercation in Dillon County involving “Pierce Allen, white,” “Dave Allen, a negro,” and “Esau Locklear, a Croatan.” Another story from Dillon County introduced John Miller as “an old Croatan.” A third reported that Ed Chavis, “a Croatan,” had shot and seriously wounded Bob Locklear, “Croatan.”

North Carolina officially mandated three-way school segregation in areas where Croatans were numerous. At the statewide level, at least, South Carolina, with a much smaller Croatan population, employed just two-way school segregation. At the 1895 Constitutional Convention, South Carolina Governor John Gary Evans declared that “experience has proved the wisdom of separate education for the races.” Although he urged that public schools be “liberally supported by taxation,” given that education was a prerequisite to citizenship and therefore “the most serious” issue that state government handled, he insisted that districts provide separate “white and colored school[s],” implicitly recognizing that Black South Carolinians were citizens of the state and therefore deserving of state-funded education, albeit in segregated form. The 1895 constitution implemented this racial binary, mandating that the state provide separate schools “for children of the white and colored races,” respectively, and stipulating that “no child of

46. One sample of twenty-four Dillon County “Indians” listed in the 1910 census contained thirteen who had been born in North Carolina. Many of these Dillon County Indians had surnames that, despite unusual spellings, Robeson County residents would, to this day, recognize as “Lumbee”; e.g., Oxendine, Locklayer, Chavas, Dials. United States Census, Dillon County, South Carolina, 1910, HeritageQuest Online, https://www.ancestryheritagequest.com/search/categories/usfedcen/.
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either race shall ever be permitted to attend a school provided for children of the other race.”52 (The two-way segregation could have been even more complete. At the 1895 convention, white delegate J. P. Derham of Horry County proposed that counties segregate not just their schools, but also their school taxes. “There shall be two funds in each County,” Derham explained, “one for the support of the public schools for the whites” and another “for the support of the school[s] for the negroes.” Individual taxpayers would designate the fund to which they wanted their school taxes to go. The measure failed.)53 In line with these binary racial norms, Dillon County officials listed just two sorts of schools there: “White” and “Negro.”54

At the local level, however, some South Carolina communities quietly maintained three-way school segregation, with separate schools for “whites,” “negroes,” and “Indians,” respectively. Dillon County’s Oakland District No. 5, for instance, supported “a white school, a negro school, and a school for the descendants of the Indian race.”55 Where it existed, this localized, three-way school segregation appears to have resulted both from anti-Croatan racism among whites and from anti-Black racism among Croatans.56 The apparent Croatan disinclination to attend “negro” schools may also have reflected their awareness that Black schools were dreadfully under-funded. Statewide, per-student spending in South Carolina was substantially higher for white people than for Black people. The racial funding gap had grown since the 1880s, reflecting the consolidation of Jim Crow.57 In few places was the funding gap larger than in Dillon County. Around the time of the Kirby boys’ expulsion, Dillon County spent twenty-five dollars and fifty-six cents per white student per year. The comparable figure for “negro” students: one dollar and twenty-eight cents. Croatan families may have rightly concluded that educational opportunities in the “negro” schools were not robust.58
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The Kirbys

John and Annie Kirby, the parents of Dudley, Eugene, and Herbert, had always lived as “white,” as had their eight children. The Kirbys attended white churches. Their children attended white schools. The census classified them as white.59 The family associated with whites.60 By local standards, the Kirbys were well-to-do. At a time when land-renters (tenant farmers, sharecroppers) outnumbered landowners in rural Dillon County by almost three to one, the Kirbys owned hundreds of acres.61

Beginning in 1909, however, a series of tragedies buffeted the family. In June of that year, John Kirby, the children’s father, was shot and killed by a local physician following an altercation.62 A few months later, seventeen-year-old daughter Lucy died.63 The 1910 census, taken locally in May, lists the widowed Annie Kirby, white, living with her seven surviving and still-unmarried children, all white, on a Dillon County farm that she owned outright (no mortgage).64 Although Annie Kirby could neither read nor write, her five school-aged children could. Six months later, Annie Kirby died, orphaning her seven children. The still-visible epitaph on her headstone in Mt. Holly Cemetery (a historically whites-only graveyard in Dillon County) evoked the suffering of the entire Kirby family: “How many hopes lie buried here.”65

59. 1900 United States Census, Dillon County, South Carolina, roll 1535, 154; 1910 United States Census, Dillon County, South Carolina, roll 1458, 171. HeritageQuest, https://www.ancestryheritagequest.com/search/categories/usfedcen/.
60. Tucker v. Blease, 671.
63. Lucy Kirby died on November 16, 1909, just days before her eighteenth birthday. Headstone, Mt. Holly Cemetery, Dillon County.
64. The children were: Eddie, 15; Lila, 10; Herbert, 9; Eugene, 8; Dudley, 7; Dessie, 5; and John C. 3. United States Census of 1910, South Carolina, Dillon County, Manning Township, Supervisor’s District no. 60, Enumeration District No. 68, sheet no. 17B, HeritageQuest, https://www.ancestryheritagequest.com/search/categories/usfedcen/.
65. Annie Kirby died on November 11, 1910. Headstone, Mt. Holly Cemetery, Dillon County, South Carolina. Mt. Holly Cemetery appears to have been historically for white people, as suggested by the burial there of several white Confederate Civil War veterans. See
The Kirby children moved in with their mother’s sister, Sarah Tucker, in Dillon County’s Bethea Township. Sarah and her husband George were in their early forties. Years previously, they had lost their only child, two-year old daughter Mary, a loss that may have predisposed them to respond sympathetically to the Kirbys’ misfortunes. George Tucker was “an industrious and successful farmer.” He and Sarah were consistently known as white people.66

The Tuckers lived in the Dalcho School District. For a time, Dalcho, one of Dillon County’s Croatan population pockets, maintained separate public schools for white students, “negro” students, and Indian students, respectively.67 The Indian school, however, failed to retain its teachers and closed. By the time the Kirby children moved to the area, only white and “negro” schools remained.

Herbert, Eugene, and Dudley Kirby chose the white option, as they had throughout their lives.68 In Dalcho, that meant the Dalcho School. As southern-born legal scholar Charles Black later remarked of Jim Crow school-naming practices, “When you are in Leeville and hear someone say ‘Leeville High,’ you know he has reference to the white high school.” Schools for nonwhite students had other names.69 So it was in Dalcho. The Kirby boys enrolled in the all-white, highly regarded Dalcho School.70 Before they could graduate, however, the school’s trustees expelled them on account of their race.

---
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Expulsion

The Kirbys’ expulsion from the Dalcho School reveals how uncertain racial definitions were at the time. Different sources of legal authority competed to define racial identity. Unlike, say, the centralized and professionalized system of racial determination that prevailed decades later in Nazi Germany,71 racial determination in early-twentieth-century South Carolina had a notably grassroots feel.

The racial expulsion of the Kirby children occurred during their third year at the Dalcho School. It was initiated not by state officials or even local school administrators, but rather by crusading white neighbors. Sam Edwards, a Dalcho School parent, “dictated and circulated”72 a petition demanding the dismissal of all nonwhite students. Although the petition did not name Dudley, Eugene, or Herbert, everyone understood that the Kirby boys were, in fact, its targets. Bad blood existed between the Edwardses and the Kirbys. Sam Edwards’s brother was the local physician who, four years previously, had killed John Kirby, the boys’ father, following an altercation. Sam Edwards’s insistent denial at a subsequent hearing that his petition had “anything to do with the killing of John Kirby” reveals local suspicion that a connection may have existed.73 (It also raises the possibility that a dispute over racial reputation may have had something to do with the killing of John Kirby.)

Many Dalcho School parents and some others signed Sam Edwards’s petition, which Edwards then delivered to the school’s board of trustees.74 Trustee chair John D. Coleman was familiar with local doubts about the Kirbys’ whiteness. Questions had arisen when the light-skinned Kirby orphans first applied for admission to Dalcho, Coleman later testified. Nonetheless, out of respect for George Tucker, the boys’ highly regarded (and indisputably “white”) uncle, the trustees thought it a business thing to

do” to let them attend Dalcho. The trustees vowed to reconsider their offer of admission, however, should the boys’ attendance “in some way become detrimental” to the school.

Subsequent events persuaded the trustees to reconsider. Following the Kirbys’ matriculation, four other allegedly mixed-race children, “some of whom were a good deal darker” than the Kirbys, sought to enroll. That, plus Edwards’s petition, convinced the board to dismiss the Kirbys (and, presumably, the other allegedly mixed-race children). These students’ continued attendance at Dalcho was not in the school’s best interest, the trustees reasoned. After all, parents of the school’s other pupils demonstrably did “not want their children raised up with” their kind. On January 24, 1913, the trustees dismissed Dudley, Eugene, and Herbert Kirby. They then “had a talk . . . with Mr. Tucker,” and explained why the boys had been dismissed: they “were not white.”

When determining the Kirby boys’ racial identity, parents and trustees alike ignored the racial formulas in the South Carolina Constitution of 1895. The constitution’s marital provisions considered anyone with “one-eighth or more negro blood” to be Black. Although the constitution was ostensibly the state’s supreme law, the Dalcho School’s trustees ignored its one-eighth rule entirely. Nor did they rely on their eyes. The children’s appearance and behavior seemed unimportant. Instead, trustees relied on their ears. The boys’ community reputation would determine their racial identity. “In dismissing them,” trustee chair Coleman later explained, “we did not investigate what mixture of blood was in them.” Instead, Coleman based his vote on “what [he had] heard people say.” Trustee J. F. Williams reported that the board “did not act from appearance” but rather from “reputation and petition.” Trustee L. E. Dew explained that the Kirbys were dismissed “because they had the reputation of not being pure-blooded.”

George Tucker appealed his nephews’ expulsion. Much like the trustees, he based his racial arguments on local reputation, not ancestral arithmetic,
the eyeball test, or state law. The Kirby children, he insisted, had “never been considered anything but white.” On February 24, 1913, a month after the dismissals, the Dillon County Board of Education conducted a hearing. The most explicit testimony about the Kirby children’s racial identity alleged that they were Croatan Indian. Dalcho resident G. F. Bethea testified that the late John Kirby, the children’s father, “was considered a Croatan.” A school trustee stated that the children were “neither white nor black, but were Croatan.”

Describing someone as “Croatan” raised as many genealogical questions as it answered. According to the 1910 census, only about 8 percent of Croatans were “full blooded” Indians. The rest were “mixed blood.” No Indian tribe in the country had a higher proportion of “mixed blooded” members. Although most Croatans mixed Indian with white lineage, an estimated 12 percent, according to the 1910 census, had partial “negro” ancestry. If the testimony at the Kirby hearing is to be believed, however, the Kirbys were not among the minority of Croatans who had “negro” ancestry. No witness alleged that the Kirbys had any “negro” blood.

The testimony offered at the board of education hearing demonstrates that school officials imagined a three-way local racial divide and placed the Kirby children in the Croatan category. At the time, the Dalcho School District contained approximately eighty white students and one hundred and twenty “negro” students. Yet trustee Coleman stated that the Kirbys belonged to a third racial classification, one whose school-age cohort in the district numbered just “10 or 12.” He meant the Croatans. The school to which the trustees proposed sending the Kirbys provides additional evidence of the trustees’ intent. As of 1913, the Dalcho district operated one “white” school (the Dalcho School) and two “negro” schools. Yet when considering where the expelled Kirbys might study, the trustees admitted that the district operated no schools for “children of this class”—Croatans. Years

---
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previously, trustee Coleman stated, the district had “established a separate school” for “children of this class,” who were neither Black nor white. Unable to retain a sufficient number of teachers, however, the school closed, leaving no local educational options for “children of this class.” He meant Croatans.

The Legal System Imposes the Black-White Paradigm

The further the case traveled from Dalcho, up through the South Carolina appeals process, the more the boys’ alleged Croatan ancestry faded, and the more the case resembled a binary (Black-white) racial quarrel involving the one-drop-of-“negro”-blood rule. Although neither the one-drop rule nor any allegations of “negro blood” figured in the factual record of the Kirby case, the South Carolina courts invoked it because it was useful to the statewide administration of Jim Crow.

The Board of Education Hearing

The attorneys for both sides were from the local area, and thus were familiar with local segregation of Croatans. Both legal teams, however, had extensive statewide legal experience and thus understood how state-level legal elites thought. James Gibson, the lawyer who represented George Tucker, was both a leading member of the Dillon County bar and a familiar presence in the State Supreme Court. Lanneau D. Lide, who represented school officials, was from neighboring Marion County. He also had a statewide professional portfolio.

The only known surviving record of the Dillon County Board of Educa-

90. Tucker v. Blease, 669. Trustee Chair Coleman further distinguished the Kirbys’ “class” from “negroes” when adding that “people of this [the Kirbys’] class had a space set apart for them in Catfish Baptist church, as did also the negroes.” Ibid.


tion hearing reports no lawyer questions—only witness testimony. Nonetheless, the synopsis strongly suggests that lawyers’ questions guided witness testimony. This is evident both from the substance of the witnesses’ remarks and from references to “cross-examination” and “redirect examination.” Guided by lawyers’ questions, witnesses played down the case’s locally distinctive triracialism and played up the Black-white binary. Few witnesses provided positive declarations about the Kirbys’ alleged Croatan identity. The assertion that the Kirbys were “neither white nor black, but were Croatan” was an outlier. Instead, guided by lawyers’ questions, witnesses tended to testify in negative terms that fit the Black-white paradigm: the Kirbys were “not white,” “not clear-blooded,” “not pure white,” and “not [of] pure Caucasian blood.” Some witnesses who did make positive declarations about the Kirbys’ racial identity did so in a guarded way, referring to the Kirbys as “mixed” or “colored.” No witnesses claimed that the Kirbys were “negroes” or had any “negro blood.”

The influence of lawyers was even more conspicuous in a series of questions about the Kirby family’s interactions with other racial groups. Even though local expulsion advocates considered the Kirby children to be part Croatan, lawyers, being familiar with statewide legal norms, repeatedly asked witnesses to comment on the extent to which the boys associated with “negroes,” but not Croatans. “I never heard of her . . . associating with negroes,” S. T. Godbolt testified in apparent response to a lawyer’s query about the Kirby boys’ mother. Other witnesses stated that neither the boys’ father nor the boys themselves had associated with “negroes.”

Lawyers appear similarly to have asked witnesses to discuss the Kirbys’
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interactions with white people. John Sellers had heard that the Kirbys attended white churches and schools.\textsuperscript{105} J. E. Henry and John Hayes reported that John Kirby “associated with white people in a business way.”\textsuperscript{106}

When considered in the context of the Dalcho School District, this line of questioning, especially as it pertained to the Kirbys’ associations with “negroes,” seems irrelevant. Expulsion advocates, after all, considered the boys part Croatan, not part “negro,” and sought their removal to a Croatan school, not a “negro” school. Yet no witness seems to have been asked to comment about the Kirbys’ associations with Croatans. Statewide, and indeed nationwide, association with “negroes” was a standard feature of racial determination cases; association with Croatans was not. The lawyers’ awareness of this broader legal culture apparently led them to generate a factual record in this triracial dispute that would fit comfortably within the biracial legal paradigm that Jim Crow supporters were working to consolidate.

\textbf{The South Carolina Supreme Court}

In the spring of 1914, following losses in the Dillon County Board of Education and the South Carolina Board of Education, George Tucker appealed his nephews’ expulsions to the South Carolina Supreme Court. He fared no better there. Chief Justice Eugene Gary’s ruling upheld the boys’ dismissals and steered South Carolina racial determination law away from the state constitution’s one-eighth rule and toward the one-drop rule. Justice Gary’s decision also furthered the process, begun below, of filtering out evidence of the boys’ allegedly Croatan heritage. He analyzed the case in strictly Black-and-white terms.

Two factors help explain the \textit{Tucker} court’s imposition of the Black-white paradigm. The first looks backward, to legal precedent. Much of the prevailing law at the time—constitutional law, statutory law, and case law—emphasized a Black-white racial binary. Chief Justice Gary quoted the school-segregation provision of the South Carolina Constitution of 1895.\textsuperscript{107} That provision divided the state’s children into two groups, “white and col-
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ored,” and declared, in binary terms, that “no child of either race shall ever be permitted to attend a school provided for children of the other race.”

Gary also quoted South Carolina’s legal bans on interracial marriages, which specified the degree (one-eighth or more) of “negro blood” that would prevent someone from marrying a white person in the state. In addition, Gary invoked classic segregationist precedents such as *Plessy v. Ferguson*, as well as passages from previous South Carolina racial determination cases that contained phrases such as the “admixture of negro blood” and degrees of “African stock.” The judicial impulse to discuss new facts in terms of old authorities surely influenced Gary’s binary, Black-white analysis.

But when Chief Justice Gary folded under the irregular, Croatan edges of the *Tucker* case so that it would fit within the Black-white paradigm, he was also looking forward, to the precedent he hoped to set. Gary was a committed promoter of Jim Crow, in the tradition of his mentor, South Carolina Senator “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman. Gary owed his public career to his association with Tillman. In 1890, when Tillman first ran for South Carolina governor, Gary was his running mate, as Democratic candidate for lieutenant governor.

The South Carolina Democratic Party’s campaign that year was overtly white supremacist. “White supremacy is the bulwark of our civilization,” their platform proclaimed. The platform denounced a federal proposal to protect Black voting rights. It championed segregated, Jim Crow education and urged that school districts be drawn so as to allow “one white and one colored” school per district, “separate and distinct.” It urged a constitutional convention to replace what Gary’s stump speeches repeatedly denounced as the “carpet-bagger” Constitution of 1868. The Tillman-Gary ticket swept to victory.
In 1893, Tillman appointed Gary to the South Carolina Supreme Court, prompting rumors that the governor was hatching a “Plot to Change the State Judiciary” by packing it with “Subservient Judges.” Critics, underwhelmed by Gary’s legal credentials, attributed his rise to his tight grip on Tillman’s coattails. Gary “caught on early” to those coattails, critics sneered, “and . . . never let go.” Subsequent commentators referred to Gary as a “Tillmanite” judge. Governor Tillman himself infuriated critics by allegedly “taking it for granted and advertising to the world” that Justice Gary would “do what B. R. Tillman want[ed] him to do” on the bench. In 1912, Gary rose to the position of Chief Justice.

*Tucker v. Blease* presented Chief Justice Gary with an opportunity to sharpen the color line separating white people from Black people. South Carolina did not yet follow the one-drop rule. It followed the one-eighth rule, as articulated in the marital provision of the 1895 Constitution, which made it unlawful for a white person to marry anyone “who shall have one-eighth or more negro blood.” White supremacists objected to the one-eighth rule because they believed that it legitimated racial mixing. As Chief Justice Gary recognized in *Tucker*, the one-eighth rule entitled “the child of parents, where one of them was a white person, and the other had less than one-eighth of negro blood, to be classed as a white person.” Under South Carolina law, in other words, some people with “negro blood” technically counted as white people and could marry, and have children with, whites. To the committed white supremacist, this prospect was anathema. Gary sought to close this loophole.

Chief Justice Gary candidly acknowledged that the one-eighth rule, if applied in *Tucker*, would compel the children’s reinstatement. Even if the so-called nonwhite “blood” in question had been “negro,” not Croatan, its


proportion in the Kirby children’s veins was far less than one-eighth. Only one witness at the Dillon County Board of Education hearing, John Sellers, offered specific testimony regarding the racial makeup of the Kirby children. Sellers, an authority on local history and genealogy, traced the Kirby family tree and found that the fraction of nonwhite blood in the Kirby children’s veins was “one-thirty-second”—well below the one-eighth threshold. No witness challenged Sellers’s findings. The clarity of this testimony led Chief Justice Gary to a conclusion that was as inescapable as it was (to him) disagreeable: as a technical legal matter, the Kirby boys were “entitled to be classed as white.”

But Gary would not leave it at that. He chose to overlook the constitution and its one-eighth rule, even though it was the supreme law of his state. Instead, in tones reminiscent of the day’s sociological jurisprudence, he suggested that good legal thinkers should occasionally get their noses out of law books and consider the real world. “The law recognizes that there is a social element,” he reasoned, “arising from racial instinct.” Chief Justice Gary was not the first Jim Crow–era jurist to invoke the concept of a “racial instinct.” The US Supreme Court previously did so in *Plessy v. Ferguson*. In Gary’s mind, a “racial instinct” arose naturally “between those with and those without negro blood.” With this phrasing—the divide between “those with and those without negro blood”—Gary overrode the state constitution’s one-eighth rule. He held that a child of a mixed marriage, whose nonwhite parent had less than one-eighth “negro” blood, was entitled to “exercise all the legal rights of a white person, except those arising from a proper classification, when equal accommodations are afforded.” Gary thus legitimated the white parents’ complaints about the Kirby children’s continued presence at the Dalcho School, complaints that, he implied, had naturally arisen due to the “racial instinct” that divided “those with” from “those without negro blood.” The Chief Justice invoked this “negro blood” factor even though the record in *Tucker* contained no evidence that the Kirby children had any “negro blood.”

Gary concluded that the Kirbys’ dismissals were justified. He cited a

---
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124. “Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts, or to abolish distinctions based upon physical differences, and the attempt to do so can only result in accentuating the difficulties of the present situation.” *Plessy v. Ferguson*, 163 U.S. 537, 551 (1896).
1912 South Carolina law authorizing public school trustees “to dismiss pupils, when the best interest of the schools” warranted it.126 “The decided majority of the [parents] would refuse to send their children to the Dalcho school if the Kirby children were allowed to continue in attendance,” Gary asserted. “Tested by the maxim, ‘The greatest good to the largest number,’ it would seem to be far better that the children in question should be segregated than that the large majority of the children attending that school should be denied educational advantages.” As long as the Kirby children and others of “their class” were provided separate-but-equal accommodations, he reasoned, their exclusion from Dalcho School was legal, even though the state constitution’s one-eighth rule technically entitled them “to be classed as white” and attend that school.

One of Chief Justice Gary’s Supreme Court colleagues appears to have rejected his reasoning, at least initially. In April of 1914, when the Tucker ruling first appeared, newspapers reported that Associate Justice George W. Gage had dissented. Gage was a newcomer to the court127 who appears to have been more racially liberal than the Tillmanite chief justice.128 Presumably believing that the 1895 Constitution’s one-eighth rule settled the matter, Gage apparently opposed Gary’s judicial imposition of the one-drop rule. “If these [Kirby] children are white and are ‘entitled to be classed as white,’” Gage reportedly argued, “then they may not be rightfully excluded from schools made up of white children.”129 For reasons unknown, however, Gage subsequently withdrew his dissent.130 The published opinion itself contains no evidence of a dissenting opinion.131

126. Subdivision 3 of section 1761, South Carolina Code of Laws 1912, providing that public schools’ boards of trustees “shall . . . have authority . . . to dismiss pupils, when the best interest of the schools make it necessary.”
Officially, then, a unanimous South Carolina Supreme Court used a case concerning Croatan students—not Black students—to sharpen the line between “those with and those without negro blood.”

The Case Lives On

Chief Justice Gary’s ruling achieved its desired effect. It imposed the one-drop rule and a binary conception of race upon state law.\(^{132}\) Newspaper reporting on the case accepted the Black-white paradigm. Press coverage mentioned nothing about the Kirbys’ alleged Croatan origins or segregated Indian schooling. Instead, it emphasized the case’s implications for Black-white relations. In the state capital, the *Columbia Record* described *Tucker v. Blease* as “an illuminating commentary on the social condition of the negro in this State and generally throughout the South.”\(^{133}\) Papers across the region followed suit.\(^{134}\)

Legal scholars have generally written about the case in similar terms. A 1934 piece in the *California Law Review* invoked *Tucker* while discussing the proposition that “the least ascertainable trace of negro blood” might control in some areas, such as school segregation, even if other standards for racial determination applied in other areas, such as marriage.\(^{135}\) A 1951 piece in the *Michigan Law Review* cited *Tucker* to argue that even white-seeming children might legally be barred from white schools “if there were a solitary distant Negro forebear.”\(^{136}\) Recent scholarship continues to invoke *Tucker* when discussing Jim Crow–era legal treatment of “whites with African ancestry.”\(^{137}\)

\(^{132}\) Sharfstein, “Crossing the Color Line,” 654.

\(^{133}\) “Tree Children Are Prohibited in School Rooms,” *Columbia (SC) Record*, April 22, 1914, 5.

\(^{134}\) See “Supreme Court Bars Children of Caucasian Blood,” *Greenville (SC) Daily News* (South Carolina), April 23, 1914, 8; “These Children Must Quit School for Whites,” *News and Courier* (Charleston, SC), April 22, 1914, 3; “Barred from White School,” *Charlotte (NC) Observer*, 22 Apr., 1914, 9. For a more neutral write-up of the ruling, one that does not mention the “condition of the negro,” see “Sustains Ruling of State Board: Supreme Court Decides the Dalcho School Case,” *The State*, April 22, 1914, 14.


\(^{137}\) Sharfstein, “Crossing the Color Line,” 655. See also J. Anthony Paredes, ed., *Indians of*
Three subsequent appellate rulings cited Tucker. All three discussed the case in racially binary terms. Johnson v. Board of Education, a 1914 school segregation ruling from North Carolina, described Tucker v. Blease, then just months old, as a case whose “facts [were] practically the same as those in this record,” even though Johnson, unlike Tucker, specified that the children in question had “partial Negro parentage.” The 1920 Oklahoma school segregation case Jelsma v. Butler included Tucker in a long list of cases establishing, in racially binary terms, the constitutionality of segregating Blacks and whites “by requiring separate schools for each and prohibiting members of either race from attending the school provided for the other.” Perhaps most intriguing is Gong Lum v. Rice, a 1927 case from the United States Supreme Court. Martha Lum was a Chinese student who wanted to attend an all-white public school, rather than the “colored” school that Mississippi had ordered her to attend. “Colored,” her lawyers argued, “describes only one race, and that is the negro.” In defense of this proposition, her lawyers cited, ironically, Tucker v. Blease.

Late in the twentieth century, legal indexers at the influential LexisNexis corporation prepared a “Case Summary” of Tucker v. Blease for inclusion in its widely used electronic database of US legal opinions. The LexisNexis synopsis eclipsed even Chief Justice Gary’s original opinion in its reinforcement of the Black-white paradigm. Recall that Gary’s 1914 ruling masked testimony alleging that the Kirbys were part Croatan and implied, though did not explicitly assert, that the children were part “negro.” LexisNexis was not so guarded. Its “Case Summary” reported that the Kirbys were dismissed from school “because they were allegedly part black.”

---

the Southeastern United States in the Late Twentieth Century (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1992), 82. For a different, but also inaccurate, take on Tucker, see Frank W. Sweet, Legal History of the Color Line (Palm Coast, FL: Backintyme, 2005), 403–4.
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Conclusion

*Tucker* shows how salient race was during the Jim Crow era. As the Kirby boys learned, one’s official racial classification affected one’s life prospects greatly, from childhood on. White South Carolinians enjoyed disproportionate power to police racial lines. They vigilantly did so, both from the bottom up, as in the parents’ petition urging the Kirbys’ expulsion from the all-white Dalcho School, and from the top down, as in the South Carolina Supreme Court’s validating recognition of a “racial instinct” that supposedly divided people based on the presence or absence of “negro blood.”

The actual record in *Tucker v. Blease* challenges the Black-white paradigm. The United States—even in the Deep South, even during the Jim Crow era—was always more multicultural and multiethnic than the paradigm suggests. The case also illuminates the role that state-level legal systems played in the paradigm’s spread. The *Tucker* court consciously filtered out evidence of multiethnic complexity and described Dillon County’s social world in Black-and-white terms. Thereafter, journalists, scholars, lawyers, judges, and legal indexers all discussed the case (and surely others like it) in ways that reinforced an inaccurate, racially binary understanding of southern society.

*Tucker* also highlights the extraordinary indeterminacy of racial classification law in Progressive Era South Carolina. Three different legal rules, springing from as many sources, struggled for supremacy. The first and most obvious source of racial determination law was the South Carolina Constitution of 1895, which employed a “one-eighth” rule for classifying persons as “negro or mulatto.”

Although the state constitution is theoretically supreme, this rule proved to be the weakest of the three.

The second source of law was local opinion. In *Tucker*, neighbors sought to remove the Kirby children from an all-white public school on grounds that they were not seen as white people, even though the Kirbys technically qualified as white people under the state constitution. After verifying that neighbors regarded the Kirbys as nonwhite people, the public school agreed to expel them, a decision upheld by education officials at the county and state levels. All of these education administrators ignored the constitution’s one-eighth rule and substituted a locally managed “community reputation” test for racial determination.

---

The third source of law was the South Carolina Supreme Court itself. In one way, the high court favored local over statewide control of racial determination. Chief Justice Gary’s decision upheld the school’s decision to ignore the state constitution and expel technically white children from an all-white school. In another way, however, Gary’s ruling represented a dramatic assertion of judicial power. The chief justice used that power to eviscerate the constitution’s one-eighth rule and to put the one-drop rule in its place. Moreover, he consciously obscured the three-way segregation that was locally at issue, writing as if the case concerned just two classes of people: “those with and those without negro blood.” Appellate judges in South Carolina had tremendous power to make law. Gary used that power aggressively in furtherance of a two-tiered, segregated, white supremacist society.

As for the Kirbys, the three brothers, though deemed insufficiently white for the Dalcho School, nonetheless joined “white” military units during World War I where, in Uncle Sam’s racially divided ranks, they answered segregationist president Woodrow Wilson’s call to make the world safe for democracy.¹⁴⁴

CHAPTER 5

State v. Sanders: Jim Crow Juries

On June 11, 1915, a white man named R. L. Bailey took a seat in the Richland County Courthouse in Columbia, South Carolina, to undergo questioning for jury selection. If chosen, he would join a jury that would decide whether or not a Black man named James “Bogus” Sanders was guilty of murdering a white man named Charles Ellers. Defense counsel asked Bailey whether anything might prevent him from ruling fairly in this racially charged case. Bailey admitted that his “natural resentment” against Black people “might prejudice [him] in rendering a verdict.” Despite this explicit admission of bias, the court deemed Bailey fit for jury service.

State v. Sanders highlights the legal system’s blatant failure to provide racial justice during the Jim Crow era. At the same time, however, it suggests something quite different: that the legal system was an unusually open forum within which Black people and their defenders could challenge racism. Occasionally, as in Sanders, they won.

Scholars have paid comparatively little attention to Jim Crow juries. Other legal pillars of white supremacy during this period—electoral disfranchisement, separate and unequal facilities, lynching—have received closer inspection. Some top-notch scholarship does explore the statutes and judicial rulings that putatively governed jury composition during the Jim Crow era. This scholarship, however, reveals little about how juries actually
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worked. Legal historian Kermit Hall’s observation that we know “tantalizingly little” about jury selection during the antebellum years also applies to the Jim Crow era.4

In the absence of close studies of Jim Crow juries, three general assumptions predominate. First, scholars assume that jury composition was merely a subset of the larger (and admittedly more important) matter of electoral disfranchisement. To be eligible for jury service, after all, a citizen, by law, first had to be eligible to vote. The purging of Black names from voter-registration lists, this assumption holds, explains their corresponding disappearance from jury lists. In one historian’s words, “The elimination of the Negro as a voter served also to remove him from the jury bench.”5 “As whites suppressed black voting,” another writes, “blacks disappeared from juries.” The assumption that the jury composition story was really a voter registration story may have discouraged research into the history of juries.

Second, scholars generally assume that Jim Crow juries were entirely white. Standard accounts assert that Black southerners were “systematically excluded”7 under Jim Crow. Some scholars hedge a bit, carefully calling the elimination of Black jurors in the South “virtually total,”8 asserting that the “elimination of Negroes from practically all jury service was complete” by the early twentieth century,9 or saying that Black people remained “almost universally excluded from southern juries until after World War II.”10 Most scholars, however, do not hedge. “In the South,” at the dawn of the twentieth century, one writes, “no blacks served on the jury.”11 Black jurors

39–43, 55–57; Charles S. Mangum Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1940), 308–42.
“vanished.” They “disappeared.” They were “universally excluded from southern juries.” Southern states secured the “complete elimination” of Black people from juries. Those states “excluded blacks from sitting on juries altogether,” leaving “all-white juries” “throughout the South.” The assumption that the needle was stuck on zero may likewise have discouraged detailed historical research.

The third assumption underlies the first two. It is the assumption that the proper question to ask about Jim Crow juries is a quantitative one: What percentage of southern jurors during the Jim Crow era were Black? How many Black people served?

All of these assumptions contain more than a kernel of truth. To embrace them is to know the basic story. But all three invite refinement. This chapter seeks to refine them.

Regarding the first point, voter registration indeed directly affected jury composition. The widespread, deliberate purging of Black names from southern voting rolls in the years surrounding 1900 drastically reduced the pool of Black people eligible to serve on juries. But voter registration and jury selection were distinct though related processes. They might best be understood as sequential sieves. The voter-registration process filtered out many Black people. Thereafter, jury commissioners and trial courts applied an even finer weave and filtered out more. This chapter illuminates these twin processes.

Second, although the removal of Black people from southern juries during the Jim Crow years was breathtakingly widespread, it was not as total as many assume. Small but discernible numbers of Black jurors sat on juries throughout the period, at least in some southern jurisdictions. The jury service of Black southerners during the Jim Crow years was never proportionate, or close to proportionate, to their share of the population, but it was not flatlined on zero. Rather, it fluctuated from place to place and year to year, even during the nadir of Jim Crow. To point this out is not to downplay

conflict over Black jury service. To the contrary, it calls new attention to the existence of conflict. Jury composition generated ample debate, thanks to the persistent efforts of advocates of inclusion, including Black lawyers. These advocates won occasional victories. Although the conventional story of the “lily-white”18 jury is not exactly wrong, we zoom in and capture missing details.

Finally, although quantitative measures of Black jury service are vitally important—indeed, this chapter produces plenty of them—the history of Jim Crow juries also contains an important qualitative dimension, one that is too often overlooked. The main question in State v. Sanders did not involve the jurors’ race. It involved the jurors’ racism. R. L. Bailey admitted that racial prejudice might skew his verdict. Defense lawyers in this case, and in several others like it, fought hard for the right to interrogate prospective jurors about their racial views and to exclude those who admitted to explicit racism. Their efforts improved the prospects of individual Black litigants. They also made a broader point: that racism was incompatible with justice. Indeed, the jury-selection process was among the few—and surely among the best—spaces in the Jim Crow South wherein racism could be openly and effectively challenged.

The Crime

Many residents of Columbia, South Carolina, relaxed on their front porches as the sun sank on Tuesday, May 25, 1915. A lazy breeze from the southwest provided welcome relief. It had reached ninety-one degrees that day.19

Charles Ellers, his brother-in-law George Ruf, and a friend named John Crouch strolled in the southern part of the city. The three white men had enjoyed an after-work beer and were now meandering back in the direction of Olympia Mill Village, the textile town where Ellers and Crouch lived and worked.20

In Columbia, and across the southern piedmont, textiles were booming.

---

20. The State v. Bogus Sanders, Charles Ellers Inquest, witness testimonies by E. J. Crouch and George Ruff, South Carolina Department of Archives and History, 12–16. Hereafter cited as SCDAH.
As recently as 1880, just fourteen textile mills operated in South Carolina. By 1910, 167 did. Each new factory spilled additional millworkers into the streets in the early evenings, following twelve-hour shifts. The mammoth Olympia Mills contributed more than its share. When it opened in Columbia in 1900, it was heralded as “the world’s largest cotton mill under one roof.”

Although southern textile workers received low wages by national standards, they enjoyed some compensating benefits. Textile companies claimed to “take care of their own” by providing workers with housing, schools, churches, recreation, and health facilities. Partly in order to discourage unionization, the owners of Olympia Mills provided unusually good living conditions. Mill-village life provided residents with a sense of community and identity. And because textile jobs were largely closed to Black people, white mill workers such as Ellers and Crouch absorbed a powerful sense of racial privilege. Textile work was obsessively segregated. A 1907 survey asked 152 southern textile mills if they employed any Black workers on the factory floor. Zero did. Only a handful of mills employed Black workers for even menial “outdoor” jobs. White supremacist politicians encouraged white textile workers’ sense of racial superiority. In 1915, South Carolina adopted a law prohibiting textile firms from mixing Black and white workers in the same room. As a practical matter, this ensured the perpetuation of the all-white textile factory.

The sense of privilege that policies like this one urged white millhands

to feel surfaced that sticky evening in May, when Ellers and company wandered homeward through a predominantly Black section of Columbia.\(^{29}\) Heading south on Gadsden Street, the men passed a Black woman named Ada Sanders, a basket on her arm, heading north. She was walking to her nearby house, where her husband Bogus waited.\(^ {30}\) An ugly encounter ensued. Details are disputed, but at the very least, the men harassed Ms. Sanders with sexually suggestive language. She later claimed that they also laid hands on her, a story corroborated by at least one witness.\(^ {31}\)

A long history of sexual abuse of Black women by white men underlay this encounter. In the antebellum era, white men routinely took sexual advantage of Black women, often fathering their children. It was common for white men to lose their virginity to enslaved Black women, gaining sexual release without threatening the “purity” of white women.\(^ {32}\) No matter how abusive these encounters, the victims, because of their race and status, could not easily complain.

The Civil War ended slavery but not the sexual mistreatment of Black women by white men. One of the many facets of the white, Democratic “redemption” of the South following Reconstruction was the sexual terrorizing of Black women by white men. The Ku Klux Klan and other militant opponents of Reconstruction infamously brutalized Black men; less well known were the multiple rapes and assaults they committed against Black women.\(^ {33}\) Although the problem of white male abuse of Black women received little public notice, it festered through the Jim Crow era.\(^ {34}\)

This long history provided an ominous soundtrack when Ada Sanders encountered Ellers, Ruff, and Crouch on the streets of Columbia that evening. Charles Ellers, beer on his breath, confronted Ada Sanders and asked, “Do you want to go and grind around on the bed?”\(^ {35}\)

\(^{29}\) City Directory, the Walsh Directory Company, Columbia, South Carolina, 1915.  
\(^{30}\) We will refer to her as Ada Sanders, even though she appears variously in print as Ada, Ada Lee, Adlee, Adelaide, and Addie.  
\(^{31}\) The State v. Bogus Sanders, 12–13.  
The Jim Crow code called for Ada Sanders to lower her eyes and walk on. Her fury made that impossible. Ellers’s words constituted a verbal assault. They also attacked her ladyhood. National and regional mores at the time were obsessively protective of the presumed virtue and innocence of respectable women. Some off-color male behavior, completely legal with no women present, turned criminal in the presence of women.36 In the Jim Crow era, however, the term “lady” was generally understood to apply white women only. Women of color were denied its privileges.37 Some Black women pushed back, demanding the respect afforded to ladies.38 Ada Sanders was among them. She responded indignantly to Ellers’s harassment, dashed one block to her home, and urgently told her husband what had happened.39

Bogus’s anger matched Ada’s. His reaction blended two cultural traditions. The first was the code of southern male honor. This code deemed an insult directed at a man’s wife to be an attack on his manhood. The code demanded fierce retaliation.40 Like its southern-ladyhood counterpart, the southern code of male honor was generally understood to apply to white men only. This racialized understanding of southern (white) male honor was seared into the national consciousness in D. W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation, the KKK glorifying film that had opened just three months earlier, in February of 1915. Nevertheless, some southern Black men embraced this code of honor, in implicit challenge to white supremacy.41 Bogus Sanders reached for his pistol.

The second and related cultural tradition that underlay Bogus’s reaction was violence. The South was a peculiarly bloody place. Charleston (second only to Memphis) and other southern cities were the nation’s “most murderous,” the press reported in 1915. By contrast, New York City, despite its “enormous population,” was a “peaceful, law-abiding place.”42 In 1906, South Carolina’s homicide total (243) dwarfed Chicago’s (143), even though Chicago’s population of 1.9 million people was substantially larger than
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South Carolina’s 1.4 million. As one Palmetto State judge lamented, “South Carolinians hold human life very cheap.”

Bogus Sanders took his pistol and joined his wife’s search for the three white men. Although Bogus and Ada Sanders’s thirst for retribution is easy to understand, their actions would have been difficult to recommend, given the time and place. Prudence counseled silent acceptance. But years of suppressed outrage prevailed. The couple tracked down the men on Gadsden Street, about a block away. Accounts vary on what happened next. Bogus confronted them. “What were you talking about down this road?” he reportedly asked. Charles Ellers replied defiantly, “Not anything that I could not say again.” A brick—a rock?—flew. Or not. It hit, or missed, Bogus Sanders. Ruff and Crouch may or may not have advanced, flashing open knives. Ada Sanders may or may not have “urged her husband on to emptying his pistol.” Without question, Bogus’s pulse raced. Flustered, fearful, and fuming, Bogus fumbled for his Smith & Wesson. He “kinder dropped his gun and caught it again,” an eyewitness reported. Then “he went to shooting.” Five bullets sprayed wildly. Only one hit home, penetrating Charles Ellers’s flesh. Columbia Police Officer W. F. Hicks heard the shots and came running. He found Ellers on the ground and Bogus Sanders “walking off.” Officer Hicks apprehended Bogus Sanders without a struggle. Bogus quickly admitted the shooting and explained his motivations. “[Sanders] stated to me,” Officer Hicks reported, “that a white man had insulted his wife and that is why he did the shooting.”

Two things stand out about the way people tried to make sense of this highly publicized case. First, everyone involved viewed the events through thick racial lenses. Bogus did not tell Officer Hicks that a “man” had insulted
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his wife. He told him that a “white man” had done so.\footnote{Ibid.} The press’s extensive coverage was entirely racialized, as indicated by headlines such as “White Man Was Badly Wounded by a Negro”\footnote{Ibid., 6.} and “White Man Whom Negro Shot Is Dead of Wound.”\footnote{“White Man Whom Negro Shot Is Dead of Wound,” 10.} Newspaper descriptions of Bogus Sanders highlighted racial signifiers (e.g., “His hair is conspicuously bushy and kinky, his lips and nose correspondingly thick and broad”).\footnote{“Bogus Sanders Is on Trial Second Time for Murder,” \textit{Columbia Record}, May 24, 1916, 12.} White witnesses in the subsequent trial used racial language to explain what happened, as when Officer Hicks told the court that he had arrested not the shooter but “the darkey.”\footnote{The State v. Bogus Sanders, 3.} Lawyers framed questions racially when examining witnesses, as when asking, “Did the negro man say which one of the white men . . . made the remark?”\footnote{Ibid.} Lawyers also occasionally joined witnesses in referring to Bogus Sanders, in court, as a “darkey,” as in the phrase, “What were the exact words this darkey used?”\footnote{Ibid., 5.} From start to finish, race framed people’s understandings of \textit{State v. Sanders}.

A second noteworthy feature of the case was the inability of some white southerners to imagine that a Black man could possibly be motivated by the code of honor that was understood naturally to motivate the actions of southern white men. Not all white southerners would have approved of an honor killing whereby a white husband intemperately slayed his wife’s insulter, but all white southerners would have understood what was going on. This was not so when the shooter was a Black man. Even though Bogus Sanders immediately admitted responsibility and frankly explained his motivations in classic “honor-killing” terms (he had pulled the trigger to avenge a vulgar insult to his wife), the coroner could make no sense of Ellers’s death. “Coroner Scott,” the press reported, had explored the case, but “had been unable to discover any motive for the shooting.”\footnote{“Sanders and Wife Held by Coroner,” \textit{The State}, May 29, 1915, 8.}
The Trial

By later standards, the 1915 prosecution of Bogus and Ada Sanders flew at supersonic speed. Bogus shot Charles Ellers on May 25. Ellers died two days later, on May 27. The very next day, May 28, a coroner’s jury investigated. The very next day, May 29—a Saturday!—a grand jury indicted both Sanderses for murder. The couple was arraigned and pleaded not guilty on June 5. Their capital trial for murder began late on the afternoon of June 10—two weeks to the day after Ellers’s death. It ended just two days thereafter, on June 12, 1915.61

Several factors fueled the proceedings’ rocket-like flight. For one thing, criminal trials generally raced. Defendants lacked many of the constitutional protections that would later gum prosecutorial gears.

Even by the standards of 1915, however, *State v. Sanders* sped. In part, this was a fluke of timing. The Richland County criminal court met only a few times per year, and each session lasted just a few weeks. As luck would have it, Sanders shot Ellers on May 25, just as the first criminal court session since January began.62 The state could either prosecute immediately or wait until the September session. Waiting would mean keeping Ada and Bogus Sanders locked up for several months, at taxpayer expense.63

The racial dynamics of *State v. Sanders* gave officials an additional reason to fast-track it: fear of lynching. Had they not been worried about a lynching, they might well have decided to hold *Sanders* until September. The three-week spring term was already clogged by the time of the Sanders incident. “With more than 90 indictments ready to hand to the grand jury when it convenes this morning,” *The State* reported on May 24, the day before the Ellers shooting, the caseload was already shaping up to be “the largest docket of new cases” that the Columbia solicitor had ever seen.64 All other things being equal, postponement of *Sanders* would have made sense. Officials routinely postponed cases. Indeed, twenty prosecutions from the
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January 1915 term were carried forward to May–June. In turn, a “number of cases” from the crammed spring term would be held over until September. Given its recent origin and its high stakes as a capital murder trial, State v. Sanders would seem a good candidate for delay. Instead, officials accelerated, likely fearing a lynching.

The threat of lynching always loomed when Black people were suspected of committing serious crimes against whites. Murder certainly qualified as a lynchable offense. Whenever a “negro” killed “a good white man,” a white South Carolinian had declared a few years earlier, a lynching should follow, for it was “a waste of time and money to put the machinery of the law in motion.” Southern officials believed that expedited justice was one of the best safeguards against vigilantism. Every delay, they thought, increased the odds of a lynching. Some officials even called criminal courts into special session, hoping to keep lynch mobs at bay. Southern champions of the rule of law trumpeted a “Remedy for Lynching” that would have come as cold comfort to Black criminal defendants: “A Quick Trial and Prompt Execution.” Had Bogus’s trial been postponed, officials likely reasoned, a lynch mob might have prevented him from seeing September. Had that happened, Richland County would have faced criticism for having allowed a lynching to occur within its borders. (The county could also have been liable in exemplary damages, as detailed in the following chapter.)

Consequently, State v. Sanders was conducted at a sprint, highlighting a conundrum of crime and punishment in the Jim Crow era: in the name of advancing the rule of law—that is, avoiding lynching—South Carolina wound up compromising it through haste. The breakneck pace denied defense counsel adequate time to prepare. Rushed proceedings also meant that the community passions stirred by the Ellers shooting had not yet
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cooled when the capital murder trial began. The Sanderses’ defense lawyers quite reasonably requested a continuance—that is, a delay—arguing that they needed more time to prepare the sort of defense that justice demanded in a capital trial. The court said no.72 The trial would begin as scheduled, on June 10, 1915. Charles Ellers had been dead exactly two weeks. “Justice delayed is justice denied,” an old maxim holds. Justice rushed is no better.

The Sanderses’ lawyers, Nathaniel Frederick and Jacob Moorer, filed some additional pretrial motions. Among other things, they asked the court to start over with entirely new grand jurors and petit jurors, on grounds that, the defendants, “being negroes[,] should have had race representation in the two bodies.”73 Trial Judge Hayne P. Rice refused. All sixteen grand jurors, and all twelve petit jurors, were white men.74

The press predicted that State v. Sanders was “destined to be the feature [case] of the present term.”75 And so it was. The courtroom “filled to its capacity.”76 Interest ran so high that trial Judge Rice feared losing control. He issued “special instructions limiting the spectators to the number that could be seated in the court room proper.” Sheriff’s deputies guarded the doors.77

The prosecution’s case ranged from credible to far-fetched. Physicians presented gruesome testimony about the bullet that had perforated Charles Ellers’s intestines in six places, causing death.78 The testimony of E. J. Crouch, one of the friends who was walking with Ellers when the fatal incident occurred, was less credible. He claimed that Ellers had not directed the offending words at Ada Sanders at all. Crouch blamed the incident on bad timing. As the three men strolled near the Sanders house on Gadsden Street, Crouch testified, Ellers happened to be relating a story about a “pretty young thing” whom he had propositioned years before by asking, “Do you want to go and grind around on the bed?” By chance, Crouch claimed, unconvincingly, Ada Sanders happened to pass the men at exactly that moment and wrongly assumed that the words were directed at her.79
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Other prosecution testimony was more credible, though the defense still disputed it. Prosecution witnesses testified that the white men were not drunk, did not lay hands on Ada, and did not rush at Bogus with knives or hurl anything at him prior to the shooting. They also claimed that Ada commanded Bogus to shoot and, thereafter, asked a neighbor to testify falsely on her behalf.80

Both Ada and Bogus Sanders testified in their own defense. Some other eyewitnesses joined them. Although Ada’s perspective would seem highly relevant, reporters failed to mention her testimony, focusing exclusively on her husband’s. In doing so, they seemingly replicated the public silencing that Black women often suffered during this era. The essence of Bogus’s testimony was that he had shot in self-defense. He claimed that he followed the white men for a block, then confronted them. Charles Ellers temporarilly calmed things by assuring Bogus that “no insult had been given his wife.” Satisfied, Bogus “turned back.” There the confrontation would have ended, Bogus said, had the white men let it lie. Instead, according to Bogus, the men cursed him, threw a brick that hit his shoulder, and approached him “with open knives.” Terrified, Bogus reflexively shot. Ellers fell.

Interestingly, the emphasis of Bogus Sanders’s testimony had shifted since the time of his arrest. On the night of the shooting, although he did mention that one of the white men had drawn a knife, the main thrust of his statement to Officer Hicks was that he had shot to avenge the insult to Ada.81 Bogus’s courtroom testimony differed. He now played down the honor-killing element, perhaps fearing that white jurors would not look kindly upon a Black man who invoked such a masculine (and traditionally white) code of behavior. Bogus no longer stated that he shot to avenge the insult to his wife. He now claimed that Ellers had assured him that no insult had been given, and that this assurance had satisfied him, causing him to turn back toward his home. Only when “one of the white men . . . threw a brick” and two of the men rushed him “with open knives” did he fire.82 Reflexive self-defense, not assertive masculine honor, moved him to shoot. Playing to a jury of white men, Bogus portrayed himself in as passive and unthreatening a light as possible.

Jury deliberations sped as quickly as the trial’s other phases. The jury got

the case at 1:00 p.m. Before the clock struck two, it returned both verdicts. Jurors acquitted Ada Sanders but found Bogus Sanders guilty of murder in the first degree, with no recommendation of mercy. That meant one sentencing option: death.83

Judge Rice told Bogus to stand. “Without apparent fear or the least nervousness,” the press reported, “the young negro faced the judge.”84 “Bogus,” the judge intoned, perhaps trying to convince himself as much as anyone else, “you have been given a fair trial, just as fair as if you had been the most prominent white man in the State, and I think you were justly convicted. You are sentenced to be electrocuted within the walls of the State penitentiary on Friday, July 16.” Total time from shooting to scheduled electrocution: less than two months.

Judge Rice asked Sanders if he had anything to say about why the sentence of death should not be imposed upon him. Sanders remained silent.85 The judge then offered Sanders some final words: “My advice to you is to prepare for death and make your peace with your God. . . . May God have mercy on your soul!”86

The Lawyers

Nathaniel J. Frederick and Jacob A. Moorer, attorneys at law, had tried hard to win acquittals for Ada and Bogus Sanders. They went one for two. After Bogus’s conviction, they worked even harder, for their goal was bigger. In addition to saving Bogus’s life, they now sought to use his case to make the law fairer for all South Carolinians. Their goal was to make South Carolina juries more representative and less racist. When Judge Rice refused to grant their motion for a new trial, claiming that the proceedings in Bogus’s case had been perfectly fair, Frederick and Moorer announced their intent to appeal—if necessary, all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States.87
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Frederick and Moorer were members of a tiny fraternity: Black lawyers in the Jim Crow South. Only a handful of Black lawyers practiced anywhere in the United States at the time.\(^8^8\) In South Carolina, as of 1900, Black people constituted a majority of the population, but just twenty-nine Black lawyers practiced there, alongside 818 white lawyers. For the next four decades in South Carolina, the number of white lawyers increased while the number of Black lawyers declined.\(^8^9\)

Aspiring southern Black lawyers faced daunting challenges.\(^9^0\) Segregation limited their educational prospects, from grade school through law school. White law offices would not accept Black lawyers as apprentices, much less colleagues. The American Bar Association and state bar associations raised educational requirements and other barriers to entry to the legal profession. Given the educational disabilities imposed by Jim Crow, these bar-imposed requirements constituted imposing obstacles to aspiring Black lawyers.\(^9^1\)

The job market for Black lawyers was anemic. White firms would not hire them. White clients were similarly disinclined. Black lawyers necessarily relied on Black clients, who tended to have shallow pockets. The arena within which they worked, the court system, was completely dominated by white men. “The profession of law is the most difficult one a colored man can follow in the South,” one observer noted in 1909, “because he must deal with white judges, white jurors, [and] white lawyers.”\(^9^2\) Many Black litigants preferred to hire white lawyers, fearing that Black legal counsel, however good, would rub white jurors and judges the wrong way.\(^9^3\) “The colored


\(^{9^0}\) Stephenson, *Race Distinctions*, 240.


preacher has no competition in the white minister,” one white observer explained. “The same is true of the colored teacher in the South. With the negro lawyer it is different. For legal advice and direction, his people . . . are accustomed to going to the white attorney.” Moreover, many Black lawyers faced quiet hostility—and sometimes noisy protest—from white people who objected to Black people holding positions of power.

Admission to the bar, thus, did not promise wealth to Black lawyers. It would seem, however, to have positioned them well to fight for civil rights. Many historians assert that Black lawyers of the Jim Crow era were not so inclined. These writers claim that Black lawyers were, on the whole, self-interested accommodationists. Given the risks associated with civil rights activism, these scholars assert, Black lawyers were reluctant to challenge white supremacy in court.

“Self-interested accommodationist” may describe some Jim Crow-era Black lawyers, but not Frederick and Moorer. Both were outspoken, effective civil rights crusaders. Far from avoiding controversial civil rights cases, Nathaniel Frederick sought them out. As he explained in a letter to NAACP head Walter White, “I am destined to be involved in cases where human rights are at a low discount. Though financially they mean a loss to me. . . . I get quite a kick out of trying to help the poor and unfortunate, especially since I belong to th[is] group.”

Frederick appeared regularly in Columbia-area trial courts and argued over thirty cases in the South Carolina Supreme Court. He was equally active in the community. He helped found the Columbia chapter of the African American Council Emphasizes Its Cowardice,” *Washington (DC) Bee*, Sept. 12, 1903, 4.
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NAACP. He was an educational leader, serving for a time as principal of the all-Black Howard School and as a member of the South Carolina State Teachers Association.99 He was a journalistic leader, founding and editing newspapers that denounced lynching, promoted Black education, decried second-class Black citizenship, and championed a pro-civil rights legislative agenda. One piece, “The Black Touch,” juxtaposed the fabled Midas touch, which turned everything suddenly to gold, with what Frederick called the “black touch,” wherein everything related to the Black community was suddenly held in lower esteem.100 Frederick saw his crusade as part of a long-term struggle, one that required patience and persistence. “Let us wait and bide our time,” he counseled readers. “Right will eventually win.”101

Jacob Moorer also fought passionately for civil rights.102 He gained admission to the South Carolina Bar in 1896, the year after the state’s disfranchising constitution went into effect.103 As of the early twentieth century, he was apparently “the only negro at the Orangeburg [SC] bar.”104 He was a leader of the local Black community and an outspoken champion of civil rights. From the 1890s through the 1910s, he chaired the local Republican Party, ran for the state legislature on the Republican ticket, and attended local Republican Party conventions.105 He was active in religious affairs, embracing the social gospel. Once, at a Colored Baptist State Convention, a white Presbyterian minister counseled Black Baptist ministers to “preach for saving souls, not about material” things. Moorer objected, insisting that ministers “must” attend to “some of the material things on
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In the area of education, Moorer teamed with Frederick to fight for enhanced educational opportunities for Black Americans, including education at the highest levels, contrary to the views of Booker T. Washington and other Black accommodationists.\textsuperscript{107}

Moorer doggedly championed voting rights.\textsuperscript{108} He waged a one-man crusade against the disfranchising provisions of the 1895 constitution. Following the 1900 elections, he went to Columbia to protest a congressional race in which a white Democrat had defeated a Black Republican (whom the white press had dubbed the “Old Darkey from Orangeburg”).\textsuperscript{109} Moorer decried severe undercounting in heavily Black districts and other irregularities.\textsuperscript{110} His protest had no impact, other than to steel his own determination to fight. Every two years thereafter, for the next decade or so, one could count on three things: disfranchisement would suppress the Black vote, Republicans would lose South Carolina congressional elections, and Jacob Moorer would travel to Washington, DC, to protest electoral irregularities. Although Moorer was often “the only negro present”\textsuperscript{111} at these congressional hearings, he pulled no punches. He argued that “the registration laws of South Carolina are unconstitutional.”\textsuperscript{112} He attacked the unfair administration of those laws, whereby “negroes were not allowed to register while white people were.”\textsuperscript{113} And he did so with wit. In 1906, he “was very earnest in his plea that the negro in South Carolina is denied justice at the ballot box, or rather before he gets to the ballot box.”\textsuperscript{114} A Pennsylvania representative pressed Moorer about race discrimination in South Carolina generally, beyond the particulars of this election. “Well sir,” the Columbia State, using the demeaning spelling that it reserved for Black speakers, reported Moorer as replying, “I’m jes’ tryin’ to tell you about the discriminations which affect this particular case. If you want me to tell you about all the
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cases of discrimination against the colored men down there, I’m afraid I wouldn’t have time.”

South Carolina’s white press mercilessly derided Moorer and his voting rights activism. Reporters portrayed him as a pompous ignoramus who did not realize how much amusement he unwittingly provided white audiences. “The house elections committee considered the race problem today,” the Columbia State reported in 1906. “They had lots of fun, though Jacob Moorer, a negro lawyer from Orangeburg, insisted that this was a serious question. Jacob Moorer, however, was the one who caused all the fun.”

Reporters especially delighted in lampooning his clothing. When Moorer donned a fancy coat for a congressional hearing in the summer of 1905, The State portrayed him as a strutting peacock who did not understand appropriate attire for a summertime congressional hearing. The State’s headline for an article ostensibly about voting rights was: “Kept on his Coat while Others Were Cool.”

Moorer was also interested in jury composition. In Franklin v. State (US, 1910), he challenged the murder conviction of a Black man in Orangeburg County, South Carolina, on the grounds that the county had deliberately—and unconstitutionally—excluded Black men from the grand jury. Moorer pointed out that jurors were chosen from the pool of registered voters. Thus, the discriminatory voting rules established under South Carolina’s Constitution of 1895 had an unconstitutional secondary effect (Black exclusion from juries) to go along with its unconstitutional primary effect (Black disfranchisement). The United States Supreme Court disagreed, ruling that the appellants had failed to show that Black men were excluded from juries “because of their race or color.” Although he lost the case, Moorer had succeeded in calling attention to the unfairness of South Carolina’s voting and jury rules.

Both Frederick and Moorer, thus, had backbones. Defenders of white
supremacy bristled at such men operating within the legal system. Critics resented their ability to leverage the rule-of-law ideal against white supremacy. Such resentment appears to have surfaced in 1915, when a white constable struck Frederick with the palm of his hand and drew a pistol. Unbowed, Frederick pressed charges.\footnote{121} The hot-tempered constable was convicted of assault and battery on May 25, 1915. Later that day, Bogus Sanders shot Charles Ellers.

Bogus and Ada Sanders hired Frederick and Moorer to defend them against charges of murder. The lawyers got Ada off, but not Bogus, who was convicted and sentenced to die in the electric chair. Frederick and Moorer immediately appealed.\footnote{122} They had their work cut out for them.

On July 15, 1915, one day before Bogus’s scheduled electrocution, the South Carolina Supreme Court granted the appeal and stayed the execution.\footnote{123}

**Juries**

The jury system, upon which Frederick and Moorer focused their appeal, was an ancient feature of Anglo-American law. It evolved from the inquest, a legal procedure in medieval England wherein royal officials summoned local men to answer questions about matters of interest to the crown. Juries became a regular part of royal justice in the second half of the twelfth century. The Magna Carta (1215) solidified the jury’s position in English law.\footnote{124}

Trial by jury was a fundamental part of the common-law system that English settlers transported across the Atlantic in the seventeenth century. Soon, the jury was as entrenched in the colonies as in England. One of the injuries and usurpations cited in the Declaration of Independence of 1776 was that King George III had “depriv[ed colonists] in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury.”\footnote{125} When the Constitution of the United States
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appeared eleven years later, it guaranteed the right to trial by jury in federal
criminal trials.126 Antifederalists complained that this was insufficient. The
Bill of Rights (1791) strengthened requirements for jury trials in criminal127
and civil cases.128 South Carolina, like other newly independent states, also
embraced trial by jury. This was as true following the Civil War as it had
been during the colonial era. The “Reconstruction Constitution” of 1868
affirmed that the right of trial by jury “shall remain inviolate” in the Pal-
metto State.129 A companion measure, “An Act to Regulate the Manner of
Drawing Juries,” spelled out the procedures by which South Carolina jurors
were to be chosen. It required local officials to draw between 5 and 10 per-
cent of the names on the local voting rolls each year. The statute further
specified that all of the people whose names were drawn for jury service
should be of “good moral character,” of “sound judgment,” and “free from
all legal exceptions.”130

Under the 1868 South Carolina Constitution, every male citizen of the
United States who was at least twenty-one years of age and a resident of
South Carolina was eligible to vote and, therefore, to serve on a jury.131 In
theory, racially representative juries should have emerged naturally under
these rules. But South Carolina lawmakers, early in Reconstruction, did not
trust theory. They adopted two additional measures in 1868 that, they
hoped, would guarantee fairness in jury composition. The first provision
limited the discretionary power of local officials by requiring that the list of
potential jurors be posted in two public places in the given jurisdiction for
at least ten days. That list would then be “submitted for revision and accep-
tance” before an open meeting, during which people could make changes,
“adding the names of any person liable to serve, or striking any names
therefrom.” Only after this revised list was approved would the names be
placed in a box for periodic selection, as needed, throughout the year. The
hope was that this public oversight would prevent abusive officials from
distorting the jury-selection process.132
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A second provision adopted in 1868 further limited the discretion of local officials. It mandated that the annual lists of potential jurors that local officials compiled maintain the same proportion of white names to “colored” names as existed on the lists of registered voters “in the township, city, or County” in question. These laws were designed to prevent jury registrars from using their discretion to skew the racial balance of South Carolina jury pools.133

These egalitarian rules were a flower’s petals. By the 1890s, they had wilted, Reconstruction was a fading memory, and a bellicose white supremacist movement dominated state politics. South Carolina Democrats, led by “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, called a constitutional convention in 1895 with the explicit purpose of restricting Black voting. “The question of suffrage . . . is the sole cause of our being here,” Tillman told the convention. He explained that the Reconstruction-era Constitution of 1868 had established “the rule of the negro over the Anglo-Saxon.”134 Whatever the race of the winning candidates, he explained, the very fact that Black people voted served to delegitimate those Reconstruction-era elections. “The negroes put the little pieces of paper in the box,” he argued. They “blindly followed like sheep wherever their black and white leaders told them to go,” they “voted unanimously every time for the Republican ticket during that dark period [Reconstruction],” and these horrible things were possible “solely . . . by reason of the ballot being in the hands of such cattle.”135

White South Carolinians heroically suffered the indignities of Reconstruction for eight long years, Tillman explained, until “life became worthless.” South Carolina Democrats tried to overcome the Republicans’ electoral advantages “by honest methods,” but in a majority-Black state, that was “a mathematical impossibility.”136 How did white South Carolinians finally “recover [their] liberty?” Pitchfork Ben asked. “By fraud and violence,” he proudly explained to the 1895 convention. But, “Is the danger
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gone? No." The Black vote was "like the viper that is asleep." It could be "warmed into life again and sting . . . whenever some more white rascals . . . mobilize[d] the ignorant blacks." Therefore, Tillman declared, in the presence of Black as well as white convention delegates, "the only thing we [whites] can do as patriots and as statesmen is to take from them [Blacks] every ballot that we can under the laws of our national government."

The 1895 constitution put Tillman’s playbook into action. It used tools such as a literacy test, an "understanding" clause, poll taxes, and disqualification based on criminal records to restrict suffrage. Although these provisions were racially neutral on the surface, they were, as Tillman admitted, purposefully designed to disfranchise as many Blacks and as few whites as possible. A key mechanism was to vest local white officials with maximum discretion and then trust them to implement literacy and "understanding" tests unfairly. Tillman opposed more objective suffrage restrictions, such as property qualifications, because they would disfranchise poor white people, which, Tillman explained, would have been "contrary to all my ideas of principle, fairness and right," given that some poor white people were "the most intelligent of . . . citizens." The genius of the literacy test was its reliance on official discretion. “If you put it in here [in the Constitution’s suffrage provisions] that a man must understand, and you vest the right to judge whether he understands in an officer, it is a constitutional act," Tillman explained. “That officer is responsible to his conscience and his God, [but] he is responsible to nobody else. There is no particle of fraud or illegality in it. It is just simply showing partiality, perhaps, [laughter] or discriminating."141

This laughter did not come from Black people, who saw Tillman’s suffrage proposals as tragedy, not comedy. According to press reports, Black South Carolinians were “up in arms” against Tillman’s suffrage plan and vowed to “fight it to the end.” At the convention, all six Black delegates in attendance, among 154 white delegates, “pleaded eloquently against the
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adoption of the [suffrage] article.”

William J. Whipper, a Black delegate from Beaufort County, reminded fellow delegates that, though the proposal was racially neutral on its face, “its authors declared” prior to the convention “that it was necessary in order to disfranchise the negro without disfranchising a single white man” so as to “establish white supremacy.” The “negro” had emerged from slavery, Whipper told his white colleagues at the convention. “You meet him now as a man, and you would strip him of his manhood.” A white South Carolina paper tipped its cap to Whipper’s eloquence. “Viewed in any light, the speech was a powerful one and did credit to the coal black man who delivered it.”

Robert Smalls, another Black delegate, also decried the convention’s suffrage proposals. “This convention has been called for no other purpose than the disfranchisement of the negro. . . . On behalf of . . . negro voters, all that I demand is that a fair and honest election law be passed. We care not what the qualifications imposed are; all that we ask is that they be fair and honest.”

Another Black delegate, Thomas Miller, charged that the “evident purpose” of the pending suffrage measure was “to trample upon all the political rights of the colored man in South Carolina, and rob him of his franchise.” As “an American citizen,” Miller implored the convention “to give the negro the equal political rights to which he was justly entitled.” Observers complimented Miller’s “strong and forcible” argument but suspected, rightly, that he was “talking to the wind.”

A few white delegates joined these Black delegates in voting “nay,” though for less principled reasons. One white planter worried that the infinitely vague “understanding clause” was vulnerable to US Supreme Court review and, in any event, was “unnecessary, inasmuch as other provisions in the [suffrage] Article, which are beyond suspicion of unfairness, will accomplish the desired end, i.e., securing white supremacy.” Another white delegate likewise feared that the suffrage article’s arbitrariness was too blatant:

---
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“White supremacy may be secured without resorting to the perhaps questionable means adopted by the Convention.”150

These white opponents worried that the new constitution’s discriminatory, though facially neutral, voting rules might prompt the North to interfere in South Carolina’s business. Disfranchisers knew better. “They are going to let us alone,” Pitchfork Ben’s brother G. D. Tillman predicted, “and if we don’t pile on too much . . . they will let us have considerable elbow room.”151 He was right.

**Jim Crow Juries**

By 1915, when jurors were chosen for the Sanders case, the voting rolls in South Carolina were much, much whiter than they had been during Reconstruction. That mattered. Voting rolls were the seas in which local jury commissioners fished. Moreover, these officials enjoyed substantially more discretionary power than had their Reconstruction-era predecessors. No longer did local communities—or anybody else—exercise any meaningful oversight. And no longer were jury commissioners statutorily obliged to assemble juries whose racial ratios mirrored those of voting roles.

Although jury commissioners enjoyed wide discretion in practice, on paper they were constrained by meticulously detailed procedures. South Carolina guarded against the prospect of a lone official going rogue by dividing the power to choose juries among three people. In each county, three local officials—the county treasurer, the county auditor, and the clerk of the court of common pleas—jointly served as jury commissioners.152 Each local trio had to follow an intricate, four-step jury-selection process:

1. **Voting list**: Jury commissioners began the jury-selection process by acquiring their county’s voter-registration list of eligible “electors.” By law, everyone on that list was male, met residency requirements, had paid a poll tax, was over twenty-one, and either had passed a literacy test or owned more than $300 in property. Depending on the year and county in question, this “voting list” might already be overwhelmingly white.
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2. *Jury list:* Every December, jury commissioners in each county compiled the following year’s “jury list” by selecting “not less than one from every three” (this ratio changed over time) of the names that appeared on their county’s voting list. Not all registered voters qualified for inclusion on jury lists. Some failed on objective grounds. For example, jurors faced more restrictive age requirements than voters did. Although jurors, like voters, had to be at least twenty-one years of age, jurors additionally could be no more than sixty-five, an age ceiling that did not apply to voters.  

Other restricting criteria, however, were more subjective. By law, jury commissioners were to select only people who, in their judgment, were of “good moral character” and “sound judgment.” This reflected the then-prevalent notion that serving on a jury was akin to holding public office. It was a civic duty too important, and too complicated, to be entrusted to just anyone. The ideal was the “blue-ribbon jury,” containing only men of unquestioned intelligence, morality, and character. Jury commissioners alone were to determine who qualified. Clearly, much room for conscious or unconscious discrimination existed. Appellate courts were reluctant to second-guess the subjective judgments of jury commissioners regarding “good moral character.”  

3. *Jury panel:* Jury commissioners next assembled jury panels. They began by copying all of the names from their annual jury lists, one-by-one, onto slips of paper. They were to prepare these slips of paper “so as to resemble each other as much as possible and so folded that the name written thereon shall not be visible on the outside.” The identical-looking slips of paper were then placed in a “strong and
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157. S.C. Stat. at L. No. 578, § 3 (1902). In a later revision, commissioners in counties with large cities additionally had to insert each slip of paper into an individual “opaque capsule, or container, uniform in size, shape, and color”—yet another step designed to create the appearance of blindfolded fairness. S.C. act 321, §3 (1933).
substantial” compartment that was equipped with three different locks, with each of the three corresponding keys being held by a different jury commissioner so that the lockbox could be opened only if all three commissioners were present. Throughout the year, whenever local courts were in session, judges would tell jury commissioners how many jurors they needed. The commissioner trio would then convene, open the triple-locked compartment, and randomly draw that number of names. A group of prospective jurors drawn in this way was known as a “jury panel.” For a twelve-member trial jury, also known as a petit jury, commissioners might assemble a jury panel of thirty-six names.

4. Actual juries: The final stage in the process was the selection of actual juries. Everyone on a jury panel—that is, everyone whose name was drawn from a lockbox (and not immediately discarded by jury commissioners)—was summoned to court on a given date. At this late stage, the jury-selection process left the hands of jury commissioners and entered the domain of judges and lawyers. Judges decided whether or not to excuse would-be jurors who claimed illness or other legitimate factors. Remaining people were made available for service on either grand juries or petit juries. Grand juries heard quick-and-dirty versions of prosecutorial evidence in criminal cases. If prosecutors presented reasonable-sounding unilateral cases, grand juries would issue indictments and the suspects in question would be held for trial.

Panelists not called to serve on grand juries were eligible to serve on petit juries. Petit juries sat during actual criminal and civil trials. Before being seated, however, they had to pass through voir dire, the final step in
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160. South Carolina jury books include many names clustered into groups of thirty-six, representing jury panels. See also “Trials and Tribulations of Honest Jury Commissioners,” The State, Oct. 20, 1909, 2. In addition, a “tales box” containing the names of between one hundred and four hundred qualified potential jurors who resided within five miles of the courthouse was to be kept inside the lockbox. These individuals were available to serve as emergency jurors in the “case of deficiencies arising from any cause or emergency during the sitting of the court.” S.C. Stat. at L. No. 578, §3 (1902).
the jury-selection process. During voir dire, judges and lawyers questioned potential jurors and excluded some. Those who survived voir dire sat in jury boxes and heard trials.

On rare occasions, popular pressures directly affected southern jury selection. In 1888, jury commissioners in Dodge County, Georgia, where the rules were roughly similar to those of South Carolina, received a petition from local “colored citizens,” asking that some Black names be placed in the jury lockbox. The commissioners agreed and added the names of fifty Black men to the pool from which jurors would be chosen. Local whites were outraged. They smashed open the lockbox and burned its contents.161 But this was not the norm. Most jury commissioners acted beyond the reach of public scrutiny, petitions, or torches.

On paper, these elaborate procedures should have made it nearly impossible to exclude Black jurors due to their race. Apparent protections existed throughout the process. The Fifteenth Amendment to the US Constitution barred states from disfranchising citizens “on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude,” seemingly assuring fair voting lists at the start.162 The Civil Rights Act of 1875 extended similar protections to the jury-selection process. It prohibited discrimination in jury construction on “account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”163 The US Supreme Court endorsed this ideal in Strauder v. West Virginia (1879), which barred states from excluding Black people from juries on account of their race.164 And South Carolina’s elaborate jury-selection procedures, far from discriminating on the basis of race, appeared to provide triple-locked guarantees of fairness.

Frederick and Moorer, however, understood that the law lives in action, not in books. They understood how much discretion the law left in the hands of jury commissioners and how common it was for commissioners to abuse their power by unfairly filtering Black people out of jury pools. In State v. Sanders, the two lawyers confronted the Jim Crow jury.
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The Quantitative Approach: The Exclusion of Black People from Juries

Frederick and Moorer opened their South Carolina Supreme Court brief in *State v. Sanders* by attacking the unfair exclusion of Black men from juries. They argued that both the grand jury that indicted Sanders and the petit jury that convicted him were “unlawfully constituted, in that, in the formation of the same, discrimination was made against the negro race because of race and color.” They had a point. Black residents constituted a majority in Richland County at the time. Both juries were all white.

Frederick and Moorer were not pioneers. For years, lawyers representing Black criminal defendants in the South had attacked the exclusion of Black men from grand and petit juries. In 1910, a legal scholar wrote, “A custom seems to have grown up among some lawyers, particularly in the South, to move to quash the indictment whenever a Negro is on trial for a crime and there are no Negroes on the grand jury.” Occasionally, these lawyers won. In 1901, a Texas appellate court reversed and remanded the case of John Kipper, “a negro who was given a life sentence for the murder of a police officer,” on the grounds that “there were no negro jurors on the grand or petit jury.”

Such claims, however, were hard to substantiate. The case-law at the time required lawyers to demonstrate not just that Black jurors were absent but that their absence resulted from overt and intentional racial exclusion. In *Strauder v. West Virginia* (US, 1879), that was the case. A West Virginia statute explicitly barred Black people from juries. Strauder won. In *Franklin v. State of South Carolina* (US, 1910), by contrast, no such policy existed.

---
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Jacob Moorer knew Franklin well, having litigated it. In Franklin, the absence of Black jurors resulted not from explicit racial bars but from supposedly nonracial criteria such as “good moral character.” Franklin lost.171

Given these precedents, litigants who alleged jury-composition discrimination faced long odds. Frederick and Moorer understood this. Their decision to make these arguments anyway suggests that they may have sought political as well as legal gains. Their original jury challenge in Sanders took the form of a pretrial motion, which was heavily covered in the local press. They called two of Richland County’s jury commissioners into court at the outset of the high-profile Sanders trial “to answer questions relating to the drawing of the jury.” Regardless of its legal impact, this move forced jury commissioners to defend their actions under oath and it called public attention to the issue of racial discrimination. An optimist might have hoped that the experience of publicly defending their actions against charges of racial discrimination might have had the subtle effect of making jury commissioners more aware of subconscious biases and therefore less likely to discriminate in the future. Legally, however, the move was feeble. The press reported that the jury commissioners “denied in direct terms that there had been discrimination on account of race.” They had chosen jurors, they said, on the basis of “merit and morality,” not race.172 “The only reasons for exercising their personal choice in drawing the jury,” they testified, was “to obtain worthy men as members of the jury.”173

In later years, lawyers seeking to prove discrimination in the absence of explicit racial preferences would invoke a sort of evidence not available to Frederick and Moorer in 1915: population statistics. Later generations of civil rights lawyers would use such evidence, analyzed by methods derived from probability theory, to attack racially biased jury-selection policies.174 Frederick and Moorer did not attempt this. Compiling data would have taken more time and money than the lawyers had, especially given the accelerated pace of Sanders. Had Frederick and Moorer asked to see jury books, commissioners might well have said no, citing State v. Merriman (SC, 1891), a South Carolina precedent authorizing jury commissioners to
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work secretly. 175 Frederick and Moorer’s only hint in this direction was a request that the trial judge admit into evidence the Richland County voter-registration list, which the lawyers sought to use to demonstrate that “colored” voters’ names were marked with the letter “C.” or “Col.,” making it possible for jury commissioners to discriminate systematically. The trial judge in Sanders refused to admit this evidence. 176

Nonetheless, quantitative evidence, though not a part of the Sanders record, is worth hearing now. 177 Historians of the Jim Crow jury have done little quantitative research. Most simply assume that Blacks were “universally excluded from southern juries” and leave it at that. 178 As a rhetorical matter, this is probably good enough. As a historical matter, it is not. A closer look reveals a somewhat more nuanced story.

Scholars may have avoided statistical analysis of the Jim Crow jury because it is a methodological minefield. The naïve scholar dashes in, imagining the truth about jury composition to be a Sleeping Beauty, needing only the kiss of a dauntless researcher to restore it to life. Almost immediately, however, thorny research challenges humble even the most intrepid explorer. Archival records are spotty and inconsistent. Voter-registration lists exist for some counties in some years; jury lists exist for other counties in other years. Some archived tomes clearly label jury lists, jury panels, and actual jurors. Others simply list page after page of names, daring researchers to guess. Some commissioners had excellent handwriting; others did not. Some consistently listed dates. Others did not. All seemed to mark “colored” names with “C.” or “Col.,” but perhaps some did not. Either way, the responsible researcher must cross-reference jury and voter names—one by one, slowly, deliberately—with names appearing in census reports or other records from the time that categorized people by race. This process is quicksand—slow and treacherous. Scribes frequently used initials rather than first or middle names, creating ambiguities. Many names appear on jury lists but not census reports. Perhaps they moved before the end of the decade. Or died. Perhaps their names are spelled incorrectly in one place.
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Or the other. Or both. Other names on jury lists could be any of several people listed in the census, some Black, some white. Then—hark!—a jury name perfectly matches a census listing, and all is well. The researcher confidently records the person’s listed race, ignoring a troubling truth: the two names may or may not represent the same person. Racially identifying jury and voting lists is so laborious that the researcher must resort to sampling—that is, choosing only some names from some tomes to cross-reference in the census. But might commissioners, due to geographical clustering or other reasons, have grouped white—or Black—names on sampled pages rather than distributing them evenly throughout the tome? The researcher hopes not, but fears so. At the end of the day—or year—the humbled researcher, realizing why so few have previously attempted this sort of research, hopes only to have made reasonable and consistent decisions. Sleeping Beauty will never really be revived.

We did our best. We analyzed select South Carolina counties, in select years, from Reconstruction to the 1920s. We determined, as accurately as our sources allowed, the racial compositions of the counties’ populations generally and of the voter-registration and jury records that we sampled. Our findings are more suggestive than conclusive. Undeniably, different research samples and methods would produce different conclusions. We invite others to improve upon our efforts.

We arrived at three general conclusions: (1) levels of Black jury service varied substantially from county to county, (2) successive stages in the jury-selection process filtered out Black names gradually, and (3) the numbers of Black people who served on southern juries fluctuated dramatically over time.

1. County-by-county variation

Although a uniform set of rules governed jury selection statewide during the Jim Crow years, Black representation on juries varied from county to
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179. Our data come from Abbeville, Aiken, Berkeley, Charleston, Clarendon, Florence, Georgetown, Newberry, Richland, Spartanburg, and Union Counties in South Carolina.

180. Data on the racial makeup of each county came from the US census. Voting data came from record books maintained by county clerks. Data on jury panels and jury boxes came from civil, criminal, and common pleas journals maintained by each of the counties. Unlike the voter registration books, these journals did not necessarily differentiate between white and nonwhite individuals, so names that appeared in these documents were checked in the census.
county. This reflected not only demographic differences but also the unchecked discretionary power of local officials. Jury commissioners in some counties interpreted “good moral character and sound judgment” one way; their counterparts elsewhere interpreted it differently. Some officials considered Blackness to be a priori proof of lack of “good moral character and sound judgment.” Others disagreed. To an extent, a Black man’s prospects for serving on a jury depended on his address.

Variation existed in federal as well as state courts. Prior to 1948, federal statutes required federal juries to follow the same eligibility criteria used by state juries in the same jurisdictions. This allowed state-level disfranchisement to limit Black service on federal juries. Yet federal jury-selection officials also enjoyed a fair amount of discretion. Following emancipation, some federal courts empaneled Black jurors years before state courts in the same areas would do so. Black people, for example, had “served for years” as federal jurors in Baltimore, Maryland, and Richmond, Virginia, before appearing on city- or state-court juries there. Federal courts varied in their openness to Black jurors, however. In the 1890s, the Black community in Savannah, Georgia, where “colored” federal jurors were “a rarity,” looked with envy upon the federal court in Atlanta, which reportedly “never fail[ed] to have a considerable number of colored citizens on its grand and petit juries.”

State courts varied even more. In 1910, southern legal scholar Gilbert T. Stephenson polled clerks of court across the region. Their replies reveal huge county-to-county variation. Most clerks reported systematic exclusion of Black people because of their race. A North Carolina clerk of court proudly reported: “Negroes do not serve on the jury in this county and have not since we, the white people, got the government in our hands.” A Missouri official unashamedly reported: “As far as I am informed, no Negroes
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have served as jurors . . . in this county.” According to that Missouri official, the white residents of his county would not have had it any other way. “While probably under our laws Negroes would be legal jurors, the county court . . . will not draw them as jurors, and the Sheriff, when he has to get jurors, will not summon them. And I do not believe our lawyers here would permit a Negro to remain on a jury before which they would have to try a case. Further, I am sure that no white man here would serve on a jury with a Negro, even though his refusal to so serve would subject him to a jail sentence.”187

Elsewhere, however, Black jurors were common. A Louisiana official wrote in 1910: “In this Parish, Negroes have served on both our grand and petit juries ever since the Civil War . . . They usually constitute about one-half of the panel on the petit jury and on the grand jury they are always represented. . . . They render very good service.”188 A North Carolina clerk reported that “Negroes occasionally serve[d] on juries in [this] county.”189 A Missouri commissioner reported that Black jury service was fairly common there. Just the previous week, two “Negroes” had served on a jury. No lawyer objected, and the “other [white] jurors did not seem to feel any antipathy.”190 A Mississippi clerk of court wrote that his judicial district contained five counties, “in three of which Negroes serve[d] upon juries in about the proportion that they [were] qualified [to vote] under the law.”191 A Texas clerk estimated that Black jurors were about one-tenth of the total in his county’s court system, “and they [were] rarely ever discriminated against.”192 A second Texas clerk estimated that “colored jurors” accounted for about 25 percent of the jurors in his county.193 A third Texas clerk bucked the trend: “We do not use Negro jurors,” he explained.194 Some clerks reported a recent increase in Black jurors; others reported a recent decrease. The picture was anything but uniform.

Although officials from just five South Carolina counties responded to Stephenson’s 1910 query, even this small sample spanned a wide spectrum.
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One Palmetto State clerk reported including “a good many negroes on juries.”195 Another reported that “no Negroes serve[d] on the jury in the county courts.”196 Stephenson did not identify the home counties of any quoted clerks, so we do not know if any represented Richland County, home to Columbia and Bogus Sanders. Evidence suggests, however, that Richland County was unfavorable to Black jury service. In 1905, the Southern Sun, a Black newspaper published in Columbia, protested: “We wonder what excuse our jury commissioners can give for not putting some . . . negroes on the jury in this county?”197 A decade later, all of the jurors in the Bogus Sanders trial were white.

These textual documents suggest that Black jury participation varied from county to county during the Jim Crow era. Our quantitative study reinforces this conclusion. Although our sampled counties differed only modestly in terms of the racial composition of the population as a whole, they differed more in the racial composition of registered voters and more still in the racial composition of jurors. The discretion that the law left in the hands of county-level officials explains these county-to-county variations.

2. Gradual filtration

In addition to assuming that southern Black jurors “vanished”198 during the Jim Crow era, most scholars assume that they know why: electoral disfranchisement. Jury lists, after all, were subsets of voting lists. The conventional wisdom seems perfectly logical: “As whites suppressed black voting, blacks disappeared from juries.”199 This conventional wisdom is not so much wrong as incomplete. Disfranchisement undeniably filtered out Black jurors. But it was not the only, or even the most important, filter. Each phase of the elaborate jury-construction process, our research suggests, was a sieve of progressively finer weave. Electoral disfranchisement was an important but not uniquely exclusionary part of the process.

In order to assess the relative impact of the different stages of the jury-selection process, we aggregated our eleven-county data over our entire time period: 1869 to 1926. We aggregated our numbers because we lacked
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complete data sets (voting lists, jury lists, jury panels, and actual jurors) from any one county and during any one year. Admittedly, given how widely counties varied from each other, and how dramatically things such as voter registration levels changed over time, this is not an ideal methodology. But it seemed to be the best available way to assess the relative impact of the various stages of the jury-selection process. Our results make intuitive sense, suggesting that they are not wildly inaccurate. We invite others to challenge our findings.

Undeniably, voter registration profoundly affected Black availability for jury service. Black people constituted about 60 percent of the overall population in our sampled counties during the half-century under study. Early in our time period, during Reconstruction, Black and white residents registered to vote at roughly comparable levels. Later in our time period, South Carolina's disfranchisement measures dramatically reduced Black voter registration relative to white voter registration. The overall average Black share of registered voters in our eleven-county sample, from 1869 to 1926, was 31.8 percent. This meant that the voter registration process alone reduced the Black share of the potential jury pool from about 60 percent (the Black share of the population as a whole in sampled counties) to 31.8 percent. Between 1869 and 1926, in other words, the voter-registration process filtered out almost half of the Black men who would otherwise have been eligible for jury service.

The next stage in the jury-selection process had an even greater impact. This was the phase during which jury commissioners compiled annual “jury lists” by selecting a fraction of the names from their counties' voting lists. This part of the process had proportionally the greatest discriminatory effect of all. As noted, Black names constituted 31.8 percent of the whole on the voter registration lists that we sampled. By contrast, Black names constituted just 9.5 percent of the names on sampled jury lists.

Two lists from the same county—an 1896 voter registration list and a 1902 jury list, both from Clarendon County, South Carolina—afford us a rare opportunity to observe jury commissioners at work. Admittedly, two lists from the same year would have been preferable. But the whims of the archives did not allow that. In this case, the lists, though compiled six years apart, provide an instructive glimpse. Both were created after the adoption of the disfranchising state constitution of 1895. As far as we know, nothing dramatic changed in the intervening years.

To burrow into these two lists is to marvel at how much discretion jury
commissioners exercised. Creating a jury list was hardly a random process. Take the issue of age. As noted above, jurors faced age restrictions that voters did not. Although both voters and jurors had to be at least twenty-one, jurors, unlike voters, could not exceed sixty-five. Jury commissioners, therefore, scrupulously avoided adding elderly “electors” (registered voters) to their jury lists. The demographic profiles of the two lists, thus, differed at the upper end of the age spectrum. Men sixty years of age and older constituted over 7 percent of the 1896 voter list but just 1.4 percent of the 1902 jury list.

The astonishing fact about ages, however, is this: despite the statutory bar on jurors over sixty-five, and despite the presence of aged electors—William Buddin, age seventy-four; Wash Burgess, age eighty-two—the average prospective juror was actually older (41.7 years) than the average registered voter (37.8 years). The explanation lies at the youngest end of the spectrum. Men under thirty accounted for about 30 percent of names on the voter list but only about 11 percent of names on the jury list. Apparently, jury commissioners consciously avoided selecting twenty-somethings, presumably because they associated “good moral character” and “sound judgment”200 with more advanced age. Jury commissioners themselves tended to be older than the average voter, which may have influenced their thinking. The three jury commissioners in Richland County who chose the jurors for State v. Sanders in 1915 were all in their sixties.201

Jury commissioners, thus, did not select randomly from voting lists. They carefully picked and chose. They favored property owners over renters.202 They favored farmers over others.203 Most importantly, and most disproportionately, they favored white people over Black people. Approximately 30 percent of registered voters in our 1896 voting list sample from Clarendon County (thirty-four of 112 positively identified names) were nonwhites. By contrast, less than 1 percent of the names on the 1902 jury list from the same county (one out of 161 identified names) appear to have
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201. Richland County Jury Commissioners in 1915 were Belin C. DuPre, age sixty-four; Prescott B. Spigner Sr., age sixty; and J. Frost Walker, age sixty-two.

202. Property owners accounted for 63 percent of Clarendon County’s registered voters in 1896 but 70 percent of the names on that county’s 1902 jury list.

203. Farmers accounted for 71 percent of Clarendon County’s registered voters in 1896 but 84 percent of the names on that county’s 1902 jury list.
been nonwhite. Clarendon was therefore one of those southern counties where Black jurors, at least for a time, essentially “vanished.” But this was not due simply to disfranchisement, as commonly believed. Rather, it resulted, above all, from the deliberate actions of jury commissioners.

The remaining two steps in the jury-selection process—from jury list to jury panel and from jury panel through voir dire to jury service—had more modest effects. They reduced the percentage of Black names in the pool, but only slightly. Qualitative evidence suggests, however, that both of those steps could be used in particular instances to filter out Black people.

The “jury-panel” stage, during which jury commissioners randomly drew names from triple-locked compartments, conveys the image of utter fairness. But jury commissioners sometimes manipulated results at this stage. “If . . . improper names find their way into the general box it is never too late to correct such error,” a Richland County jury commissioner admitted in 1909, six years before he would help compose the jury in the Bogus Sanders case, “and this duty is exercised by the Richland commissioners at almost every drawing.”204 Commissioners were permitted to do all of this secretly, beyond the gaze of lawyers and others who, during Reconstruction, had enjoyed the right to witness this stage of the jury-selection process. The South Carolina Supreme Court defended the Jim Crow procedure’s new secrecy. Because the law now required jury commissioners to exclude persons who were not of “good moral character” and “sound judgment,” the court reasoned in 1891, “it might greatly embarrass the board of jury commissioners”—not to mention the people they discussed—if deliberations were open to the public.205 For similar reasons, jury commissioners were not obliged to explain their reasons for discarding names. Nor were they obliged to release copies of the jury panels that they drew.206

Frederick and Moorer, Bogus Sanders’s lawyers, were aware that legal challenges to commissioner discretion at this stage of the jury-selection process faced tall odds. Just a few years earlier, in State v. Cunningham (SC 1911), a white lawyer representing a “mixed”-race man convicted of murder appealed to the South Carolina Supreme Court on the grounds that jury commissioners had illegitimately discarded three would-be jurors whose names had been drawn. The jury commissioners explained that one of the discarded would-be jurors was mentally unfit, another was not known to
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them personally (and might have moved out of the county), and the third
was reportedly a drunkard. The attorney did not explicitly accuse the jury
commissioners of racial discrimination, even though Blacks accounted for
at least one, and perhaps all three, of the excluded names. Rather, the lawyer
argued that jury commissioners had illegitimately discarded duly drawn
names. The state supreme court rejected this argument, ruling that the jury
commissioners had legally exercised their discretion and that any irregu-
larities were “not such as to render the [jury-selection process] illegal.”

During the final stage, voir dire, the jury-selection process moved into
the open, to courthouses, where criminal and civil jury trials were held.
Lawyers and judges took jury panels—groups of thirty-six names, which
jury commissioners previously had drawn from their triple-locked
compartments—and whittled them down to twelve-person juries. Juror
names were randomly chosen, one by one. Attorneys and judges interro-
gated each would-be juror in turn. Lawyers could “strike” (request the
removal of) unwanted jurors in two different ways. First, if a prospective
juror arguably would be unable to rule fairly in the case, a lawyer could
request removal “for cause.” A prospective juror’s close family connection
to one of the litigants, for example, would justify a “for-cause” strike. So
would the prospective juror’s recent experience as a victim of a traumatic
crime similar to the one in the case to be tried. If the trial judge agreed that
the prospective juror would be unable to rule fairly, he (all judges were
male) would dismiss him (all jurors were male) “for cause.”

Lawyers for each side also could strike a limited number of prospective
jurors without providing any justification. These were called “peremptory
strikes.” Lawyers treasured them. In murder cases, the prosecution could
use up to five peremptory strikes and the defense up to ten. Peremptory
strikes were powerful chisels that lawyers could use, if so inclined, to shape
the racial composition of juries. Some lawyers indeed used their discretion-
ary strikes deliberately to remove Black people. Perhaps predictably, Jim
Crow–era prosecutors sometimes struck would-be Black jurors in cases
involving Black criminal defendants. Perhaps less predictably, in some
other cases with Black criminal defendants, it was defense lawyers, not
prosecutors, who sought to keep Black men of juries, presumably acting on
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the oft-repeated belief from the time, as one judge put it in the 1880s, that “negroes [were] much severer on one another than white jurors [were] on negroes.”208 A Black newspaper in Alabama reported in 1883 that the jury in a criminal trial of a Black man would be all white, after “five colored jurors” had been “challenged by the defendant.”209 Likewise, at jury selection in an 1880 case, a Black murder suspect in Georgia reportedly struck a Black juror because he “wanted no ‘nigger’ to try him for his life.”210

Lawyers defending white criminal defendants likewise sought on occasion to manipulate the racial composition of juries. Some defense lawyers with white clients sought to keep Black men off juries.211 Others sought more, not fewer, Black jurors. Louisiana lawyers representing two white men accused of a gruesome murder in 1871 challenged every white juror on the panel, purportedly “with the hope that they could influence more easily a jury made up entirely of colored men.”212 The resulting all-Black jury wound up convicting their clients anyway. When asked why the sentence of death should not be passed upon him, one of the white convicts complained that the twelve “colored” jurors in his case had been ignorant, “not one of them being able to read or write, and three of them not even knowing what was capital punishment.”213 The trial judge was unsympathetic: “If that jury could not read or write, it was not the fault of the State. It was your fault. There were plenty of white, intelligent jurors, but you have refused every one. The jury, however, which tried your case were impartial, and there was plenty of evidence to convict you.”214

Because the voir dire phase of jury selection was conducted in open court, observers may have overestimated its importance. Our quantitative analysis suggests that the voir dire process played a comparatively modest
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role in preventing Black jury service. In select South Carolina counties between 1869 and 1926. Black people accounted for about 60 percent of the total populations in sampled counties, 32 percent of the names on sampled voting lists, 9.5 percent of the names on sampled jury lists, 8.7 percent of the names on sampled jury panels, and 8.3 percent of the names of sampled jurors who actually served. Each filter whitened juries to one degree or another. Together, in sequence, the effect was formidable.

The third major finding of our quantitative analysis, following county-by-county variation and sequential filtration, is volatile fluctuation over time. Many scholars assume a flat line of all-white juries throughout the Jim Crow era. Our closer look reveals a needle that jumped around as history unspooled.

Prior to the Civil War, Black jury service was, at most, sporadic in the North and presumably nonexistent in the South, in part due to near-universal disfranchisement. Black men in northern states occasionally, in the words of journalists, sat “cheek by jowl in the jury box” with white men.215 But this was unusual. For the most part, in places such as Providence, Rhode Island, and Brooklyn, New York, whenever a “colored man’s name was drawn” for possible jury service, the custom apparently was “to pass it over.”216

The Civil War, emancipation, and Reconstruction changed everything, at least for a time. Black men drawn for jury service in the North were “called and empaneled,” causing “considerable remark.”217 Some northern whites protested.218 In 1871, a white Philadelphian refused to serve on a racially mixed jury. The trial judge granted his wish; he fined him and sent him packing.219 Many other white northerners, however, accepted the new state of affairs. Journalist Horace Greely commented in 1866 that “a colored juror had been impaneled in Brooklyn,” and “the sun did not fail to set or the moon to rise in consequence.”220 Black activists optimistically believed that integrated jury service would “do much to break down the barriers”
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that they were “struggling to surmount.”\textsuperscript{221} They had reason to hope. Some white northerners were pleasantly surprised to find that trailblazing Black jurors “appeared to act quite intelligently,”\textsuperscript{222} and “acquitted [themselves] very creditably.”\textsuperscript{223} A Black juror in Maryland “received many compliments from his fellow-jurors for the faithful discharge of his duties.”\textsuperscript{224} More promising still were reports that avoided all fanfare and simply observed, as did one report from the early 1870s, that the jury, “white and colored, presented a good appearance.”\textsuperscript{225}

In the South, Black jury service following emancipation was both more controversial and more consequential. Southern white opponents of Reconstruction resented what they saw as the federal imposition of Black jury service on their region,\textsuperscript{226} indignantly grumbling that any southern judge who refused to seat Black jurors “would be pricked from his bench by the bayonet.”\textsuperscript{227} They also rued what South Carolina’s first post-Civil War governor James Orr called the “ruinous results”\textsuperscript{228} that they imagined Black jury service would produce. The demographic concentration of Black people in the South meant that Black jury service at anything like proportional levels would have an infinitely greater impact there than in the North. White South Carolinians did the math and shuddered: “In Charleston, eight colored to four whites; in Columbia, nine colored to four whites.”\textsuperscript{229} And the absence of literacy tests for voting under Reconstruction constitutions, combined with nearly universal Black illiteracy under slavery, meant that most southern Black jurors were virtually guaranteed to lack formal education. Opponents of Reconstruction conjured nightmarish images of jury boxes containing twelve Black “plantation hands, not one of whom
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[could] read or spell his name—not one of whom knows anything beyond the rules of a cotton field.” 230  They asked: With such “ignorant and unwise” jurors as military orders compelled, “will not the effort to administer justice be a mockery?” 231

As time passed, however, Black jurors ceased to be a spectacle. From the late 1860s through the mid-1880s, in at least some parts of the South, they were routine. The press took to reporting without comment that one southern jury “consists of five white, and seven colored jurors,” 232 and that another “was composed of six white and six colored jurors.” 233 In Georgia in 1880, a Black juror served with eleven “well known white citizens”—and was made foreman. 234 (White Georgians did not appear to object. According to a widely reprinted news story about this case, “the addition of the names of intelligent colored men” to jury lists in the state court was “generally approved.” 235) In 1883, an Alabama newspaper revealed how much progress had been made when it deemed it noteworthy enough to report that a jury in one local criminal case was “exclusively white.” 236

White ridicule and resentment of Black jury service did not cease, 237 but it abated, thanks in part to the reputation that Black jurors gained for treating members of their own race sternly. 238 In 1870, an all-Black North Carolina jury proved “their willingness to do justice to a criminal as black as themselves” by convicting a Black man for a raping a white woman. (“Would twelve white men of North Carolina have consigned to the gallows a man of their color for committing a similar outrage upon a negro woman?” a northern newspaper rhetorically asked. “Doubted.” 239)

All was not peace and harmony. Integrated juries sometimes rubbed against segregationist habits. When it appeared that a Black man might be

added to a Missouri jury in 1905, one white juror, during voir dire questioning, said that “he didn’t believe he could serve on the same jury with a negro and be impartial,” and “did not think it was right . . . to ask him to serve” on an integrated jury. Other white jurors nodded in assent. The trial judge spinelessly excused the Black juror, who “took his hat and left the courtroom, and further trouble was averted.”

In the 1880s, a federal judge in Arkansas showed more backbone when a racially mixed jury sought breakfast in an elegant hotel restaurant in Little Rock. The restaurant refused service because the jury included a Black member. The judge ordered a US marshal to accompany the body, and “for the first time a negro enjoyed his repast at the leading hotel in the state and among white people.”

Some southern whites defended Black jury service. “The instinct of fair play revolts against” those who would deny the right of Black men to serve on juries, declared an editorial in The State of Columbia, South Carolina, in 1894. “The records of the courts show that negro jurymen rarely if ever draw the color line, and a dozen years of observation ha[ve] satisfied us that the negro on a jury is ready to convict his fellow on any satisfactory evidence.”

In 1878, a white Louisianan, the foreman of a recent trial jury, assessed the performance of the “colored jurors” with whom he served: “Throughout the whole trial their conduct and demeanor, as regards civility and propriety, did not differ from that of their fellow jurors, and, as a result, we were harmonious and not an unkind word did I hear spoken one to the other. Under the law, and in the position of jurors, we were equals—all distinctions leveled.”

The Civil Rights Act of 1875 sought to cement such gains into place. Section four stipulated that no citizens possessing all other legal qualifications “shall be disqualified for service as grand or petit jurors” in any state or federal court “on account of race, color or previous condition of servitude.” It was supposed to have teeth. Any public official who excluded or failed to summon would-be jurors on account of their race could be found guilty of a misdemeanor and fined up to $500.

---
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haps the most noteworthy feature of section four’s reception was how little controversy it stirred.

Section four of the Civil Rights Act of 1875, like previous orders to this effect, was not implemented vigorously. In many counties, North and South, it was a dead letter. But by the end of the 1870s, when federal authorities indicted a dozen or so Virginia state judges for “unlawful discrimination against duly qualified colored citizens in the selection of grand and petit jurors,” there was no question that things had dramatically changed in recent years. “Had a novelist a generation ago depicted a fictitious trial scene in a Southern court in which the fate of a white prisoner was in the hands of colored jurors,” one writer marveled in 1889, while reporting on the criminal trial of a prominent white man in Charleston, South Carolina, before a majority-Black jury, “the production would have been criticized as absurdly improbable. Had a statesman prior to the war predicted that the jury box would be thrown open throughout the South to blacks before the close of this century he would have been voted a fanatic dreaming of Utopia.”

By the end of the 1880s, then, “mixed juries in the South,” as one reporter noted, were “no novelty.” At least occasionally, this made a substantive difference. In 1888, a coroner’s jury in Kansas split along racial lines in a lynching case. All four white jurors wanted to report that the Black lynching victims had perished “at the hands of parties unknown.” The eight Black jurors countered that the names of over one hundred of the mob were known. They wanted the coroner’s verdict to charge the responsible parties by name and “refused to consent to a verdict otherwise.”

Our quantitative analysis reveals thorough jury integration in South Carolina during this period. For several years following the Civil War, Black men served on South Carolina juries in rough proportion to their share of the population. In 1872, 64 percent of racially identifiable jurors for criminal cases in Richland County were Black men, essentially the same as the Black share of the county’s 1870 population: 66 percent.
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was 65 percent Black in 1870; its percentage of Black jurors in 1873 was precisely the same: 65 percent. All told, between 1865 and 1879, the percentage of Black jurors serving in our sampled South Carolina counties was 58 percent, almost identical to the counties’ 60 percent Black population.

Starting in the 1880s, Black jury service in South Carolina slumped. Then it plummeted. The century’s end was a tumultuous time for Black southerners. The federal government retreated from Reconstruction. Black rights withered. Lynchings increased. White supremacist leaders urged Black disfranchisement and Jim Crow segregation laws across the South. In South Carolina, as we have seen, “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman stoked fear of “negro domination” and worked to eviscerate Black political rights. The 1895 constitution made it more difficult for Black men to become voters and, hence, jurors.  

White supremacist attitudes influenced jury commissioners, suppressing Black jury participation well beyond the effects of electoral disfranchisement alone. A closely watched criminal trial in South Carolina in 1894 brought this issue to the surface. Two Black men were accused of breaking into a railroad freight car. Evidence was murky. On the one hand, some of the stolen goods were reportedly found in the suspects’ possession. On the other, “several witnesses” testified that the suspects were elsewhere at the time of the break-in. The jury’s eleven white members favored conviction; its lone Black member favored acquittal. When the trial judge asked why the jury was taking so long, the foreman pointed to the hold-out. The judge fumed. If Black jurors refused to convict Black suspects, he said, it would “necessarily lead to the jury commissioners excluding colored people” from juries, “which they [had] a perfect right to do under the law.” The judge ordered the clerk to “excuse the colored juror and strike his name from the roll.” Although the Black juror appears genuinely to have believed that the defendant was not guilty, the judge cut him no slack. He publicly declared that such action as this Black juror displayed “would justify the jury commissioners in excluding all colored men’s names” from the jury-selection process.  
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Black jury service in South Carolina plunged in the years bracketing 1900. In many counties, it ended, at least for a time. Between 1890 and 1903, although the Black share of Clarendon County’s overall population remained over 70 percent, the presence of Black jurors fell from 21 percent to, it seems, zero.254

Observing this late-century decline, some historians contend that Black men were “universally excluded from southern juries” during the entire period.255 This is wrong. Although the decline in Black presence on juries was precipitous, it was not complete. After about 1900, Black jury participation rebounded, albeit slightly. Some counties saw notable shifts. Although the Black share of Berkeley County’s population declined by almost 10 percent between 1900 and 1920, the percentage of Black jurors increased from 5 percent in 1908 to 20 percent in 1919, according to our samples. Georgetown County’s Black population declined from 79 percent to 67 percent between 1900 and 1920, but the percentage of Black jurors in the county increased from under 3 percent in 1900 to 20 percent in 1916. All told, between 1906 and 1930, Black jurors constituted just over 8 percent of our sampled South Carolina total. This approximately doubled the percentage of Black jurors who served between 1890 and 1905. Black jury participation in South Carolina from Reconstruction through the 1920s, thus, traced a swooping curve: way up, way down, and slightly back up. Our figures come from jury books held at the South Carolina Department of Archives and History. The numbers are in the table on the following page.

Several factors may explain the slight rebound in Black jury service that began early in the new century. Legislative change is not among them. Jury-selection laws remained essentially unchanged.256

The inefficiency of Jim Crow may have played a role. In terms of jury service, the greater the exclusion of Black men, the greater the burden on whites. Where Blacks were in the majority, the jury-service burden borne by the white minority was substantial. Some white men quietly resisted by securing exemptions from jury duty, fibbing their way off juries,257 and even “refrain[ing] from taking out [voter] registration papers so as to avoid jury
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According to a 1907 report, white men did such things because jury duty was an “irksome,” “disagreeable . . . sacrifice.”

Year after year, South Carolina jury commissioners struggled to fill their large quotas. “It is a problem which makes us commissioners sweat,” one complained in 1909. Commissioners grumbled about the large number of professions (e.g., ministers, bank tellers, newspaper workers) that had won dubious exemptions from jury service. Commissioners complained that the “good moral character” requirement made it especially hard to meet their quotas. “Should [conscientious jury commissioners] find upon the registration books the names of only 900 citizens who are personally known to them to be of ‘good moral character,’” one mused, “and should they be required to place 1,800 names into the box, then . . . they would seem to have no option but to comply with the law and place the names” of nine-hundred others of unknown moral character in the box. One South Carolina jury commissioner even wondered whether it might make sense to open up eligibility so that jurors could be chosen from “the population at large,” whether registered to vote or not, and whatever their moral character. Given these frustrations, jury commissioners in some counties appear to have been willing to invite limited numbers of Black electors to share the burden of jury service.

---
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Additionally, some white elites worried aloud that discrimination against Black jurors threatened the rule of law. Too often, they complained, all-white juries ruled by pigment, not evidence. “Race prejudice too often settles a verdict of not guilty when a white man has taken the life of his brother in black,” one white member of the South Carolina legal elite worried in 1904. He also perceived a connection between Jim Crow juries and lynching, speculating that all-white juries provided “training” in racialized injustice that encouraged a “contempt” for the legal system that, in turn, was “conducive to mob law.” Similarly, an editorial in the Columbia State lamented that white juries too often “refuse[d] to find a verdict against a white man,” even in “cases where the proof [against him] appear[ed] to be conclusive,” perhaps fearing, the State speculated, that “to convict a white man [was] to put him down on the level with a negro.”

Alongside these concerns of white legal reformers, Black activists and lawyers of both races fought doggedly for fairer jury selection. Lawyers for Black criminal defendants routinely moved to quash indictments that emerged from all-white grand juries on the grounds of unfair grand-jury-selection procedures. Activists and lawyers, including Frederick and Moorer, kept the issue of Black jury underrepresentation burning through Jim Crow’s coldest winters. When the harshest storms passed, their arguments achieved some traction. At least some white southerners were sensitive to charges that their region mistreated Black people. South Carolina “gets mad,” a Philadelphian noted at the dawn of the Jim Crow era, “when charges are made against her record of lawlessness.” Elite white southerners also may have been concerned about the Black labor migration out of the region that began in earnest around the time of World War I. They may have reasoned that allowing a few more Black jurors might mute northern accusations of racism while also dissuading some Black southerners from leaving. Black elites similarly suggested that more Black jury service might increase Black respect for the rule of law, reducing Black criminality.
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Notwithstanding this modest uptick early in the century, Black representation on southern juries remained tiny. It was far from proportional, far from just, and far from the levels attained both previously and subsequently. Nonetheless, in some counties, in South Carolina and elsewhere in the South, Black jurors did occasionally sit. Amid the relentless indignities of Jim Crow, the presence of even a single Black juror carried large symbolic weight. It meant that exclusion was not universal, that the fight was not hopeless. “We were very pleasantly surprised,” a Black southerner wrote following World War I, “to find a Negro citizen serving his state this week and functioning as a real citizen by doing jury duty.” This happy news left the writer wanting more: “There are many other men, similarly fitted and capable, to do this service and to exercise this prerogative of the good citizen, if only the orderly processes would cast the lot upon them.”\textsuperscript{270} If only.

When Frederick and Moorer appealed Bogus Sanders’s 1915 conviction on the grounds that the jury-selection process had been racially discriminatory, they lacked the sort of quantitative evidence that we have assembled here. Indeed, they presented almost no evidence at all. They did not demonstrate, as we have tried to do, that South Carolina counties varied arbitrarily in their openness to Black jurors. They did not show, as we have tried to do, that the state’s jury-selection process operated as a series of sieves that systematically filtered out Black names, with jury commissioners’ discretion doing the bulk of the damage. When an elections official testified in the Bogus Sanders trial that about five hundred “negroes” were registered to vote in Richland County (about 27 percent of registered voters),\textsuperscript{271} Frederick and Moorer could not counter, as we can, that in Clarendon County, early in the century, Black residents accounted for about 30 percent of registered voters but 0 percent of jurors. Nor could the lawyers demonstrate numerically that Black jury service had fallen (or, more accurately, had been hurled) off a cliff in the closing years of the nineteenth century.

Given the state of the law at the time, however, even the best quantitative evidence about jury composition would likely have failed. Fortunately for Bogus Sanders, Frederick and Moorer had some qualitative arguments that were even stronger.
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The Qualitative Approach: Juror Racism

Frederick and Moorer’s first three arguments in the Bogus Sanders appeal charged that jury and voting commissioners, while compiling voter lists, jury lists, and jury panels, had unlawfully discriminated against Black people. Their fourth argument was different. Rather than highlighting the absence of Black jurors, it highlighted the biases of white ones. And rather than challenging the actions of electoral officials or jury commissioners during the early stages of the jury-selection process, it challenged the actions of lawyers and judges during the final stage: the courtroom voir dire. During voir dire, lawyers and judges questioned prospective jurors and sought to remove any whose prejudices would prevent them from ruling fairly. Frederick and Moorer complained that the trial judge in the Sanders case had wrongly allowed a prejudiced white man to join the jury, despite that man’s admission that his racism might sway his judgment.

Ever since emancipation, defenders of civil rights had realized that juror racism threatened the rule of law. Reformers hoped that voir dire questioning would facilitate the removal from jury pools of the most virulent racists. At first, lawyers representing Black clients relied on general, catchall questions about bias to ferret out explicit racism. “Have you any bias or prejudice resting upon your mind either for or against the prisoner at the bar?” a lawyer might ask. Occasionally, prospective jurors were honest enough to say, “Yes.” During voir dire in the late 1870s, an unusually forthright prospective juror responded to this question by turning to the bench and saying, “Judge, I’m agin the nigger.” The trial proceeded without him.272

Late-nineteenth-century lawyers who sought to supplement catchall questions about juror bias with specific questions about racial prejudice, however, often butted up against rules that limited what they could ask. In some states, statutes prescribed both the questions that could be asked and the answers that would be deemed acceptable during voir dire.273 In other states, statutes were silent but trial judges prevented lawyers from asking potential jurors about their racial views.274

Around the turn of the century, as Jim Crow–era racism intensified and
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juries whitened, the dangers posed by explicitly racist jurors increased. Lawyers representing Black clients, no longer able to rely on racially representative juries, sought at least to keep avowed racists off juries. Many, though not all, southern courts granted lawyers greater leeway to use voir dire questioning to identify and remove explicitly racist jurors. Prosecutors contributed to this trend. When white people were accused of committing crimes against Black people, prosecutors feared that racist white jurors might refuse to convict. In some of these cases, prosecutors grilled would-be jurors about their racial views. Louisiana prosecutors asked such questions in 1900, while preparing to try two white suspects for the murder of a Black man. As reported in the *Daily Picayune*, “The state, by its questioning of the [white] jurors in their voir dire, asked particularly if any prejudice existed in their minds on account of color.” Questioned thus, some would-be jurors admitted that “prejudices against the negro race” might “prevent them from bringing in a verdict of guilty.” Prosecutors struck such jurors for cause.

Criminal defense lawyers pushed even harder for the right to question jurors about racial biases in cases involving Black defendants and white victims. They often succeeded. In 1901, Louisiana accused three Black men of murdering a white man. The case’s voir dire process wowed observers. “On the part of the defense,” newspapers reported, “the cross-examination of the jurors on their voir dire was extraordinary, to say the least, being entirely different from any ever held in the criminal court before.” Among the many questions that defense counsel put to would-be jurors in this racially charged case were: “Have you any prejudices against the negro race?” “Do you believe negroes your equal?” “If not socially, do you believe them equals in law?” “According to the golden rule, put yourself in the place of a negro, and if you were a negro would you be willing to be tried by white people?” “Do you think there is any race prejudice existing among the white people against negroes?” “According to the constitution of the United States . . . the negroes are equal. Do you believe that?” And, “Do you think the accused would have a good chance with a white jury?” Would-be jurors in this and like cases had to answer such questions under oath. In theory, those who answered untruthfully could be arrested and charged with perjury.

---

In South Carolina, around the time of the Bogus Sanders case, trial judges enjoyed considerable discretion over whether to allow such questions during voir dire. State law provided that “the [trial] court shall, on motion of either party,” examine any would-be juror “to know whether he is related to either party, or has any interest in the cause, or has expressed or formed any opinion, or is sensible of any bias or prejudice therein.” If such questioning conveyed the impression that “the juror [was] not indifferent in the cause,” then that juror would “be placed aside as to the trial . . . and another [would] be called.”279 This procedure invited lawyers to request extra questioning but empowered trial judges to allow or deny such requests as they saw fit.280

Some judges allowed lawyers free rein. In 1909, during a racially charged prosecution of four white men for whipping a Black man to death, a South Carolina judge announced that, “in addition to the usual questions,” lawyers could ask would-be jurors “any additional questions.” The solicitor promptly asked jurors “if it would make any difference . . . if one of the parties were white and the other colored.” Defense counsel objected, but the judge allowed the question.281

Other South Carolina trial judges, however, did not allow lawyers to grill prospective jurors about their racial ideologies. During a 1909 South Carolina criminal trial, a lawyer representing a Black defendant requested permission to ask potential jurors whether “the fact that the defendant at the bar [was] a negro” would bias them. The court refused to allow the question. “You can’t go into that sea,” the judge told the lawyer. “It might swamp us all.” Following conviction, the defense appealed. The South Carolina Supreme Court upheld the conviction, ruling that trial judges could determine what sorts of questions were allowed at voir dire.282

Lawyers in racially charged cases hoped that questioning jurors about racial bias would accomplish three things. First and foremost, they sought to prevent open racists from serving on juries. Weeding out racists would improve their clients’ prospects. Second, lawyers’ questions about racist views sent subtle message to all jurors about the importance of open-mindedness. This, too, would improve their clients’ prospects. Like “push-

pollers” years later, early-twentieth-century lawyers realized that well-phrased questions could influence thought. “According to the [C]onstitution of the United States . . . negroes are equal. Do you believe that?”283 Jurors who answered in the negative would likely be struck. Those who answered in the affirmative, and others present, may have subconsciously wound up being more likely to give Black litigants a fair shake.

Third, lawyers may have aimed beyond jurors to all within earshot. This may have been especially true in the case of lawyers, such as Frederick and Moorer, who were also civil rights activists. They realized that local courtrooms were more than venues for resolving disputes. They also were forums for establishing community values. They were public theaters where community morality was enacted.284 When lawyers asked jurors whether they could weigh the evidence fairly, regardless of race, there was only one right answer, and everyone knew it. The juror who answered incorrectly would, in theory, not be allowed to serve. The exclusion of explicitly racist jurors sent a powerful message to the community: overt, extreme racial bias was incompatible with the rule of law and thus was unacceptable in court. Thanks to the efforts of lawyers such as Frederick and Moorer, courtrooms may have outdistanced all other mixed-race venues in the South in their openness to questions about racial prejudice and in their rhetorical commitment to equality.

For all its breakneck speed, the trial of Bogus and Ada Sanders did have one slow, deliberate phase: jury selection. Defense lawyers set the pace. “The trial is proceeding slowly,” the press reported, “and the drawing of the jury will probably require all the afternoon, as the prospective jurors are being put on their voir dire at the request of the defense.”285 The Sanders trial began at 12:30 p.m. By the time the jury was sworn in, it was 5:30.286

Judge Rice, prosecution lawyers, and defense lawyers all scrutinized potential jurors. It being a murder case, the prosecution was granted five
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peremptory strikes and the defense ten, meaning they could eliminate up to that number of jurors without any justification. In addition, the court, often at the invitation of one side or the other, could strike an infinite number “for cause” upon a showing of unacceptable bias.

Neither the court nor the prosecution was particularly active during voir dire. Judge Rice struck one juror for opposing capital punishment. The prosecution successfully struck one juror for cause. By contrast, the defense lawyers were extremely active. Newspapers reported that Frederick and Moorer “thoroughly” explored the “question of bias or prejudice against the negro race.” In particular, the Black attorneys, anticipating the specifics of the upcoming trial, asked every prospective juror “if he considered that a negro had the same right under the law to resent an insult, if there was any, against his wife as a white man.” Apparently, many would-be jurors did not think so. Frederick and Moorer struck an astonishing eighteen jurors for cause while also exhausting their ten peremptory challenges.

To get a sense of how unusual it was for one case to generate twenty strikes for cause (eighteen for the defense, one each for the court and the prosecution), we sampled forty-eight cases from Richland County between 1893 and 1924. Two factors seemed to correlate with high numbers of for-cause strikes. First, strikes for cause tended to be more numerous in cases involving serious crimes, such as murder, than in cases involving less serious crimes, such as burglary. Second, cases involving Black defendants and white victims tended to generate more strikes for cause than other sorts of cases, all other things being equal.

State v. Sanders contained both factors. It involved murder, a serious crime. It also featured a Black defendant (Bogus Sanders) and a white victim (Charles Ellers). A healthy number of for-cause strikes was to be expected. But Sanders was still an outlier. Total strikes “for cause” averaged just three in less serious cases and 4.4 in capital cases. Sanders was in another league, with twenty. Strikes for cause averaged 4.1 in cases involv-
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ing white defendants and white victims and 5.3 in cases involving Black defendants and white victims. In Sanders, the number was twenty. One likely explanation for this exceptional number of for-cause strikes in Sanders is the determination of the defense lawyers, who were also civil rights activists, to take full advantage of the voir dire process, for legal and rhetorical effect.

Although Frederick and Moorer managed to convince the court to strike eighteen jurors for cause, they argued—persuasively—that the court should have struck more. They complained that jury selection in Sanders was unjust because they were forced to exhaust two of their precious peremptory challenges on potential jurors, R. L. Bailey and T. D. Murtiashaw, whom the court should have struck for cause. While no evidence remains about the questioning of Murtiashaw, the defense's case regarding Bailey was powerful. Bailey candidly shared his racist views with the crowded courtroom during voir dire. When Judge Rice asked him a pro-forma question about bias for or against the defendants in the case, Bailey opened up. “It is not exactly bias, your Honor; but I feel a resentment in this particular case, which might prejudice me in rendering a verdict.”

Judge Rice should have struck him right then. Instead, he pressed on, asking Bailey if he thought his “feeling would have any effect upon any verdict [he] might render after [he] hear[d] the evidence and the law?” Bailey indicated that he “[believed he] could render a verdict based on the law and evidence,” but qualified his statement by saying, “But, as I stated, I feel a prejudice in this particular case.” Judge Rice stubbornly continued, “I will ask you again, Mr. Bailey . . . can you give these defendants and the State a fair and impartial trial in this case?” Bailey supposed that he could.

When the judge rested, Frederick and Moorer, surely dismayed by Judge Rice’s tolerance of overt racism, pounced. “How did you get the feeling that you spoke of a while ago?” they asked Bailey. The juror retorted, “I am listening to it.” The white would-be juror looked one of the Black defense lawyers in the eye and explained that he felt a “natural resentment” against “one of [their] race pleading to a jury that [he was] on.”

Bailey’s racial bias was open and notorious. It was not, however, enough
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to persuade Judge Rice to strike him for cause, even though he had admitted that his views “might prejudice me in rendering a verdict.” Overruling defense objections, Rice found Bailey fit for jury service. Something about Bailey had distinguished him from the other eighteen jurors that the defense had succeeded in convincing the court to strike for cause. Perhaps the others had admitted bias against the Black defendants, whereas Bailey had “only” admitted to bias against Black lawyers. Perhaps Rice worried that his jury pool was rapidly evaporating. The typical jury panel numbered thirty-six. With twenty strikes for cause, plus the defense’s ten peremptory strikes, plus the need to seat twelve jurors, *State v. Sanders* was already in the red. Whatever the reason, Judge Rice’s refusal to strike Bailey for cause publicly validated Bailey’s views by finding them compatible with jury service.

Bailey took advantage of the legal theater to publicly proclaim his racism. The condescending theatricality of his response, “I am listening to it,” illustrates the drama that courtrooms can foster. Bailey’s responses reaffirmed racial hierarchy as a central component of southern life. Judge Rice coaxed Bailey to walk back his answers by affirming that he could act fairly during the trial. Even though Rice agreed to strike twenty other jurors for cause, his decision not to remove Bailey conveyed the message that at least some forms of explicit racial bias were permissible in court. Frederick and Moorer objected and appealed.

**Chief Justice Gary’s Ruling**

Frederick and Moorer’s appeal on behalf of Bogus Sanders reached the South Carolina Supreme Court early in 1916. In retrospect, their prospects might appear to have been slim. Southern courts from this era are not known as citadels of justice, especially in cases such as Bogus Sanders’s. “Guilt or innocence,” one historian has written, “was often beside the point when southern blacks were accused of killing white men.” Another histo-
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rian asserts that the “entire machinery of justice—the lawyers, the judges, the juries” reinforced “in every possible way the subordination of black men and women of all classes and ages.”

Chief Justice Eugene B. Gary delivered the unanimous opinion in *State v. Sanders.* We last saw Gary in the previous chapter, reading the one-drop rule about “negro blood” into a school segregation case about suspected Croatan Indians. Chief Justice Gary’s résumé contained little that would have improved Bogus Sanders’s odds. He had learned the law at the knee of his uncle, Major General Martin Gary, a Confederate officer and a leader of the movement to “redeem” South Carolina from “Negro domination” in 1876. Young Gary became a prominent South Carolina lawyer and a leader in the state’s Democratic party. He was an early supporter of the “Straightout” Democrats, a movement that urged white supremacy and Black disfranchisement. In 1890, as we have seen, gubernatorial candidate “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman tapped Gary to be his running mate. White supremacist rhetoric filled their campaign. Militant former “red shirts,” frustrated by the results of Reconstruction, contributed muscle to the Tillman-Gary campaign. Gary’s stump speeches trumpeted the supposed need to protect white privilege against Black threats. He advocated railroad segregation, asking, “What white man . . . wants his wife or sister sandwiched between a big bully buck[?]” The ticket won handily. In 1893, Tillman shoehorned Gary onto the state supreme court, where critics expected him “to do whatever Governor Tillman told him to do.”
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remained on the bench for decades, becoming Chief Justice in 1912. Among his rulings was *Tucker v. Blease*, which espoused the notion of “racial instinct,” the “one-drop rule,” and the naturalness of school segregation. Had stereotypes held, Bogus Sanders would have stood little chance in Chief Justice Gary’s court.

Frederick and Moorer opened their appeal with “quantitative” arguments about the unlawful exclusion of Black grand and petit jurors. These could have been powerful arguments. Black people at the time constituted a majority of Richland County’s population but, it seems, zero percent of the *Sanders* jurors. But absent any showing of racist intent on the part of jury commissioners, these arguments stood no chance. They fared no better on appeal than they had at trial.

The qualitative argument, however, was harder to dismiss. Frederick and Moorer powerfully argued that the trial judge had erred by not setting aside the avowedly racist R. L. Bailey for cause, even though, during voir dire, Bailey admitted that his prejudices might affect his judgment. Chief Justice Gary quoted at length from the voir dire questioning, including the part where Bailey testified that his racial resentment “might prejudice [him] in rendering a verdict.” That was too much for Gary. He declared that the trial judge had “erroneously exercised his discretion, in ruling that the juror [Bailey] was competent.” On that basis, the South Carolina Supreme Court reversed Bogus Sanders’s conviction and ordered a new trial.

Gary’s ruling highlights his judicial professionalism. Like many other southern appellate justices, he was willing to defend the rule of law against egregious abuses, even if that meant siding with Black litigants. The politics of the South tended to isolate appellate judges from popular control, affording them space in which to hand down such rulings. Elite jurists
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such as Gary were committed to a standardized, rule-based approach to legal reasoning designed to promote legal stability and fairness.\textsuperscript{318} They also bristled at South Carolina’s reputation for lawlessness. They issued rulings that, they hoped, would mute such charges. Consequently, southern appellate courts were surprisingly hospitable to Black litigants. Between 1865 and 1920, Black people litigated against white people in hundreds of civil appeals in southern state courts. Black litigants won more of these cases than they lost.\textsuperscript{319}

Gary’s fair-minded ruling in \textit{Sanders} contrasts starkly with pronouncements he gave while off the bench. In a 1917 speech, Gary decried Reconstruction as a crime “unexcelled in the history of the world” in which the federal government placed “a portion of its own white citizens, under the political heel of an inferior race.”\textsuperscript{320} Gary’s off-the-bench description of Black people as “inferior” paralleled the white supremacist views of juror Bailey. When robed and on the bench, however, Gary appears to have abided by different set of rules. He muted his personal racism in deference to the rule of law.

The substance of Gary’s ruling was egalitarian: racial prejudice is incompatible with justice. The ruling’s matter-of-fact form, however, muted that message. When Gary wrote opinions that promoted segregation, his rhetoric soared. “The law recognizes that there is a social element, arising from racial instinct, to be taken into consideration between those with and those without negro blood,” he had rhapsodized in the prosegregation \textit{Tucker} ruling two years earlier.\textsuperscript{321} \textit{Sanders} contained no such lines about the importance of jury fairness, the rule of law, or any such thing. The key line disposing of the case in Sanders’s favor was buried unceremoniously within a no-frills, matter-of-fact decision. Frederick and Moorer, however, would take it. So would Bogus Sanders. It saved his life.
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Retrial

Bogus Sanders’s retrial began on May 24, 1916, just one day shy of the one-year anniversary of his shooting of Charles Ellers. Interest in the case remained high. The courtroom was “packed” on the retrial’s first day and remained crowded throughout the four-day trial, despite a heat wave that baked Columbia. Once again, the courtroom was a public theater. The moralistic drama unfolded before a mixed house. According to press reports, “[a]bout an even number of white people and negroes” watched, “possibly a few more blacks.”

Some of the problematic features of the original trial persisted. Frederick and Moorer filed another pretrial motion complaining of “discrimination against the negro race” in jury selection. As before, all of the jurors were white. As before, the court did not care.

In other ways, however, the retrial looked different, suggesting that at least some learning had occurred. During voir dire, the prosecution struck just one juror for cause in the first trial and just two this time; not much changed there. The trial judge, however, was much more vigilant this time around. During the first trial, Judge Rice excused just one juror for cause, the cause being opposition to capital punishment. This time, once again, a single juror spoke out against capital punishment. The new trial judge, M. L. Smith, removed that juror but did not stop there. In all, he struck six. This six-fold increase in court-initiated strikes suggests that Judge Smith worked harder than his predecessor to remove bias from the jury.

Frederick and Moorer struck ten jurors for cause this time, down from eighteen in the first trial. They had grown no less vigilant. The decline likely
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mirrors the trial judge’s increase. Because Judge Smith removed more questionable jurors than his predecessor did, Frederick and Moorer had less work to do. In addition, the decline in defense strikes may reflect juror learning. The lessons of the first Sanders case—probably reinforced by instructions from the bench—may have taught would-be jurors that open declarations of racism were not appropriate in a courtroom setting. Racist thoughts did not disappear. Indeed, one potential juror was excused from the Sanders retrial because of his “high regard for the Anglo-Saxon race over the African.”328 But the drop in “for-cause” defense strikes from eighteen to ten suggests that the number of jurors willing to express racist thoughts openly may have diminished.329

Once the trial began, state officials, aware of how quick Frederick and Moorer were to appeal, tried to avoid giving them any reason to complain. Solicitor Cobb reasoned that “an absolutely fair trial” would prevent a costly and time-consuming appeal and retrial. Cobb granted the defense “ample opportunity” at the trial’s outset “to present concrete evidence” in support of their claim that the all-white grand jury that indicted Sanders in 1915 was unconstitutional.330 Once testimony began, Cobb, “desiring that the defendant have an absolutely fair trial,” claimed to cede to the defense “the advantage of every opportunity.” He did not object when the defense took every opportunity throughout the trial to discuss “the race aspect of the situation.”331 When the defense called questionable witnesses to provide testimony that, in Cobb’s view, should not have been admissible, Cobb did not object.332

Cobb’s leniency, combined with greater preparation time, allowed the defense to present more evidence than in the original trial. Defense witnesses asserted many new points that favored Bogus Sanders. They testified that Charles Ellers and his white companions were “in a drunken condition” at the time of the shooting, so intoxicated that one of them had to support another; “they carried a quart bottle” of whiskey;333 Ada Sanders
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“went out of her way in order to keep from passing the white men, who, however, caught up with her”; the men grabbed her, saying, “Look here, don’t you do business?”; when she said, “No,” they “said they would assault her”; when she broke away and hurried home, the men followed; when she got home she was crying and disheveled;334 Bogus, “having worked all day,” was “getting ready to take a bath when his wife arrived in a very excited frame of mind”; he “had one shoe off at the time”; he donned his shoe, a hat, and a coat, and “made his way down to the white men,” whom he told “they should be more careful about talking to women”;335 he had turned to leave when the men threatened him with knives and threw a rock; he “began firing at the men when they started at him with their knives”;336 and he “wasn’t shooting to kill any one particularly, just to keep them off of [him].”337

All of this new testimony made a difference, especially when heard by a jury newly mindful of the need for fairness. The first time around, the jury took less than an hour to rule on the case.338 This time, the jury was out for twenty hours. The original jury found Sanders guilty of murder with no recommendation of mercy, which resulted in a death sentence. The new jury found Sanders “guilty of murder with recommendation to mercy,” resulting in a life sentence.339

Life in a South Carolina prison was not attractive, but it beat the alternative. Frederick and Moorer had done their jobs.

Conclusion: Clemency

Advocates of jury fairness during the Jim Crow era had three main concerns. First, they sought fairer trials, especially criminal trials involving Black defendants. All people have the right to be tried by juries of their
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peers, they insisted.\textsuperscript{340} Excluding Blacks from juries compromised this right.\textsuperscript{341} So did including avowedly racist whites. Fairer juries would produce greater justice for all.\textsuperscript{342} Second, Black advocates realized that citizenship entailed obligations as well as benefits. Among the most important and public of those obligations was jury duty.\textsuperscript{343} In the South, jury service had long been associated with male honor.\textsuperscript{344} Ben Tillman and other white supremacists had this in mind when alleging that the “sacred dut[ies] of the citizen” were “beyond the capacity” of most Blacks.\textsuperscript{345} Frederick, Moorer, and others begged to differ.

Third, advocates of racial justice opposed the exclusion of Black jurors because they opposed racial discrimination generally. To keep Blacks off juries systematically, they argued, was to withhold “the full and equal benefit of laws . . . as are enjoyed by white persons.”\textsuperscript{346} Their legal ideal was color-blindness. In their experience, all racial distinctions were invidious. All worked to the disadvantage of Black people. As one Black commentator observed, at the dawn of the Jim Crow era, “Any drawing of the race or color line in matters of public concern is injurious.”\textsuperscript{347} Another argued that “any discrimination founded upon the race or color of the citizen [was] unjust and cruel.”\textsuperscript{348} Excluding otherwise qualified people from juries “because they are negroes” violated the equal protection of the law and was unjust.\textsuperscript{349}

Our close inspection of \textit{State v. Sanders} and the Jim Crow jury has revealed several things. Voter registration and juror selection were distinct processes. Both contributed to the suppression of Black jury service. The
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removal of Black men from southern juries during these years, though massive, was not total. Jim Crow-era lawyers established jury composition as an important civil rights battleground. The legal system provided them space to attack racism. Although they failed to democratize juries very much during their day, their ability to wage such battles marks this period as a steppingstone between the era of slavery, where no such battles were imaginable; Reconstruction, when no such battles were necessary; and post–Jim Crow eras, during which jury-selection processes, though not perfectly neutral, grew dramatically fairer. Finally, quantitative measures of Black jury service, though crucial, are not the only way of analyzing Jim Crow juries. Juror racism, as well as juror race, mattered. The decisive issue in the Sanders appeal—the issue that saved Bogus Sanders’s life—was the incompatibility of openly expressed juror racism with the rule of law.

Late in 1920, a white Columbia law firm filed a clemency petition on behalf of James “Bogus” Sanders, who, by then, had spent about five years in prison. Perhaps Ada Sanders, Frederick and Moorer, or someone else hired the firm. Perhaps the lawyers acted on their own. Whatever their motivations, they presented a powerful case. They told South Carolina governor Robert Cooper that Bogus Sanders’s “record prior to the time of the killing had been good.” They described the events of the killing in ways sympathetic to Bogus’s perspective. And they pointed out that Sanders had already served about five and a half years in prison.

They supplemented their letter with several supporting documents. M. L. Smith, the (white) trial judge who sentenced Sanders to life in prison in 1916, submitted a letter recommending that Sanders be paroled. Five years of punishment was sufficient, he argued. W. A. Banks, the (white) captain of the Richland County chain gang upon which Sanders served while incarcerated...
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cerated, told Governor Cooper what an “exemplary prisoner in every way” Sanders was and “very heartily” endorsed the petition for clemency. “The facts in his case would seem to me to warrant a pardon for him,” the chain gang captain wrote.\(^{357}\)

S. H. Owens, the (white) Richland County supervisor, “voluntarily” added his two cents. “I am familiar with the testimony that was presented to the Jury,” Owens wrote, “and I am satisfied that this man shot Mr. Ellers in defense of his wife’s honor, . . . that he and his wife are both decent and respectable people, and that he was fully justified in shooting Ellers. I most heartily and earnestly recommend a pardon for him, and I believe that if more negroes would show a decent respect for the sanctity of their homes that we would have a better citizenship among our negro population.”\(^{358}\)

Most impressively of all, eight of the twelve (white) jurors who voted to convict Sanders in 1916 signed the pardon petition. A ninth, unable to write, signaled his agreement with an X. “Whereas we are of the opinion that this man has been punished sufficiently” for an act that, though technically a crime, was one “for which there was a great deal of justification,” the jurors wrote, “and because we think this man committed the act in defense of his home, we petition your Excellency [the governor] to grant him a pardon.”\(^{359}\)

The State Board of Pardons (all white) recommended Sanders’s release, “in the light of the fact that the prisoner was only guilty of manslaughter, if that, and of the fact that he has been in prison since 1915.”\(^{360}\)

On June 1, 1921, Governor Cooper paroled James “Bogus” Sanders.\(^{361}\) Free again, he returned to Ada. We last see them in 1940, still in Columbia, still together, in a home that they owned.\(^{362}\)

Fittingly, given this chapter’s focus, the last word goes to the jurors. As mentioned, nine members of the all-white jury that convicted Sanders
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later signed a petition, urging his release. Three others failed to sign. One had joined the US Navy and was unavailable. One was dead. The third was Hosier M. Lee. Lee would never sign, the others said, because he was a died-in-the-wool racist. Apparently, Lee had calculated that, in light of Chief Justice Gary’s appellate ruling in *Sanders*, the only way he could get on the jury for the retrial was to mask his racial views. So he dissimulated during voir dire. Once the jury began secret deliberations, however, Lee, according to the petition for clemency, “announced in the Jury room” his unshakable conviction that “any colored man who killed a white man should be electrocuted,” regardless of the circumstances. It was Lee whose holdout for a murder conviction had caused the jury to stay out twenty hours, even though others were reluctant to send a man to the chair for a killing that, while technically a crime, was one for which, the other jurors thought, “there was a great deal of justification.” The jury finally compromised on “Guilty with recommendation to Mercy,” placating Lee’s insistence on a murder conviction while still sparing Sanders’s life. Apparently, juror Lee refused to don the blindfold of justice, instead slipping it down over his own mouth during voir dire. His jury-mates acted quite differently. It seems that this Jim Crow jury, despite being all-white, contained a rainbow of perspectives.
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In 2019, during the polarized and racially charged presidency of Donald Trump,\(^2\) the *New York Times* republished a seventy-two-year-old photograph of a South Carolina courtroom scene.\(^3\) The photo depicted a group of jubilant white people celebrating the mass acquittal of twenty-eight white men who had been charged with lynching a Black man named Willie Earle. Although most of the accused previously had confessed to participating in the lynching, an all-white jury acquitted them on all counts. The celebratory acquittal picture was first published in 1947, at the time of the trial.\(^4\)

Seven decades later, as concern for racial justice intensified among progressives,\(^5\) and as interest in lynching history spiked,\(^6\) the image achieved
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new prominence as a haunting tableau of white supremacy swamping the rule of law.7

The republished photograph powerfully conveys three common assumptions about the legal history of lynching during the Jim Crow era. First, the picture symbolizes the utter failure of the legal system to provide justice to lynching victims or their families. Few lynchers faced charges. Fewer still were convicted. As observers noted in 1947, the sur-
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prising thing about the Willie Earle lynching trial was not that the perpetrators were acquitted. It was that South Carolina prosecuted them in the first place.\(^8\)

Second, the photograph emphasizes the extent to which the legal history of lynching, though central to Black history, was dominated by white people. In the “Opera in Greenville”—the New Yorker’s 1947 nickname for the dramatic Willie Earle lynching trial\(^9\)—all of the singing roles went to white performers. The judge was white. The lawyers were white. All of the more than two-dozen defendants were white. So were all of the jurors and witnesses. The “Opera” had only two Black cast members: Willie Earle, the lifeless victim; and Mabel Nickles, a blind courthouse concessionaire, brought in during jury selection to draw names from a box.\(^10\) In fact, some Black spectators and journalists were present. But they sat beyond the photo’s frame—upstairs, in the segregated courtroom’s balcony.\(^11\)

Third, the acquittal shot powerfully suggests how tightly lynching interwove with white supremacy during the Jim Crow era. Lynching was a bloody means; white domination was the end. Black children quickly learned that white power was undergirded by an ever-present threat of violence. “Yes, yes, they [our parents] warned us,” a childhood friend of Willie Earle recalled years later. “They warned us: ‘Don’t mess around because they [white people] will lynch . . . they’ll kill you.’ And they would.”\(^12\) Black leaders saw the Willie Earle tragedy as yet another instance of Jim Crow discrimination, along with disfranchisement and state-mandated racial segregation.\(^13\) Lynching was
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wrong not just because it denied due process to individual victims but because it buttressed an unjust system of racial hierarchy.14

The acquittal photograph thus captures several truths about lynching’s legal history. But it excludes others. This chapter explores some of these other truths both by highlighting underlit features of the Willie Earle lynchers’ criminal case and by exploring a subsequent civil case: *Tessie Earle v. Greenville County*.15

The chapter reconsiders all three of the assumptions described above. *First*, panning the camera from the criminal prosecution described above to Tessie Earle’s subsequent civil suit makes the justice system look slightly less unjust. To be sure, criminal prosecutions of lynchers, including Willie Earle’s murderers, consistently failed to provide justice. But *Tessie Earle v. Greenville County* was not a criminal case. It was a civil suit, filed under a South Carolina law that allowed family members to sue the counties in which their relatives were lynched. This law was designed to discourage lynching and to redress its injustices. It did neither, at least not well enough. But it was not the total failure that criminal prosecution was. Indeed, despite the day’s extreme racism, several surviving relatives of lynching victims invoked this law in court. Usually, they won.

*Second*, Black people were not as marginal to the legal history of lynching as the all-white acquittal photograph suggests.16 Black people pushed hard to get South Carolina to prosecute Willie Earle’s murderers. After the mass acquittals, an all-star Black legal team helped Tessie Earle recover civil damages under South Carolina’s antilynching law, a legal provision that Black lawmakers helped create. By the time Tessie Earle filed suit in the late 1940s, a long line of Black South Carolinians had already recovered damages under this law. The acquittal photograph, in other words, misleadingly implies that Black people other than victims were absent from the legal history of lynching.

*Finally*, the deep history of *Tessie Earle v. Greenville County* complicates the assumption that white supremacy and lynching were joined at the hip. Unquestionably, lynching in the Jim Crow South must be understood in a
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white supremacist context. Racialized violence buttressed racial hierarchy. The South Carolinians who condoned lynching, such as the jubilant white people depicted in the acquittal shot, also favored white supremacy. And many lynching opponents, such as the Black spectators who fell beyond the photo’s frame, also opposed white supremacy. But this simple formulation overlooks an important group, arguably the region’s most powerful: elite whites who opposed lynching but supported Jim Crow. Yet from the 1890s through the Willie Earle case in the 1940s, South Carolina’s most influential whites usually opposed lynching, even while supporting segregation and disfranchisement. They realized that lynching was a regional embarrassment that threatened to delegitimate the entire Jim Crow system. By opposing, or at least claiming to oppose, lynching, they sought to deny rhetorical ammunition to their critics and prove to themselves as well as to others that white supremacy was compatible with the rule of law and capable of good governance. These elite white supremacists sought to weaken lynching as a way of strengthening Jim Crow.

Willie Earle and Thomas Brown

Willie Earle was not the only victim of the tragedy that bears his name. A white man named Thomas Watson Brown died a senseless, violent death within hours and miles of Earle.

Earle was a twenty-four-year-old Black man from a tenant-farming family in upstate South Carolina. Relatives and friends described him as quiet, hardworking, and loving toward his six younger siblings. “Willie would always be the one that would go out and buy some . . . toy or something for us to play with,” recalled a childhood friend from a nearby farm. “He was kind of like a big brother to us.” Willie’s mother Tessie later recalled that a teenaged Willie, following his father’s death, sought to be “a financial aid to the family, because he was the oldest.”
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In many ways, Willie Earle was unlucky. He suffered from epilepsy.\(^{21}\) He was a “slow” student, as some people later put it, and dropped out of school after the fifth grade.\(^{22}\) As he grew into adulthood, he started drinking and had a few nonviolent run-ins with the law. He struggled to hold a job. At the time of his death, he lived in Greenville, South Carolina, and worked for that city’s sanitation department.\(^{23}\)

The incident’s other victim was Thomas Brown, a forty-eight-year-old white cab driver, married, with adult children. Cabbies were a tight bunch. When Brown had bad weeks, other drivers steered good fares his way. When fellow drivers were down on their luck, Brown would pitch in and help. This code of reciprocity was good for cabbies but bad for anyone who crossed them.\(^{24}\)

According to police allegations, Earle’s and Brown’s paths crossed on Saturday evening, February 15, 1947. The events of that chilly, almost moonless night\(^{25}\) remain shadowy to this day. The Yellow Cab Company reported that Brown picked up “two negro fares”\(^{26}\) in Greenville between nine and ten o’clock.\(^{27}\) This was not unusual. Taxi driving in Greenville was virtually all white.\(^{28}\) Ridership, by contrast, was mixed. “Ninety per cent of the Negroes of the town ride in taxicabs,” a Black Greenvillian explained, there being “no good bus service in most colored districts.”\(^{29}\) One city re-
dent estimated that Black riders accounted for at least half of the local cab-riding total.\(^\text{30}\) This made taxis an unusual space in which Black people could tell white people what to do.\(^\text{31}\)

Thomas Brown’s “two negro fares” told him to drive from Greenville to the tiny town of Liberty, about twenty miles west, in neighboring Pickens County. They never got there. About two miles from Liberty, Brown was robbed and stabbed. A local farmer found him near death, on the ground, near his cab.\(^\text{32}\)

At first light the next day, police combed the scene for clues. Investigators claimed that they were able to follow shoeprints—with new heels—between one and two miles, right to the house of Tessie Earle, Willie’s mother. Inside, they said, they found Willie’s new-heeled shoes and blood-stained jacket. Police inspectors connected the dots: Willie Earle must have taken Brown’s cab that Saturday night from his home in Greenville to his mother’s home in Liberty. Short on money, and perhaps drunk, he robbed and stabbed Thomas Brown, then walked the rest of the way in new-heeled shoes.

Officers arrested Willie Earle the next day. In his pockets were two dirty one-dollar bills and a “big scout knife”\(^\text{33}\) bearing traces of blood.\(^\text{34}\) Officers took Earle to the Pickens County jail, confident that they had found Thomas Brown’s assailant.

Black people told different stories. Earle denied having taken a cab that night, much less having stabbed Thomas Brown.\(^\text{35}\) He did travel from Greenville to Liberty, he said, but by bus, not cab.\(^\text{36}\) Tessie Earle told reporters that her son carried no “blood-stained knife” and had no blood on his clothes.\(^\text{37}\) Forty dollars, a watch, a ring, and car keys were stolen from Brown on Saturday night,\(^\text{38}\) but when the police arrested Earle midday on Sunday,
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he carried no watch, no ring, no keys, and just two dirty one-dollar bills.\(^{39}\) The Yellow Cab company reported that Brown drove two people, not one, from Greenville toward Liberty; investigators never tied up that loose end. A wounded Thomas Brown told police that his assailant was a “large, black negro.” The press described Willie Earle as “slight.”\(^{40}\) He stood 5’9” and weighed one hundred and fifty pounds.\(^{41}\) Rumors even swirled in the Black community that “Brown was over in Liberty fooling around.” Maybe a romantic rival had stabbed him, the local Black community speculated.\(^{42}\)

In other words, many South Carolinians were sure that Earle had stabbed Brown,\(^{43}\) but many others were sure that he had not done so.\(^{44}\) Courts of law exist to resolve such conflicts. Willie Earle’s case never made it that far.

### The Lynching

Lynching in the Jim Crow South was a toxic blend of quasi-law, anti-law, and white supremacy. It was quasi-law in that lynchers playacted legal rituals. Mobs identified criminal suspects, faux-adjudicated cases, and imposed punishments. Mobs claimed to administer “lynch law” in “Judge Lynch’s Court.”\(^{45}\)

To state the obvious, none of this was legal. Lynch mobs acted under no formal authority, followed no legal procedures, and honored no due-process protections. Instead, they identified suspects impulsively, knew only one verdict (guilty), imposed only one punishment (death), and allowed no appeals. Lynch law was not law. It was the antithesis of law.

Extreme racial bias further tainted “lynch law’s” legitimacy. “It is not . . . the immorality or the enormity of the crime itself that arouses
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popular wrath," Frederick Douglass observed in 1892, trying to make sense of retribution lynchings, “but the emphasis is put upon the race and color of the parties to it.” Douglass thought that the spur to mob action was not “the moral sense” following an alleged crime but rather “the well-known hatred of one class towards another.”\textsuperscript{46} The record in South Carolina seems consistent with Douglass’s observations. From the 1880s to the 1940s, Black people constituted around half of the Palmetto State’s population, but 93 percent of its lynch victims.\textsuperscript{47} One white South Carolinian at the time referred to lynchings as “crimes committed in the name of white supremacy.”\textsuperscript{48}

The proliferation of lynching during the high Jim Crow years was possible because a critical mass of white people accepted its quasilegal conceits. Many whites, though more or less law-abiding under most circumstances, willingly joined murderous mobs under other circumstances. The broader white community consistently honored pacts of silence regarding the widely known identities of lynch-mob members. Public officials went along with the charade, chalking up one lynching after another to death “at the hands of persons unknown.”\textsuperscript{49}

After the 1920s, lynching grew less common and more controversial. But its heart still beat. Its pulse quickened on Sunday, February 16, 1947, when word of Thomas Brown’s stabbing ricocheted through Greenville. A cabbie from neighboring Pickens County drove east with news that a Black man was in the Pickens County jail on suspicion of having stabbed Thomas Brown. The Greenville cabbies’ atavistic nerves twitched with vows of revenge. Late Sunday night, after hours of telephone calls and whispered plans, dozens of Greenville cabbies liquored up, armed themselves, and headed west.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{46} Douglass, “Lynch Law in the South,” 19.


\textsuperscript{48} ”Murderers without Cause," \textit{Spartanburg Herald}, quoted in \textit{The State} (Columbia, SC), Dec. 16, 1895, 2.

\textsuperscript{49} Philip Dray, \textit{At the Hands of Persons Unknown: The Lynching of Black America} (New York: Modern Library, 2003).

The Pickens County jail could not hold Willie Earle. The problem was not an inability to keep Earle in. It was an inability to keep lynchers out. The cabbies reached the jail at around 4:30 a.m. Without resistance, the white jailer handed over Willie Earle. "They had shotguns and I danced to their music," he later explained. Earle was "frightened into a state of stupefaction." The lynchers loaded Earle into a cab and headed east, pausing briefly to interrogate him and rough him up. Just after crossing the Pickens County line and entering Greenville County, the caravan stopped. Mob members piled out of their cabs and proceeded to torture, stab, and shoot Willie Earle. They left his lifeless, "knife and shot-ripped body" by the side of the road. An anonymous caller informed a Greenville mortuary of the killing. The coroner found the corpse still warm, the torso "mutilated by . . . knives," the head bearing "gaping shotgun wounds." So badly mutilated was Willie Earle's body that officials identified it by the two dirty dollar bills that they knew to be in his pocket.

Thomas Brown was still alive at the time of the lynching. Hours later, in a Greenville hospital, he succumbed to his stabbing wounds.

In some ways, as one Black newspaper observed, the Willie Earle lynching "followed closely the pattern of most southern lynch atrocities." Like virtually all previous lynchings in the region, it was meant to buttress racial hierarchy. As one Black South Carolinian put it, Willie Earle's killers had acted in the name of "'white supremacy' and 'niggers staying in their place.'"

The Willie Earle lynching also followed historical patterns in its quasi-legal pantomiming. Participants acted as if lynching were a legitimate response to a crime. Ringleaders had no trouble recruiting over thirty oth-
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erwise law-abiding men to commit murder.\footnote{59} Feeling no need to hide their identities, they entered the jail unmasked, many still wearing their taxi-driver caps. The jailer seemed to share their presumption of lynching’s legitimacy. He surrendered Earle without a struggle and later showed no remorse for having done so.\footnote{60} The lynchers briefly suspected that Willie Earle’s cellmate, who was also Black, may have joined the attack on Thomas Brown. When the jailer told them otherwise, the mobsters legally relented.\footnote{61} They wanted the man who had attacked Brown, they said, “and wouldn’t harm anybody else.”\footnote{62}

In their faux-prosecutorial role, the mob worked hard to extract a confession. Willie Earle repeatedly denied having stabbed Thomas Brown.\footnote{63} The drivers, however, persisted. One cabbie, a former deputy sheriff, said that he “knew how to get a confession.” His technique involved a pocket-knife.\footnote{64} Finally, after extensive questioning, torture, and threats, Earle supposedly admitted guilt.\footnote{65} His reward for confessing: two shotgun blasts to the head. Subsequently, lynchers presented Earle’s gun-barrel confession as a justification for their actions.\footnote{66}

And yet, in other ways, the Willie Earle story suggests that old lynching patterns were fading. Back in the heyday of lynching, many white people, perhaps most, considered it a socially acceptable civic act. Some lynchings occurred in broad daylight, in town squares, before big crowds. Some were memorialized in photographs and postcards that depicted dangling Black victims, unmasked white perpetrators, and supportive white spectators.\footnote{67}

By 1947, however, lynching’s social acceptability had waned. Willie Ear-
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le’s killers did their work in the dark of night, in the backwoods, with no spectators present. “Somehow,” a Black journalist wrote, “[the Willie Earle slaying] doesn’t have the earmarks of lynching as it has operated in the South.”68 “True, some 30 or more men executed it, but these men did not represent a community attitude against a Negro. Rather, it was vengeance of a little group of taxi drivers.”69

The public response revealed even more change than did the lynching itself. Antilynching sentiment was greater than in previous eras. Black people had consistently opposed lynching since its massive upsurge in the late nineteenth century. By 1947, their claims-making ability had increased. The Willie Earle lynching outraged Blacks in South Carolina and beyond.70 Black clergymen quickly condemned the lynching and attributed it to racial discrimination.71 Black journalists attacked lynching and Jim Crow. The Palmetto State was already a target of Black editorial scorn, thanks to the US Supreme Court-flouting “South Carolina Plan” of 1944, according to which the state had privatized its primary elections to prevent Black voters from participating.72 Following the Willie Earle lynching in February of 1947, local and national Black papers blasted South Carolina, the “home of the white primary law and other reactionary forces,” for having the “nefarious distinction of ushering in [that] year’s first” lynching.73 Black editors urged state officials to apprehend the mob, though they doubted that this would happen.74

The NAACP reacted powerfully to Willie Earle’s killing. During the late nineteenth century, lynching’s worst years, South Carolina had no NAACP chapter. Indeed, no state did; the organization did not yet exist. By contrast, the NAACP of the 1940s was a leading voice of Black resistance, both statewide and nationally. Much of the group’s prestige within the Black community derived from its legal activism. Because disfranchisement had effec-
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tively cut off electoral options in the South, appellate courts loomed large in
the Black political imagination. Black communities raised legal defense
funds to fight civil rights battles and held out hope that upper-level courts
would vindicate their rights. “All that is necessary for Negroes to do to
regain their constitutional right to vote is to be able to hear their case in
court,” Black optimists gushed around the time of the Willie Earle lynching.75
Somehow, the embers of Reconstruction-era legal egalitarianism still
glowed in black historical memory. The NAACP basked in this glow. As one
Black paper remarked, the NAACP “took [their] cases . . . when white law-
yers refused.”76 In addition to being willing, the NAACP was able. Black
commentators praised the organization for having taken twenty-two cases
to the US Supreme Court and for having secured “21 victories, the highest
number of victories of any other group or lawyer.”77 The association’s legal
record made it a natural leader of the antilynching crusade. “To whom do
Negroes turn for help when a lynching occurs?”78 one Black journalist rhe-
torically asked around the time of the Willie Earle case. Answer: the
NAACP.

Immediately following the Willie Earle lynching, the South Carolina
office of the NAACP sent representatives to Greenville County to help with
the crime scene investigation.79 The national office contacted the mayor of
tiny Liberty, South Carolina, to ask about Willie Earle’s local reputation.80
And NAACP leaders fired off telegrams to President Harry S. Truman,
members of Congress, the US attorney general, and the governor of South
Carolina, demanding “immediate government action” to bring Willie Ear-
le’s lynchers to justice.81

The NAACP’s demand for quick federal action was to be expected. Less
expected was the federal government’s response: it sprang into action. In
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the context of the early Cold War, lynching was a diplomatic humiliation. The Truman administration immediately sent the Federal Bureau of Investigation to South Carolina to help find Willie Earle’s killers. In short order, thirty-one suspected members of the lynch mob were under arrest. It was the FBI’s largest federal-state manhunt to date.

Northern whites cheered. National opinion was aghast at the heavily publicized Willie Earle lynching. World War II had sharpened the nation’s civil rights sensibilities, causing at least some Americans to rethink long-accepted injustices. Lynching’s decline had also made each new vigilante murder harder to ignore. Back in the 1890s, the pace of lynching in the United States was relentless, with a national average of about three people lynched every week throughout the decade. By the 1940s, lynching had slowed to a trickle. Willie Earle’s was the first and, by some counts, only lynching of 1947. It consequently received massive attention.

Calls for quick prosecution of the lynchers rang out coast to coast. Influential northern, white newsmen Walter Winchell declared that the Willie Earle lynching would “remain a black blot on the record of justice in th[e] nation until the gang of murderers rounded up by the Justice Department [were] made to pay.” The lynching’s timing intensified the national reaction. The story broke during the third week of February: national Brotherhood Week, an annual celebration of intergroup harmony. A powerful editorial cartoon in the New York Times captured the tragic irony. It depicted a weapon-wielding mob surrounding a lifeless corpse under the title “Brotherhood Week in South Carolina.”

More surprising than this national reaction to the Willie Earle murder was the strong antilynching response of influential white southerners. A swell of white southern voices expressed outrage and called for the lynchers to be convicted. The “Brotherhood Week in South Carolina” cartoon that ran in the New York Times originated in a white newspaper in Florida. The Times published it under the heading “A Southern Comment.”

Local Black journalist and activist John H. McCray estimated that the
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majority of white South Carolinians opposed lynching. “Truth is,” McCray wrote, “[the] overwhelming number of white people in South Carolina” were “angered by it and sickened by it.”98 This was especially true of elite, white South Carolinians.90 Although influential white South Carolinians tended to be leery of federal intervention,91 they deplored the Willie Earle lynching and favored prosecution.92 This was true of the white press, the white clergy, white lawyers, and white “business men.”93

Some whites, particularly nonelite whites, however, felt otherwise. Many of them likely felt kinship with the cab-driving lynchers.94 Following the lynching, while elite whites wailed in dismay, nonelite white Greenvillians remained still. Then they quietly stirred. “Small jars and containers” labeled “Taxi-drivers’ Fund” sprouted in shops around town. Coin by coin, the jars filled, adding about $2,000 to the lynchers’ defense fund.95 The coin-clinkers were not the sorts of people who wrote editorials. But they were the sorts of people who served on juries.

On the surface, however, the Willie Earle lynching provoked nearly universal “public wrath”96 and stirred the government into action.97 Without hesitation, state officials cooperated with the FBI to arrest the perpetrators. The sheriffs of Pickens County, where Earle was taken from jail, and Greenville County, where he was killed, were both fully on board.98 “We don’t stand for mob violence in South Carolina,” declared Greenville Sheriff R. H.
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Beardon, “and we aren’t going to.” Strom Thurmond, the state’s newly elected governor, ordered the South Carolina Constabulary to aid the local investigation and assigned an all-star prosecutor to the case. “I do not favor lynching,” Thurmond announced, “and I shall exert every resource at my command to apprehend all persons who may be involved in such a flagrant violation of the law.”

With these antilynching steps, powerful white South Carolinians gave the appearance of turning against Jim Crow. But looks deceived. Although a few white South Carolinians embraced civil rights generally, most remained firmly committed to segregation and disfranchisement. They opposed lynching because it embarrassed the South and undermined the legitimacy of Jim Crow.

Antilynching and white supremacy blended conspicuously in the politics of Governor Thurmond. The state’s newly elected chief executive considered the Willie Earle lynching “a disgrace to the state.” “South Carolina today is on trial before the whole world,” he declared, days after the lynching. “I want these cases strongly prosecuted.” If South Carolina failed to act, Governor Thurmond feared, support for a federal antilynching law would grow. A federal antilynching law, in turn, could pave the way for additional attacks on Jim Crow. Thurmond reasoned that he, his state, and white supremacy generally would benefit from an active pursuit of Earle’s killers. The northern press joined local Blacks in praising Thurmond’s antilynching stance. They assumed that the governor had “earned the enmity of the purveyors of racial hatred.” They misunderstood his
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motivations. Within a year, Thurmond would emerge as the public face of Jim Crow.  

The Trial

With FBI help, South Carolina quickly rounded up thirty-one suspected lynchers. Twenty-six of them confessed in writing to being part of the mob, though none admitted to firing the shots that killed Willie Earle. The state charged all thirty-one suspects with murder and conspiracy to commit murder. It also charged everyone other than Roosevelt Hurd Sr., whom several cabbies named as the shooter, with being an accessory to murder, both before and after the fact. Hurd, the likely shooter, faced one murder count alone.

Anticipation was keen for what was billed as the largest lynching trial in southern history. The stakes seemed sky high. “The eyes of the nation—more likely the eyes of the world—will be focused . . . on Greenville, S.C.,” the Baltimore Afro-American declared. “Not only the voice of Willie Earle but also the cries of countless victims . . . will echo through General Sessions Court, crying for justice as the 31 men go on trial.”

Black optimists believed that convictions were possible, thanks to the twenty-six signed confessions. Black pessimists—“realists” might be a
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better term—expected little more than “a whitewash.”114 “Our experience in the past has shown that local efforts to solve lynchings and bring the perpetrators to justice have been fruitless,” the New York Amsterdam News wrote.115 Among other things, Black pessimists knew how southern juries were assembled. Although “qualified Negro voters [were] eligible, technically,” the Black press reported, it appeared “unlikely that any Negro [potential jurors] would be called in this trial or selected to serve.”116 Jurors were likely to be neighbors of the lynchers. And “in the past,” Black realists knew, lynchers had enjoyed “full protection from their neighbors.”117

In May of 1947, spectators streamed into the Greenville County Courthouse. White people walked through the front door and onto the fan-cooled courtroom floor. Black people entered through a side door and climbed stairs to a stuffy, segregated gallery. In the bitter words of one Black journalist, it was “strictly a jim crow building.”118 The courthouse’s white supremacist configuration symbolized the injustice that it housed. “And [then] it moved . . . to the trial,” a childhood friend of Willie Earle later recalled. “And that was the terrible-est trial you’d ever want to hear in your life.”119

The prosecution’s case centered on the written confessions, in which twenty-six suspects admitted participating in the lynching.120 Many of the confessions had named ringleader Roosevelt Carlos Hurd, Sr., as the triggerman whose shotgun blasts had killed Earle.121 (According to one statement, Hurd fired two shots into Earle’s skull and then “asked for another shell, but nobody gave it to him.”122) Commentators described this evidence as “unprecedented in the history of Southern lynching cases.”123

Defense lawyers called no witnesses. Instead, they attacked the process. They alleged that the police had used threats, intimidation, and deceit to extract confessions from their clients. They denounced FBI meddling in southern affairs and urged jurors to strike a blow against “Federal intervention” by acquitting their clients. Most importantly, defense attorneys, as one white journalist put it, “hammer[ed] away at race prejudice.” Defense lawyers compared Earle to a “mad dog” who needed to be put down. They sought to shift the trial’s focus away from the killing of Willie Earle and toward the killing of Thomas Brown, the white cabbie. Too much had been said about the lynching victim, defense counsel Thomas Wofford argued, “and not enough of the white cab driver who[m] Earle was accused of stabbing.” This tactic assumed the legitimacy of lynching as a response to crimes allegedly committed by Black perpetrators against white victims. Aware that the trial was for Earle’s murder, not Brown’s, however, Judge J. Robert Martin Jr. worked hard to prevent the jury from hearing these arguments. “I’m not going to allow any racial issue to be injected in this case,” he vowed. Nonetheless, defense counsel relentlessly fought for permission to ask questions aimed at showing that “the victim of the lynching had enraged the accused by bringing about the death of a white taxi driver who was their friend.” The prosecution repeatedly objected on ground that “there [was] no justification for a lynching” and that therefore questions about “the death of the white man” were inadmissible. Judge Martin repeatedly ordered the jury from the room, hoping to prevent its members from hearing “anything that might tend to inflame their feelings in view of the racial problem in this region.”

Judge Martin acted in vain. Racial feeling could not be excluded. Nearly all of the lynchers exercised a right that South Carolina afforded all defendants in capital cases: they had their families sit with them in court. “Many
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[defendants] had their wives beside them, young [white] women . . . in bright cotton . . . dresses,” the *New Yorker* reported.  

“A number of these women had brought their children with them; one had five scrambling over her.” The presence of these white women and children silently engaged one of Jim Crow’s central justifications: the imagined need to defend white women against Black male threats, at all costs. Also on the courtroom’s main floor, from which Black spectators were barred, were hundreds of white spectators. According to press accounts, the large white crowd “displayed sympathy for the defendants and tittered with laughter each time the defense counsel made a point.”

The twenty-six signed confessions seemed like ironclad evidence for the state. Two acids corroded it. First, Judge Martin ruled that each confession was admissible only against the confessor himself. When the suspects refused to testify against each other in court, and when none admitted to pulling the trigger, prosecutors struggled to prove who had caused Earle’s death, despite multiple written statements identifying the triggerman as Roosevelt Carlos Hurd Sr. Not surprisingly, Hurd denied pulling the trigger. 

Second, the jury, like the mob, was all white, all male, and overwhelmingly working class. No juror shared a racial background with Willie Earle. Although Judge Martin gave the jury “stern directions to ignore all racial issues,” it was no use. Racial issues were baked into the proceedings.

The jury acquitted all defendants on all charges.

Black people were not surprised. “Being a Negro . . . has its advantage at times,” quipped one Black writer from South Carolina. “And one of the times was when a jury of white men set Scot-free other white men tried for
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the Willie Earle lynching.” The verdict “was no more than what the Negro . . . expected and predicted. Being thus prepared . . . by years of similar miscarriages of justice, he gritted his teeth a little,” then thrust out his face “for another poke on the nose.”

The lynchers and their supporters were ecstatic. Hurd, the alleged triggerman, jumped on a chair and shouted, “[I feel] the best I ever felt in my life.” Referring both to the lynching and the acquittal, he proclaimed: “Justice was done—both ways.” (At that instant, we imagine, a 1940s-era camera snapped the picture with which this chapter began.) Other defendants “walked the streets . . . accepting congratulations.” Lyncher Paul Griggs received “many job offers.” Lyncher Hendrix Rector clowned that he was going to get drunk in Greenville and then run for sheriff.

Other white southerners, however, did not celebrate. Judge Martin was livid. He “grimly turned his back” on the jury without extending the customary thanks for their service. Governor Strom Thurmond was reportedly “disappointed.” A hundred white students from nearby Wofford College protested. “Quite a few people of importance in Greenville” reportedly were “ashamed of the verdict,” and said “quite frankly that they will not blame the North for the deluge of criticism” that they expected. Most southern newspapers editorially condemned the outcome. The Columbia State wrote that the verdict “[was] not right, [was] not justice.” The Charlotte News deemed the verdict a “product of an ingrained prejudice.” The Atlanta Journal called the verdict “a ghastly farce,” and “a
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challenge to all” that was “fair and decent and truly patriotic in the mind and heart of the South.” “The law has been lynched.”155

Public opinion polls showed how closely the nation had followed the trial and how unpopular the verdict was. An astonishing 75 percent of Americans polled nationally in June of 1947, two weeks after the trial’s end, had “heard or read about” it.156 “Do you approve or disapprove of the verdict?” Gallup asked. Approve: 12 percent; disapprove: 70 percent.157 Even within the South, 62 percent of respondents disagreed with the verdict—not too far below the 70 percent figure nationwide, Gallup reported. Only 21 percent of southern respondents, as opposed to 12 percent nationwide, believed that the lynchers should have been acquitted.158 The image of white jubilation conveyed in acquittal photographs, in other words, demands an asterisk. According to Gallup, southern critics of the verdict outnumbered southern supporters by a three-to-one margin.

Some of the southerners, white and Black, who opposed the verdict also opposed Jim Crow–style segregation. Most white southerners, however, likely mirrored Strom Thurmond. They opposed lynching but supported the other pillars of Jim Crow.

The Civil Case

The foregoing discussion of the criminal trial following the Willie Earle lynching highlights two frequently overlooked features: Black agency and white supremacist opposition to lynching. Both of these features were even more evident in the next phase of the saga: Tessie Earle v. Greenville County (1949),159 a civil case that Willie’s mother Tessie filed following the acquittal of her son’s murderers. Tessie Earle based her claim on article VI, section 6,
of the South Carolina Constitution of 1895. The process by which this law came to be, in the 1890s, offers an instructive prequel to the Willie Earle story. It is a backstory worth telling.

The Prequel: “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman and White Supremacist Antilynching

The South Carolina Constitution of 1895, of which article VI, section 6 (the antilynching provision), was a part, was no racially progressive document. Far from it. As we have seen, it was the pièce de résistance of Jim Crow in South Carolina. The 1895 constitution sharpened the legal definition of Blackness, mandated that no child of either race shall “ever” be permitted to attend a school provided for children of the other race, and outlawed interracial marriage. Most importantly, it aimed to disfranchise Black South Carolinians to the maximum extent allowable under federal law. The constitution’s chief architect, “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, was an unapologetic white supremacist. Yet he fought hard, and successfully, for article VI (6). Untangling this seeming paradox sheds light on white supremacy as a governing philosophy during the high Jim Crow years.¹⁶⁰

Benjamin Ryan Tillman believed that extralegal violence was a symptom of bad governance. The worse the governance, the surer—and more justified—the violence. South Carolina history knew no worse government, thought Tillman, than the Republican administrations that ruled during Reconstruction. In Tillman’s view, those biracial governments were so incompetent, so corrupt, that extralegal violence was inevitable. Indeed, it

¹⁶⁰ Scholars frequently overlook article VI, section 6. Terence Finnegan, A Deed So Accursed: Lynching in Mississippi and South Carolina, 1881–1940 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2013); Stephen Kantrowitz, Ben Tillman and the Reconstruction of White Supremacy (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000). A notable exception is the work of legal historian James Chadbourn, who focuses on the legal mechanisms of the legislation rather than the measure’s origins or implementation, as we do. Chadbourn, Lynching and the Law (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1933), 50. George Tindall also mentions the provision. Tindall notes that “the issue of lynching was forcefully and repeatedly” pushed “by black delegates” but leaves the final version of the law a tantalizing mystery. “Strangely,” he writes, “more stringent anti-lynching proposals were introduced by white delegates.” We seek to make this outcome appear less strange to our readers than it appeared to Tindall. Tindall, “The Question of Race in the South Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1895,” Journal of Negro History 37, no. 3 (1952): 299.
was laudable. Tillman himself joined a paramilitary group called the “Red Shirts” and participated in the bloody Hamburg Massacre of 1876, a key episode in the campaign of South Carolina Democrats to intimidate Black voters and wrest power away from Republicans at the end of Reconstruction— “by fraud and violence,” Tillman later boasted.161

Tillman’s record of extralegal violence did not shame him. Indeed, he boasted about it for the rest of his days. He even displayed his “trusty rifle” from Hamburg in his home parlor.162 “I proclaim it aloud that I was one of the Hamburg rioters,” he declared.163 (Critics spun it differently: “His hands are red with the blood of murdered Republicans, and he glories in the stain,” they said.164) Tillman’s eventual opposition to lynching, in other words, did not derive from pacifism.

Nor did it derive from egalitarianism. Some Black activists of the day spoke out against lynching because it resulted from, as one put it, “sheer prejudice.”165 Lynching “inculcate[d] the idea that the negro had no rights,” observed a Black South Carolinian.166 These activists opposed lynching because they opposed racism. Not Tillman. He was a racist, loud and proud. He considered Anglo-Saxons to be the world’s “superior race”167 and Black people to be so inferior that they nearly represented “the missing link with the monkey.”168 Whatever progress “the colored race has shown itself capa-

ble of achieving," he argued, had resulted from the supposedly elevating influence of slavery.169 Tillman described his victory in the 1890 gubernatorial election as the triumph of “white supremacy over mongrelism.”170 Once in office, he proclaimed that his leadership “mean[t] white supremacy.”171 “We deny . . . that all men are created equal,” Governor Tillman declared in his inaugural address. “It is not true now and it was not true when Jefferson wrote it.”172

Nor did economic concerns underlie Tillman’s antilynching stance. Some advocates of southern industrialization believed that lynching discouraged investment.173 Lynchings were “injurious to the business interests and progress of the [S]outh,” they feared.174 Tillman, however, was no New South modernizer. He was an agrarian, a rhetorical champion of the small white farmer.175 Far from wanting the South to industrialize, Tillman claimed to want to emancipate “the masses of white men” from what he called “slavery to corporations, trusts and monopolies.”176

Thus, the usual antilynching motivations of the day—a distaste for extralegal violence, an aversion to white supremacy, dreams of a modernized Southland—did not move Tillman. His antilynching stance rested upon other bases. At first, Tillman, a political outsider, used antilynching rhetoric to score political points against insiders. In 1890, he ran for South Carolina governor as an antielitist, insurgent, reform candidate within the state’s Democratic Party.177

Tillman’s candidacy tapped into the agrarian populism of the day. He was a farmer from Edgefield County, the mayhem-filled western district where Martin Posey once roamed. Though actually from a fairly wealthy
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173. These “New South” boosters urged “every one who seeks to promote the South’s prosperity” to “rise up and . . . put a stop to [lynching].” “The Butchery at Denmark,” The State, April 29, 1893, 2. See also “Dastardly and Despicable,” Savannah Tribune, April 29, 1893, 2.
family, Tillman presented himself as “a poor white small farmer”\(^{178}\) who would lead an agrarian assault on the corrupt, eastern, “aristocratic”\(^{179}\) faction of the Democratic Party that had ruled the state since 1876. He also would defend “Anglo-Saxon unity” more vigilantly than the aristocrats did.\(^{180}\) Tillman followed in the bare-knuckle tradition of Edgefield politics made famous by Preston Brooks, the congressman from Edgefield whose signature act was the caning of an abolitionist senator on the floor of the US Senate in 1856. Observers noted similar frontier rawness in “Farmer Tillman’s”\(^{181}\) political affect. One pundit described him as “a hitter, a hurter and a hustler.”\(^{182}\)

During the 1890 gubernatorial race, Tillman pointed to the state’s many lynchings as proof of the incumbents’ incompetence. “Bad laws and their inefficient execution have caused the continual recurrence of lynchings,” Tillman charged on the campaign trail.\(^{183}\) Under an inept government, Tillman argued, people inevitably grew “weary of the law’s delay” and took matters into their own hands.\(^ {184}\)

Astute observers understood that Tillman’s form of antilynching had nothing to do with racial justice. It was simply a convenient cudgel with which to smack his rivals. Tillman wanted to “put a stop to the South Carolina custom of lynching,” a Republican paper in Chicago observed, “not because the colored man has a right to be tried by his peers, but because this bloody amusement is likely to bring the State into disrepute.”\(^ {185}\)

Tillman’s antilynching stance, however, was more than a form of negative campaigning. It also reflected his idealized vision of white supremacy as a governing system. Tillman argued that total white control of govern-
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ment would eliminate lynching, demonstrating, on an ongoing basis, the superiority of white governance.

White supremacy would eradicate lynching in two ways, Tillman figured. First, it would produce superior public administration. “The whites have absolute control,” he proclaimed after his election in 1890. And with “all the machinery of law” in white hands, “with every department of the government—Executive, Legislative, and Judicial—held by white men,” South Carolinians would no longer feel the need to “resort . . . to lynch law.” Lynchings generally occurred when people grew frustrated with the law’s technicalities and delays, he argued. Upright white leaders would “make plain and simple the rules of the court,” cease “granting continuances and new trials upon technicalities,” and guarantee that punishment for crime, “by whomsoever committed,” was “prompt and sure.” And “with the removal of the cause”—delay and obfuscation—“the effect”—lynching—“[would] disappear.”

Second, Tillman thought that white supremacy would eliminate lynching by reducing racial tension. Removing Black South Carolinians from politics and returning them to their natural, subordinate position would restore the instinctive affections that had characterized race relations prior to the twin tragedies of emancipation and enfranchisement, Tillman argued. When Black people were “no longer imbued with the Republican idea”—political equality—“the vexed negro problem [would] be solved.” The surest way to end political violence against Black people, he thought, was to remove Blacks from politics.

And yet, although Tillman wished to overturn much of what Reconstruction had accomplished, he knew that he could not overturn it all. Mindful of the Thirteenth Amendment, he did not propose a return to slavery. Mindful of the Fourteenth Amendment, he explicitly promised equal protection of the law to all South Carolinians, though his fingers may have been crossed behind his back. He even supported public education for Black people—something not allowed under slavery—despite saying, “Though I don’t see the good it does.” His greatest frustration was the Fifteenth Amendment, which obstructed his white supremacist vision by
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preventing states from disfranchising voters on account of their race. Tillman and Jim Crow’s other architects responded to these constraints by developing a form of racial subordination for the postslavery era. That meant white acceptance of emancipation, at least rhetorical fealty to the notion of “equal protection under the law,”\textsuperscript{191} and the maximum allowable degree of Black disfranchisement.\textsuperscript{192} Submissive Black people; magnanimous white people; good government; putatively equal legal protections for Black people, as long as they stayed out of politics; hierarchically harmonious race relations: this was Ben Tillman’s Jim Crow fantasy. If it came to pass, he thought, lynching would wither away, and the northern “finger of scorn” would “no longer be pointed” at South Carolina.\textsuperscript{193}

**Governor Tillman**

Candidate Tillman had insisted that lynchings indicated bad governance. Having won the election, Governor Tillman now vowed to prevent them. Sheriffs were key, he thought, for they were responsible for protecting Black prisoners. Some sheriffs were hesitant to stand up to white mobs, however, for fear that outraged white people would either kill them or vote them out of office.\textsuperscript{194} This was dereliction of duty, Tillman thought. He asked the state legislature to empower him to fire any sheriff who allowed a prisoner under his watch to be lynched. The legislature refused.\textsuperscript{195}

Denied the postlynching power to remove sheriffs from office, Tillman relied on prelynching actions. Shortly after his inauguration, a lynching loomed. The local sheriff sought instructions. “There must be no lynching,” Tillman commanded. There was no lynching.\textsuperscript{196} Thereafter, he routinely corresponded with sheriffs and, where necessary, called out local militia units to prevent lynchings.\textsuperscript{197} Late in 1891, Tillman proudly reported that, during his first year in office, “no person . . . ha[d] been lynched.”\textsuperscript{198} In the
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ten years before Tillman became governor, by contrast, South Carolina had averaged between four and five lynchings per year.\textsuperscript{199}

The press cheered. South Carolina’s leading white papers, though generally critical of Tillman, were uniformly critical of lynching, and therefore complimentary of Tillman’s antilynching successes.\textsuperscript{200} The \textit{State} newspaper of Columbia frequently criticized “Dictator Tillman”\textsuperscript{201} but hailed him as “the man who put a stop to lynchings in South Carolina.”\textsuperscript{202} Black commentators also approved. Samuel Lee, a Black leader from Charleston, had Tillman’s lynching record in mind when noting that the “farmer governor” had “promised less [to Black people] than his predecessors” but had delivered more.\textsuperscript{203}

The first recognized lynching under Tillman’s watch occurred in December of 1891, over a year after his inauguration.\textsuperscript{204} It occurred in Tillman’s native Edgefield County.\textsuperscript{205} The victim was a Black man, jailed on suspicion of killing a white man. A white Edgefield mob stormed the jail in “broad daylight,” cut the prisoner’s throat, and “riddled his body with bullets.”\textsuperscript{206} Tillman was livid. He had instructed the local sheriff to “protect the prisoner at whatever cost”; the sheriff had failed. Tillman ordered a review of the sheriff’s performance and offered substantial rewards for the apprehension and conviction of the lynchers.\textsuperscript{207}

The Edgefield lynching broke the governor’s streak but not his reputation. “Say what you please against Governor Tillman,” a Black South Carolina editor wrote in the spring of 1892. “The fact remains that he is the only Democratic Governor of South Carolina since ’76 that had the moral courage to oppose lynch law openly, . . . [the result of which] has been the pro-
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duction of but one single case of lynching during his whole term as Governor, for which he was not in the remotest way responsible.”208 Another Black paper noted that lynching had risen to unprecedented national heights in 1891. Thanks to Tillman’s leadership, however, lynching numbers in South Carolina, “once a hotbed,” had plummeted.209 No wonder the “colored people of South Carolina” felt “very grateful to Governor Tillman.”210

As if to avoid a Black embrace from the left, Tillman then dodged right. During his gubernatorial reelection campaign in 1892, he doubled down on his white-populist image, running as the “poor man's Governor,” by which he meant the poor white man’s governor. He campaigned as the fighting farmer from the state’s west who had “whipped” the elitist “cohorts of Charleston and Columbia”211 and who would defend the little fellow against banks and “double-dealers.”212

Frontier-style rough justice was part of this politics. Tillman opened his reelection campaign in June of 1892, in Barnwell County, part of a lynching-heavy zone on the state's western fringe.213 Playing to his antielitist base, Tillman spoke in a grove of trees where, two years previously, eight “lifeless [Black] bodies” had “swung.”214 At this symbolically freighted location, he detonated a rhetorical bombshell that reverberated coast to coast—and echoes still: “I as Governor would head a party to lynch any negro that would rape a white woman.”215

This was bombast. Tillman never followed through on his “lynching pledge,” even when directly asked to do so.216 Away from the campaign trail,
Governor Tillman quietly continued admonishing sheriffs to prevent lynchings. (“Guard jail. Do your duty. Call on [militia forces] if necessary,” Tillman urged an Edgefield sheriff who faced a possible lynching just days after the explosive Barnwell speech.217) But the political impact of Tillman’s lynching pledge was enormous. Black leaders complained about Tillman’s double standard, since he seemed utterly unconcerned about rapes committed by white men. They argued that the governor’s “monstrous” failure to dispense equal justice merited impeachment.218 Elite white Democrats likewise retrieved the antilynching cudgel that Tillman had dropped and bashed the governor for insulting the rule of law and soiling the state’s reputation, all “for the sake of perhaps catching a few ignorant voters.”219 “There was a time when South Carolina . . . was the centre of learning, of refinement, gentility, and intellectual achievement,” a never-Tillman Democratic sniffler. But thanks to Tillman’s celebration of lawlessness, “hers [was] a faded glory.”220

Elite indignation, Black and white, delighted Tillman’s base. Tillmanites showed their delight by adopting their hero’s fighting style. Their stump meetings in 1892 routinely degenerated into “rowdism and violence,” the mainstream press disapprovingly reported.221 This was not happenstance. Tillmanite leaders urged supporters to “knock down any man who approached them to talk Conservative politics.”222 A “mob of Tillmanites”223 in the South Carolina upcountry did as instructed in the summer of 1892, forcing a prominent Conservative speaker to flee. “I do not blame these
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deluded men who attacked me,” the nimble Conservative mused. “What can you expect of them when the man they have elected Governor . . . confesses that under some circumstances he would lead a lynching party?”

Tillman’s provocative “lynching pledge” won for him the enemies he wanted—Black people, the white elite—and may have helped him win reelection in 1892. These benefits, however, came with costs. Lynchings were not popular, and Tillman now owned them, for his pledge appeared to give lynchers a green light. In 1893, Tillman reaped what he sowed. South Carolina lynchings shot up to their highest level since Reconstruction.

The most politically explosive lynching of 1893 occurred in Denmark, South Carolina, a small town in the very county—Barnwell—in which Tillman had uttered his 1892 lynching pledge while on the campaign trail. A white teenaged girl in Denmark reported that “an unknown negro” had assaulted her, with intent to rape. Tillman’s response reflected the complexity of his views on lynching. He wrote to a white Barnwell supporter, “Hoping to hear that you have caught and lynched [the Black assailant].” The same letter, however, warned that any lynching should occur before the accused was in custody, for Governor Tillman “would not consider it right” to have a man “caught by process of law,” only to have citizens “break the law by killing him.”

Local whites suspected a Black man named John Peterson. Terrified, Peterson fled to Columbia and “delivered himself” to the governor, swearing that he was innocent and could prove it. Tillman unwisely ordered Peterson back to Barnwell County for a court investigation. The court failed to find any evidence against Peterson and released him, whereupon a massive white mob, “so frenzied that it could not be restrained,” seized him. Peterson convinced the mob to bring him to the young victim. She would tell them whether or not he was her attacker.
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“That don’t look like him at all,” the teenager said when she saw Peterson. “He is the same color, that’s all.”

No matter. Five hundred white people “filled [Peterson’s] body with bullets while it dangled from a tree.”

A “Tidal Wave of Condemnation” crashed down upon “Pitchfork” Ben for the “inconceivable atrocity” at Denmark. “Governor Tillman cannot escape the blame that must attach to him for this horrid crime,” critics cried. “It was the duty of the Governor, not only to protect” Peterson against vigilante violence, they charged, “but to protect the dignity and good name of the State” by preventing lawlessness. But instead of doing his duty, Tillman tossed the defenseless Peterson “into the midst of the excited mob,” feeding “its mad fury” and doing more than any other southern governor to place a “foul blot upon the honor” of his state.

The Denmark outrage energized Tillman’s natural political enemies: Black people and the white elite. “Indignation meetings” sprouted around the state and beyond. The day after the Denmark lynching, an interracial group of protestors packed the courthouse in Columbia to condemn Tillman for “encouraging lynch law.” Black people silently occupied the right-hand side of the courthouse. White people occupied the left side and did all the talking. Speakers decried the “outrage upon law” at Denmark and expressed paternalistic sympathy “for that people [Blacks] who ha[d] been [their] faithful servants for two hundred years and who [were] now [their] wards.” As such, it was their duty “to spread . . . protecting wings over them.” A white lawyer brought the house down by saying that, if he were
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the solicitor of Barnwell County, he would indict all of the lynchers and “name as accessory before the fact B. R. Tillman, who [was] more responsible than any other for the crime that ha[d] been done.”245 “Almost deafening applause” broke out on both sides of the room, and resolutions condemning the governor passed unanimously.246

The following evening, Black protesters returned for a “mammoth” meeting of their own. The courthouse setting symbolized the Jim Crow-era legal system’s segregated openness to Black southerners, in sharp contrast to the antebellum world, which excluded them entirely.247 According to press reports, the estimated crowd of a thousand constituted the “largest gathering of negroes seen in Columbia for years.”248 Speakers “opened their guns on the Tillman administration”249 and adopted “scorching” antilynching resolutions.250 The Black meeting’s resolutions were more pointed than those prepared by white leaders at the previous meeting. The white resolutions had emphasized the outrageous particulars of the Denmark case.251 The Black follow-up went further, denouncing lynching’s systemic racism. The “frequent lynchings of negroes” and the “refusal of the officers of the law to bring a single lyncher to justice, although the men be known to them,” Black protesters charged, “show[ed] official collusion” with lynching and “denied justice to over half of [South Carolina’s] citizens.”252

Antilynching outrage fueled Black political mobilization. “It is time . . . to rise up in our manhood and defend ourselves against mob law,” one Black orator declared. “We, as a race . . . allow too many wrong things to be placed upon us; we are too submissive. We do not act enough.”253 But they
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would “not be submissive any longer.” His remarks touched off “the wildest applause and cheering.” Similar protests, elsewhere in South Carolina and beyond, touched on similar themes.

The lynching crisis of 1893 created two problems for Tillman. It spurred Black people to political action, and it made a mockery of his argument that white supremacy was uniquely able to reduce racial tension. Tillman responded to these twin challenges with two silent vows: Black voting must end, and lynching must cease. At the 1895 Constitutional Convention, he pursued both goals.

The 1895 Constitutional Convention

Following the 1894 elections, Ben Tillman moved from the South Carolina governorship to the US Senate, where he would serve until his death in 1918. But he remained a powerful force in South Carolina politics. Indeed, his most consequential contribution to the political history of his state occurred after he had left the governorship: the Constitutional Convention of 1895. The South Carolina convention was part of a regional wave. From Mississippi, in 1890, to Georgia, in 1908, every former Confederate state revised its constitution, with an eye toward disfranchising as many Black people as possible. As the South Carolina convention approached, two things were clear: Tillman would dominate and Black political rights
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would suffer. “What are you going to do in the convention?” a Black man asked Tillman in the summer of 1895. “The negroes are alarmed. You are the cause of it.”

Tillman’s top convention goal was to “disfranchise the negro,” which, he said, would strengthen “white supremacy . . . [and] save [whites] from negro domination.” To be sure, by 1895, the specter of “negro domination” was rhetorical only. Rule changes and intimidation had already suppressed the Black vote substantially. But as long as any Blacks remained on the rolls, Tillman feared, unscrupulous whites would be tempted to manipulate Black votes to achieve undeserved power. “I want peace among the white people,” Tillman explained prior to the convention, “and we never can have it with [so many] . . . negro votes that dissatisfied white men can buy up and use at will.” He sought a new constitution that would disfranchise Black men, though not white men. That was “the only way to ensure white supremacy.”

There was nothing secret about this. The press reported that the convention was called “for the unconcealed purpose of disfranchising the negroes as near as possible, under the Federal Constitution.” Were it not for this purpose, “the convention would not have been called.” Once the convention was underway, white delegates debated “how best to get rid of the mass of negro voters.” Holding the reins was Senator Tillman, chair of the convention’s powerful Committee on the Rights of Suffrage. Tillman implored competing white factions to unite against “the black cohorts” whom they had come “to reduce and paralyze.” Their job, he told white delegates, was “to take from them [Black people] every ballot that [they

267. Columbia Daily Register, Oct. 12, 1894, quoted in ibid., 225. The Daily Register was a Tillmanite organ.
could] under the laws of [the] national government” 272 while “saving the right of suffrage for the poor and illiterate white man.” 273

This required some ingenuity. The US Constitution’s Fifteenth Amendment (1870) prevented states from abridging the right to vote on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. For Tillman, this was a problem. He asked: “[How can we] get around . . . the impassable bulwark which the Fifteenth Amendment throws around the negroes”? 274 He found his answer in the pioneering Mississippi Constitution of 1890, which had mixed together a cocktail of suffrage restrictions that, though race-neutral on their face, combined to suppress Black voting, especially when implemented by racist white officials. Prior to the South Carolina convention, Tillman asked Richard Carroll, a Black preacher from Barnwell County, “Do you know anything about the Mississippi plan? . . . You must pay a heavy poll tax and be able to read the Constitution of the United States and understand it.”

“Who is to be the judge?” Carroll inquired.
Tillman: “The supervisor.”
Carroll: “And what if he be . . . prejudiced?”
Tillman: “That’s another thing; but the United States will not allow us to make a law for the negroes and not have the same law for white people.”
Carroll: “But making laws [is one thing] and enforcing them after they are made is another thing.”
Tillman: [No reply.] 275

The South Carolina Constitution of 1895 wove a Mississippique mesh of property requirements, poll taxes, literacy tests, “understanding” clauses, and felony disfranchisement rules. The Tillmanites’ goal was to filter out the maximum number of Black people while waving through the maximum number of white people. 276 Indeed, their stated goal was to disfranchise Black men while taking the vote away from “no white man,” however poor or illiterate. 277
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Despite powerful objections from the tiny Black contingent at the convention, Tillman’s proposals passed. National headlines blared: “The Negro Disfranchised,” “Tillman and His ‘White Supremacy’ Idea in Full Control.” The new suffrage law, though racially neutral, was designed to be administered unequally. “It is presumed that any white man will be able to ‘understand’ the clauses read to him, so that the [Tillmanite] promise not to disfranchise any white man is kept,” a constitutional expert wrote. “Such is the South Carolina suffrage law, under which it is hoped to put negro control of the State beyond possibility and still preserve the suffrage for the illiterate whites.”

The new rules disfranchised most Black men and some white men. In 1896, when voters reregistered under the new constitution’s terms, fifty-five hundred Black names and fifty thousand white names remained on the rolls. Black people now accounted for 59 percent of the state’s population and 10 percent of its electorate. Tillman was proud of his handiwork. “We did not disfranchise the Negroes until 1895,” he boasted to his colleagues in the US Senate in 1900. “Then we had a constitutional convention . . . which took the matter up calmly, deliberately, and avowedly with the purpose of disfranchising as many of them as we could under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.” “All men are not created equal and the niggers are not fit to vote,” he explained. The suffrage provisions would remain in effect through World War II.

Article VI, Section 6

After figuring out “how best to get rid of the mass of negro voters,” newspapers reported, the 1895 convention next “took up the matter of lynchings.” Black delegates initiated the discussion. Of the convention’s
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one hundred and sixty delegates, six were Black.285 (Recall that Black people constituted almost 60 percent of the state’s population at the time.) Their promotion of antilynching measures was consistent with national patterns. Much of the Jim Crow era’s antilynching legislation was initially sponsored by Black leaders.286

At the South Carolina convention, Black delegates proposed a variety of antilynching measures.287 Their previous fight against disfranchisement had been gallant but utterly fruitless.288 To oppose disfranchisement in 1895 was to swim against powerful white supremacist tides. The politics of antilynching were different. To oppose lynching, Black delegates found, was to flow with white supremacist currents. At the convention, Black delegates proposed strong antilynching measures. White delegates made them stronger.289 Black delegate I. R. Reed proposed empowering the governor to fire any official who allowed harm to come to a prisoner in his custody. George Bellinger, the white chairman of the Jurisprudence Committee, took this idea one step further, proposing that negligent officers who allowed lynchings should be removed from office and also banned from future office-holding.290 With slight modifications, this measure passed.291

Ben Tillman approved of the negligent-sheriff provision. But he wanted more. After all, many lynching victims were killed before being taken into police custody. South Carolina needed to change the behavior of mobs, not just the behavior of sheriffs, Tillman thought.292 As things stood, mobs had little to fear. Although criminal prosecution was theoretically possible, the mobsters’ close connections to surrounding white communities effectively made it impossible for prosecutors to secure jury convictions.293 During
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Tillman’s term as governor, South Carolina prosecuted several suspected lynchers; local juries acquitted them all.294

Tillman’s response was a proposal to make counties financially liable for lynchings that occurred within their borders. “In all cases of lynching,” he proposed, “the County where such lynching takes place shall be liable in exemplary damages.”295 The only way to stop lynching was to “ma[k]e the people pay for it,” Tillman reasoned.296 The press agreed. Making counties liable would “prick the consciences of taxpayers”297 and cause residents to say: “We cannot afford to lynch because it would increase the taxes.”298

Debate focused on the details. One delegate suggested specifying that the money should go to “the legal representatives of the party killed.”299 Done. Another delegate proposed specifying that counties would be liable “without regard to the conduct” of public officials. Done. A third delegate suggested allowing trial juries to decide how much or how little particular counties should pay. Tillman disagreed. “If we want to stop lynchings,” he exclaimed, “then we ought to make them as . . . costly as possible.”300 But how much money, at a minimum, should offending counties have to pay?

Tillman: “Five thousand [dollars].”
Voice: “One thousand.”
Tillman: “Oh, no, life is too cheap now.”301

The result was a compromise: $2,000.302 Henceforth, surviving family members would be able to sue the county in which a lynching occurred for a minimum of $2,000, whether or not public officials were involved.303
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Although “Pitchfork” Ben wanted even stronger antilynching provisions, he was satisfied with what he got. Under Article VI, negligent state officials could be punished if they allowed lynchings to occur, and legal representatives of lynching victims could sue to recover a minimum of $2,000 from the South Carolina counties in which their loved ones were lynched, whether or not any public officials were involved.

The public cheered. Black observers, though outraged by the new constitution’s suffrage provisions, were pleasantly surprised by Article VI, having never imagined, as one Black editorialist wrote, “that any such liberal provision would have been made” at the convention. South Carolina’s white newspapers also applauded. Two papers argued in print about which one deserved more credit for the passage of Article VI. Editorialists declared that the “convention did the right thing” by passing the measure. The “average man hates nothing quite so bitterly as taxes,” The State
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noted.311 Make the tax burden heavy enough and “every man would have an interest in being a conservator of the peace.”312 “Five years ago eight negroes were lynched in Barnwell County at one lynching,” the Charleston News and Courier editorialized. “Possibly John Peterson would not have been lynched at Denmark in the same county two years later had the taxpayers been required to pay $16,000.”313 Even commentators who despised Tillman tipped their caps. “Give the Devil his Due,” wrote the Greenville News. “This Newspaper is against him. We do not like his politics or his methods, but when he does a good thing”—such as adding antilynching provisions to the new constitution—“he ought to have credit for it.”314 The only criticism came from those who thought that the law did not go far enough to discourage lynching.315 Still, commentators thought that South Carolina should take a bow. The Palmetto State, “long racked and shamed by bloody and lawless deeds,” had “earned the plaudits of civilization.” In “one great reform at least,” South Carolina had “taken the lead of all her sister States.”316

Supporters of the law were wildly optimistic about its likely impact. “We have seen the last of” lynching, the white Charleston News and Courier predicted. “When the new Constitution goes into effect there will be no more of it.”317 “We say to the colored people,” declared the white Greenville News, “that the days of lynching in South Carolina are nearly ended.” And the paper thought it knew whom to thank: “B. R Tillman.”318 Black observers, too, were optimistic. “By reason of the adoption of [Article VI],” the Beaufort New South Black Republican wrote, “the nefarious practice of lynching will be minimized in South Carolina, if not wholly obliterated.”319

The Tillmanites had many reasons for opposing lynching, but sympathy for lynching victims was not among them. To them, lynching was many bad
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things, including a political liability, a regional embarrassment, and an affront to their governing authority. As they framed it, however, it was not an offense against human beings. Realizing this makes it easier to reconcile the seemingly disparate aims of the Convention: to “reduce and paralyze”\textsuperscript{320} Black people politically and to suppress mob violence against them. Anti-lynching, Ben Tillman style, was scarcely about Black people at all.

**Article VI in Court**

In order for Article VI\textsuperscript{321} to bend the lynching curve downward, the families of South Carolina lynching victims had to invoke it in court. Black families were quick to do so. They had many opportunities, given the measure's inadequacy as a lynching cure.\textsuperscript{322} In January of 1897, just thirteen months after South Carolina's Constitutional Convention adjourned, a lynch mob left the bullet-riddled body of Lawrence Brown hanging from a railroad signal in Orangeburg County. He was the fourth South Carolina lynching victim—all Black men—to perish since Article VI went into effect. Contrary to stereotype, Brown was not accused of raping a white woman or murdering a white man. His alleged offence was barn burning. Officials briefly jailed Brown but released him “on account of a lack of evidence.” Brown walked out of jail—and into Judge Lynch’s fatal grasp.\textsuperscript{323} Brown’s murderers were never brought to justice. Officials concluded, unhelpfully but typically, that he had perished at the hands of “parties unknown.”\textsuperscript{324}

Lawrence Brown’s father, Isaac Brown, would not let the matter rest. He took advantage of a right unavailable to enslaved forebears. He sued, seeking
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$10,000 in exemplary damages from Orangeburg County.\textsuperscript{325} In court, Brown provided ample evidence of his son’s lynching. He introduced a note found at the Orangeburg County scene: “Judge Lynch’s court is in session tonight for the protection of our property,” it read. “And by the help of God we will convict and execute any man, woman or child that tries to destroy our property with fire. . . . Let this be a warning to others.” Signed, “Citizens.”\textsuperscript{326}

The defendant in the article VI case, Orangeburg County, submitted no testimony. Its lawyers merely asked the judge to direct a verdict for them on the ground that Article VI applied only when “the person lynched was taken from the custody of public officers by the lynchers.”\textsuperscript{327} At the time of the mob’s attack, Lawrence Brown was not in custody.\textsuperscript{328}

This was a weak argument, but it impressed the trial judge, James Aldrich. In his decade on the state bench, Aldrich had compiled an impressive antilynching record.\textsuperscript{329} Judge Aldrich was “not a man whom lynchers would select to sit in their case,” the press thought.\textsuperscript{330} But Aldrich disapproved of Article VI. A jurist “of the old school,”\textsuperscript{331} he opposed finding the blameless liable. In Isaac Brown’s case, Orangeburg County, the defendant, had done nothing wrong. Lawrence Brown was not in police custody when the mob took him. Making the county pay damages was simply unjust, Aldrich thought.

Judge Aldrich attempted to kneecap Article VI. He ignored the provision’s clear language and decided that counties should be liable only if public officials were involved in the lynching. If, as in \textit{Brown v. Orangeburg County}, lynching victims were not in custody at the time of their abduction, then counties could not be found liable.\textsuperscript{332} Never mind what Article VI said. Aldrich substituted what he thought it should say. On
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that shaky basis, he directed a verdict for the defendant, Orangeburg County.333

The press realized that Judge Aldrich’s ruling, if allowed to stand, would knock “a great, big hole . . . in the [antilynching] law.”334 Isaac Brown would not let it stand. He appealed to the South Carolina Supreme Court, arguing that Judge Aldrich had misread the law.335 Article VI explicitly stated that counties were liable “in all cases of lynching where death ensue[d] . . . without regard to the conduct” of public officials. Judge Aldrich’s interpretation of Article VI was simply wrong, Brown’s lawyers argued.

The South Carolina Supreme Court agreed. The opinion was written by Associate Justice Eugene B. Gary, the Jim Crow champion whom we have seen in the previous two chapters. Gary was a Ben Tillman protégé.336 (By contrast, Judge Aldrich, who sought to hogtie the antilynching provision, was not a Tillmanite.337) Like his mentor, Justice Gary was a white supremacist.338 In Brown v. Orangeburg County (1898), he showed that he, like Tillman, was an antilynching white supremacist. Gary rejected Aldrich’s misreading of Article VI. He also gave the measure a judicial thumbs-up, calling it “salutary” and noting that it “ma[d]e communities law-abiding” and “render[ed] protection to human life.”339 Siding with Isaac Brown, Justice Gary found that it made no difference whether Brown’s son was in police custody or strolling freely when taken by the mob. Judge Aldrich was simply wrong. The Supreme Court reversed and ordered a new trial.340

Lynching opponents cheered Isaac Brown’s appellate victory. A Pennsylvania newspaper called it “the most encouraging decision with regard to
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lynch law that has ever come from a Southern court.” The paper thought that forcing counties to pay exemplary damages, even “in a few instances,” would “do more to array the respectable white citizens of a given county against lynch law than all other forces combined.”

The celebrations were premature. When the case returned to Orangeburg County, it slipped into a repeating cycle: a Brown loss before a comparatively nonelite jury followed by a Brown victory before a comparatively elite judge. The first retrial took place in the fall of 1899. The plaintiff presented “overwhelming” evidence of Lawrence Brown’s lynching in Orangeburg County. The defendant resorted to weak arguments, such as the implausible suggestion that Brown had committed suicide, even though his neck was broken, his hands and feet were tied, and his body was “riddled with bullets.” “At this rate,” the Baltimore Afro-American quipped, “there will soon be a band of upstarts in the Southland arguing that Jesus Christ crucified himself on the cross.” Unaccountably, the jury ruled for the defendant, Orangeburg County.

Isaac Brown moved to have this verdict set aside as a miscarriage of justice. The trial judge agreed and ordered a third trial. Again, Isaac Brown presented evidence of his son’s lynching in Orangeburg County. Again, the defense offered no testimony. Again, the trial judge issued a plaintiff-friendly charge to the jury but “had no effect.” The jury ruled for Orangeburg County, giving Article VI, in the words of one reporter, “another black eye.”

After the tireless Isaac Brown moved to have that third verdict set aside as a miscarriage of justice. The trial judge agreed and ordered a third trial. Again, Isaac Brown presented evidence of his son’s lynching in Orangeburg County. Again, the defense offered no testimony. Again, the trial judge issued a plaintiff-friendly charge to the jury but “had no effect.” The jury ruled for Orangeburg County, giving Article VI, in the words of one reporter, “another black eye.”
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aside,\textsuperscript{353} the paper trail fades. Perhaps Brown’s Sisyphean struggle ended in an out-of-court settlement. Perhaps he gave up. Perhaps he was coerced into silence. In any event, the press drew a bleak conclusion: “South Carolina’s Anti-Lynch Law Does Not Work.”\textsuperscript{354}

Isaac Brown’s pioneering case, however, was not a total dud. A northern Black newspaper in Philadelphia cheered Brown’s “test case” and reported that relatives of other South Carolina lynching victims were following Brown’s lead and “preparing to file suits.”\textsuperscript{355} The paper also speculated that the mere threat of tax increases would dissuade Palmetto State lynchings, even if specific litigants came up empty. “As a Southerner’s aversion to paying higher taxes is strong, lynching in South Carolina will probably be less frequent,” the paper predicted.\textsuperscript{356} A white Minnesotan similarly observed in 1899 that, even though South Carolina’s Article VI had “thus far” proven to be a “dead letter” in court, it was recognized nationally as “the only enactment on this subject which provides a practical and enforceable penalty.”\textsuperscript{357} A couple of years later, a Massachusetts paper reported that South Carolina’s county-liability law had “proved effective.”\textsuperscript{358} Such optimism was not confined to northerners. The Augusta Chronicle, a white paper in Georgia, likewise noted that, even though Article VI remained “a dead failure” in court, “it ha[d] been largely successful” in its broader aim: “the suppression of lynching.”\textsuperscript{359} Critics, too, appeared to believe that Article VI was having an impact. At least three times in the measure’s early years, opponents tried unsuccessfully to repeal it.\textsuperscript{360}

Many of the notes struck in Brown v. Orangeburg County, the first known Article VI case, echoed in the second known case: Harris v. Anderson County. Elbert Harris, a young Black man, was lynched in Anderson County in 1898. Like Lawrence Brown before him, Harris was suspected not of rape but of burning down a building—in Harris’s case, a ginhouse
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where cotton was processed. Unlike Brown, however, Harris was in state custody when the mob took him. A constable was escorting Harris to jail on suspicion of arson when a pistol-waving white mob appeared, whisked Harris into the woods, tied him to a tree, and whipped him. He died of injuries to his back and stomach. “Several” members of the coroner’s jury realized that the stomach abrasions “were caused by the negro being tied to a tree” while his back was whipped. Horrifyingly, they had “seen such effects before.”

As usual, the criminal law proved worthless, despite the best efforts of a “very indignant” circuit judge who ordered a grand jury to remain on the job past its planned discharge date so as to undertake a “rigid examination” of the Harris lynching. Grand jurors found “plenty of evidence” that Harris had been lynched, but no one would name names. Although the judge “excoriated without mercy” the tight-lipped witnesses, the grand jury still blamed Harris’s death on “unknown parties.”

Harris’s mother sued Anderson County for $10,000 under what the press called “the celebrated lynching law.” In the fall of 1900, an Anderson County jury found the county not liable, despite clear evidence of Harris’s death from lynching there. The trial judge indignantly “set aside the verdict and ordered another trial.” Once again, the jury ruled for the county, the judge declared a mistrial, and the paper trail inconclusively dissipated.

Brown and Harris are the two best-documented Article VI cases from the early years, but they were not alone. According to the press, family members sued “several” South Carolina counties in these early years but “without success in one single instance.” The facts did not matter. The law did not matter. The indignation of elite judges did not matter. This persistent jury nullification frustrated those who hoped that Article VI would reduce lynchings. Commentators perceived “a sort of tacit understanding”
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among white jurors “to nullify the law by refusing to find verdicts in lynching cases against the defendant county.”

The antilynching law, pundits concluded, was “good in theory” but worthless in practice.

The case that broke this losing streak concerned a 1913 lynching in Clarendon County. The victim, a Black seventeen-year-old named Marion Cantey, was accused of assault and battery against a young white man. While a constable escorted Cantey to jail, a masked white mob stole the prisoner away and shot him to death. The victim's father, Madison Cantey, sued Clarendon County for $2,000, the statutory minimum.

There was not much for the jury to decide in this “closely watched” trial. To rule in favor of the victim's father, the jury merely had to find that he was his son’s legal representative and that his son had died by lynching in Clarendon County. Trial testimony conclusively demonstrated both things. After deliberating “for many hours,” the jury found the county liable. The county appealed but lost.

Cantey v. Clarendon County was a turning point. Thereafter, Article VI plaintiffs fared consistently well. Four factors underlay this trend. First, as lynching grew less socially acceptable, jury behavior changed. South Carolinians no longer favored lynch law, a commentator asserted in 1915, citing, among other things, the Cantey case. “In Clarendon County lately, a jury gave to the family of a victim of lynching compensatory damages and the [state] Supreme Court sustained the verdict. . . . Lynching is, in truth, on the decline.” Successful Article VI cases both resulted from and reinforced this trend.
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Second, favorable appellate rulings from the State Supreme Court, including Brown and Cantey, gradually reduced legal wiggle room. Juries had a harder time ruling against plaintiffs.

Third, plaintiffs learned that tempering their demands increased their chances of success. Article VI prescribed a $2,000 floor for damage awards but no ceiling. Early plaintiffs generally sought $10,000 or more. As far as the record reveals, they consistently lost.380 Beginning with Cantey, plaintiffs and their lawyers requested less—often just the $2000 minimum—but won more.

Finally, some trial judges began directing verdicts in favor of plaintiffs. Sims v. York County set that precedent. In the summer of 1917, amid the hyperpatriotism surrounding US involvement in World War I, W. T. Sims, a Black preacher, spoke out against the military draft. He also made “allegedly disparaging remarks about a woman.”381 A “score or more” of furious residents silenced Sims forever. Three white people and two Black people were tried for Sims’s murder. All five were acquitted.382 Shortly thereafter, counsel for Mary Sims, the preacher’s widow, proposed an out-of-court settlement to the York County Board of Commissioners. If the Board refused, she would sue under Article VI.383 The county, being “opposed to paying the money,”384 rolled the dice and litigated. At first, this seemed like the right call. York County juries, like others before them, twice found the county not liable.385 Both times trial judges set aside the verdicts as being “contrary to the greater weight of the evidence.”386 The third time, the trial judge decided to direct a verdict for $2,000 in favor of Mary Sims.387 In doing so, he set a precedent that many subsequent trial judges would follow. By the mid-1920s, according to press reports, directed verdicts that ordered counties to pay surviving family members $2000 were “customarily
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given.” By then, Article VI plaintiffs consistently won at trial—often by directed verdict.

Surviving family members of lynch victims also fared well on appeal. A total of eight Article VI cases reached the South Carolina Supreme Court. Surviving family members won five of them. Even the three losses did not constitute substantive defeats. In Green v. West (1931), for example, the widow of a Black lynching victim sued the county where her husband was slain. She won at trial and was awarded $2,000 in exemplary damages. After the county claimed that it was unable to pay, the plaintiff asked the South Carolina Supreme Court to compel the county to levy a special tax so that it could pay the judgment. The Supreme Court refused on the ground that it lacked the power to compel counties to levy taxes. Notwithstanding this victory on appeal, however, the county still owed the plaintiff $2,000, plus interest.

By the time of Willie Earle’s lynching in 1947, thus, surviving family members of lynch victims had worn deep paths to courtroom doors. More often than not, they had won civil damages under Article VI. Tessie Earle, Willie Earle’s mother, was next.

Tessie’s Earle’s Civil Suit

“Study this face,” the Baltimore Afro-American instructed readers, following the mass acquittal of Willie Earle’s lynchers in May of 1947. There, in grainy black and white, was Tessie Earle. “We ask you to study this mother’s face and look beyond the . . . deep-set lines that anguish has written there. . . . Read in her eyes the helpless query, ‘Why should my boy have been lynched in a land of freedom and democracy?’” Editors hauntingly reminded readers: “It Could Have Been Your Son.”

The Willie Earle lynching and trial shocked the nation. Advocates of a federal antilynching law hoped that the episode might change people’s minds. A group called the National Negro Day Committee thought that
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public sympathy for Willie’s mother Tessie might change people’s hearts. In late May of 1947, immediately after the Greenville trial ended, the Committee invited Earle’s grieving mother Tessie to New York City. It was her first time there. Tessie Earle was uncomfortable in the spotlight but decided to add her voice to the call for a federal antilynching law in order “to see that other mothers [were] protected against what happened to [her].” “If they [are] going to keep lynching people,” she added, “they might as well close up the jails and have no law.”

The National Negro Day Committee knew that South Carolina allowed family members of lynching victims to recover damages but was fuzzy on the legal details. With considerable fanfare, before thousands of spectators at a Manhattan rally, the Committee announced its intent to help Tessie Earle file two $250,000 civil suits: one against the City of Greenville, the other against lynchers themselves. Any money recovered in these suits would go not to Earle but to “Negro educational societies in the South.”

The high point of Earle’s New York stay was supposed to be a “Negro Freedom Rally” at Madison Square Garden in mid-June. Publicity posters for the event advertised such “Brilliant Speakers” as “Militant Congressman” Adam Clayton Powell Jr. and a “Star Studded Program” of entertainers, including Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. The event also would include a “Special Presentation” from Tessie Earle: “a mother’s reaction” to lynching, as “only the mother of a mob victim” could provide. A collection for Tessie Earle would be taken up at the event.

The big day came; big crowds did not. Factionalism on the Black left
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resulted in low turnout and rival-group picketing outside. Madison Square Garden could hold twenty-thousand people. Sponsors hoped for ten thousand. Perhaps three thousand showed up—Adam Clayton Powell and Bill Robinson not among them. In the words of one Black weekly, the rally was "a pitiable fizzle . . . the people stayed away in droves." Adding injury to insult, much of the money collected in Tessie Earle’s name wound up in other people’s pockets. Like so many other small-town sheep, Tessie Earle surely left the Big Apple feeling as though she had been fleeced.

There was an upside, however. During Earle’s Manhattan stay, her hosts took her to the headquarters of the NAACP, seeking litigation advice. NAACP officials were intrigued, but when it came to litigation, they preferred to fly solo. They did not want to partner with the National Negro Day Committee, which, as an internal NAACP memo warned, seemed “about to exploit Mrs. Earle for their purpose.” Soon, however, Tessie Earle broke with the National Negro Day Committee and agreed to work with the NAACP. NAACP lawyers Thurgood Marshall, Franklin Williams, Constance Baker Motley, and Harold Boulware would represent her.

Several aspects of Tessie Earle’s Article VI case appealed to the NAACP. Up until that era, antilynching had been the group’s top priority.
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NAACP saw itself as the nation’s lynching watchdog. Because it maintained local chapters throughout the South and enjoyed close ties to Black newspapers, the group quickly learned about vigilante murders, wherever they occurred. It collected this local information and disseminated it nationally.409 The NAACP also dispatched representatives410 to investigate lynchings, since, in Executive Secretary Walter White’s words, “little confidence could be placed in the reports” of local officials.411 A powerful symbol of the group’s urgent fight against racist vigilantism was a large flag that hung with disturbing regularity outside the windows of its New York offices. It read: “A Man was Lynched Yesterday.”412

The NAACP may have been particularly interested in Tessie Earle’s case because it involved Article VI. Executive Secretary White liked civil-damage statutes and considered South Carolina’s to be the gold standard.413 In the 1930s, the NAACP included a county-liability provision in a proposed federal antilynching bill. When asked whether this measure would be constitutional, NAACP lawyers noted that state courts had consistently upheld similar provisions. The first example that they cited was Article VI.414 Representing Tessie in a county-liability case would enable NAACP lawyers to wield a respected legal weapon.

The group also appreciated the public relations potential of the Earle case. When choosing among possible test cases, the NAACP routinely considered whether a prospective client was likely to evoke public sympathy.415 Tessie Earle passed that test. Early in 1948, half a year after Earle’s Manhattan trip, NAACP attorney Franklin H. Williams reflected on her case’s potential public impact. “I do not think that this case is so old” as to have
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lost its “terrific news value,” Williams wrote privately to Thurgood Marshall. “Here we have a case packing a terrific emotional appeal.”416 In other words, both parties stood to benefit. Tessie Earle would get A-list legal representation. In return, the NAACP would get a case that would generate positive publicity and might even rally support for a federal antilynching law.417

Although the case was straightforward, lawyers did have a few decisions to make. One was how much money to seek. To rousing Midtown cheers, the National Negro Day Committee had dramatically announced plans to sue for $500,000. Perhaps aware that any award would have to be approved by an all-white jury, and that extravagant requests in the past had failed, NAACP lawyers aimed comparatively low: $5,000.418

Another question was whom to sue. The National Negro Day Committee had proposed suing Willie Earle’s lynchers directly. The NAACP chose not to do this. Such litigation would present the same obstacles that doomed the criminal trial: speak-no-evil witnesses and see-no-evil jurors. Still, it might have been worth trying. A victory would have made an important statement about justice. A loss, from the NAACP’s perspective, could have been better still. Even a weak echo of the indignation that followed the criminal acquittals following the Earle lynching could have boosted support for a federal antilynching law. But the NAACP chose not to devote its scarce legal resources to this labor-intensive struggle. Perhaps it concluded that no amount of indignation would be enough to drive a federal antilynching bill through congressional quicksand.

The National Negro Day Committee also planned to sue the city of Greenville. This made no sense. Article VI applied to counties, not cities. But which county should the NAACP sue? After all, the Willie Earle lynching began in the Pickens County jail and ended over the Greenville County line. The 1895 Constitutional Convention left this issue unresolved. “Suppose they take him [a hypothetical lynching victim] to another county to lynch him; which county is responsible?” a delegate asked during the Arti-

416. Williams continued: “Naturally, we will have to refresh the public’s mind through proper build-up, which of course, this Association can do.” Memorandum from Franklin H. Williams to Thurgood Marshall, Feb. 10, 1948, NAACP Papers, correspondence, copy in author’s possession and available upon request.
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Article VI debate in 1895. Nobody answered. Early investigations into the Willie Earle lynching raised some geographical uncertainty. “There was question just which county was the scene of the slaying,” the Raleigh News and Observer reported. “Earle’s body was found . . . at the edge of a scrub-pine thicket two-tenths of a mile inside Greenville County. A trail of blood spots leading to the body indicated he may have been killed elsewhere and hauled to the spot.”

NAACP lawyers prudently sued both counties. Greenville was more liable, they thought, since it apparently was the scene of the actual murder. But as attorney Boulware explained to his colleagues, “suing both counties” would get them “to place the blame on one another.” “Pickens County will certainly prove that the death occurred in Greenville in court, and Greenville will then have no room to contest this as a fact.” Just as Boulware expected, both counties demurred and claimed that the essential elements of the lynching had occurred elsewhere. And as Boulware predicted, the trial court sided with Pickens County, since the most fundamental element of a lynching, the actual killing, had occurred in Greenville County. The trial judge therefore released Pickens County from liability but left the case against Greenville County intact.

Greenville County appealed to the State Supreme Court, arguing that the greater share of blame belonged to the county where the lynching began, not the one where it ended. Greenville should not have to pay for the Pickens County jailer’s negligence. Greenville lawyers also cited South Carolina precedent to argue that death was not a necessary part of lynching, and that the primary object of Article VI was to deter future lynchings, not to compensate victims’ families for past lynchings. Finding
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Pickens County liable, Greenville argued, would have the most powerful deterrent effect.\(^{427}\)

On the other side of the appeal were two respondents: Pickens County and Tessie Earle. Both wanted the Supreme Court to uphold the trial court’s ruling. Pickens County argued that “forcible seizure” of a prisoner did not a lynching make.\(^{428}\) What if the mob had seized Earle from jail, only to return him unharmed? Surely that would not constitute a lynching, the county argued.\(^{429}\) The shotgun blasts that took Earle’s life were fired in Greenville County. Greenville was liable, having had the “last clear chance” to prevent the lynching. Punishing this failure would inspire county residents to work harder to prevent future lynchings, the NAACP argued.\(^{430}\)

Late in 1949, the South Carolina Supreme Court ruled in favor of Tessie Earle and Pickens County, on grounds that liability fell to “the county where . . . lynching takes place.” Although some elements of the lynching had taken place in Pickens, the decisive ones had occurred in Greenville County. There the liability lay.\(^{431}\)

The Black press cheered. Tessie Earle “got the green-light . . . from the State Supreme Court to go ahead with her suit for damages,” the Baltimore Afro-American approvingly reported. “The court held that Earle was lynched in Greenville County by a mob that took him forcibly from the Pickens jail,” and that it would be “quibbling to say that the complaint fails to allege a lynching in Greenville County” simply because “all of the stated elements” of a lynching were not present.\(^{432}\)

The Supreme Court ruling paved the way for a jury trial back in Greenville County. Before this could occur, however, the two parties settled out of court. Greenville County agreed to pay Tessie Earle $2000.\(^{433}\) NAACP lawyers guessed that no Greenville County jury would award more than that.\(^{434}\)

---
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By settling, Greenville County capped its financial exposure, limited legal expenses, and avoided additional bad press. Tessie Earle guaranteed herself some money while avoiding the stress of another trial. The NAACP freed legal resources to devote to areas that had recently become top priorities: voting rights, employment discrimination, and school segregation. Although some NAACP officials had been keen on the public-relations aspects of Tessie Earle’s suit, others may have worried that a high-profile trial victory in a southern state court would make federal action on lynching appear less necessary. Moreover, Tessie Earle’s suit was not a test case. Victory would not change the law. Settlement was acceptable to all.

One final obstacle remained. Emma Brown, widow of Thomas Brown, the murdered cab driver, filed a civil suit against the Estate of Willie Earle for $10,000. Brown’s suit cited the “excruciating physical and mental pain” inflicted on the Brown family by “the brutal assault of the said Willie Earle.” As long as Emma Brown’s suit lasted, Tessie Earle would not be allowed to cash her settlement check. Finally, late in 1956, the courts ruled that Article VI payments belonged to Tessie Earle, not her son’s estate. Therefore, Emma Brown, who wanted Willie Earle to be found posthumously liable for the death of her cab-driving husband, had no claim to that money. In early 1958, over a decade after her son’s death by lynching, Tessie Earle received her Article VI settlement award. With interest, it totaled $3,000.

Conclusion

Every murder has multiple victims. The surviving relatives of Willie Earle, like those of Thomas Brown, sustained deep emotional wounds. Tessie Earle’s never healed. “Grandma Tessie . . . never got over” Willie’s lynching, her granddaughter later recalled. “It caused distress for the whole family, but particularly for her.”
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Black distress radiated far beyond South Carolina. Following the mass acquittals of Willie Earle’s murderers, one national Black leader wailed, “How long, O God, will a man be treated worse than a beast just because his skin is black!”

Indignation spurred action. The acquittals caused Black Greenvillians to organize, causing one local civil rights pioneer to conclude that “Willie Earle’s death was not in vain.” Black residents boycotted the taxicab companies whose drivers had lynched Willie Earle. They petitioned Greenville to license Black cabbies. Doing so, they hoped, would open jobs to Black drivers while also reducing conflicts between Black passengers and white cabbies. The time had come to “Jim Crow the taxicabs, like they Jim Crow[ed] . . . everything else,” reasoned one Black man. Black South Carolinians also demanded representation on juries. State courts served “both races,” and therefore “ought to have juries on which both races . . . are represented,” they argued. Fairer juries would produce more justice—and fewer lynchings. “Lynchers would be less inclined to Lynch were they assured beforehand that their penalty would be partially fixed by the people they wronged.”

The Earle lynching also stirred white Greenvillians. Some sought personal atonement. Late one night, following the acquittals, a local Black minister heard a knock at his door. There stood a lyncher, sobbing. “Reverend, I am a marked man,” the cabbie wept, for the lyncher’s names were “on every tongue,” and people, “white and black, show[ed] them visible contempt.” The Black minister kneeled with the white lyncher and “prayed for his soul.”

---
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Other whites sought atonement on a broader scale. White Greenville, according to the Black press, did “some serious stock-taking,” with the “express purpose of improving the lot of its colored citizens.” The city vowed to improve Black conditions in health, sanitation, law enforcement, transportation, recreation, and employment. “I covered the trial of Willie Earle’s alleged lynchers from the vantage point of a seat in the [segregated] balcony of the Greenville County Court,” a Black journalist wrote three years later.

I was exposed to the virus of racial prejudice in its worst form. And I saw the accused white men freed of all charges in spite of the overwhelming evidence against them. . . . But . . . Greenville is taking some steps on its own in trying to dim the bitter memory of the Willie Earle lynching stigma. And if the Greenville experiment is as successful as its sponsors hope for, and becomes a pattern for the entire South, then the community, paradoxically enough, will have the lynching . . . to thank.

The reform spirit spread beyond Greenville. Shortly after the acquittals, in July of 1947, US District Court Judge J. Waites Waring, of Charleston, struck down the South Carolina Democratic Party’s all-white primary. “It is time for South Carolina to rejoin the union,” declared Waring, who was white. “I cannot see where the skies will fall” if Black South Carolinians vote, he added. The lawyers who convinced Judge Waring to strike down the white primary included Thurgood Marshall and Harold Boulware, both of whom also represented Tessie Earle. Black litigation, a product of Reconstruction, survived Jim Crow and ultimately helped to weaken it. The Willie Earle episode contributed to a national change of heart. The mass acquittals sparked northern protests and fueled a national campaign for a federal antilynching law. According to a Gallup poll taken in
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the summer of 1947, shortly after the mass acquittals, 69 percent of American respondents, including 56 percent of southerners, now favored such a law.451 Ten years previously, national support for a federal antilynching law stood at just 44 percent.452 In the autumn of 1947, To Secure These Rights, a report prepared by President Truman’s Committee on Civil Rights, discussed the Earle case, lamented the “almost complete immunity from punishment enjoyed by lynchers,” and perceptively described lynching as “the ultimate threat” that reinforced “all the other disabilities placed upon” Black people.453 Within a year, Truman desegregated the federal workforce, including the military, denounced lynching as a crime “against which [he could not] speak too strongly,” and sent Congress a ten-point civil rights program that included an antilynching proposal.454

Not everyone moved Left, however. Following their respective antilynching episodes, Ben Tillman and Strom Thurmond both moved Right. The two leaders’ paths differed, however, and that difference reveals a gradual weakening of white supremacy over the twentieth century’s first half.

For most of his time as South Carolina governor, Ben Tillman both favored white supremacy and opposed lynching. After moving to the US Senate and achieving more of a national profile, however, he adjusted. He retained white supremacist goals, becoming arguably the nation’s “leading exponent” of “white rule” but abandoned antilynching means. While governor, he had sought to discourage federal intervention by restraining the lynching mindset in the South. Now, as Senator, he sought to discourage federal intervention by inflaming the lynching mindset in the North. During the century’s opening decade, seemingly whenever the Senate was not in session, Tillman, like a Gettysburg-bound Robert E. Lee, charged north and preemptively attacked white northerners who might otherwise have


been tempted to defend Black rights. He spoke in cities and towns, from New England to the Pacific Northwest. His go-to topic was “The Race Problem.” He attacked relentlessly, racist artillery booming: “All men are not created equal and the ‘niggers’ are not fit to vote”;456 “the negro race is inferior to the white race”,457 “God made the white man out of better clay”,458 the Black man was “only one shade better than a baboon.”459 He challenged white listeners to imagine how they would respond if they lived, as he did, in a majority-Black state. “Who wants to be governed by negroes?” he asked his northern listeners. “Answer me, you in the audience. Nobody?”460

A frequent target of Tillman’s wrath was the Fifteenth Amendment. Citing no evidence, Tillman asserted that “nine-tenths of the people in the Northern states now believe[d] that the country made a grave mistake in passing the constitutional amendments which give the negro the right to vote.”461 The remedy was simple: Repeal! “To hell with such a law that puts black feet on white necks,” Tillman thundered one night in Cleveland. “What do you say?”

“You’re right,” answered half a dozen Ohioans.462

No lecture was complete without a discussion of lynching. Although Tillman had strongly opposed lynching during most of his governorship, and at the 1895 convention, he packed only prolynching arguments in his northbound satchel. His “eloquent”463 justifications stressed the need to defend white women against Black men. When the unthinkable occurred—that crime too awful to name—lynching was not just excusable. It was praiseworthy, he said. Lynchings saved white women the trauma of testifying in court, gave Black fiends exactly what they deserved, and brutally discouraged future attacks.464 Northern whites would do no less, Tillman believed. If not, he told a Rhode Island crowd in 1899, he would blush to
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know them. “When niggers assault our women[,] we lynch them,” he told an Ohio audience. “You have some lynchings of your own up here . . . showing that you have some red blood left.”

Some Black northerners protested. Some white northerners objected. Some elite white southerners lamented his “coarse speech and plantation manners.” But overall, Tillman’s white supremacist message landed. His prolynching, northern lectures were “frequently applauded.”

“The people of the North are becoming more and more informed on the subject of the negro,” Tillman happily remarked in 1905. “They are respecting our actions.” A Black South Carolinian despondently agreed: “Senator Tillman not only has a large number of sympathizers through the South, but I believe he has a larger number in the North.” Had Robert E. Lee experienced equal success in his northern campaign, the Confederate States of America might yet exist.

Decades later, another gifted South Carolina politician followed Ben Tillman’s path from Edgefield County to the national stage. J. Strom Thurmond learned his politics from “Pitchfork” Ben. Both men served four years as South Carolina governor, during which they took conspicuous antilynching stances. Both men subsequently served long careers in the US Senate. But whereas Tillman’s turn-of-the-century defense of Jim Crow included full-throated endorsements of both white supremacy and lynching, Thurmond’s midcentury segregationism did not. Though widely considered to be “one of white supremacy’s leading spokesmen,” Strom Thurmond thought it prudent both to distance himself from white supremacist

---
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extremes and consistently to oppose lynching. The virulence of the Jim Crow virus was abating.

As we have seen, the Willie Earle lynching of 1947 pushed the federal government to the left on civil rights. According to Newton’s First Law of Southern Politics, that moved South Carolina Governor Strom Thurmond and other Jim Crow defenders to the right. During the presidential election of 1948, a group of white southerners calling itself the States’ Rights Democrats, or Dixiecrats, broke away from the national party. “We stand for the segregation of the races and the racial integrity of each race,” their platform declared. For president, the Dixiecrats chose Strom Thurmond. The South Carolinian’s acceptance speech crackled with Tillmanesque passion. Thurmond “brought howls of rage” when he asked delegates to picture what it would mean if “white folks were compelled to admit Negroes into [their] swimming pools and theaters.” But that would never happen, Thurmond vowed. “There are not enough laws on the books of the nation, nor can there be enough, to break down segregation in the South.” One Black commentator described Thurmond’s presidential campaign as but “a revamped Tillmanism.” Thurmond lost in 1948. Thereafter, he repeatedly won, serving forty-seven years in the US Senate. Among his claims to fame was history’s longest senate filibuster—twenty-four hours and eighteen minutes—wielded in opposition to a voting rights bill.

And yet, although Thurmond resembled Tillman in some ways, he differed in others. Unlike Tillman, who proudly waved the banner of “white supremacy,” Thurmond claimed to be “perturbed” by the label. Thurmond reportedly “cracked down on his ‘white supremacy’ followers” dur-

ing his 1948 presidential run, telling reporters that his campaign was about states’ rights, not white supremacy. A decade later, while claiming to oppose a civil rights bill on the grounds of federalism only, Thurmond insisted: “I am not interested one whit in the question of white supremacy.”

One of Thurmond’s go-to moves when seeking to counter charges of racism was to position himself as a “bitter foe of lynching” and to remind listeners of his strong antilynching stance during the Willie Earle affair. Thurmond feared that southern inaction on lynching might prompt Congress to pass a federal antilynching law that could, in turn, beget additional federal action. Thurmond knew that lynching was deeply unpopular and did not want civil rights proponents to capitalize on the issue. “We are all opposed to lynching,” he told a Maryland audience in 1948. “It is nothing but murder—the worst form of murder.” (He then reminded listeners that murder was a state crime, not a federal crime.) And unlike Ben Tillman decades earlier, Thurmond carved out no exception for alleged cases of rape. Lynching was “the worst form of murder,” no matter the circumstances. The distance separating Ben Tillman from his protégé suggests how much the politics of lynching evolved, even among staunch segregationists, during the twentieth century’s first half.

One of Strom Thurmond’s arguments against a federal antilynching law during his 1948 presidential run was that it was unnecessary, since the South “ha[d] almost wiped out lynching” on its own. That was an exaggeration. But it was not outlandish. In South Carolina, lynching peaked at the end of the nineteenth century, then declined steadily: sixty-four South Carolina lynchings in the 1890s, forty-three in the 1900s, twenty-nine in the 1910s, eleven in the 1920s, eight in the 1930s. Willie Earle’s lynching, in
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1947, was the state’s fourth that decade, and the only one in the nation that year. To date, South Carolina has recorded no other lynching.493

Problems, of course, persisted. As lynching declined, capital punishment rose, peaking nationally in the 1930s. The inverse relationship between the two forms of killing was more than coincidental. Lynching opponents consistently urged mobs to let the law take its course. Too frequently, the law’s course entailed a rushed conviction and a hasty death sentence. Capital punishment, like lynching, was disproportionately southern and disproportionately Black.494 Police brutality was another racialized law-enforcement concern that some activists saw rising as lynching fell. “Who knows this any better than Negroes?” a Black pundit rhetorically asked in 1948. “We must fight just as vigorously to end police brutality as we are fighting to put an end to . . . lynching.”495 Work remained.

As for Article VI, racial progressives have long misunderstood it. When Tessie Earle won her settlement in the 1950s, some observers wrongly assumed that her victory was unprecedented. “For the first time in recorded history in the U.S.,” a Black newspaper reported, “the family of a lynching victim was compensated by the authorities.”496 In fact, as described above, a long line of Black litigants had previously won Article VI compensation. More recently, the Equal Justice Initiative (EJI), which has worked hard to raise awareness of lynching history, wrongly assumed that Tessie Earle lost her case.497 In fact, she won and received $3,000. And the definitive study of Ben Tillman and white supremacy, far from untangling the origins of Article VI, fails to mention it.498

Existing accounts misunderstand two important things. They overlook the extent to which Article VI, from its inception forward, was supported by white elites, most of whom were devoted white supremacists. Admit-
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tedly, occasional white demagogues promoted lynching as a virtuous response to perceived Black threats.\textsuperscript{499} But these leaders were the exception.\textsuperscript{500} Most elite southern whites—clergy, press, bench, bar, political leaders—regarded lynching as, to quote a group of South Carolina ministers in 1911, a stain on the state’s “honor and dignity.”\textsuperscript{501} Antilynching white supremacy was no oxymoron. Indeed, it was the dominant political force in South Carolina for most of the Jim Crow era. Its adherents favored disfranchisement and segregation but opposed lynching. They believed that their opposition to lynching would strengthen Jim Crow. In the short run, though not the long run, they may have been right. Throughout, the most important lynching debates in South Carolina did not pit white people against Black people, as misleadingly suggested by the acquittal photograph at the beginning of this chapter. They pitted upper-class white people against lower-class white people.

Another underappreciated feature of Article VI history is how frequently—and how successfully—Black litigants invoked the measure in court. The law’s architects relied on financial disincentives to change behavior. Raise the cost of lynching, they reasoned, and demand would fall. But the measure was not self-enacting. In order for its market mechanisms to work, the relatives of lynching victims had to sue. And they had to win. Considering the context—Jim Crow-era South Carolina—neither was guaranteed.

Most surviving family members of lynching victims, like most people, most of the time, did not go to court. Some may have been unaware of Article VI. Others probably were unsure how to sue. Others may have been scared—and with good reason. Every step of the legal process brought risks.\textsuperscript{502} Filing any civil suit against white people could be dangerous, for it challenged local traditions of deference. The risks multiplied in postlynching suits, for attackers had already demonstrated a willingness to use violence.\textsuperscript{503} Once litigation began, plaintiffs had to present evidence, lifting the
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veil of feigned ignorance behind which local whites preferred to mask lynchings. And if a surviving family member won, taxes might rise—never a popular result.

Given these many risks, the number of surviving family members willing to file Article VI cases was impressively high. At the very least, twelve different lynchings resulted in Article VI litigation—about 10 percent of the state’s post-1895 lynching total.\textsuperscript{504} This is surely an undercount. For instance, our lowball figure does not include the case of Ada Thompson, widow of 1933 lynching victim Bennie Thompson. According to press reports, Ada Thompson “engaged lawyers . . . to file suit against [Greenwood] county for $2000.”\textsuperscript{505} We chose not to count her planned case because we cannot prove that she ever filed it, although she probably did. Similarly, although the first case in our count was Isaac Brown’s 1898 suit against Orangeburg County, a newspaper report published the \textit{previous} year referred to “cases”—plural—that had already arisen under Article VI.\textsuperscript{506} We did not count these early cases because we could not document them. But we have good reason to believe that they exist.\textsuperscript{507}

In addition to our numerator—twelve Article VI cases—likely being too low, our denominator—one hundred and twenty South Carolina lynchings after 1895—is probably too high. The data set upon which we rely lists seventeen of those one hundred and twenty lynchings as either “probable” or “possible.” “Only” 103 post-1895 lynchings in South Carolina are confirmed.\textsuperscript{508}

But even our conservative count finds that, at the very least, 10 percent extremely foolhardy . . . thing to do to actually bring a case in the early twentieth century on the basis of such a claim.” Stephen Kantrowitz, in Madison, Wisconsin, interviewed via Skype by Frank Carroll, in Davidson, North Carolina, April 18, 2018. My thanks to both Myisha and Steve for generously sharing their knowledge.
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of South Carolina's post-1895 lynchings resulted in Article VI suits. Black people were missing from the courtroom photograph with which this chapter began but were hardly missing from South Carolina courts in the Jim Crow era. Nor were they ineffective as litigators. In Article VI cases, Black litigants usually won.

Did Article VI work? It is hard to say. The measure certainly failed to live up to the more extravagant claims made on its behalf.509 Far too many lynchings occurred in South Carolina following the law's enactment for anyone to claim clear victory. Admittedly, South Carolina lynchings did decline steadily following the measure's adoption. But lynching declined everywhere. South Carolina's post-1895 drop was steeper than those of some states but gentler than those of other states. South Carolina and North Carolina, the two southern states with county-liability laws, had two of the lowest lynching levels in the region. Civil-liability laws may have dampened enthusiasm for lynching in these two states. Then again, the existence of comparatively mild lynching cultures in the Carolinas might have facilitated the passage of those laws in the first place. And this experiment is not perfectly controlled. South Carolina's Article VI received a lot of nationwide attention. Its deterrent effects may have crossed state lines.

The difficulty of assessing the measure's effectiveness did not deter legal scholar James Chadbourn. In the 1930s, Chadbourn analyzed all eleven postlynching civil liability laws then in existence nationally. He examined South Carolina's law especially closely, since it had been used more than any other.510 Chadbourn concluded that Article VI worked. As of his publication date, postlynching fines had been imposed upon six South Carolina counties. Prior to being fined, those counties had all experienced lynching levels that matched or exceeded the state average. After the fines, lynching levels in those counties dropped—to zero. Statewide lynching levels dropped too.511 If Chadbourn is right, Article VI worked well. To the list of Black antilynching activities—journalism, migration, armed self-defense, political action—perhaps we should add litigation.

Tessie Earle was not passive following her son's lynching. Like many
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Black predecessors, in a state where courthouse seating was separate and unequal, she sued and won civil damages. Her legal victory did not balance the scales of justice. It did not bring back her son. But it forced an official acknowledgment that lynching was not just a wrong but a public wrong. Her successful legal campaign begs the question: What is justice?

One month after the all-white “acquittal photograph” was snapped, Black journalist John McCray wrote about the ghost of Willie Earle, a specter that rose from Earle’s “decaying remains” to haunt the living by decrying the injustice of lynching. Earle’s ghost “flits from breast to breast, from race to race, from mind to mind,” McCray wrote, reminding them of Earle’s unjust death and touching “the hearts of men and women” who are “blind to color” and who believe “in the rights of men.”

The Ghost of Willie Earle hovers still.
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Conclusion

In South Carolina, from the 1840s through the 1940s, race and the law intertwined. On the one hand, advocates of white supremacy established racial categories in the law, sorted people among them, and allocated rights and restrictions accordingly. The resulting distinctions inevitably disadvantaged people of color. On the other hand, the legal system provided a forum within which racial distinctions could be contested.

The ability of Black South Carolinians to challenge racial subordination varied substantially with time. Prior to 1865, South Carolina law provided a sturdy framework for a thoroughly racialized slave society. One's legally designated race, more than any other factor, channeled one's life prospects. By law, white South Carolinians could not be enslaved, but Black South Carolinians were assumed to be so. Even the state's tiny “free-Black” population was, in the words of a prominent legal scholar of the day, “a degraded caste, of inferior rank.”

White South Carolinians used legal tools to limit the growth of the free-Black community. Their goal was to tighten the legal correlation between race and freedom status. On the eve of the Civil War, some white South Carolinians called for all free Black people in the state to be enslaved or deported.

During this era, Black South Carolinians had almost no ability to mount public claims. No Black South Carolinians, free or enslaved, could vote or serve as legislators. There were no Black judges. There were no Black law-
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1. This statement applied nationally, including in South Carolina. James Kent, Commentaries on American Law, vol 2 (New York: O. Halsted, 1832), 258.
4. Ibid., art. I, § 6, § 8.
yers. There were no Black jurors. Black witnesses could not testify in super-
ior court—or against white people in any court.5 Black people could not
carry guns.6 State law even formally barred Black people, enslaved or not,
from assembling privately “in a confined . . . place of meeting.” If they
attempted to do so—such as, say, to share grievances or plan protests—
officers of the law were “authorized to enter and if necessary, to break open
doors” to disperse the gathering. The law also authorized those officers to
impose “corporal punishment” on the “slaves, free negroes, mulattos, or
mestizos” so assembled.7

Enslaved South Carolinians, who accounted for over 98 percent of the
state’s Black population and a majority of the state’s total population, faced
all of these race-based constraints, and more. Unlike “free” Black people,
the enslaved were not allowed to file lawsuits or receive an education.8 Even
if they had been inclined to “work within the system” to ameliorate their
oppression, there was no system within which they could work.9 Some
enslaved people responded to the absence of legal options by acting ille-
gally. They often unhappily learned that the law treated enslaved people
most fully as people, not property, when they committed crimes. Admit-
tedly, enslaved people occasionally benefited from court rulings. For exam-

5. John Belton O’Neall, The Negro Law of South Carolina (Columbia, SC: J. G. Bowman,
1848), 13.
6. Ibid., 16.
7. Ibid., 23–24.
8. Note that litigation did offer some Black southerners some access to legal remedies. See
Kimberly M. Welch, Black Litigants in the Antebellum South (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2017); Dylan Penningroth, The Claims of Kinfolk: African American Property
and Community in the Nineteenth-Century South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2003); Anne Twitty, Before Dred Scott: Slavery and Legal Culture in the American Con-
fluence, 1787–1857 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2018); Kelly M. Kennington, In
the Shadow of Dred Scott: St. Louis Freedom Suits and the Legal Culture of Slavery in Antebel-
hum America (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2017); Martha S. Jones, Birthright Citizens:
A History of Race and Rights in Antebellum America (Cambridge: Cambridge University
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Oxford University Press, 2018).
9. Ethan Kytle and Blaine Roberts made this point in a Skype interview with the students
of Davidson College’s HIS 454, April 5, 2019: Julia Bainum, Patrick Casey, Laura Collins,
Caroline Macaulay, Tommy May, Meghan Rankins, Seth Rinkevich, Jack Sheehy, Marcus
Whipple.
ple, the South Carolina courts ultimately allowed Amy, the formerly enslaved sexual partner of Elijah Willis, to inherit his estate following his death and her out-of-state manumission. But that ruling reflected the courts’ regard for Elijah’s rights, not Amy’s.

During the post–Civil War Reconstruction period, approximately 1865 to 1877, Black access to the public sphere swelled, and Black South Carolinians experienced something approaching full citizenship. They could receive an education, assemble freely, discuss openly, file lawsuits, and testify in court. Additionally, Black men voted, practiced law, served in public office, and sat proportionally on juries.

The Republicans who orchestrated South Carolina’s Reconstruction revolution did some of their most important legal work with erasers, not pens. In addition to expunging remnants of slave law, they systematically deleted racial categories from state law. Their magnum opus, the South Carolina Constitution of 1868, contained no racial designations whatsoever. Its guiding ethos was color-blindness. The word “negro” did not appear in it. Neither did “black,” “white,” “mulatto,” or “Indian.” The document did mention the words “race” and “color,” but only to assert their legal irrelevance. The right to vote, the new constitution declared, shall be determined “without distinction of race, color or former condition.”

Public schools shall be free and open to all “without regard to race or color.” Lest the underlying principle be missed, the constitution declared that, henceforth, “Distinction on account of race or color, in any case whatever, shall be prohibited.” In practice, plenty of customary segregation persisted throughout the Reconstruction period. But in theory, the Constitution of 1868 declared that “all classes of citizens”—all—“shall enjoy equally all common, public, and legal and political privileges.”

It would not last. By century’s end, self-proclaimed “white supremacists” had retaken power by means that included fraud, violence, and rac-

11. Ibid., art. 8, § 2.
12. Ibid., art. 10, § 10.
13. Ibid., art. 1, § 39.
15. S.C. Const., art I, § 2 (1868). See also art. 1, § 1.
ism. There was nothing surreptitious about their racial politics. “White supremacist” was not an insult hurled by politically correct elites against fringe activists. It was a banner that dominant white political leaders wrestled to control and then proudly waved from the balconies of power. “There are only two flags. The white and the black. Under which will you enlist?” asked John Gary Evans in 1895, while rallying support for Black disfranchisement. Evans was no crackpot extremist. He was the state’s governor. In his 1895 “White Supremacy” proclamation, he challenged white South Carolinians to choose. Would it be the “white . . . flag of Anglo-Saxon civilization and progress” or “the black flag of the debased and ignorant African, with the white traitors who are seeking to marshal the negroes in order to gain political power?” Revealingly, among the villains in Governor Evans’s proclamation were judges, whom he denounced for occasionally impeding disfranchisement through their legal rulings. He vowed not to let their legal snares obstruct white supremacy: “law or no law, court or no court, the intelligent white men of South Carolina intend to govern. . . . We are ready to lead the fight under the white man’s flag.”

The region-wide political tide with which Evans swam was overwhelming. In a vicious cycle, Black voting rights shriveled, Black legislative representation dwindled, and around it went. Each rotation left Black South Carolinians more vulnerable. By century’s end, a huge swath of the region’s working and poorer classes had been disfranchised, with important consequences for national as well as state politics.

South Carolina’s ascendant white supremacists reinserted racial categories into state law. Once again, legalized racial classifications—“negro,” “white,” “mulatto,” “colored”—constricted life prospects. White families persuaded white officials to expel insufficiently white students from all-

16. In 1894, white supremacist leader Ben Tillman unseated US Senator Matthew Butler. In that 1894 campaign, Butler criticized Tillman, but he did not criticize white supremacy. “‘White supremacy’ is a very precious thing . . . and I would lament the day when it is lost,” Butler proclaimed. He added that he had done “more in one day to establish ‘white supremacy’ in South Carolina” than Tillman and his corrupt ring had done in their entire lives. “White Supremacy: Gen. Butler Tells the Croakers a Ting or Two,” The State (Columbia, SC), Sept. 9, 1894, 8.


18. Ibid.

19. Ibid.
white public schools. White registrars scribbled the letter “C” next to the names of “colored” people on lists of prospective jurors—and then studiously skipped over most of those names when assembling juries.

But although Jim Crow-era white supremacists effectively doused the flames of Reconstruction-era racial democracy, they could not extinguish the embers. Most obviously, the ban on slavery survived. During Reconstruction, Black State Supreme Court Justice Jonathan Jasper Wright had attempted to replace slavery with an egalitarian system of labor law based on the free-labor contract. Wright’s dreams died at the end of Reconstruction. Hierarchical master-servant relations would dominate post-Reconstruction labor law in South Carolina. Through it all, however, slavery remained dead, and not even the most rabid white supremacist credibly threatened to resuscitate it. Emancipation was one Reconstruction-era reform that stuck.

Education was another. Jim Crow schools were, by definition, racially segregated. But education for nonwhite children remained legal. Indeed, it remained constitutionally mandated. The same 1895 Constitution that effectively disfranchised most Black voters ordered the General Assembly to continue providing free public schools for “all children.”20 The constitution also mandated state support for Black higher education, where faculty “representation” was to be given to “men and women of the negro race.”21 This explains why South Carolina State University, still “the state’s sole public college for black youth,” traces its origins to 1896, the year after the disfranchising constitution went into effect.22 Black literacy, negligible under slavery, climbed steadily through the Jim Crow years.

The right of Black South Carolinians to assemble, also negligible under slavery, likewise endured through the Jim Crow years. Even after the “Retreat from Reconstruction,”23 Black people retained the newly won freedom to gather for political protest, religious worship, or any other lawful reason. Black political meetings, such as the “immense” antilynch-

21. Ibid., art. XI, § 8.
ing protest that occurred in Columbia in 1892, remained possible.\textsuperscript{24} Black churches,\textsuperscript{25} schools,\textsuperscript{26} private colleges,\textsuperscript{27} and fraternal organizations\textsuperscript{28} proliferated and helped Black people to fight injustice in ways impossible under slavery.

Black lawyers were another Reconstruction-era novelty that endured.\textsuperscript{29} They selectively challenged Jim Crow abuses, often winning. Even when they lost, their efforts publicized the incompatibility of explicit racism with the rule of law. Indeed, courts were likely the best white-dominated venues in the South within which racism could be openly challenged.\textsuperscript{30}

Black freedom, education, association, and legal activism: these legacies of Reconstruction, along with favorable national and international contexts following World War II, contributed to Jim Crow’s grudging relaxation. Thereafter, new challenges awaited. As with slavery and its overthrow in the mid-nineteenth century, Jim Crow and its decay in the mid-twentieth left behind complex legacies, including both deep, structural problems and an enhanced ability to challenge them.
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